
Thursday, August 4th, 2016
6 p.m., Lots 1-503

Foreign Individual Lots

1 ) Aegean Islands: Italian Occupation;
1933 Zeppelin Flight, Sieger #211A $140
1933 Air 3L tied by Rodi cds on flight #304, 5/30/1933 with
Rodi additional adhesives (#18, 20-21) on reg. card to
Sieger in Germany, Italian fighter bi-plane on reverse. Scott
#C20 ............................................................ Est. $200/250

2 H Andorra (French): 1931 Surcharge
Set on French Issues, Maury #2-21 Web $80
O.g., small thins on a few low values, otherwise fine. Scott
#1-20 $613. Maury €774 .............................. Est. $120/140

3 ) Argentina: Airpost; 1930 Set on
Zeppelin Cover, Sieger #63A-D Web $100
Blue overprints, fine to very fine, tied on 1930 1st Europe
Pan-American flight with German routing cachet (Michel
#F9-06), and has complete routing cds on reverse, backflap
sealed by Argentina advertising label for YPF Kerosene,
unusual, very fine and choice. Scott #C20-C24
 ...................................................................... Est. $150/200

4 () Argentina: 1938 Crash Cover, 
AAMC #380619 Web $100
Dated June 19 1938 registered from Argentina to New York, 
N.Y., cover reads “Correspondence recouped from Panagra
plane P.30 lost in Chile in flight over the Andes range on 19
June of 1938. Santiago, February of 1941", generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $150/200

Austria

5 H
H 1931 Rotary Complete, Michel

#518-523 Web $100
N.h., some toning, otherwise fine to very fine. Scott
#B87-B92 $550. Michel €700 ...................... Est. $150/180

6 H
H 1936, 10s Dolfuss, Michel #588 $400

N.h., very fine. Scott #380 $1,100. Michel €1,300
 ...................................................................... Est. $500/600

7 H
H 1936, 10s Dolfuss, Michel #588 $350

N.h., signed on back, very fine. Scott #380 $1,100. Michel
€1,300 ........................................................... Est. $500/600

8 ) 1934 Architects Complete on FDCs,
Michel #591-596 Web $120
Tied on 6 silhouette postcards dated Dec 2 1934, fine to very
fine. Scott #B122-B127 ................................ Est. $150/200

9 H
H 1935 Airpost Set, Michel #598-612 $70

N.h., 3 sets, fine or better. Scott #C32-C46 $450. Michel
€480 .............................................................. Est. $100/130

10 ) 1935 Military Leaders Complete on
Airmail Cards, Michel #617-622 Web $100
Six Walther von der Vogelweidelegend artist postcards tied
with 3-9-1936 date, very fine. Scott #B132-B137. Michel
€620 .............................................................. Est. $130/150

11 H
H r 1946 Renner Miniature Sheets

Complete, Michel #772B-775B $600
N.h., in intact original booklet, small ink mark on front,
rarely seen, very fine and attractive. Scott #B185-B188
$2,000+. Michel €2,300+ ........................ Est. $800/1,000
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12 H
HH r Brazil: Registration; 1930 400r on

1300r, Block of 4, #ICLF3 $150
O.g., bottom pair n.h., very fine. Scott $570 , only 5000
printed ............................................................ Est. $200/250

13 H Bulgaria: Postage Dues; 1884,
Complete Set, Michel #1-3 $150
O.g. (h.r.), fresh color, fine to very fine. Scott #J1-J3 $1,262. 
Michel €1,580 ............................................... Est. $200/300

China

14 ) 1807 Canton to Philadelphia Cover $100
Folded letter docketed March 20th with notation “eight
thousand dollars or ? as may appear”, shipped on board the
American Ship ? Capt. ? bound for Philadelphia with ms.
Ship Reaper Byorin? and red numeral 9 in circle cancel,
folded letter probably privately carried, unusual, fine
 ...................................................................... Est. $200/300

15 ) 1855 Local Covers Web $150
Two local stampless wrappers, one has 1855 date, 1 with
couple minor tears, fine to very fine appearance 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

16 m 1878, Large Dragon on Thin
Paper, 3ca Brown Red, #2 $150
Lightly canceled by partial blue seal postmark, fine to very
fine. Scott $400 .............................................. Est. $200/250

17 m 1878, Large Dragon on Thin Paper,
3ca Brown Red, #2 $100
Pen mark on back with blue cancel, fine to very fine. Scott
$400 .............................................................. Est. $150/200

18 m 1878, Large Dragon on Thin Paper,
5ca Yellow, #3 $100
Blue chop cancel, beautiful sharp color. Scott $375+ 
....................................................................... Est. $140/180

19 (H) 1882, Large Dragon (Wide Margins),
1ca Green, Thin Paper, #4 $140
Unused, well centered, light soiling, fine. Scott $650 
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

20 (H) 1882, Large Dragon (Wide Margins),
1ca Green, Thin Paper, #4 $140
Unused, very well centered, immaculate and very fine. Scott
$650 .............................................................. Est. $200/250

21 m 1882, Large Dragon (Wide Margins),
5ca Yellow Ocher, Thin Paper, #6 $350
Corner chop cancel, small corner crease, excellent shade,
overall very fine. Scott $1,400 ......................... Est. $500/700
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22 H 1883, Large Dragon on Thick Paper,
3ca Brown Red, Perf 12½, #8 $300
Part o.g. (h.r.), nice centering. Scott $1,200 ... Est. $450/550

23 m 1883, Large Dragon on Thick Paper,
5ca Yellow, Perf 12½, #9 $150
Canceled by partial Peking seal postmark in blue, well
centered, very fine. Scott $600 ........................ Est. $270/325

24 H 1885, Small Dragon, 5ca Bister, Perf
12½, #12a $140
Full o.g. (h.r.), well centered, fine to very fine. Chan #18a.
Scott $675 ...................................................... Est. $200/250

25 H 1885, Small Dragon, 1ca Bright
Green, Rough Perf 12½, Small 
Design (19x22mm), #13 var. $100
Full o.g., excellent color, very fine and attractive. Chan #16f
 ...................................................................... Est. $150/200

26 H
H 1894, Empress Dowager 60th

Birthday, 1st Printing, 5ca Dull
Orange, #20 $140
N.h., excellent color, well centered, immaculate and very
fine. Chan #26a. Scott $350 (hinged) ............ Est. $200/300

27 H 1894, Empress Dowager 60th Birthday,
1st Printing, 5ca Dull Orange, #20 $90
Full o.g. (small h.r.), some uncleared perfs, excellent color,
fresh and fine to very fine. Chan #26a. Scott $350 
....................................................................... Est. $120/150

28 H 1894, Empress Dowager 60th Birthday,
1st Printing, 12ca Brown Orange, #23 $140
Full o.g., fresh and fine to very fine. Scott $600 
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

29 H 1894, Empress Dowager 60th Birthday,
1st Printing, 24ca Carmine, #24 $180
Full o.g. (h.r.), uncleared perfs at top, excellent color. Scott
$775 .............................................................. Est. $230/270

1894-1897 Dowager 60th Birthday, 2nd Printing

30 H
H 1ca Red Orange, #16n $500

N.h., marginal copy, some uncleared perf discs, excellent
color, very fine. Scott $1,200+ .................... Est. $800/1,000

31 H 1ca Red Orange, #16n $300
Part o.g., sharp color. Chan #22S. Scott $1,200 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

32 H 2ca Yellow Green, #17n $240
Remnants of gum, very fresh, fine to very fine. Chan #23S.
Scott $1,200 ................................................... Est. $300/400

33 H 4ca Pale Rose, #19n $250
Straight edge at right, full o.g. (h.r.), fine to very fine and
attractive. Chan #25S. China Stamp Society #34a var. Scott 
$875+ , unlisted with imperf right gutter only ..... Est. $350/450

34 H 4ca Pale Rose, #19n $240
Full o.g. (h.r.), fine to very fine and attractive. Chan #25S.
Scott $875 ...................................................... Est. $300/400
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35 H 5ca Yellow, #20n $200
Part o.g., rich color, fine to very fine overall. Chan #26S.
Scott $975 ...................................................... Est. $300/400

36 H 6ca Red Brown, #21n $280
Part o.g., fresh, well centered, very fine. Chan #27S. Scott
$1,000 ........................................................... Est. $350/450

37 (H) 9ca Light Green, #22n $700
Unused, well centered, very fresh, very fine and scarce. Chan 
#28S. Scott $3,750 .................................. Est. $1,000/1,400

38 H 12ca Pale Orange Yellow, #23n $1,200
Full o.g., pen mark on reverse, fresh, fine to very fine. Chan
#29S. Scott $5,750 .................................. Est. $1,500/1,800

39 H 24ca Deep Rose Red, #24n $800
L.h., small mark on back, light corner crease, few uncleared
perfs, rich color, fine to very fine. Chan #30S. Scott $3,750 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,300

40 H 1897, Large Figures Narrow
Surcharge on Dowager, 2nd 
Printing, 4¢ on 4ca, #68 $100
O.g., fresh, fine to very fine. Scott $300 .......... Est. $150/200

1897 Red Revenues

41 H Large 1¢ on 3¢, 2¢ on Red Revenue,
#78, 80 Web $350
Dist. o.g. to unused, #78 (4 mint, 1 used), 80 (3 mint), some
toning issues, fine overall. Scott $3,650 .......... Est. $500/700

42 H Large 1¢ on 3¢ Red Revenue, “One
Cent” 3mm Spacing", #78 var. $200
O.g. (h.r.), slight soiling mostly around perfs, well centered,
fine. Chan #87d. Scott $450+ ...................... Est. $300/400

43 (H) Large 1¢ on 3¢ Red Revenue, #78 $70
Unused, well centered, fine. Scott $450 .......... Est. $100/140

44 H Small 2¢ on 3¢ Red Revenue, #79 $200
O.g., very fresh, very fine. Scott $750 ............. Est. $250/350

45 (H) Small 2¢ on 3¢ Red Revenue, #79 $140
Unused, well centered, fine to very fine. Scott $750 
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

46 H Large 2¢ on 3¢ Red Revenue, #80 Web $100
Full o.g. (h.r.), fine to very fine. Scott $525 ..... Est. $150/200

47 (H) Large 2¢ on 3¢ Red Revenue, Broken
Top Left Dot of “Yang”, China 
Stamp Society #97a $140
Unused, well centered, very fine. Scott #80 var. $750+.
China Stamp Society $750 ............................. Est. $200/250

48 m Large 4¢ on 3¢ Red Revenue, #82 $140
Bar cancel, centered top, fine or better. Scott $600 
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

49 H Large $1 on 3¢ Red Revenue, #84 $2,000
Slightly dist. o.g. (h.r.), fine to very fine. Chan #91. Scott
$9,000 , 7199 issued .................................. Est. $2,500/3,000
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50 ) 1898, Chinese Imperial Post 2¢ and
4¢ on Cover, #100, 101 Web $100
2 different covers on with 2¢ from Wuhu on July 17 with
black “T” due marking and red chops and 4¢ from Shanghai
Aug 6 and black chop, fine to very fine ............ Est. $150/200

51 P 1898, Chinese Imperial Post,
Watermarked, $5 Deep 
Green Proof, #109P $250
Dist. toned o.g. (h.r.), nice balanced margins all round, still
very fine ......................................................... Est. $350/450

52 H 1906, Chinese Imperial Post,
Unwatermarked, $2, #121 $100
L.h., Cat. # in pen on gum, fine to very fine. Scott $400
 ...................................................................... Est. $150/200

53 m 1912, Statistical Dept. “Republic”
Overprint, $1, #158v $150
Used, basic stamp with variety, retouched ‘Yi’ character for
‘One’. Chan #164a $2,000 ............................ Est. $200/300

54 H
H 1923, Hall of Classics, Second Peking

Printing, $1, Pair, #265 Web $60
N.h., fresh, fine to very fine. Scott $130 + (hinged)
 ...................................................................... Est. $100/140

55 H
H r 1939, Sun Yat-Sen, Chung Hwa Printing,

Die III, 15¢ Block of 15, #356 Web $100
N.h., nice block, very fine. Scott $262 . Went on sale briefly in
Occupied Shanghai in 1943, virtually the entire supply was
utilized for Japanese Occupation of Central China surcharges
 ...................................................................... Est. $150/200

56 () Airmail: 1921, First Peking Set on
Cover, #C1-C5 $150
With additional stamps on registered cover from Peking to
Shanghai dated May 23 1923 and May 28 1923 Tientsin
Aeroplane Service backstamp, some small staining on cover,
otherwise fine to very fine. AAMC #4 ........... Est. $200/300

57 (H) Shanghai: 1865, Large Dragon (Antique 
Numerals, “Candareens” Plural), 2ca,
Type II, Wove Paper, #5a $150
Unused, pos. 54, excellent margins all round, choice very
fine. Chan #LS2a. Scott $650 ....................... Est. $250/300

58 (H) Shanghai: 1865, Large Dragon
(Antique Numerals, “Candareen”
Singular), 8ca, Wove Paper, #14 $150
Unused, pos. 33, large balanced margins all round, very fine
to extremely fine. Chan #LS7. Scott $650 ..... Est. $250/300

59 H
H Yunnan Province; 1932, Double-Ring

$5 Sun Yat-Sen, #35 $100
N.h., choice post office fresh example of this key value, very
fine. Scott $250 ++ ...................................... Est. $150/200

60 H
H Yunnan Province; 1932, Single-Ring

15¢ With London Overprint, #39 var. $100
N.h., fine to very fine, Ex Lee Hill . Chan #Y38 $1,200 
....................................................................... Est. $150/250

Taiwan

See Lots 1487 - 1510

61 (H) 1952, Silver Yuan Surcharges on
Flying Geese Set, #1042-1045 $600
Ungummed, usual perfs, fine to very fine. Scott $2,885 
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

Lot Description Start Bid Lot Description Start Bid
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62 (H) 1952, Land Tax Reduction Set,
Imperf, #1046-1051 $300
Ungummed, mostly large margins all round, overall very
fine. Scott $1,100 ........................................... Est. $400/500

63 (H) 1952, Land Tax Reduction Complete,
Imperf, #1046-1061 $200
Ungummed, nice large margin set, very fine. Scott $1,100
 ...................................................................... Est. $300/400

64 (H) 1952, Chiang Kai-Shek
Re-Election Set, #1052-1056 $100
Ungummed, fresh and well centered. Scott $361 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

65 m 1952, Surcharge on Flying Geese,
$50, #1063 $180
Used, fine to very fine. Scott $750 .................. Est. $250/300

66 (H) 1953 Flag and Followers Redrawn,
#1064-1069 $100
Ungummed, very fine. Scott $366 ................. Est. $150/200

67 (H) 1953, Chiang Kai-Shek 3rd
Anniversary of Re-Election 
Set, #1064-1069 $140
Ungummed, 10c, 20c control # corner copies, choice very
fine. Scott $366+ .......................................... Est. $200/250

68 (H) 1953, Chiang Kai-Shek 67th Birthday
Set, #1077-1091 $150
Ungummed, very fine. Scott $499 ................. Est. $200/250

69 H
H Revenues: 1962 Savings Set Web $70

N.h., set of three, very fine .............................. Est. $100/150

70 (H) Formosa: 1948, “Limited For Use in
Taiwan” Surcharge, Dah Tung
Printing, $100 on $20, #58 $350
Ungummed, fresh, fine to very fine. Chan #TP33. Scott
$1,600 , scarce ................................................. Est. $500/700

China (People’s Republic)

71 H 1962, Mei Lan-Fang Sheet 
Single, #628 $500
N.h. single from sheet, usual slight gum spotting, horiz.
crease (typical), centered, fine to very fine for this. Scott
$18,000 (for sheet) ...................................... Est. $750/1,000

Lot Description Start Bid Lot Description Start Bid
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72 (H) 1964, Chinese Peonies Sheet, #782 $700
Ungummed, very fine. Scott $2,500 ........ Est. $1,000/1,400

73 H
H 1967, Talks on Literature and 

Art Set, #957-959 $300
N.h., #958 slight offset on reverse, very fine. Scott $1,050 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

74 m 1967, Talks on Literature & Art Set,
#957-959 $100
Lightly canceled-to-order with couple of nibbed perfs., fine
to very fine. Scott $425 ................................... Est. $150/200

75 H
H 1968, Directives of Chairman Mao

Complete, #992-996 $700
N.h., strip of 4 and single. Scott $2,500 .... Est. $1,000/1,300

Extremely Rare Used Example 

76 m 1968, “The Whole Country Is
Red”, #999A $22,000
Clear dated ? 23 1968 cancel at bottom well clear
of design, one toned perf tip and tiny corner perf
crease, gum still showing on reverse, well
centered,  Yang #W14. Scott $90,000.  The
stamp features a map of China with the words
“The Whole Country is Red” in Chinese. A
worker, farmer and soldier are also depicted,
holding copies of the book Quotations from
Chairman Mao. The face value is 8 fen, which was 
equivalent to one U.S. cent .. Est. $30,000/40,000

Stamp Was Quickly Withdrawn 
From Use

A small number were sold and legitimately used during 
the brief time they were available for sale. Virtually all 
used examples are faulty to some extent.

Lot Description Start Bid Lot Description Start Bid
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77 (H) 1971, Paris Commune Set,
#1054-1057 Web $100
Ungummed, fine to very fine. Scott $336 ....... Est. $150/200

78 (H) 1971, Communist Party 50th
Anniversary Set, #1067-1075 Web $150
Ungummed, with #1074a strip, very fine. Scott $452
 ...................................................................... Est. $200/250

79 H
H 1974, Industrial Products Set,

#1211-1214 Web $150
N.h., offset on back as normal, very fine. Scott $400 
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

80 H
H 1978, Galloping Horses Sheet, #1399 $150

N.h. Scott $650 .............................................. Est. $200/250

81 H
H 1979, “Study Science From

Childhood” Sheet, #1518 $750
N.h., very fine. Scott $1,600 ..................... Est. $1,000/1,300

82 H
H 1979, Hong Kong Exhibition 

Sheet, #1541 $100
N.h., very fine. Scott $450 .............................. Est. $150/200

83 H
H 1980, Year of the Monkey, #1586 $1,000

N.h., normal offset on gum, very fine. Scott $1,800
 ................................................................ Est. $1,300/1,500

84 H
H 1980, Year of the Monkey, #1586 $1,000

N.h., usual slight offset, immaculate and very fine. Scott
$1,800 ..................................................... Est. $1,300/1,500

85 H
H 1980, Year of the Monkey, #1586 $1,000

N.h., very fine. Scott $1,800 ..................... Est. $1,300/1,500

86 H
H 1980, Gu Dong Complete Booklet,

#1607e Web $200
N.h., fine to very fine. Scott $900 ................... Est. $250/300

87 (H) Liberated Areas: Northeast China;
1949 Globe & Hammer Set,
#1L133-1L135 $450
Ungummed, $35,000 light corner crease, tone spot on
reverse. Scott $2,850 ...................................... Est. $600/800

Lot Description Start Bid Lot Description Start Bid
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88 (H) Liberated Areas: Northeast China; 1950 
Flag & Mao Set, #1L150-1L153 $300
Ungummed, very fine and attractive. Scott $1,025
 ...................................................................... Est. $400/500

89 m Croatia: German Occupation; 1945
Storm Trooper Sheet, Imperforate,
Michel #8U $5,000
Used, with Zagreb 9.1.45 cancels, immaculate, signed
Marjanovit, Eichele (2008) cert. Scott #B76. Michel
€7,000 (mint) . Extremely rare, very few known mint or used
 ................................................................ Est. $6,000/8,000

90 ) Cyrenaica: 1933 Zeppelin Flight $170
1933 Air 3L tied on reg. card by Tripoli 27.5 cds Sieger in
Friedrichshafen with green 30.5.33 cachet and additional
Libya 50c, L1.75 (#27, 42) adhesives with same cds’,
unusual, very fine. Scott #C12. Sieger #212 . Est. $250/350

91 H Dahomey: 1912, 10c on 50c, Country 
Name in Red, Maury #40A $150
O.g., fresh color, fine to very fine, signed Roumet. Scott #40
$1,125. Yvert #41. Maury €1,400 ................. Est. $250/300

92 H
H Ethiopia: 1936, Emperor Emmanuel

III Set, Sassone #1-7 Web $800
30 n.h. sets, very fine. Scott #N1-N7 $9,000. Sassone
€11,250 ................................................... Est. $1,200/1,500

93 ) Finland: 1866-74 5p, Roulette II on
Part Cover, Facit #5v2c2 Web $120
Tied by blue 1876 Lovisa cds, stamp fault at left and some
short teeth, Friedl (1982) cert. Scott #12a $1,750. Facit SKr
8,000 ............................................................. Est. $150/180

94 ) Finland: 1873, Coat of Arms, 10p
Black, Roulette Type I on 1874
Cover, Facit #7v5c1 $200
Left stamp with clipped teeth at left, right stamp with short
tears at right and 2 pulled teeth, tied by 1874 Finska
Jervagens Post Kupe Exped. (Finnish Railway Post) cds.
Scott #8b. Facit SKr 21,000 .......................... Est. $250/300

France

1849-1850 Cérès Issue

95 s 1850, Ceres, 10c Greenish Bister,
Maury #1c $190
On small piece showing 2 Dec 1851 cancel, just clear at lower 
left, fine to very fine, signed Roumet. Scott #1b $675. Yvert
#1b. Maury €1,000 ...................................... Est. $200/220

Lot Description Start Bid Lot Description Start Bid
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96 H 10c Bister, Re-Issue, 
Maury #1e $100
O.g., nice four margin copy, very fine, checked by Roumet.
Scott #1g $500. Yvert #1f. Maury €700 ....... Est. $150/200

97 (H) 15c Green on Greenish, Maury #2 $650
Unused, just clear at top, shallow central thin, fine to very
fine, Brun (2013) cert. Scott #2 $11,750. Yvert #2. Maury
€14,000 ......................................................... Est. $700/750

98 m 15c Dark Green, Maury #2c $260
4 margins, star cancel, fine to very fine. Scott #2b $1,100.
Yvert #2b. Maury €1,300 ............................. Est. $280/325

99 H r 20c Black, Right Margin Block of 4,
Maury #3 $500
O.g., very fine, signed Roumet. Scott #3 $1,800. Yvert #3.
Maury €2,500 ............................................... Est. $550/600

100 H 20c Black on Buff, Maury #3b $260
L.h., 4 margins, toned gum, fine to very fine, signed Roumet. 
Scott #3b $1,300. Yvert #3b. Maury €1,450  Est. $280/325

101 (H) 20c Black on Buff, Maury #3c $190
Unused, signed Roumet. Scott #3b $500. Yvert #3b.
Maury €1,100 ............................................... Est. $200/220

102 H 20c Intense Black, Maury #3g $190
O.g. (h.r.), 4 margins, fine to very fine, signed Roumet. Scott 
#3 var. Yvert #3 var. Maury €1,000 ............. Est. $200/220

103 (H) 25c Light Blue on Bluish, Maury #4 $500
Unused, 4 large margins, fine to very fine, signed Roumet.
Scott #6 $3,250. Yvert #4. Maury €4,300 .... Est. $550/600

104 H 40c Orange on Yellowish, Maury #5 $325
O.g., 4 large margins, dark brownish gum, repaired thin,
fine to very fine, signed Maury. Scott #7 $3,200. Yvert #5.
Maury €4,800 ............................................... Est. $350/400

105 m 40c Orange on Yellowish, Maury #5 $130
Used, 4 margins, fine to very fine, signed Brun and Roumet.
Scott #7 $400. Yvert #5. Maury €600 .......... Est. $140/160

106 m 40c Orange on Yellowish, Pair, 
Maury #5 $260
Small to ample margins, grid cancel, fine to very fine, signed
Brun and Roumet. Scott #7 $800+. Yvert #5. Maury
€1,375 ........................................................... Est. $280/325

107 m 40c Orange on Yellowish, Retouched
Numerals, Maury #5f $500
Grid cancel, just clear at lower right, thin, fine to very fine,
signed Roumet. Scott #7b $5,750. Yvert #5c. Maury
€8,350 ........................................................... Est. $550/600

108 H 40c Orange, Re-Issue, Maury #5h $190
O.g. (h.r.), 4 ample to very large margins, very fine. Scott
#7d $625. Yvert #5f. Maury €875 ............... Est. $210/230

109 H 40c Orange, Re-Issue, Maury #5h $190
L.h., 4 large margins, very fine to extremely fine. Scott #7d
$625. Yvert #5f. Maury €875 ....................... Est. $200/220
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110 H 40c Bright Orange, Maury #5 l $1,300
O.g., 4 margins, dark brownish gum, fine, Roumet (2015) cert.
Scott #7 var. Yvert #5a. Maury €6,400 ...... Est. $1,400/1,500

111 m 1fr Light Carmine, Maury #6 $190
Just clear at bottom, face free cancel, fine to very fine, signed
Maury and Roumet, Roumet (2013) cert. Scott #9 $800.
Yvert #6a. Maury €1,100 ............................. Est. $200/220

112 m 1fr Dark Carmine, Maury #6 $220
4 margins, star cancel, fine to very fine, signed Diena. Scott
#9b $1,000. Maury €1,100 ........................... Est. $240/260

113 m 1fr Dark Carmine, Strip of 4, Maury #6 $750
Red cds and black numeral 898 cancels, just in at top of 3rd
stamp, corner crease at upper right, fine, signed Roumet.
Scott #9 var. Yvert #6. Maury €9,500 .......... Est. $800/850

114 ) 1fr Red Brown on 1849 Cover, 
Maury #7d $1,600
Just touches to large margins, tied by grid cancel, from
Bourbonne-Les-Bains to Lamanche, 14 July 1849, cover
folds and small tear at top left and in back flap, signed Calves, 
RPS (2015) cert. Scott #9e $6,000. Yvert #6c. Maury
€14,000 ................................................... Est. $1,800/2,000

115 (H) 1849, Ceres, 20c Dark Blue,
Unissued, Maury #8a $750
Unused, fine to very fine, signed Roumet. Scott #4 $2,600.
Yvert #8a. Maury €3,300 ............................. Est. $800/900

116 H 1862, Napoleon III, 10c Bister,
Re-Issue, Maury #9f $100
O.g., 3½ margin copy, fine to very fine, okay per Roumet.
Scott #10b $700. Yvert #9c. Maury €850 .... Est. $150/200

1853-1860 Napoleon III Imperforate

117 m r 1c Olive Green on Pale Blue, 
Block of 4, Maury #11 $260
Just in at upper left, bright red cancel, fine to very fine, signed 
Roumet. Scott #12 $1,150. Yvert #11. Maury €1,430
 ...................................................................... Est. $280/325

118 ) 5c Green on Greenish on 1862
Folded Letter, Maury #12A $325
Just into frame to huge margins, tear at lower right of upper
right stamp, tied by numeral 309 cancel, from
Beaulie-S-Menoire, 2 Jan. 1862, fine cover, RPS (2015)
cert. Scott #13. Yvert #12. Maury €3,100 .... Est. $350/400

Lot Description Start Bid Lot Description Start Bid
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119 H 5c Yellow Green on Light Green,
Maury #12C $220
O.g., 4 margins, shallow thin, fine to very fine, signed
Roumet. Scott #13 var. Yvert #12 var. Maury €1,000
 ...................................................................... Est. $240/260

120 ) 20c Blue on Lilac, Type I on 1858
Cover, Maury #14 Ij $325
Strip of 4, just clear to adequate margins, tied by numeral 529 
cancel, from Brignoles, 23 Feb. 1858, small piece on back cut 
out, fine overall, Roumet (2014) cert. Scott #15c. Yvert
#14Ae. Maury €2,300 .................................. Est. $350/400

121 m r 25c Blue on Bluish, Block of 4, 
Maury #15 $650
Dotted cancel, just touches at upper left, diagonal crease in
lower left stamp, fine to very fine, signed Roumet. Scott #17
$2,700. Yvert #15. Maury €3,400 ................. Est. $700/750

122 m r 40c Orange on Yellowish, Left Margin 
Block of 4, Maury #16 $160
Numeral 83 cancel, touches frame at upper right, fine, signed 
Brun and Roumet. Scott #18 $800. Yvert #16. Maury
€1,000 ........................................................... Est. $180/200

123 H 80c Bright Light Carmine, 
Maury #17Ae $650
O.g., 4 margins, fine to very fine, signed Brun and Roumet.
Scott #19 var. $3,600. Yvert #17d. Maury €5,000 
....................................................................... Est. $700/750

124 m 1fr Lake on Yellowish, Maury #18 $375
4 large margins, star cancel, lower right corner crease, very
fine, signed Roumet. Scott #21 $3,250. Yvert #18. Maury
€4,000 ........................................................... Est. $400/450

125 H 1fr Lake, Re-Issue, Maury #18e $450
O.g. (h.r.), 4 large margins, fine to very fine. Scott #21c
$1,800. Yvert #18d. Maury €2,300 .............. Est. $500/550

126 H
HH r 1862, Napoleon III Perforated, 1c

Bronze Green on Pale Blue, 
Block of 4, Maury #19c $160
One stamp n.h, two l.h, one part o.g., better than usual
centering, very fine, Roumet (2016) cert. Scott #22a $750.
Yvert #19a. Maury €950 .............................. Est. $180/200

127 H
HH r 1862, Napoleon III Perforated, 5c

Yellow Green on Light Green, 
Block of 4, Maury #20 $280
Top pair hinge reinforced, bottom pair n.h., fine to very fine,
signed Roumet. Scott #23 var. Yvert #20 var. Maury
€1,100 ........................................................... Est. $300/325

128 H 1862, Napoleon III Perforated, 10c
Bister on Yellowish, Maury #21 $260
O.g. (h.r.), fine to very fine, signed Roumet. Scott #25
$1,600. Yvert #21. Maury €2,000 ................. Est. $280/325

Lot Description Start Bid Lot Description Start Bid
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129 H
H 1862, Napoleon III Perforated, 40c

Orange on Yellowish, Maury #23 $260
N.h., left marginal copy, fine, signed Roumet. Scott #27
$1,400+. Maury €1,750 ............................... Est. $280/325

1863-1870 Napoleon III Laureate

130 S 1c Bronze Green on Pale Blue
Specimen, Maury #7 (25) $190
O.g., fine, signed. Scott #29 S. Maury €850 .. Est. $200/220

131 (H) 1c Bronze Green on Pale Blue,
Granet Re-Issue, Maury #25f $325
Unused, 4 margins, very fine, signed Roumet. Scott #29
var. $850. Maury €1,350 ............................... Est. $350/400

132 H r 4c Gray-Lilac, Type I, Block of 4,
Maury #27 Ia $325
Corner crease at lower left, lightly toned o.g. with hinge
remnants, fine to very fine, signed Roumet. Scott #31 var.
Maury €1,800 ............................................... Est. $350/400

133 ) 20c Blue on Bluish, Type II on 1871
Cover, Maury #29 $300
Tied by B in small circle cancel, from Vic-S-Seille, back flap
tear, signed Calves, Roumet (2014) cert. Scott #33. Yvert
#29A ............................................................ Est. $350/400

134 H 80c Rose on Pinkish, Maury #32 $150
O.g., nice color, fine to very fine, signed Roumet. Scott #28
$1,300. Yvert #24. Maury €1,250 ................. Est. $250/350

135 m 5fr Gray Lilac on Lavender, Maury #33 $220
2240 cancel, fine to very fine, signed Roumet and Calves.
Scott #37 $825. Yvert #33. Maury €1,000 ... Est. $230/250

136 m 5fr Gray Lilac on Lavender, Maury #33 $190
Star cancel, fine to very fine, signed Roumet. Scott #37
$825. Yvert #33. Maury €1,000 .................... Est. $200/220

137 m 5fr Gray Lilac on Lavender, Maury #33 $70
Attractive cancel, tiny faults, very fresh, very fine appearance. 
Scott #37 $825. Yvert #33. Maury €1,000 ... Est. $100/140

Lot Description Start Bid Lot Description Start Bid
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138 ) 5fr Gray Lilac on Lavender on 1875
Cover, Maury #33 $950
With 30c and 40c Ceres values, 1065 numeral cancel, on
worn cover, from Cognac to Scotland, 24 Dec. 1875,
v.g.-fine. Scott #37. Yvert #33. Maury €28,500 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,100

139 ) 5fr Gray Lilac on Lavender on 1873
Cover, Maury #33 $950
With 30c, 40c and 80c (3) Ceres values, one 80c value
damaged, tied by numeral 2 in star cancel, to Gannat, 25 Feb
1873. Scott #37. Yvert #33. Maury €28,500 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,100

140 (H) 1871, Napoleon III Laureate, 10c on
10c Bister, Unissued, Maury #34 $260
Unused, horizontal wrinkle mid-left, fine to very fine, signed 
Roumet. Scott #49 $950. Yvert #34. Maury €1,200 
....................................................................... Est. $280/300

141 H 1870, Ceres 10c Bister on Yellowish,
Maury #36 $100
L.h., fresh, fine to very fine, signed Roumet. Scott #54 $650. 
Maury €800 .................................................. Est. $150/200

142 H 1887, Ceres, 10c Bister, Granet
Re-Issue, Imperf, Maury #36f $130
O.g., 4 small to ample margins, fine to very fine, signed
Calves, Gautre (2003) cert. Scott #54 var. Yvert #36c.
Maury €450 .................................................. Est. $140/160

143 ) 1870, Ceres, 10c Bister, Tête-Bêche
on 1871 Cover, Maury #36tb, 25 $950
Plus 1870, Napoleon III Laureate, 1c bronze green on pale
blue strip of 5, tied by 2047 numeral cancel, from Lillebonne, 
cover tear at right affecting lower right corner of right stamp,
faded address, 10 Sept. 1871, still fine, Roumet (2014) cert.
Scott #54a, 29 $5,500. Maury €7,500 ..... Est. $1,000/1,100

144 m 1870, Ceres, 40c Orange on
Yellowish, Maury #38 $160
Numeral 5139 (Kustendje) cancel, fine to very fine, signed
Roumet. Scott #59. Yvert #38. Maury €850  Est. $180/200

Lot Description Start Bid Lot Description Start Bid
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1870 Bordeaux Issue

145 m 1c Olive Green, Strip of 5, Maury #39 I $325
Report 1, state 1, nice cds, fine to very fine, signed Roumet.
Scott #38 var. Yvert #39A. Maury €1,570 ... Est. $350/400

146 H
HH r 1c Olive on Pale Blue, Block of 15,

Maury #39 IIIb $950
Report 3, just clear to nice margins all round, n.h. (11), o.g.
(4), “small thinning” affecting one copy, fresh and fine to
very fine, RPS (1976) cert. Scott #38 $2,400. Yvert #39.
Maury €4,500 ......................................... Est. $1,000/1,100

147 H 1c Dark Olive, Bottom Marginal Strip
of 3, Maury #39 IIIc $325
Report 3, 2nd state, Saintes cds, small tone spot on center
stamp, fine to very fine, signed Brun, Gautre (2011) cert.
Scott #38 var. Yvert #39cb. Maury €520+ .. Est. $350/400

148 H
HH 1c Olive, Strip of 5, Maury #39 IIIc $200

Report 3, 2nd state, right 4 stamps n.h., others o.g., fine to
very fine, signed Roumet. Scott #38 var. Maury €825
 ...................................................................... Est. $220/240

149 (H) 2c Chocolate, Maury #40 Ia $260
Regummed, report 1, 4 margins, fine to very fine, signed
Maury and Roumet. Scott #39c var. Yvert #40Aa. Maury
€1,500 ........................................................... Est. $280/325

150 m 2c Red Brown on Yellowish, Strip of
5, Maury #40 II $650
Report 2, light numeral 1784 cancel, fine to very fine, signed.
Scott #39. Maury €3,150 .............................. Est. $700/750

151 m 4c Gray, Maury #41 I $375
Report 1, just touches at lower right, tiny nick in right
margin, fine to very fine, signed Brun and Calves, Gautre
(2008) cert. Scott #40 var. Yvert #41A. Maury €2,500
 ...................................................................... Est. $400/450

152 H 4c Yellowish-Gray, Maury #41 I $500
O.g. (h.r.), report 1, 4 margins, signed Thiaude. Scott #40
var. Maury €2,300 ......................................... Est. $550/600

153 m 5c Emerald Green, Maury #42 IIk $160
Report 2, 4 ample to large margins, numeral 5023
(Constantine Algeria) cancel, very fine, signed Roumet.
Scott #41b $1,250. Maury €775 ................... Est. $180/200

154 H 10c Bister on Rose, Maury #43 $260
O.g., 4 margins, very fine, signed Brun and Roumet. Scott
#42 $1,000. Yvert #43. Maury €1,250 ......... Est. $280/325

155 m 10c Yellow-Citron, Maury #43e $190
4 ample to large margins, “186 cancel”, pressed crease upper
right coner. Scott #42 var. Maury €1,000 ...... Est. $200/220

Lot Description Start Bid Lot Description Start Bid
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156 (H) 20c Blue on Bluish, Type 1, Maury #44 $1,300
Regummed over filled thin, fine to very fine. Scott #43
$13,500. Yvert #44. Maury €33,000 ....... Est. $1,400/1,600

157 m 20c Blue on Bluish, Type 1, Pair,
Maury #44 I $260
Report 1, 4 margins, numeral 473 cancel, internal vertical
tear in margin between stamps, fine to very fine, signed
Roumet. Scott #43. Yvert #44. Maury €2,200
 ...................................................................... Est. $280/300

158 m 20c Dark Blue, Type 1, Maury #44 IIb $190
Report 2, 4 margins, numeral 2539 cancel, fine to very fine,
signed Brun and Roumet. Scott #43a var. Yvert #44a.
Maury €1,200 ............................................... Est. $200/220

159 H 20c Blue on Bluish, Type 2, Maury #45 $260
O.g. (h.r.), 4 margins, fine to very fine, signed Roumet. Scott 
#44 $1,150. Maury €1,450 ........................... Est. $280/325

160 H 20c Pale Blue, Type 2, Maury #45 Ia $190
O.g. (h.r.), report 1, 4 margins, fine to very fine, signed
Roumet. Scott #44 var. Yvert #45A. Maury €1,650
 ...................................................................... Est. $200/220

161 m r 20c Blue on Bluish, Type 3, Block of
4, Maury #46 II $260
Report 2, 4 margins, light 1504 numeral cancel, pressed
crease at left clear of stamps, fine to very fine, signed Roumet, 
Brun and Behr. Scott #45 var. Yvert #46. Maury €1,900 
....................................................................... Est. $280/325

162 m 30c Black Brown, Maury #47c $190
4 balanced margins, “3816" cancel, light diagonal wrinkle at
bottom, very fine, signed Roumet. Scott #46a $825. Yvert
#47b. Maury €1,000 .................................... Est. $200/220

163 H 30c Brown, Fine Impression, 
Maury #47e $190
O.g., extended leg on “R” in pair with normal, normal stamp
with vertical crease, fine to very fine, signed Roumet. Scott
#46 var. Yvert #47d. Maury €1,375 ............. Est. $200/220

164 m 40c Orange on Yellowish, Maury #48 $190
4 large margins with attractive blue cds, very fine to
extremely fine, signed Roumet. Scott #47 $115. Yvert #48.
Maury €155 .................................................. Est. $200/220

Lot Description Start Bid Lot Description Start Bid
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165 ) 40c Dark Blood Red on 1870 Folded
Bill, Maury #48 l $650
Clear to good margins, tied by 532 numeral cancel, Bordeaux 
to Montauban, address name blacked out, 12 December
1870, still fine, RPS (2015) cert. Scott #47 var. Maury
€3,000 ........................................................... Est. $700/750

166 m 80c Gooseberry Rose, Maury #49g $260
4 large margins, used, very fine, signed Roumet. Scott #48
var. Yvert #49d. Maury €1,600 .................... Est. $280/325

167 H r 1872, Ceres, 5c Yellow Green on Pale 
Blue, Block of 4, Maury #53 $160
O.g. (h.r.), fresh, fine to very fine, signed Roumet. Scott #53 
$760. Yvert #53. Maury €1,050 .................... Est. $180/200

168 H r 1876, Sage Type I, 1c Green on
Greenish, Block of 4, Maury #61 $260
O.g. (h.r.), fine to very fine, signed Roumet. Scott #64 $725. 
Maury €1,225 ............................................... Est. $280/300

169 H 1872, Ceres, 30c Brown on Yellowish, 
Maury #56 $160
O.g., fine, signed Roumet and Murray. Scott #62 $800.
Yvert #56. Maury €950 ................................ Est. $180/200

170 H 1872, Ceres, 80c Rose on Pinkish,
Maury #57 $160
O.g. (h.r.), fine to very fine, signed Maury and Roumet.
Scott #63 $1,200. Yvert #57. Maury €1,100  Est. $180/200

171 m 1871, Ceres, 10c Brown, Small
Numerals, Tête-Bêche Pair, Maury #58 $260
Numeral 22 in star cancel, 2 perfs repaired, fine to very fine,
signed Roumet. Scott #55 $2,100. Yvert #58. Maury
€2,650 ........................................................... Est. $280/300

1876-1878 Sage Type I

172 (H) 1887, Ceres, 25c Blue on Bluish,
Granet Re-Issue, 
Imperf, Maury #60g $160
Unused, 4 large margins, very fine, signed Roumet. Scott
#58 var. Maury €650 .................................... Est. $180/200

173 H 2c Green on Greenish, Maury #62 $260
O.g., fine to very fine, signed Calves and Coste. Scott #65
$1,450. Yvert #62. Maury €2,350 ................. Est. $280/325

174 H 2c Green on Greenish, Maury #62 $150
O.g., great color, fine to very fine, signed Roumet. Scott #65 
$1,450. Yvert #62. Maury €2,350 ................. Est. $200/300

Lot Description Start Bid Lot Description Start Bid
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175 H 10c Green on Greenish, Maury #65 $190
O.g., fine to very fine, signed Diena. Scott #68 $825. Yvert
#65. Maury €1,250 ....................................... Est. $200/220

176 H 10c Green on Greenish, Maury #65 $100
O.g., fine to very fine, signed Roumet. Scott #79 $1,100.
Yvert #76. Maury €1,250 ............................. Est. $150/200

177 H 30c Brown on Pale Brown, 
Maury #69 IB $190
Very l.h., fine to very fine, signed Diena. Scott #73. Yvert
#69. Maury €670 ......................................... Est. $200/220

178 H 40c Red on Straw, Maury #70 IB $190
L.h., fine to very fine. Scott #74 var. Yvert #70. Maury
€1,000 ........................................................... Est. $210/230

179 H 75c Carmine on Pale Rose, Maury
#71 IA $190
O.g., fine to very fine, Roumet (2014) cert. Scott #75 $950.
Yvert #71. Maury €1,500 ............................. Est. $200/220

180 H 75c Carmine on Pale Rose, Imperf,
Maury #71 IA $190
O.g. (h.r.), 4 nice balanced margins, very fine to extremely
fine, Roumet (2016) cert. Scott #75a $600. Yvert #71a.
Maury €850 .................................................. Est. $210/230

1876-1900 Sage Type II

181 H Type II, 10c Green on Greenish,
Maury #76 $190
L.h., upper right corner crease, fine, signed Maury. Scott
#79 $1,100. Yvert #76. Maury €1,650 ......... Est. $200/220

182 H Type IIa, 15c Gray Lilac on Grayish,
Maury #77 IIA $160
O.g., fine to very fine, signed Roumet. Scott #80 var. Yvert
#77 var. Maury €1,000 ................................. Est. $180/200

183 H Type II, 15c Gray Lilac on Grayish,
Maury #77 $160
O.g., fine to very fine, signed Maury which partially shows
on front. Scott #80 $675. Yvert #77. Maury €1,000 
....................................................................... Est. $180/200

184 H Type IIb, 25c Ultramarine on Bluish,
Maury #78 IIB $130
O.g. (h.r.), fine, Signed Maury and Roumet. Scott #81
$425. Yvert #78. Maury €760 ....................... Est. $140/160

185 ) Type II, 25c Ultramarine on Bluish on 
1877 Telegram, Maury #78 IIB $375
Tied by cds, local Charny use, small faults at top, July 1877,
fine overall, Roumet (2014) cert. Scott #81. Yvert #78 
....................................................................... Est. $400/450

186 H r Type II, 25c Blue on Bluish, 
Block of 4, Maury #79 $800
L.h., better than usual centering, very fine, signed A Diena.
Scott #81a. Yvert #79. Maury €4,000 ....... Est. $900/1,000
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187 H Type II, 75c Carmine on
Rose, Maury #81 $260
O.g., fine to very fine, signed Diena. Scott #83 $1,775.
Yvert #81. Maury €3,000 ............................. Est. $280/325

188 H
H Type II, 25c Black on Red, 

Maury #91 $220
N.h., number 50 written on gum, fine to very fine. Scott #93
$1,650. Yvert #91. Maury €1,500 ................. Est. $240/260

189 H Type II, 35c Violet- Gray on Yellow,
Maury #93 $160
L.h., fine to very fine. Scott #94 $525. Maury €800 
....................................................................... Est. $180/200

190 H Type II, 35c Violet-Black on Orange,
Maury #93c $160
Spotty o.g., fine to very fine. Scott #94a $525. Yvert #93a.
Maury €850 .................................................. Est. $180/200

191 H Type II, 5fr Lilac-Rose on Pale Lilac,
Maury #95a $190
O.g. (h.r.), very fine, signed Brun and Roumet. Scott #96b
$650. Yvert #95a. Maury €1,000 .................. Est. $200/220

192 H Type II, 5fr Lilac-Rose on Pale Lilac,
Maury #95a $160
O.g. (h.r.), fine to very fine, Roumet (2016) cert. Scott #96b
$650. Yvert #95a. Maury €1,000 .................. Est. $180/200

193 H
HH 1898, Sage Type I Retouched, 50c,

Corner Pair, Maury #104 $130
Middle stamps n.h., end stamps l.h., fine to very fine. Scott
#107 $780. Yvert #104. Maury €750 ........... Est. $150/170

194 H
H 1900, Sage Type I Retouched, 2fr

Brown, Margin Strip of 4, 
Maury #105 $130
N.h., fine to very fine. Scott #108 $800. Yvert #105. Maury 
€900 .............................................................. Est. $150/170

195 H
H 1900, Merson, 2fr Gray Violet &

Yellow, Maury #122 $325
N.h., fine, signed twice including Roig. Scott #126 $2,000.
Yvert #122. Maury €2,500 ........................... Est. $350/400

196 H 1923, 1fr Bordeaux Philatelic
Congress, Maury #182 $100
Very l.h., nice centering, very fine, signed Calves. Scott #197 
$440. Yvert #182. Maury €550 ..................... Est. $150/200

197 H
H 1925 Paris Philatelic Exhibition

Sheet, Maury #BF1 Web $350
N.h., clean and fresh, very fine. Scott #226 $3,750. Yvert
#1. Maury €4,700 ........................................ Est. $500/600

198 H
H 1925 Paris Philatelic Exhibition

Sheet, Maury #BF1 Web $300
N.h., some toned spots, minor gum crease, fine to very fine.
Scott #226 $3,750. Yvert #1. Maury €4,700  Est. $400/500

199 H 1927 Strasbourg Philatelic Sheet,
Maury #BF2 Web $150
O.g. (h.r.) on top selvage only, fresh color, very fine. Scott
#241 $1,000. Yvert #2. Maury €1,300 ......... Est. $200/300
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200 H 1930, 20fr Pont Du Gard, Perf 11,
Maury #262A $150
L.h., fresh, very fine, signed Roumet. Scott #254 $1,000.
Yvert #262B. Maury €1,250 ........................ Est. $200/300

201 E Newspaper: Essays; 1868, 2c
Black, Imperf, Maury #1A $475
L.h., overprinted “EPREUVE” in red, ample to large
margins, very fine, Roumet (2014) cert. Scott #P1 E. Yvert
#1. Maury €2,250 ........................................ Est. $500/550

202 E Newspaper: Essays; 1869, 2c Black,
Perfed, Maury #7b $190
Unused, overprinted “EPREUVE” in red, slight soiling,
fine to very fine, signed Brun. Scott #P3 E. Yvert #7.
Maury €950 .................................................. Est. $200/220

203 P Newspaper: 1913 Reprint, Proof; 5c
Lilac, Perfed, Maury #10b $325
O.g. (small h.r.), overprinted “EPREUVE” in black, fine to
very fine. Scott #P6 P. Yvert #10b. Maury €1,700 
....................................................................... Est. $350/400

204 H Offices in China: Postage Due; 1903,
15c Blue, Carmine Handstamp, 
Maury #7 $350
O.g., fine to very fine, signed Brun. Scott #J9 $2,750. Yvert
#8. Maury €3,250 ........................................ Est. $500/600

205 H Offices in Egypt: Alexandria; 1921,
60m on 2f, Maury #63 $150
O.g., very light horizontal crease, fine to very fine, APEX
(2004) cert. Scott #59 $2,250. Yvert #59. Maury €2,650
 ...................................................................... Est. $200/300

206 H Offices in Hoi Hao: 1901, 5f, 
Maury #15 $150
Very l.h., margin copy, nice, fine to very fine, signed Roumet. 
Scott #15 $800. Yvert #15. Maury €950 ...... Est. $200/300

207 H Offices in Port Said: Postage Due;
1921, 30m on 50c, Maury #8 $500
O.g., attractive example of this rarely offered Postage Due,
very fine, Behr (1996) cert. Scott #J4 $3,000. Yvert #4.
Maury €3,850 ............................................ Est. $800/1,000

208 H French Guiana: 1887, 5c on 30c
Brown, Maury #7 $200
O.g., large margins all around, attractive color, choice, very
fine, signed Roumet. Scott #9 $1,500 (n.g.). Maury €1,900
It is believed only 300 were produced, this is one of very few that
still retains its original gum ................................ Est. $300/400

209 H French Morocco: 1903, 5c and “P.P.” 
Surcharged on 5c Revalued Postage
Due, Maury #21 $200
O.g., very fine, signed Brun. Scott #24 $1,500. Yvert #18.
Maury €1,750 ............................................... Est. $300/400

210 m Gabon: 1888-89, 15c on 1f, 
Maury #7 $200
Light circular datestamp cancel, rich color, fine, signed
Roumet. Scott #7 $1,200. Yvert #7. Maury €1,500 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

211 m Gabon: 1888-89, 25c on 75c
Carmine, Maury #10 $150
Light circular datestamp cancel, couple of short perfs., rare,
fine, signed Roumet. Scott #10 $2,100. Maury €2,400 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300
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Germany

See Lots 506-507

212 H
H 1905-13 Pre-War Printing 60pf,

Michel #92 Ia $200
N.h., very fine, Jaschke-Lantelme (2002) cert. Scott #89b
$675. Michel €900 ........................................ Est. $250/300

213 s 1923, Zusammendrucke 15pf With
Label Pair, Michel #W23 $120
Block of 4 on piece dated 3 15 28, very fine. Michel €600 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

214 H
H 1928-32, Ebert-Hindenburg

Definitives, Michel #410//466 Web $150
N.h., only lacking 80pf yellow bister for completion, all with
rich colors, very fine. Scott #366-383 $955. Michel €1,000
 ...................................................................... Est. $200/300

215 m 1930 Iposta Sheet, Michel #Block 1 Web $200
Nice show cancel, fine to very fine. Scott #B33 $1,600.
Michel €2,000 ............................................... Est. $300/400

216 ) 1932 Von Gronau Round-The-World
Flight, AAMC #1168 $300
Backstamped with Friedrichshafen Nov 10 1932 cancel and
Canada, U.S., Alaska, Japan, Philippines, India, Dutch
Indies and Ceylon cancels, rare item, very fine  Est. $500/600

217 H 1934 Airmail, 2m Lilienthal, Horizontal 
Gum Ridges, Michel #538y $200
O.g., very fine, Oechsner (2014) cert. Scott #C55 var.
Michel €1,000 ............................................... Est. $250/300

218 m 1935 Ostropa Souvenir Sheet, 
Michel #Block 3 Web $150
Used, some toning on corners. Scott #B68 $700. Michel
€900 .............................................................. Est. $200/300

219 ) 1935, British Gambia Zeppelin
Postcard, Sieger #330B Web $120
Dated 1935-11-17 and addressed to Sieger, RPPC of
Zeppelin tethered and discharging water, very fine. Sieger
€350 .............................................................. Est. $140/170

220 ) 1937, Nuremberg Nazi Party Rally
Propaganda Card Web $170
With event cancel, otherwise very fine ............ Est. $220/250

221 ) 1937, Nazi Party Rally Propaganda Card Web $150
Nuremberg cancel, very fine .......................... Est. $200/250

222 ) 1939, Anti-Soviet Expo Vienna
Propaganda Card Web $150
“Bolschewismus Ohne Mask” with cancel on back, very fine
 ...................................................................... Est. $200/300

223 ) WW II Propaganda Complete Series 
of Cards Web $850
Set of 21 showing swastika design “Die siegreichen Fahnen
und Standarten der deutschen Wehrmacht”, mostly mint
though few used, also incl. original envelope (rare but faulty), 
cards mostly sound, complete sets are scarce .... Est. $850/1,000

224 ) Offices in China: 1906, 1¢ on 3pf,
Four Singles on Cover, 
Michel #38a-40 $150
In combination with 2¢ on 5pf + 4c on 10pf, to Dresden
Germany, tied by “Tientsin 6.2.11" cds, magenta ”Via
Serbia" routing handstamp, few small toned spots, otherwise
very fine. Scott #47-49 .................................. Est. $200/300
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225 m Offices in Turkey: 1872, ¼gr, 2½gr
Forerunners, Michel #V16, V21a, V29 Web $120
Used group of 4 incl. two V29, nice cancels, fine to very fine.
Michel €1,040 ............................................... Est. $150/200

226 ) Offices in Turkey: 1872 2gr on Cover, 
Michel #V5 Web $150
Pair on cover dated 6-7-1873 from Constantinople to
Geneva Switzerland with multiple receivers, worn and tear at
top, otherwise fine to very fine ........................ Est. $200/230

German Colonies

227 s Cameroun: 1913, Kaiser’s Yacht
(Watermarked), 5m Slate & Carmine
Red, Michel #25 I A $1,000
Perf holes 26:17, Duala, Kamerun 6.2.14 cancels, “short
perf”, very fine, rare, signed Grobe, Bothe (1970) cert. with
translation. Scott #25 $4,250+. Michel €4,800+
................................................................. Est. $1,200/1,500

228 H Caroline Islands: 1899, Imperial
Eagle, 3pf, 48 Degree Overprint,
Michel #1 I $150
O.g., fine to very fine, Steuer (1994) cert. Scott #1a $625.
Michel €750 .................................................. Est. $200/250

229 H Caroline Islands: 1899, Imperial
Eagle, 5pf, 48 Degree Overprint,
Michel #2 I $150
L.h., fine to very fine, signed Bothe, Brekenfeld (2011) cert.
Scott #2a $650. Michel €750 ........................ Est. $200/250

230 H Caroline Islands: 1899, Imperial
Eagle, 25pf, 48 Degree Overprint,
Michel #5 I $350
O.g., fresh, fine to very fine, Bothe (1979) cert. Scott #5a
$1,650. Michel €1,800 .................................. Est. $450/550

231 H Caroline Islands: 1899, Imperial
Eagle, 50pf, 48 Degree Overprint,
Michel #6 I $170
L.h., signed Bothe, Steuer (2013) cert. Scott #6a $900.
Michel €800 .................................................. Est. $250/350

232 H German East Africa: 1896, 2p on 3pf
Light Brown, Michel #6e $110
O.g. (h.r.), fine, Jaschke-Lantelme (2010) cert. Scott #6
var. Michel €800 ........................................... Est. $150/200

233 H German East Africa: 1896, 2p on 3pf
Dark Brown, Michel #6f $160
L.h., fine, Jaschke-Lantelme (2010) cert. Scott #6 var.
Michel €800 .................................................. Est. $200/250

234 H
H German East Africa: 1908, 3r Wine

Red & Slate, Michel #39 IIAIIa $250
N.h., perf holes 26:17, few blunt perfs at right, gum tone
spot, well centered, fine, Steuer (2012) cert. Scott #41 var.
Michel €1,500+ ........................................... Est. $300/400

235 H
H German New Guinea: 1914 Yacht 5m 

Type III, Michel #23 IIBII $450
N.h., perf holes 25:17, very fine, signed on reverse, Steuer
(2011) cert. Scott #23 var. Michel €2,200 ..... Est. $550/650

236 s Mariana Islands: 1899, 25pf, 48
Degree Overprint, Michel #5 I $650
Used on piece by Saipan 20.Nov. 1899 cds, Steuer (1997)
cert. Scott #15a $2,750. Michel €3,200 ......... Est. $750/900
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237 ) Mariana Islands: 1901, 5m Slate &
Carmine on Cover, Michel #19 $250
Oct 19 1908 on registered overfranked cover to Dresden,
fine to very fine. Scott #29 $725. Michel €900 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

238 ) Samoa: 1909 3pf, 40pf and 80pf on
Cover, Michel #7, 18, 15 Web $200
Oversize cover with 6 3pf, one 40pf and one 80pf sent fro
Apia Samoa to Altenburg Sachsen-Altenburg for general
delivery in 1909, intended to be sent by registered mails, it
was sent via U.S. packet-boat and canceled in San Francisco
marked “Not in Registered Mail” dated 3-22-1909,
trimmed open at right, folded in center and tone, fine or
better ............................................................. Est. $250/300

239 H Togo: 1897, 3pf Medium Brown,
Michel #1d $300
“(K)leinp(opo) 6…” cancel, fresh, fine to very fine,
Jaschke-Lantelme (2009) cert. Scott #1 var. Michel €1,500 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

240 ) WWI Occupation of Belgium: 1917
6fr25c on Cover, Michel #25 Web $100
Tied on registered cover dated 3-12-1917, censored and
backstamp with receiver, generally fine to very fine. Scott
#N25 ........................................................... Est. $130/150

241 ) Saar: 1934 40c+15c, 60c+20c
Gutter Pairs on Cover, Michel
#199ZW, 200ZW Web $100
Dated 1-13-1935 with gutter pairs of both issues, fine to very
fine. Michel €470 .......................................... Est. $130/150

242 ) Danzig: 1932 5pf and 1938 10pf Coils 
on Cover, Michel #193D, 272D $120
Coil blocks of 4 on philatelic cover dated 8-5-39, fine to very
fine. Michel €700 .......................................... Est. $150/200

243 ) Danzig: 1920 40pf Strip on Cover,
Michel #38a $200
Registered dated 12-3-21 to Chemnitz with strip of 5, very
fine, signed Infla Berlin. Michel €1,350 ......... Est. $300/400

244 ) Memel: 1921 60pf on Cover, Michel
#40 Ix $200
Rare #40 I, along with other values, registered and tied by
8-2-1921 date, fine to very fine, Signed by Peterson BPP.
Michel €1,700 ............................................... Est. $300/400

245 ) Memel: 1924, 15c, 25c and 30c on
Cover, Michel #228, 212, 216V Web $150
Registered with mixed franking and Lithuania stamp on
reverse dated 1924-8-18, #216 is type V, small amount of
soiling, generally fine to very fine .................... Est. $200/250
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WW II Occupation

246 H Bohemia & Moravia: 1943 Heydrich
Sheet, Michel #Bloch #1 $5,000
L.h., usual wrinkles, choice very fine. Michel €12,000
 ................................................................ Est. $5,000/7,000

Extremely Rare

247 H
H Poland: 1944 General Government

12gr, Michel #AP1 $10,000
N.h., “Land und Leute”, immaculate and very fine , Vienna
printing Schweizer (2012) cert. Michel €18,000, very rare 
............................................................. Est. $10,000/12,000

248 H Karlsbad: 1938, Prague Sheet
Overprinted “Karlsbad”, 
Michel #Block1 $500
O.g. (h.r.), small spot on front, rare item, fine to very fine,
APEX (2015) cert. Michel €3,200 ................ Est. $700/800

249 ) Reichenberg-Maffersdorf: 1938 50h
Overprint on Cover, Michel #120 $250
Dated Oct 8 1938 and sent to Sieger, very fine, signed HE
Sieger. Michel €1,500 ................................... Est. $300/400

250 ) Rumburg: 1938 10h, 20h, 50h
Overprints on Cover, Michel #19-21 $350
Registered from Schluckenau to Dresden dated 10-17-1938
with receiver on reverse, rare properly franked cover,
unpriced with postally correct usage, signed Mahr BPP
 ...................................................................... Est. $500/600
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251 ) Lithuania-Vilnius: 1941, Vilnius
Overprint Issue on Cover, 
Michel #10-17 $200
Registered use philatelic dated 15.8.41, fine to very fine,
APEX (2015) cert. Michel €1,500 ................ Est. $300/400

252 ) Alexanderstadt: 1942 1.50rbl Pair 
on Cover, Michel #5 TIII $200
Dated 5-14-1942 and sent to Keiler with corner pairs, has
been folded, otherwise fine to very fine. Michel €920
 ...................................................................... Est. $230/300

253 ) Alexanderstadt: 1942 3rbl Pair on
Cover, Michel #10 TIII $250
Dated 3-24-1942 with rare type III, signed E Kieler. Michel
€1,100 ........................................................... Est. $300/400

254 m World War II Feldpost: 1943 Tunis,
Michel #5a $120
Blue handstamp, centered left, fine, signed Lange, Muller
(2001) cert. Michel €900 ............................... Est. $150/200

255 H World War II Feldpost: 1945 Leros
Rouletted, Inverted Overprint, 
Michel #11Ba K $400
O.g., fine and scarce, signed Pickenpack, Muller (2000)
cert. Michel €5,000 (n.h.) .............................. Est. $500/750

256 H
H World War II Propaganda Issues: 1941 

British Forgeries of Occupied France
Set, Michel #36//46 $600
N.h., set of 10 without Michel #44, all marginal, a very fine
set, Pieles (2016) cert. Michel €1,220 , very rare
 ...................................................................... Est. $700/900

257 H r World War II Propaganda Issues: 1944 
American Forgery OSS, Michel
#Block #1a $15,000
O.g., tiny inclusion at left and small indentation at right, per
cert. “am linken blattrand weist das prüfstück eine kleine
herstellungsbedingte papierpore auf (kein mangel). Am
rechten blockrand weist das prufstuck eine Druckstelle auf.
Ansonsten ist die qualitat einwandfrei”, overall very fine,
signed Dub, Pickenpack, Pieles (2016) cert. Michel
€32,000 extremely rare, 15 KNOWN .... Est. $15,000/20,000
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258 Hm Berlin: 1949 U.P.U. Complete,
Michel #35-41 Web $100
One n.h. set, one used set. Scott #9N35-9N41 $790.
Michel €1,450 ............................................... Est. $150/250

259 H
H Berlin: 1949 Currency Victims Sheet,

Michel #Block 1 Web $200
N.h. Scott #9NB3a $1,200. Michel €950 ..... Est. $250/300

Saar

260 m 1948 Flood Sheet, Michel #Block 1 $300
Nice 10-12-48 FD cancel, very fine. Scott #B64a $2,750.
Michel €3,400 ............................................... Est. $400/500

261 m 1948 Flood Sheet, Michel #Block 2 $200
FD cancel 10 12 48, nice item, very fine. Scott #CB1a
$2,700. Michel €2,400 .................................. Est. $300/400

262 ) 1950 Stagecoach 15f+5f Pair on
FDC, Michel #291 Web $150
To Ft. Worth Texas dated 1950-1-23 cancel tying the
values, very fine. Scott #B76. Michel €1,500 . Est. $200/300

263 () 1950 200fr on Cover, Michel #298 $250
Very fine, tied airmail to N.Y. dated 8-13-1951, a bit rough
around the edges with small tear at bottom and side,
otherwise fine. Scott #C12. Michel €2,000 .... Est. $350/400

264 ) 1950 Volkshilfe Set on FDC, Michel
#299-303 Web $100
Registered dated 11-10-1950 to Long Beach N.Y., some
slight toning on envelope, otherwise very fine. Scott
#B77-B81. Michel €750 .............................. Est. $130/160

Greenland

265 H 1945 Overprint Set, Facit #19/27v2 Web $250
L.h. to o.g., combination of better and cheaper red and blue
overprints, fine to very fine. Scott #19//27a $1,417. Facit
SKr 10,500 .................................................... Est. $350/400

266 H
H Parcel Post, 1905, 1öre Olive Green,

Facit #P1 $250
N.h., on thick toned gum, marginal, Witschi (1999) cert.
Scott #Q1a $600 (hinged). Facit SKr 14,000+
 ...................................................................... Est. $400/500

267 H
H Parcel Post, 1905, 5öre Brown, 

Facit #P2 $1,250
N.h. group of 6 varieties of imperf on various sides, incl.
P2/IID showing all 4 corner positions, certs for all. Scott
#Q3a $3,600 + (hinged-normal copies). Facit SKr
84,000+ .................................................. Est. $1,600/2,000
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268 H
H Parcel Post, 1930, 70öre on White

Paper, Facit #P10b $250
N.h., Witschi (1999) cert. Scott #Q7a var. Facit SKr 7,500
 ...................................................................... Est. $350/450

269 H
H r Parcel Post, 1930, 3kr, Block of 4,

Facit #P12a-b Web $250
N.h., corner block with variety pos. 9, choice very fine. Scott
#Q9 var. Facit SKr 9,300+ .......................... Est. $350/450

270 s Guadeloupe: Postage Due, 1876, 25c, 
Maury #1 $150
Four close to large margin copy on piece, nice 1877 cancel,
fine to very fine, signed Calves. Scott #J1 $925. Yvert #1.
Maury €1,150 ............................................... Est. $200/300

271 (H) Guadeloupe: Postage Due, 1876, 40c, 
Maury #3 $300
Unused, without gum as usual, four large margins, strong
impression, signed Roumet. Scott #J3 $1,500. Yvert #3.
Maury €1,850 ............................................... Est. $400/500

272 H Hungary: 1871 Franz Josef I 10k,
Michel #4 $100
O.g., toned gum, fine to very fine. Scott #4 $1,250. Michel
€1,500 ........................................................... Est. $150/200

273 H
H Iceland: 1902, 5a, Black “I Gildi”

Inverted, Pair, Facit #51v1 $250
N.h., perf 13, vert., excellent color, fine to very fine,
Gronlund (1975) cert. Scott #52a $1,050. Facit SKr 7,000
+ (hinged) .................................................... Est. $400/500

274 H
H r Iceland: 1902, 5a, Black “I Gildi”,

With 5a Green, Red “I Gildi”, 
Block of 4, Facit #51v4 $750
N.h., marginal, each perf 13, rich color, fine to very fine,
Gronlund (1975), Debo (1973) certs. Scott #52 var. Facit
SKr 30,000+ ........................................... Est. $1,000/1,300

275 (H
H Iceland: 1934 Airmail Complete, 

Facit #204-209 $100
N.h., set has C16a (Facit #205C1) and C17a (Facit 206C1)
in set, very fine. Scott #C15-C20 $500. Facit SKr 1,650
 ...................................................................... Est. $150/200

276 P Indochina: 1904, 1c-10fr Black 
Plate Proofs $500
Complete set of all sixteen values (the 35c was issued two
years later and does not exists as a black proof), all with full
margins around, sharp impressions, very fine set. Scott
#24P-40P. Rare set of black proofs of the 1904 issue, almost
never offered as a complete set .......................... Est. $800/1,000
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277 H
H Israel: 1948 First Coins High 

Values, #7-9 $800
N.h., full tabs, 250m corner copy with cert, 500m corner
copy with small staining, 1000m corner copy with cert., fine
to very fine, Alex Rendon (2007) cert. Bale #7-9 $6,600.
Scott $6,000 ............................................. Est. $1,200/1,500

278 H
H Israel: Postage Dues, 1948 First Issue

Complete, #J1-J5 $500
N.h., marginal copies with individual certs, some minor
fingerprints on tabs on gum side, very fine, APS (2005) cert.
Bale #PD1-5 $2,800. Scott $2,750 ............... Est. $700/800

279 ) Italian States: Tuscany; 1851, 1cr, 4cr 
Tied on Cover, Sassone #4, 6 $200
1cr single, 4cr strip of 4, tied on small cover Nov 6 1855 to
London, with “Dopo La Partenza” hs., back flap missing
and adhesives clear to margins cutting, cover somewhat
faulty, scarce usage. Scott #4, 6 ..................... Est. $300/400

280 s Italy: 1922, Trieste Congress Set,
Sassone #123-126 $300
Nice used set on piece, very fine. Scott #142A-142D
$1,235. Sassone €1,600 .................................. Est. $400/500

281 () Italy: Airmail, 1933, 5.25L+19.75L
Balbo Flight on Flown Cover, 
Sassone #51B $1,200
Overprint for pilot Vincenzo Biani, tied to reg. cover by San
Remo 1.7.33 cancels, to Reykjavik, various transit and
Reykjavik 12.VII.33 receiving cancels on reverse, scarce
item, signed Bolaffi and A Diena. Scott #C48 $3,000.
Sassone €5,000 ........................................ Est. $1,200/1,300

282 s Italy: Advertising Labels; 1924-25,
Emmanuel III, 1L With “Columbia”,
Sassone #19 $170
Neatly canc’d on piece, fine to very fine. Scott #87d $950+.
Sassone €1,300 .............................................. Est. $250/300

283 H
H Trieste Zone A: 1950, 200L Overprint

Perf 14¼ by 13¼, Sassone #107/II $250
N.h., rare perf variety, fresh, fine to very fine. Sassone €2,500 
....................................................................... Est. $400/600
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284 H
H Trieste Zone A: Postage Due; 1949

Overprints Complete, #J7-J15 $150
N.h., nice fresh set, very fine. Sassone #S51 €850. Scott
$703 .............................................................. Est. $200/250

285 ) Japan: 1929 Tokyo to Lakehurst
Zeppelin Flight, Sieger #31B $150
3 adhesives on Japanese picture postcard with red flight
cachet, blue and white etiquette and Lakehurst cancel on
face, fine to very fine. Michel #31E ............... Est. $250/300

286 m Japan: 1888-1892, New Kobans,
1899-1907, Chrysanthemums 
Sets, #72-84, 91-108 $200
100 used sets of each set, fine overall. Scott $3,800+
 ...................................................................... Est. $300/400

Jordan

287 H
H r 1952 2m, 3m Values Overprinted on

Palestine, SG #314d-f, 315b $600
N.h. 4 diff. blocks of 4 with various perfs, all corner or control 
#. SG £1,760+ .......................................... Est. $800/1,000

Jordanian Occupation of Palestine

288 H 1948 UPU Set, Double Overprints,
SG #P30b-34c Web $220
L.h., very fine and rare. Scott #N18-22 var. SG £540+
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $300/400

289 H
H r 1948 UPU Set, Double Overprints

Inverted, SG #P30e, P331d, 32c,
unlisted $1,000
Blocks of 4, n.h., very fine and rare, top 2 values not listed or
priced at this time . Scott #N18-22 var. SG £2,700+ 
................................................................. Est. $1,300/1,600

290 H
HH r Postage Due: 1948 Perf 14

Watermark 50m, Inverted 
Overprint, SG #PD21a $220
Block of 4, n.h. (2), l.h. (2), also overprint shifted, very fine
and scarce. Scott #NJ1 var. SG £750 ............. Est. $350/450

291 H
HH r Postage Due: 1948 Perf 12

Watermark 1m to 20m Inverted
Overprints, SG #PD25a, 27a-29a $500
Blocks of 4, 1m, 10m n.h. (2), l.h. (2), others n.h., 1m
overprint also shifted, very fine. SG £1,400+ . Est. $700/900
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292 H
H r Postage Due: 1948 Perf 12

Watermark 1m, Missing Overprint, 
SG #PD25c $250
Block of 4, n.h., showing missing overprint in left pair, very
fine and scarce. Scott #NJ1 var. SG £800+ ... Est. $350/450

293 H
HH r Postage Due: 1948 Perf 12

Watermark 4m, Double 
Overprint, SG #PD27b Web $120
Block of 4, n.h. (2), l.h. (2), very fine. Scott #NJ3 var. SG
£340+ ........................................................... Est. $150/180

294 H
H r Postage Due: 1948 Perf 12

Watermark 20m Inverted 
Overprint, SG #PD29a Web $150
Corner block of 4, n.h., very fine. Scott #NJ6a $250+. SG
£440+ ........................................................... Est. $180/200

Korea

295 (H) r 1948 New Constitution Imperf, Block
of 4, Korea P.S.C. #C20a-21a Web $300
Ungummed, very fine and scarce. Scott #88-89 var. Korea
P.S.C. Won 1,400,000 .................................. Est. $400/500

296 (H) 1948 Syngman Rhee Imperf, Korea
P.S.C. #C22 $200
Ungummed, left margin single, very fine and choice. Scott
#90 var. Korea P.S.C. Won 2,000,000 (pair) .. Est. $250/350

297 (H) 1948 14w Kyongju Observatory,
Imperf, Korea P.S.C. #65A $200
Ungummed, marginal copy, very fine and scarce. Scott
#94a. Korea P.S.C. Won 1,000,000 .............. Est. $250/300

298 H
H 1951 300w on 14w, #176a $900

N.h., excellent color, very fine and rare. Scott $4,000 
................................................................. Est. $1,200/1,500

299 H
H 1957 Christmas & New Year Sheet

Set, #265a-267a $900
N.h., very fine. Korea P.S.C. #N1a-3a Won 6,000,000.
Scott $3,000 ............................................. Est. $1,200/1,500

300 H
H 1958 Winged Envelope Postal Week

Sheet, #283a $500
N.h., very fine. Korea P.S.C. #C116a Won 3,200,000. Scott 
$2,000 ........................................................... Est. $600/800
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301 (H
H r Mexico: Airpost; 1934 National

University Set, Blocks of 4,
#C54-C61 $2,500
N.h., couple have some toning on perfs, gum is slightly
disturbed on a few, rare set, fine to very fine. Scott $19,000
 ................................................................ Est. $3,500/4,000

302 H
H Monaco: 1885, 5fr Rose, Maury #10 $400

N.h., signed on reverse, somewhat off center, excellent color,
signed on reverse, fine overall. Scott #10 $4,400. Yvert #10. 
Maury €5,250 ............................................... Est. $500/700

303 H Monaco: 1918, 5f+5f Dull Red,
Maury #33 $150
O.g. (h.r.), centered for this, fresh, fine to very fine, signed
Roumet. Scott #B8 $1,000. Maury €1,325 ... Est. $200/300

304 H Monaco: 1920, Princess Charlotte’s
Marriage 5f+5f, Maury #43 $1,500
O.g., fine to very fine, signed Roumet. Scott #B18 $6,500.
Yvert #43. Maury €8,000 ....................... Est. $2,000/2,500

305 H
H Monaco: 1972, 2fr Durer Painting With 

Error Albert Durer, Maury #915A $500
N.h., rare item, very fine, should read Albrecht Durer . Scott
#817v. Maury €6,000 ................................ Est. $800/1,000

306 H
H r Netherlands Indies: Used in Sumatra:

1943 1r, #N26 Web $200
N.h., pane of 50, 3 affected by gum crease, fine to very fine.
NVPH #JS12 €2,150. Scott $2,625+ .......... Est. $300/400

307 ) Peru: 1858, Coat of Arms, 1d Deep
Blue Pair on 1858 Cover, #3 Web $100
Just touching at bottom to huge margins on other sides,
straight line PIURA cancel, to Lima, signed Calves 
....................................................................... Est. $130/160

308 (H
H Reunion: 1937, 50c Roland Garros,

Maury #1 $100
N.h., vivid color and fresh, very fine, signed Thiaude. Scott
#C1 $500. Maury €625 ................................ Est. $150/200

309 ) Russia: 1931, Polar Flight Set on
Flight Cover, Sieger #120C $350
Set fine to very fine, reg. tied by Leningrad 25 VII 31 cds’
with Polar flight cachet, and violet 3 line
“Leningrad-Nordpol” cachet, cover slight soiling, fine. Scott 
#C30-C33. Michel #402C-405C, only 63 carried, rare with
complete set ...................................................... Est. $500/600
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310 H Russia: 1934, Mendeleev Set, 
Zverev #373-376 Web $70
O.g., fine to very fine. Scott #536-539 $284. Zverev $350
 ...................................................................... Est. $100/120

311 H Russia: 1935 Anti-War Propaganda
Set, Zverev #391-395 Web $100
O.g. (h.r.), very fine. Scott #546-550 $547. Zverev $750 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

312 (H
H r Russia: 1937, Airplane Sheet, 

Zverev #483 Web $100
N.h., small inclusion on gum, very fine. Scott #C75a $450.
Michel #Block 3. Zverev $500 ...................... Est. $150/200

St. Pierre & Miquelon

313 m 1891, Surcharge on French Colonies
35¢ Inverted, Maury #16b $100
Used, part circular cancel, fine to very fine, signed
Bernichon. Scott #16 $700. Maury €875 ...... Est. $150/200

314 H 1942, 5c “France Libre/F.N.F.L.”,
Maury #242 $150
L.h., fresh, fine to very fine, signed Roumet. Scott #208A
$1,000. Yvert #236. Maury €1,400 ............... Est. $200/300

315 H 1942, 5c “France Libre/F.N.F.L.”,
Maury #257 $200
L.h., nice color, very fine, signed Roumet, Calves. Scott
#225 $1,000. Yvert #249. Maury €1,400, only 208 issued
 ...................................................................... Est. $300/400

316 H 1942, 5c “France Libre/F.N.F.L.”,
Maury #257 $200
O.g., fresh color, very fine, APEX (2015) cert. Scott #225
$1,000. Yvert #249. Maury €1,400, only 208 issued 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

317 H 1942, 35c “France Libre/F.N.F.L.”,
Maury #262 $200
L.h., nice color, very fine, signed Roumet. Scott #230
$1,000. Yvert #254. Maury €1,300 ............... Est. $300/400

318 H
H 1942, 1.50f “France Libre/F.N.F.L.”, 

Maury #274 $350
N.h., very fine, signed Calves, Roumet. Scott #242 $950
(o.g.). Yvert #266. Maury €1,750 (n.h.) ....... Est. $500/600

319 H
H 1942, 20f “France Libre/F.N.F.L.”,

Maury #281 $350
N.h., nice well centered copy, very fine, signed Brun,
Raybaudi. Scott #248A $1,200 (o.g.). Yvert #273. Maury
€2,000 (n.h.) .................................................. Est. $500/600

320 H Postage Due: 1942, 25c and 30c,
Overprinted “France Libre/F.N.F.L.”,
Maury #52, 53 $150
Very l.h., fresh colors, very fine, signed Friedl. Scott #J42,
J43 $850. Yvert #52, 53. Maury €1,100 ........ Est. $200/300

321 H Parcel Post: 1942, 20c “France
Libre/F.N.F.L.”", Maury #5 $200
L.h., fresh, very fine, signed Roumet. Scott #Q5 $1,100.
Yvert #5. Maury €1,400 ............................... Est. $300/400

322 H
H Saudi Arabia: 1968, 50pi Plant

Redrawn, Saud Cartouche, #340 $150
N.h., rare and missing from most collections, very fine. SG
#555 £350. Scott $650 .................................. Est. $250/300
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323 H
H Sweden: 2005, Greta Garbo Souvenir 

Sheets, Facit #2509-SS3 $300
N.h., 19 copies, small quantity and was not included in post
office new issue subscriptions, very fine, most collectors outside
of Sweden seemed not to be aware of this souvenir sheet until it was
already sold out . Scott #2517d $2,185. Facit SKr 19,000
 ...................................................................... Est. $400/500

324 H Tahiti: 1893, 1c Black, Maury #19 $150
O.g., fine, signed Calves, Brun. Scott #17 $925. Yvert #19.
Maury €1,150 ............................................... Est. $200/300

325 H
H Thailand: 1951-60, Bhumibol Set,

#283-295 Web $140
N.h., couple lower values light creases, few bends, couple
marginal, fine to very fine. Scott $782 ............. Est. $200/250

326 m Thailand: Semi-Postal, 1920 (Dec)
Scout Set, #B23-B30 Web $50
Used, #B30 owner’s hs. on reverse, also #B12-23 used set
forged, Fine to Very Fine, APS (2011) cert. #B30. Scott
$415 ................................................................ Est. $80/100

327 (H
H Tripolitania: Airmail; 1934 Circuit of

the Oases Set, Sassone #34-38 $220
N.h., well centered, very fine. Scott #C38-C42 $1,300.
Sassone €694 (hinged) ................................... Est. $300/400

328 (H
H Tripolitania: Airmail; 1934 Circuit of

the Oases Set, Sassone #34-38 Web $150
N.h., some toning on perfs of C42, otherwise fine to very fine. 
Scott #C38-C42 $1,300. Sassone €694 (hinged) 
....................................................................... Est. $250/300

Commonwealth Individual Lots

Great Britain

329 H 1840, Mulready Envelope, 2d Blue,
SG #ME4 $300
Used, form a195, 1840 cancel on reverse and black wax
stamp to London, two opening tears closed with archival
tape, appears to have pressed fold mark at bottom, otherwise
fine to very fine. Scott #U2 $2,000. SG £2,500 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

1840 Line Engraved

330 m 1d Black Plate #1a, SG #2 $100
Clear to nice four full margins with red Maltese Cross cancel, 
fine to very fine. Scott #1 $350. SG £375 ....... Est. $150/180

331 m 1d Black Plate #2, SG #2 $120
Two full margin and close on two with red Maltese Cross
cancel, re-entry, fine to very fine. Scott #1 $325. SG £525 
....................................................................... Est. $180/200

332 m 1d Black Plate #3, SG #2 $130
Four large margins, red Maltese Cross cancel, extremely
fine, Ex Chartwell . Scott #1 $425. SG £375 .. Est. $170/200

333 m 1d Black Plate #3, SG #2 $130
Four full margin, black Maltese Cross cancel, very fine, Ex.
Chartwell . Scott #1 $425. SG £375 ............... Est. $150/180
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334 m 1d Black Plate #4, SG #2 $130
Four large margins with red Maltese Cross cancel, very fine,
Ex Chartwell . Scott #1 $325. SG £375 .......... Est. $170/200

335 m 1d Black Plate #4, SG #2 $130
3 full and one jumbo margin with black Maltese Cross
cancel, very fine. Scott #1 $325. SG £375 ...... Est. $150/180

336 m 1d Black Plate #4, SG #2 $100
Four margins with red Maltese Cross cancel, very fine. Scott
#1 $325. SG £375 ......................................... Est. $130/150

337 m 1d Black Plate #5, SG #2 $100
Red Maltese, nice to very large margins all round (showing
portion of additional stamp at bottom), small soil spot bottom 
right corner mostly on reverse. Scott #1 $320. SG £375 
....................................................................... Est. $140/180

338 ) 1d Plate #6 on Cover to Broadway,
SG #2 $250
Close at the bottom tied by a black Maltese Cross cancel on
unfolded envelope and postmarked Maidstone 19 Apr 1841
to Broadway, fine to very fine. Scott #1 $640. SG £725 
....................................................................... Est. $300/350

339 ) 1d Plate #7 on Cover to Leeds, 
SG #2 $300
Four good margins tied to entire folded letter with red
Maltese Cross cancel 10 Sep 1840 from Delph to American
Consulate in Leeds, fine to very fine. Scott #1 $640. SG
£800 .............................................................. Est. $400/500

340 m 1d Black Plate #8, SG #2 $100
3 full small margins one close with red Maltese Cross cancel,
fine to very fine. Scott #1 $475. SG £525 ....... Est. $150/180

341 m 1d Black Plate #9, SG #2 $110
Full to close margins with black cancel, fine to very fine. Scott 
#1 $625. SG £625 ......................................... Est. $150/180

342 ) 1d Plate #10 on Cover, SG #2 $450
Four margin copy tied to unfolded entire from Hexham to
Brampton 17 Jul 1841, fine to very fine. Scott #1. SG £3,500 
....................................................................... Est. $550/650
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343 m 1d Black, 1841 1p Red Brown
Matched Pair Plate #11, SG #2, 8 $1,000
Matched set with black Maltese Cross cancel, margins on
both three full to close on other sides, fine to very fine. Scott
#1, 3 $5,375. SG £5,450 ......................... Est. $1,500/1,700

344 m 1840, 2d Blue Plate #1, SG #5 $250
Four full margins with black Maltese Cross cancel, fine to
very fine. Scott #2 $750. SG £1,100 .............. Est. $300/350

345 m 1840, 2d Blue Plate #1, SG #5 $250
Four close to nice margins, red Maltese Cross cancel, fine to
very fine. Scott #2 $750. SG £1,100 .............. Est. $300/350

346 m 1840, 2d Blue Plate #2, SG #5 $250
Close to nice margins with black Maltese Cross cancel, fine
to very fine. Scott #2 $1,000. SG £1,300 ........ Est. $325/375

347 m 1840, 2d Blue Plate #2 Strip of
Three, SG #5 $150
Four full margins with black Maltese Cross cancel strip of 3,
vert. crease between 2nd and 3rd but still nice, fine to very
fine. Scott #2 $975. SG £1,125 ...................... Est. $200/250

1841 Second Issue

348 m 2d Plate #2, “White Lines” Strip of
Three, SG #14 $150
Almost four full margins with black grid, fine to very fine.
Scott #4 $275. SG £300 ................................ Est. $180/220

349 H 2d, Plate #3 “White Lines”, SG #14 $1,000
Full o.g., nice to large margins all round (showing additional
stamp at right), excellent color, immaculate and very fine.
Scott #4 $4,500. SG £6,250 .................... Est. $1,500/2,000

350 m 2d, Plate #3, “White Lines”, SG #14 $150
Nice to three large full margins, black Maltese Cross cancel
with #12, fine to very fine. Scott #4 $575. SG £700 
....................................................................... Est. $190/230

351 m 2d, Plate #3, “White Lines” Pair,
Pair, SG #14 $90
4 full margins with black 45 grid, EF-EK pair, very fine.
Scott #4 $275. SG £280 ................................ Est. $100/130

352 m r 2d, Plate #3 “White Lines”, SG #14 $1,500
Four margin block of 4 with black Maltese Cross cancel,
GC-DH, very fine. Scott #4. SG £6,000 . Est. $2,000/2,200

353 m 2d, Plate #4, “White Lines” Pair,
Pair, SG #14 $100
4 very large margin, with QE-QF, extremely fine. Scott #4
$275. SG £280 ............................................... Est. $120/150
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354 m r 2d, Plate #4, “White Lines” 
Block of 12, SG #14 $1,300
Remarkable block of 12 with 3 full margins and black 498
cancel and SA-TF, fine to very fine. Scott #4. SG £5,200 =
93 blocks of 4) .......................................... Est. $1,500/1,800

355 H 1862, QV, 3d Pale Carmine Rose, 
SG #77 $400
O.g., strong color, hint of soiling, otherwise fine, RPS (1982) 
cert. Scott #37 $2,500. SG £2,700 ................. Est. $600/800

356 m 1882, QV, £5 Orange, SG #137 $800
Heavy cancel, fine to very fine. Scott #93 $5,000. SG £4,750 
................................................................. Est. $1,200/1,500

357 H
H 1880, QV, 2½d Blue, SG #142 $250

Orb watermark, pl. 20, n.h., wrinkles, well centered, very
fine. Scott #68 $550 (hinged). SG £575 (hinged) 
....................................................................... Est. $350/450

358 H 1883, QV, 2/6 Lilac, SG #178 $200
Anchor watermark, very l.h., well centered, very fine. Scott
#96 $625. SG £600 ....................................... Est. $250/300

359 H 1883, QV, 2/6 Lilac, SG #178 $150
O.g. (h.r.) fresh and very well centered, very fine. Scott #96
$625. SG £600 ............................................... Est. $200/300

360 H
H 1884, QV, 5/- Rose, SG #180 $550

Anchor watermark, n.h., fine to very fine. Scott #108 $1,100
(hinged). SG £1,100 (hinged) ..................... Est. $800/1,000

361 H
H 1884, QV, 5/- Crimson, SG #181 $250

Anchor watermark, n.h., light vert. crease, nicely centered,
rich color, attractive very fine appearance. Scott #108b
$1,000 (hinged). SG £975 (hinged) ............... Est. $300/400

362 H 1891, QV, £1 Green, SG #212 $1,500
L.h., lovely centering, choice very fine. Scott #124 $4,000.
SG £4,000 ............................................... Est. $1,800/2,000

363 m 1891, QV, £1 Green, SG #212 $150
Nice registered 19 MY 89 cancel, very fine. Scott #124
$800. SG £800 ............................................... Est. $250/350
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364 m 1891, QV, £1 Green, SG #212 $150
London 1895 cds, small amount of toning, very fine. Scott
#124 $800. SG £800 ..................................... Est. $200/300

365 BH
HH 1906, KEVII, De La Rue, ½d, Booklet 

Pane of 5 + Label, SG #218a $150
N.h., h.r. on center stamp. Scott #143b $525. SG £700 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

366 H 1902, KEVII, De La Rue, 5/- Deep
Bright Carmine, SG #264 $150
L.h., sharp color, very fine. Scott #140a $400. SG £450 
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

367 H 1902, KEVII, De La Rue, 5/- Deep
Bright Carmine, SG #264 $100
L.h., nice color and well centered, very fine. Scott #140a
$400. SG £450 ............................................... Est. $150/200

368 H
H 1902, KEVII, De La Rue, £1 Dull

Blue Green, SG #266 $750
N.h., nice margin copy clean and fresh, selvage hinged, very fine.
Scott #142 $3,250. SG £2,000 (hinged) ........ Est. $1,000/1,300

369 H 1902, KEVII, De La Rue, £1 Dull
Blue Green, SG #266 $500
L.h., fresh, fine to very fine. Scott #142 $2,000. SG £2,000
 ...................................................................... Est. $700/800

370 m 1902, KEVII, De La Rue, £1 Dull
Blue Green, SG #266 $180
Nice Guernsey cancel, very fine. Scott #142 $825. SG £825
....................................................................... Est. $250/300

371 H 1911, KEVII, Somerset House, 2/6
Dull Reddish Purple, SG #316 $110
L.h., very fine. Scott #139c $275. SG £300 ... Est. $150/200

372 H 1913, “Seahorses”, Waterlow,
2/6-10/-, SG #399, 401, 402 $300
O.g. Scott #173-175 $1,800. SG £2,225 ....... Est. $400/500

373 H
H 1913, “Seahorse”, Waterlow, 2/6

Sepia Brown, SG #400 $120
N.h., fine to very fine. Scott #173 $275 (hinged). SG £300
(hinged) ........................................................ Est. $150/200
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374 H 1913, “Seahorse”, Waterlow, £1
Green, SG #403 $800
O.g. (h.r.), nice large margin copy, very fine. Scott #176
$3,250. SG £3,500 ................................... Est. $1,100/1,300

375 H 1915, “Seahorse”, De La Rue, 10/-
Deep Blue, SG #411 $1,200
L.h., worn plate, very well centered, fresh and very fine,
Royal (1986) cert. Scott #175c $3,150. SG £3,750 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

376 H 1918-19, “Seahorses”, Bradbury,
Wilkinson Set, SG #413a/417 $150
O.g., fine to very fine. Scott #179-181 $850. SG £990
 ...................................................................... Est. $200/300

377 H 1919, “Seahorse”, Bradbury, Wilkinson,
10/- Dull Gray Blue, SG #417 $120
L.h., fresh, very fine . Scott #181 $425. SG £475 .. Est. $140/180

378 H
H 1929, £1 P.U.C., SG #438 $550

N.h., fresh marginal copy. Scott #209 $1,500. SG £750 
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000

379 H 1929, £1 P.U.C., SG #438 $240
L.h., very fine. Scott #209 $800. SG £750 ..... Est. $300/350

380 m 1929, £1 P.U.C., SG #438 $150
Neatly canc’d., fresh, fine to very fine. Scott #209 $800. SG
£550 .............................................................. Est. $200/250

381 H 1934, Re-Engraved “Seahorses” Set,
SG #450-452 Web $150
L.h., 10/- lightly toned, fine to very fine. Scott #222-224
$630. SG £575 ............................................... Est. $200/250

382 ) 1935, Silver Jubilee Complete on
FDC, SG #453/456 $100
To Boston MA, May 7 1935, fine to very fine. Scott
#226-229. SG £600 ...................................... Est. $150/200

383 ) 1936, Attempted Abingdon to 
New York Trans-Atlantic Flight,
AAMC #1265 Web $150
First solo east to west trans-atlantic flight that ended in
forced landing in Nova Scotia, autographed by pilot Beryl
Markham, , 26 carried .................................... Est. $200/250

384 BH 1936, KEVII, ½d, Unexploded
Booklet, S.G. Spec. #BB29 var. $200
Series #313 showing all panes with type 33P Specimen
cancel, hs. 16 JUN 1936, slight cover edge wear, overall very
fine. Scott #230. SG #457 , rare .................... Est. $300/400
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385 H
H 1939-48, KGVI “Square” Complete,

SG #476-478b Web $120
N.h., fine to very fine. Scott #249-251A, 275 $500. SG £425 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

386 H 1964, Geographical Congress Set, 
SG #651-654 $130
N.h. and cover exhibit collection on homemade pages, incl.
probably all possible Gibbons listed item except the missing
colors, incl. the phosphors, retouches, FD’s, Presentation
Pack, color shifts, incredible study, fine to very fine. Scott
#410-413 ..................................................... Est. $200/300

387 ) Official: Inland Revenue; 1882, 
QV, 1d on Cover, SG #O3 Web $50
15 mounted on an oversize On His Majesty’s Service
Official envelope from Estate Duty Office, Somerset House, 
dated Oct. 24 01 to Cleveland Ohio, envelope is in rough
condition with a piece missing at left corner, a v.g. cover.
Scott #O4 ..................................................... Est. $100/150

388 H Official: Office of Works; 1902, 
QV, 5d, SG #O34 $600
O.g., nice color, small tone spot under “W”, fine and scarce,
PTS (2015) cert. Scott #O47 $3,650. SG £4,000 
....................................................................... Est. $800/900

389 H Official: Govt. Parcels; 1900, 
QV, 1/-, SG #O72 $150
O.g., “faded and soiled”, fine to very fine, PTS (2015) cert.
Scott #O38 $675. SG £650 ........................... Est. $200/250

390 H Official: Govt. Parcels, 1902 KEVII,
9d, SG #O77 $150
Very l.h., nice color, fine to very fine, PTS (2015) cert. Scott
#O42 $625. SG £650 .................................... Est. $200/300

391 H Official: Admiralty; 1903, KEVII, 
2d, SG #O104 $100
Very l.h., pencil mark on gum side, fine, PTS (2015) cert.
Scott #O75 $340. SG £350 ........................... Est. $120/150

392 (H) Telegraph: 1877 £5 Imprimatur, 
S.G. Spec. #L237 $2,500
Ungummed, “C C”, clear to margins all round, fresh copy,
v.g.-fine, checked by G.B. experts . S.G. Spec. £10,000 , rarely
seen .......................................................... Est. $3,000/4,000

393 H Ascension: 1922, “Ascension” Set, 
SG #1-9 Web $100
L.h. to o.g. Scott #1-9 $436. SG £325 ........... Est. $130/160

394 H
H Australia: 1924, Kangaroo & Map, £1, 

SG #75 $600
N.h., 3rd watermark, some uncleared perf holes, well
centered, very fine. Scott #57 $2,250. SG £650 (hinged)
 ...................................................................... Est. $700/900

395 H Australia: 1932 Sydney Bridge
Complete, SG #141-144 $110
O.g., fine. Scott #130-133 $579. SG £425 .... Est. $150/200

396 m Australia: 1932 Sydney Bridge Set, 
SG #141/143 Web $80
Used, fine to very fine. Scott #130-132 $364. SG £215 
....................................................................... Est. $100/120

397 H Australia: Papua: 1901-05 “British
New Guinea” Set, SG #1/16 $250
O.g., 4d slightly toned, fine to very fine. Scott #1-8 $936.
SG £850 ........................................................ Est. $300/350

398 m Bahamas: 1902, KEVII, 6d,
Malformed “E”, SG #66a $90
Used, fine to very fine. Scott #40 var. SG £400 
....................................................................... Est. $130/160
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399 H
H Bahamas: 1912, KGV, £1, SG #89 $140

N.h. control # copy, very fine. Scott #56 $250 + (hinged).
SG £200 + (hinged) ...................................... Est. $200/250

400 H Bahrain: 1938-41 GVI Set, 
SG #20-37 $200
L.h. to o.g. (few small h.r.), fine to very fine. Scott #20-37
$703. SG £1,000 ............................................ Est. $300/400

401 H
H r Barbados: 1868, “Britannia”, 6d

Bright Orange Vermilion, Rough Perf
14 to 16, SG #31 $150
N.h., margin block of 4, hinged selvage only, fine. Scott #20
$700+. SG £640 ........................................... Est. $200/300

402 H British Offices in Siam: Bangkok;
1882-83 Group of 7, SG #14-15,
17-21 Web $400
O.g. to part o.g., 10c small thin, fine for this. Scott #11, 12,
14-18 $2,100. SG £2,100 ............................... Est. $500/600

403 m r Brunei: 1947-51 5c, Perf 14½ By
13½, Retouch, SG #82c Web $70
Single in used block of 4, well centered and attractive, very
fine. Scott #22 var. SG £275+ ...................... Est. $100/140

404 H
H r Brunei: 1952, 1c-50 Sultan Saifuddin

Sheets, SG #100/110 $100
N.h., full sheets of 50 with dupl., very fine. Scott #83/9
4 .................................................................... Est. $150/200

405 H
H r Burma: Japanese Occupation; 1942

(May) Pyapon Issue; 6p, #1N45 Web $150
N.h., block of 9, fine to very fine. SG #J19a £675 +
(hinged). Scott $900 ...................................... Est. $250/300

Very Rare in Mint Sound Condition

406 (H) Canadian Provinces: New Brunswick;
1851, 1/- Bright Red Violet, #3 $4,000
Unused, full margins, sound, fine to very fine, Greene
Foundation (2000) cert. Scott $32,500 nice example of this
very rare mint stamp .................................. Est. $6,000/8,000

Canada

407 m 1851, 6d Slate Violet, Laid Paper, #2 $250
4 clear to large margin copy with black target cancel,
otherwise very fine, Friedl (1953) cert. Scott $1,650
 ...................................................................... Est. $350/400

408 m 1857, ½d Rose, #8 $200
Used, 4 margin copy with ink mark on back, otherwise very
fine. Scott $1,100 ........................................... Est. $300/350

409 H 1877, 10¢ Dull Rose Lilac, #40 $150
O.g. (h.r.), fine. Scott $1,600 ......................... Est. $250/300

410 H 1897, 10¢ Brown Red, #45 $100
O.g. (h.r.), rich color, slightly toned. Scott $725 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200
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1897 Victoria Jubilee Issue

411 H Set Complete, #50-65 $1,500
O.g., 3c n.h., $2 part o.g., fresh throughout, fine to very fine.
Scott $8,432 ............................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

412 H Set Complete, #50-65 $1,000
O.g. to h.r., fine to very fine. Scott $8,432 . Est. $1,500/2,000

413 H
H 50¢ Ultramarine, #60 $150

N.h., choice well centered, very fine. Scott $775 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

414 H $2 Dark Purple, #62 $350
O.g., nicely centered, good color, very fine. Scott $1,400
 ...................................................................... Est. $500/600

415 H $3 Yellow Bister, #63 $300
O.g., nice color and well centered, very fine. Scott $1,400
 ...................................................................... Est. $400/500

416 H $4 Purple, #64 $300
Very l.h. nice color, fine to very fine. Scott $1,400 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

417 (H) 1898, Imperial Penny Postage 2¢,
Imperf, Pair, #86a Web $100
Ungummed, nice large margins, small soil spot, fine to very
fine. Scott $550 .............................................. Est. $150/200

418 H
H 1928, KGV “Scroll” Set, #149-159 Web $100

N.h., post office fresh, fine to very fine. Scott $1,477 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

419 H
H 1929, 50¢ Bluenose, Imperf, 

Pair, #158a $100
N.h., nice impression, very fine. Scott $1,150 . Est. $150/200

420 H
H 1931, 10¢ Cartier, Imperf, 

Pair, #190a Web $70
N.h., margin pair with some gum toning, very fine. Scott
$500 .............................................................. Est. $100/150

421 H
H 1935, 3¢, Printed on the Gum Side,

#219c $100
N.h., seldom seen margin copy, very fine. Scott $600 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

422 BH
H 2015, Unesco Booklet, #2847a $100

N.h., 10 booklets, withdrawn for sale for wrong illustration,
very fine. Scott $375 ....................................... Est. $150/200

423 BH
H 2015, Unesco Booklet Pane, #2855 $100

N.h., 10 booklets, withdrawn for sale for wrong illustration,
very fine. Scott $425 ....................................... Est. $150/200

424 H Cyprus: 1928, £1 British Rule
Anniversary, SG #132 $100
O.g. (h.r.), very fine. Scott #123 $275. SG £225 
....................................................................... Est. $150/170
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Falkland Islands

See Lots 1354-1356

425 H 1904-12, KEVII Set, SG #43/50 $200
O.g., fine to very fine. Scott #22-29 $589. SG £475
 ...................................................................... Est. $240/280

426 H 1912-20, KGV Set, SG #60/69, 67b $400
O.g. (few with h.r.), fine to very fine. Scott #30-40 $1,391.
SG £1,000 ..................................................... Est. $500/700

427 H 1928, South Georgia Provisional, 2½d 
on 2d, SG #115 $300
O.g., usual centering, toned gum with spot on left lower
corner, fine to very fine. Scott #52 $1,300. SG £1,300 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

428 s 1933, Centenary, 5/- Black & Yellow,
SG #136 $600
On piece with Ju 2 33 Fox-Bay circular date cancel, very fine. 
Scott #74 $1,500. SG £1,500 ..................... Est. $900/1,000

429 H 1933, Centenary, 10/- Black &
Chestnut, SG #137 $350
O.g. (h.r.), very fine. Scott #75 $850. SG £850 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

430 m 1933, Centenary, 10/- Black &
Chestnut, SG #137 $450
Used, centered, very fine. Scott #75 $1,500. SG £1,500
 ...................................................................... Est. $600/800

431 H 1933, Centenary, £1 Black &
Carmine, SG #138 $1,000
O.g., beautiful copy of this popular and scarce stamp, very
fine. Scott #76 $2,500. SG £2,500 ........... Est. $1,500/1,700

432 H Gibraltar: 1908, KEVII, 4/-, SG #63 Web $100
L.h., fresh and nicely centered, very fine. Scott #61 $350.
SG £350 ........................................................ Est. $120/150

433 H Gibraltar: 1925, KGV, £5, SG #108 $450
Multiple Script CA watermark, o.g., fine to very fine. Scott
#93 $1,750. SG £1,600 ................................. Est. $600/800

India

434 m Sind Province: 1852, Scinde Dawk,
½a White, SG #S1 $300
Used, large margins around, small faults, Very Fine
appearance, verified as genuine. Scott #A1 $2,000. SG
£2,500 ........................................................... Est. $400/600
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435 m Sind Province: 1852, Scinde Dawk,
½a Blue, SG #S2 $2,000
“96" Hyderabad cancel, ”vert. crack reinforced by hinges on
reverse, a little toned" (harsh in our opinion), excellent
margins all round, lovely very fine appearance, BPA (2016)
cert. Scott #A2 $8,000. SG £9,500 .......... Est. $2,500/3,000

436 m 1855, QV Lithographed, 4a Blue &
Red, 4th Printing, Head Die III,
Frame Die II, SG #23 $100
3 full margins, close at top, fine to very fine. Scott #6 var.
$500. SG £550 ............................................... Est. $150/200

437 () 1911 Pioneer Flight Cover, AAMC #1 $250
Red “First Aerial U.P. Exhibition Allahabad” tying 3a,
postmarked 18 Feb 1911 with Calcutta receiving, clean cover 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

438 () 1911 Pioneer Flight Cover, AAMC #1 $250
Purple “First Aerial U.P. Exhibition Allahabad” tying 2a,
postmarked 18 Feb 1911 with Calcutta receiving, vert. fold,
a fine to very fine cover ................................... Est. $350/450

439 H Feudatory States: Orchha: 1939-42
Maharaja Set, SG #31-45 $450
L.h. to o.g., 10r very l.h., fine to very fine. Scott #6-20
$1,062. SG £1,730 ......................................... Est. $600/800

Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika

440 H British East Africa: 1895, “British East 
Africa” on India Set, SG #48/63 Web $300
O.g. to part o.g. Scott #54//71 $941. SG £875 
....................................................................... Est. $350/400

441 H British East Africa: 1897, QV, 50r
Mauve, SG #99 $700
O.g., fine to very fine. Scott #109 $2,500. SG £2,500 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,300

442 H East Africa & Uganda: 1903, KEVII,
50r, SG #16 $400
Multiple Crown CC watermark, slightly dist. o.g., fresh, well 
centered, fine to very fine. Scott #16 $1,900. SG £2,250 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

443 m East Africa & Uganda: 1903, KEVII,
50r, SG #16 Web $80
Multiple Crown CC watermark, blue fiscal cancel. Scott
#16. SG £225 ............................................... Est. $100/130

444 H East Africa & Uganda: 1907, KEVII,
50r, SG #33 $550
MCA watermark, o.g., fine to very fine. Scott #30A $2,100.
SG £2,750 .................................................. Est. $800/1,000
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445 H Kenya & Uganda: 1925, KGV, £3, 
SG #97 $500
O.g., incredibly sharp color, very fine and choice. Scott #39
$1,650. SG £1,800 ......................................... Est. $700/900

446 H Kenya & Uganda: 1922, KGV, £5, 
SG #99 $800
Toned o.g. (h.r.), fine, signed A Diena. Scott #41 $5,500.
SG £3,250 ............................................... Est. $1,200/1,400

Malaya & States

See Lots 1378 - 1387

447 S Straits Settlements: 1903, KEVII, $100, 
Overprinted “Specimen”, SG #122s $200
Watermark CA, o.g., slight toning, fine and scarce. Scott
#104A var. SG £750 ..................................... Est. $300/400

448 S Straits Settlements: 1906, KEVII, $25,
Overprinted “Specimen”, SG #139s $170
Watermarked MCA, o.g., fine to very fine. Scott #128A
var. SG £475 .................................................. Est. $200/250

449 m Straits Settlements; 1910, KEVII,
$100, SG #140 $140
Watermark MCA, red fiscal cancel, choice very fine. Scott
#128B. SG £450 ........................................... Est. $180/200

450 m Straits Settlements; 1912, KGV,
$500, SG #215 $200
Watermark MCA, red fiscal, immaculate and very fine.
Scott #174. SG £600 ..................................... Est. $300/400

451 S Federated States: 1900 on Perak $25, 
Overprinted “Specimen”, SG #14s $200
Part o.g. (h.r.), fine to very fine. Scott #13A var. SG £500 
....................................................................... Est. $250/300

452 H
H Johore: 1904, Sultan Ibrahim, $50,

SG #76 $160
Watermarked Rosette, n.h., rich color with excellent gum,
fine to very fine. Scott #74 $425 (hinged). SG £450 (hinged) 
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

453 H
H Johore: 1904, Sultan Ibrahim, $100,

SG #77 $240
Watermarked Rosette, n.h., very clean gum, fine to very fine. 
Scott #75 $625 (hinged). SG £650 (hinged) .. Est. $300/350

454 H Trengganu: 1938, $5 Sultan
Suleiman, SG #44 $100
O.g. (h.r.) fresh copy, fine to very fine. Scott #38 $500. SG
£500 .............................................................. Est. $150/200

455 H
H r Japanese Occupation of Malaya:

Postage Due; 1943 4c, SG #JD36 Web $140
N.h. block of 10, very fine. Scott #NJ15A $700 (hinged).
SG £650 ........................................................ Est. $200/250
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456 H Japanese Occupation of Malaya:
Trengganu: 1942, 4¢ Handstamp
Overprint, SG #J101 Web $70
O.g., fine to very fine, APEX (2015) cert. Scott #N4 $275.
SG £200 ........................................................ Est. $120/130

457 H Japanese Occupation of Malaya:
Trengganu; 1942, $25 Handstamp
Overprint, SG #J116 $150
O.g., light vertical paper wrinkle, slight red markings not
mentioned in cert., rare, otherwise fine to very fine, APEX
(2015) cert. Scott #N17A $1,500. SG £2,250 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

458 H Japanese Occupation of Malaya:
Trengganu; 1942, $100 Handstamp
Overprint, SG #J118 $200
O.g., corner copy, with hinge reinforced perf separation,
tropical gum, otherwise fine to very fine, APEX (2015) cert.
Scott #N17C $950. SG £2,250 , rare ............. Est. $300/400

459 H r Thai Occupation of Malaya: 1944,
General Issue, 8¢, 15¢, SG #TM5-6 $300
8¢ perf 12½, 15¢ better perf 12½ by 11, sheets of 100, n.h.
but typical gum dist., fine overall. Scott #2N5-6 $6,100+.
J.S.C.A. #10M5-6 ¥5,600+ ....................... Est. $600/800

460 m Nauru: 1924-34 Freighter Complete,
Rough Surfaced Grayish Paper, 
SG #26A/39A Web $160
Used, fine to very fine. Scott #17-30 $513. SG £450 
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

461 H New Hebrides: 1920, 5c on 50c
Surcharge, SG #F32a $150
O.g., fine to very fine, signed Roumet. Scott #35 $900. SG
£550 .............................................................. Est. $200/300

462 (H) Nigeria: Lagos; 1879, QV, 1/- Orange, 
SG #16 $100
Regummed, fine to very fine. Scott #12 $950. SG £950 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

463 S Nigeria: Lagos; 1884-86, QV Set,
Overprinted “Specimen”, 
SG #27s/29s Web $120
O.g., 10/- unused, fine to very fine lot. Scott #13S//137S.
SG £425 ........................................................ Est. $150/200

464 H Nyasaland: BCA; 1891, “B.C.A.” on
Rhodesia £5, SG #16 $600
Full o.g. marginal copy, fine to very fine, signed Diena, etc.
Scott #16 $2,250. SG £2,000 ..................... Est. $800/1,000

465 S Nyasaland: BCA; 1896, Arms of the
Protectorate, £25, Overprinted
“Specimen”, SG #42s $130
Multiple Crown CC watermark, o.g. (h.r.), light gum
crease, well centered, fine. Scott #42S. SG £425 
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

466 SH
H Nyasaland: BCA; 1897, Arms of the

Protectorate, £10, Overprinted
“Specimen”, SG #52s $120
N.h., small tone spot, otherwise fine to very fine. Scott #56S.
SG £300 + (hinged) ...................................... Est. $160/180

467 H Nyasaland: 1913, KGV, £10, SG #99a $1,100
Full o.g., fine to very fine. Scott #24 $4,000. SG £4,000 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000
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468 S Pitcairn Islands: 1940 Set, Perforated
Specimen, SG #1s-8s $300
L.h. to o.g., fine to very fine. Scott #1-8 var. SG £1,400
 ...................................................................... Est. $400/500

469 H
H Pitcairn Islands: 1965, 1d, “Tristan

Da Cunha” Printed on Reverse, 
SG #51a $200
N.h., corner copy, fine. Scott #54 var. SG £800 scarce
 ...................................................................... Est. $300/400

470 H
H Pitcairn Islands: 1969 15c, Gold

Omitted, SG #102a $300
N.h. corner copy, unusual, immaculate and very fine, signed
on reverse. Scott #105a $1,100+. SG £1,000+ , scarce 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

Rhodesia

471 H 1901, Arms, £1, Perf 15½, SG #90 $110
Large Garter watermark, o.g. (h.r.), centered, immaculate
and very fine. Scott #72 $425. SG £375 ......... Est. $150/180

472 H 1911, “Rhodesia” to £1, 
SG #101//113 Web $120
O.g. (h.r.), fine to very fine. Scott #83, 87, 89, 92, 94-99
$520. SG £570 ............................................... Est. $150/200

473 F 1909, “Rhodesia” on £2, SG #113c Web $50
“Forged” overprint, o.g., attractive very fine appearance,
good reference copy Royal (2015) cert. Scott #100 
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

474 H 1910, “Double Head” Set to 2/6, 
SG #119//153 Web $150
O.g., 8d perf 13½, fresh colors. Scott #101-113 $690. SG
£635 .............................................................. Est. $200/250

475 H 1910, “Double Head” Set to 10/-,
SG #119//164 $750
O.g., basic set, also £1 with punched revenue cancel, fine to
very fine. Scott #101-117 $2,990+. SG £2,260+ 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,300

476 H 1910, “Double Head”, 8d Black &
Purple, Perf 14, SG #146 $2,500
Full o.g., excellent color, choice very fine, BPA (2016) cert.
Scott #109. SG £6,500 ............................ Est. $3,000/3,500
 
Similar copy brought $4025 in our August 2016 APS auction.
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477 H 1910, “Double Head”, 5/- Vermilion
& Deep Green, Perf 14, SG #159 $90
L.h., rich color, fine to very fine. Scott #115 $325. Gibbs
#RSCe. SG £325 .......................................... Est. $120/150

478 H 1910, “Double Head”, ½d Apple
Green, Perf 15, SG #169 $150
O.g., fresh color, very fine. Scott #101b var. $550. SG £600
 ...................................................................... Est. $200/250

479 H 1913, “Admiral” Basic Set, 
SG #186//242 $150
O.g., incl. extra 1/- better shade, £1 no gum (possibly
cleaned), fine to very fine. Scott #119-138 ..... Est. $200/250

480 H
H r 1913, “Admiral”, 1d, Perf 15, 

SG #205 Web $70
N.h., bottom imprint block of 40, some perf seps., fine to very 
fine. Scott #120a $300 + (hinged). SG £300 + (hinged)
 ...................................................................... Est. $100/150

481 H
H r 1919, “Admiral”, 1½d, Perf 15, 

SG #206 Web $70
N.h., marginal block of 4, fine to very fine. Scott #121b $200 
+ (hinged). SG £200 + (hinged) .................. Est. $100/120

482 H
H r 1919, “Admiral”, 1½d, Perf 15, 

SG #206 Web $150
N.h., block of 9, crease affecting top three, otherwise very
fine. Scott #121b $600 + (hinged). SG £600 + (hinged) 
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

483 H St. Helena: 1922, KGV, 15/-, 
SG #113 $700
Watermarked Multiple Script CA, l.h., very well centered,
choice very fine, Royal (1985) cert. Scott #94 $1,100. SG
£1,100 ........................................................... Est. $700/800

484 H St. Helena: 1922, KGV, 15/-, 
SG #113 $500
Watermarked Multiple Script CA, o.g., fine to very fine.
Scott #94 $1,100. SG £1,100 ........................ Est. $600/800

485 H St. Vincent: 1880, Seal of the Colony, 
5/-, Perf 11-12½, SG #32 $300
Small Star watermark, full o.g., very well centered, about as
nice as they come, choice very fine. Scott #29 $1,275. SG
£1,100 ........................................................... Est. $400/500

486 H St. Vincent: War Tax, 1916, 1d,
1½mm Spacing, Double Overprint,
SG #124a Web $70
O.g. (h.r.), pair with left stamp double overprint, otherwise
very fine. Scott #MR1e var. SG £250 ............ Est. $100/120

South Africa

487 m Cape of Good Hope: Mafeking; 1900,
3p Pale Blue 21mm Wide, SG #21 $400
Nearly complete ‘Mafeking CGH’ postmark dated May 12,
1900, choice example, fresh and well centered, rich color,
very fine. Scott #180 $1,650. SG £1,200 ........ Est. $600/800
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488 S Natal: 1902, KEVII, £5, Overprinted
“Specimen”, SG #144s $100
Multiple Crown CC watermark, l.h., fine to very fine. Scott
#98 var. SG £250 .......................................... Est. $130/150

489 S Natal: 1902, KEVII, £20, Overprinted 
“Specimen”, SG #145bs $210
Multiple Crown CC watermark, very l.h., fresh, fine. Scott
#100 var. SG £600 ........................................ Est. $250/300

490 S Natal: 1902, KEVII, £20, Overprinted 
“Specimen”, SG #145bs $170
Multiple Crown CC watermark, l.h., fresh, choice very fine.
Scott #100 var. SG £425 ............................... Est. $200/240

491 H Natal: 1908, KEVII, £1 10/-, SG #162 $300
MCA watermark, full o.g. (light gum toning area around
bottom right perfs, very slight rubbing, well centered, fine
overall. Scott #109 $1,900. SG £1,800 .......... Est. $400/600

492 S Zululand: 1894, QV £5, Overprinted
“Specimen”, SG #29s $170
L.h., fine and attractive. Scott #24 var. SG £475
 ...................................................................... Est. $200/250

493 m Zululand: 1894, QV, £5, SG #29 $600
Nice used copy and nice centering, very fine, BPA (2001)
cert. Scott #24 $1,900. SG £1,600 .............. Est. $800/1,000

494 m Zululand: 1894, QV, £5, SG #29 $500
2 attractive cds’, well centered, a very fine usage, old BPA or
Royal cert. # with item. Scott #24 $1,900. SG £1,600 
....................................................................... Est. $700/900

495 H Tanganyika: Mafia Island; 1915,
O.H.B.M.S. Handstamp on G.E.A.
Fiscal 25 Heller, SG #M23 $300
L.h., signed on back, very fine, APEX (2015) cert. Scott
#NL56 $1,200. SG £1,100 ........................... Est. $500/600

496 H Tanganyika: Mafia Island; 1915,
O.H.B.M.S. Handstamp on G.E.A.
Fiscal 50 Heller, SG #M24 $200
O.g., signed on back, 2 vertical creases, still scarce, fine to
very fine, APEX (2015) cert. Scott #NL57 $1,200. SG
£1,100 ........................................................... Est. $300/400

497 H Tanganyika: Mafia Island; 1916,
“G.R. Post Mafia” Overprint on
I.E.F., SG #M44//M50 Web $200
O.g., incl. #NL90-95, toned gum and some adhesion on
NL93; NL95 signed, otherwise fine to very fine. Scott
#NL89//NL98 $1,925. SG £1,790 .............. Est. $300/400

498 H Tanganyika: German East Africa;
1917-1921 Set, SG #45-61 $220
O.g., 20r n.h. and 50r with small surface scrape at left
margin, otherwise almost very fine. Scott #N115-N122
$1,076. SG £1,300 ......................................... Est. $250/300

499 H
H Trinidad & Tobago: 1921,

“Britannia”, £1, SG #215 Web $70
Multiple Script CA, n.h. marginal copy, fine. Scott #20
$150 + (hinged). SG £150 + (hinged) .......... Est. $110/130

500 H 1896, Provisional, 2½ on 1½a sepia,
SG #37 Web $50
O.g. (h.r.), fine. Scott #26 $200. SG £130 ....... Est. $80/100

501 S Zanzibar: 1908-09 200r Sultan Palace,
Overprinted Specimen, SG #245s $110
O.g., fine to very fine. Scott #119s. SG £275 ... Est. $130/150

End of First Session
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Friday, August 5th, 2016
6 p.m., Lots 502-1087

Autographs

502 U.S.: Lindbergh, Charles On PPC of
Spirit of St. Louis $300
(1902-1974) American aviator, the first man to fly solo non-stop
across the Atlantic (1927), signed C.A. Lindbergh, very clean,
dated from Portland Oregon Sep 14 1927 with Lindbergh
Day cachet ..................................................... Est. $400/500

503 U.S.: Wright, Orville On 1928
Commemorative Cover $300
(1871-1948) American aviator, co-inventor of the airplane
(1903), on a cacheted silver anniversary of the first flight
dated Dec 17 1928 to Chicago, also signed by Capt. Lipsner,
slight toning on left side, fine and attractive .... Est. $400/500

504 U.S.: Wright, Orville Web $150
(1871-1948) American aviator, co-inventor of the airplane
(1903), signature on 1916 Winters National Bank check
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

505 U.S.: Wartime Autographs Web $300
Nice collection in albums of covers and autographs of
wartime Generals, Admirals, and other prominent figures,
18 total signed items incl. Beatrice Patton, Gen. McAuliffe,
Gen. Wainwright, Mark Clark and many others 
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

506 Germany: 1930’s 3rd Reich
Autographs Web $3,000
Group of 31 incl. Raeder, von Blomberg, Guderian,
Rommel, Goring, Lutzow, also Mussolini, all signed on
front of portrait picture postcards of themselves mounted in
book, complete listed incl., a very fine set, extremely difficult to
duplicate ................................................... Est. $3,000/4,000

507 Germany: 1937 Hitler Signature $2,500
Signed “A. Hitler” on Germany 1937 Scott #B103 souvenir
sheet, with picture postcard of stamp collector, wife and daughter
(who inherited the item), husband was in same WW I Company
with Hitler extremely rare on philatelic item .. Est. $2,500/3,000

U.S. Postal History by State

508 ) California: 1850 Sacramento
Stampless $160
Pre-statehood mailed Feb 28, 1850 to relative in San
Francisco, Rated 12½, ex. Walske .................. Est. $200/250
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Oregon

509 ) Elliot: 1896 to St. Louis $100
Double circle in blue dated APR 9 on 2¢ reg. env. with
Bureau 8¢, some cover creasing mostly on reverse
(1883-1897) 1 of 2 known, other on reg. receipt, unlisted in
Whittlesey/Helbock .......................................... Est. $150/200

510 ) Hermansville: 1879 to Eureka $100
Purple FEB 6 on 3¢ entire, docketed 1879, opened at top
(1872-1881) 1 of 4 known, 2 on covers, 2 on pieces, unlisted in
Helbock .......................................................... Est. $150/200

511 ) Norway: 1888 to Marshfield $100
SEP 10 black cds with 3¢ Bank Note tied, clean cover
(1876-) Unique example of this cancel, example used in book 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

512 ) Parkersburg: 1877 to Koseburg $130
Clear OCT 18 1887 on 2¢ entire with 10¢ Bank Note, with
docketing on reverse, excellent condition (1877-1919) 2
known on covers, 2 on reg. receipts ...................... Est. $200/250

513 ) Parkersburg: 1877 to Oregon City $130
Clear NOV 26 1877 with 3¢ Bank Note, with docketing on
reverse, very slightly reduced on right (1877-1919) Unique
example of this cancel, example used in book .......... Est. $200/250

514 ) Randolph: 1866 to San Francisco $100
Ms. “Randolph, Ogn Apr 1st 1866" on 3¢ entire, docketing
on reverse, slight soiling (1859-1893) 2 examples known 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200
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515 ) Randolph: 1866 to San Francisco Web $90
Blue double circle. “Randolph, Coos Co. MAY 12, 1883" on 
3¢ entire, very slight soiling (1859-1893) Catalog example used 
in book ............................................................ Est. $140/180

516 ) Randolph: 1877 to Roseburg Web $100
FEB 2 cds on 3¢ entire, docketed 1877, slight soiling in
corner (1859-1893) 5 known, this is the catalog example 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

517 ) Riverton: 1907 Postcard Web $70
To ? tied by FEB 22, 1907 Rivrton (misspelled) cds with 1¢
(#300) with interesting monkey caricature “Don’t With
Anything” on reverse, very fine (1906-) Cancel in use for 2
months, 4 known .............................................. Est. $100/140

518 ) Remote: 1900 to Gold Hill Web $100
SEP 1900 cds on 2¢ entire, SEP 27 receiving, roughly torn at 
right (1887-1910) Unlisted, only known example 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

519 ) Sitkum: 1872 to Roseburg Web $70
FEB 12 cds on 3¢ entire, docketed 1872 (1890-1964) One of
3 known of this cancel ........................................ Est. $100/140

520 ) Sumner: 1890 to Dora Web $100
MAR 26 1890 cds tied with 2¢ Bank Note, slight soiling and
small piece on reverse missing (1875-1955) Unique and
unlisted ........................................................... Est. $150/200

521 ) Sumner: Circa 1870s to Roseburg $100
Slightly smudgy strike AUG 27 with 3¢ Bank Note strip of 4
on 3¢ entire, corner cover piece off (1875-1955) Unique
example of this cancel, example used in book .......... Est. $150/200

522 ) Balance of County Web $1,000
Select group of 21, all very rare town cancels, incl. type
cancels Sitkum (one of 5 known), Preuss (one of two
known), Norway type “1" (only known usage), Ott (one of
two known), Bandon earliest known and only one on cover,
etc., important collection for anyone wanting to collect Coos
County, usual condition as to be expected, inspect, All
illustrated on web site .................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

523 ) Washington: Whatcom W.T.; 1858 to
Coveland $70
Tying damaged 3¢ (#26) by circular datestamp AUG 22,
docketing on reverse, a little dirty (1857-1873) 2 known with
this cds ............................................................ Est. $100/150

United State Singles

524 ) Postmasters’ Provisional: New York,
N.Y., 1845 5¢ on Cover, #9X1 $140
Pos. 13, touching to huge margins all round, tied on folded
letter dated 24 JAN and red Paid to Buffalo, docketed 1846,
vert. filing folds, fine to very fine. Scott $625 .. Est. $200/250

1847 Issue

525 m 5¢ Red Brown, #1 $150
Four margins with blue grid cancel, very fine, PSE (1995)
cert. Scott $440 .............................................. Est. $200/250

526 m 5¢ Red Brown, Dot In “S” Variety,
#1 var. $110
Red grid cancel, clear to nice margins all round, PF (2012)
cert. Scott $450 .............................................. Est. $150/200

527 m 5¢ Red Brown, #1 $90
Blue grid cancels, “tiny thin spec”, large marginal copy,
extremely fine appearance, PSAG (2016) cert. Scott $440
 ...................................................................... Est. $120/150
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528 m 5¢ Red Brown, #1 Web $70
3½ margins with blue cancel and small thin spot, fine to very
fine. Scott $440 .............................................. Est. $100/120

529 ) 5¢ Pale Brown on Cover, #1 $140
Just in at bottom to large margins, from Morrisville PA to
Washington D.C., Weiss (2011) cert. Scott $475 
....................................................................... Est. $180/220

530 ) 5¢ Dark Brown, #1a $140
Huge to touching margins all round, tied by red grid on JUL 
8 1848 folded letter to New Haven, Conn., file fold,
otherwise fine to very fine. Scott $850 ............. Est. $200/300

531 m 10¢ Black, #2 $400
Red grid cancel, with nice margins, very fine, PF (1979) cert. 
Scott $925 ...................................................... Est. $600/700

532 m 10¢ Black, #2 $350
Red grid, clear to large margins all round, choice very fine.
Scott $925 ...................................................... Est. $400/500

533 m 10¢ Black, #2 $300
Nice four margin copy with blue grid cancel, small stain at
bottom, very fine. Scott $900 .......................... Est. $400/500

534 m 10¢ Black, #2 $240
Red grid, clear to large margins all round, fine to very fine,
PSAG (2016) cert. Scott $925 ....................... Est. $400/500

535 m 10¢ Black, #2 $200
Red grid cancel and good margins all around, vertical crease,
otherwise very fine, PSE (2003) cert. Scott $925 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

536 m 10¢ Black, #2 $150
Four good to huge margin with black grid cancel, vertical
crease and repair at bottom, handsome very fine appearance.
Scott $850 ...................................................... Est. $250/300

537 m 10¢ Black, #2 $150
Clear to large margin with red grid cancel, repaired at upper
right, very fine appearance. Scott $925 ........... Est. $250/300

538 m 10¢ Black, #2 $150
Red square grid cancel, touching to nice margins all round,
“tiny thin at top”, fine to very fine, PSAG (2015) cert. Scott
$925 .............................................................. Est. $250/350

1875 Reproductions of the 1847 Issue

539 (H) 5¢ Red Brown, Reproduction, #3 $450
Ungummed, large margins all round, Grade 90 choice
extremely fine, ex HR Harmer auction - July 1957 PSAG
(2016) cert. Scott Stamp Values $1,100 .......... Est. $600/800

540 (H) 5¢ Red Brown, Reproduction, #3 $300
Ungummed, clear to nice margins all round, very fine. Scott
$850 .............................................................. Est. $400/500
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541 (H) 5¢ Red Brown, Reproduction, #3 $200
Ungummed, 4 large margins, small tone mark under “S” of
U.S., and gum added, otherwise very fine, PSAG (2016)
cert. Scott $850 .............................................. Est. $300/400

542 (H) 10¢ Black, Reproduction, #4 $500
Ungummed, four full margins, nice copy, very fine. Scott
$1,050 ........................................................... Est. $600/700

543 (H) 10¢ Black, Reproduction, #4 $200
Ungummed, 4 good to large margins, faint crease, otherwise
very fine, PSAG (2016) cert. Scott $1,050 ...... Est. $300/400

1851 Imperforate Issue

544 m 1¢ Blue, type III, #8 $700
Pos. 99R2, used, “lightened pen cancel, thinned”, fine and
scarce, APS (1998) cert. Scott $12,500 .... Est. $1,000/1,500

545 m 1¢ Blue, Type III, #8 $1,100
Just touching at upper left to wide margins, town cancel, fine
to very fine, PF (1986 and 2016) certs. Scott $2,000 
................................................................. Est. $1,100/1,300

546 ) 3¢ Orange Brown, Type I, Type II on
Covers, #10, 10A $300
8 of #10, 3 #10A, all documented by pos. # with color
shades incl. better, etc., all single rate usages in various states,
fine overall ..................................................... Est. $400/600

547 m 3¢ Dull Red, Type I, #11 $300
Left margin copy, large Boston “PAID” in grid cancel,
superb Grade 98, PSE (2016) cert. Scott Stamp Values $475 
....................................................................... Est. $325/350

548 m 3¢, Type I, “Lyre” Cancel,
Skinner-Eno #PO-Lh3 $70
Centered strike from Canton, Miss, a very fine cancel, Weiss
(2009), PSE (2015) certs. Scott #11 ............. Est. $100/130

549 ) 3¢, Type I “U. States” Cancel 
on Cover, #11 Web $100
Horseshoe handstamp addressed to Baltimore and
forwarded to Old Point Comfort, VA, also with blue
“Racine” Wis straight line cancel, ms. “July 19" and ”due 5"
markings, some extraneous ink markings, fine, PSE (2015)
certs. .............................................................. Est. $150/200

550 m 3¢ Experimental Orange Brown, 
Type II, #11A $150
Pl. 1 late, left margin copy with clear to wide margins, small
Boston “Paid” in grid cancel, very fine, PF (2016) cert. Scott
$300 .............................................................. Est. $160/180

551 m 5¢ Red Brown, #12 $100
Nice margins all round, neat cds, “tiny cut bottom margin”,
otherwise very fine, PSAG (2015) cert. Scott $700 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

552 m 12¢ Gray Black, #17 $180
Large margins all round showing designs of two other
copies, light cds, Grade 90 an extremely fine usage, PSAG
(2016) cert. Scott Stamp Values $500 ............. Est. $250/300

553 m 12¢ Gray Black on India Paper, #17v $200
Just clear to large margins, blue Philadelphia cds, fine to very
fine, PSAG (2016) cert. Scott $1,150 ............. Est. $300/400
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554 m r 12¢ Gray Black, Block of 4, #17 $300
Large margins all round to touching, centered cancel,
“repaired faults top horiz. pair…tiny tear in lower right
stamp at bottom”, fresh and v.g., ex Seybold PSAG (2016)
cert. Scott $5,500 ........................................... Est. $500/700

1857-61 Perforate 15½ Issue

555 m 1¢ Blue, Type Ia, #19 $3,500
Pos 97L4, large Boston “PAID” in grid cancel, “small sealed 
tear at bottom right”, fine to very fine, PF (2015) cert. Scott
$9,000 ..................................................... Est. $3,750/4,000

556 (H) 1¢ Blue, Type III, #21 $1,000
Unused, fresh, PF (1981) cert. Scott $6,000 . Est. $1,500/2,000

557 ) 1¢ Blue, Type IIIa on Cover, #22 Web $70
Pos. 29R4 tied on Notary Public wrapper of Rochester DEC 
8, 1857, small corner fault top left, otherwise fresh and fine to
very fine, PSAG (2016) cert. Scott $500 ........ Est. $100/150

558 m 3¢ Brownish Carmine, Type II, #25A $250
Pos. 12R5L, town cancel, fine to very fine, PF (2016) cert.
Scott $900 ...................................................... Est. $260/280

559 H r 3¢ Dull Red, Type III, 
Block of 4, #26 $80
Full o.g. with (h.r.), fresh and nice, one short perf upper left,
very fine. Scott $450 ....................................... Est. $100/150

560 m 3¢ Brownish Carmine, Type IV, #26A $170
Light town cancel, very fine to extremely fine Grade 85, PF
(2016) cert. Scott Stamp Values $225 ............. Est. $170/180

561 m 5¢ Brick Red, Type I, #27 $900
Nice town cancel, fine to very fine, PF (2016) cert. Scott
$1,600 ........................................................ Est. $900/1,000

562 m 5¢ Brick Red, Type I, #27 $180
Attractive 1859 cancel, “reperfed at left”, PSE (2000) cert.
Scott $1,600 ................................................... Est. $300/350
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563 ) 5¢ Brick Red, Type I and 10c, Type V
on Folded Letter to France, #27, 35 $300
10¢ stamp torn diagonally, both tied by Jul. 20 1860 San
Francisco cds and red New York Aug 18 transit cds, also
blue French Aug. 21 marking, cover traveled overland from
San Francisco to New York, fine and attractive. Scott $2,065
....................................................................... Est. $450/550

564 m 5¢ Indian Red, Type I, #28A $375
Cds, “reperfed at right”, well centered, very fine appearance,
PSE (2000) cert. Scott $3,500 ........................ Est. $600/800

565 H 5¢ Orange Brown, Type II, #30 $300
Part o.g. (large part), nice color, very fine, PF (1997) cert.
Scott $1,200 ................................................... Est. $400/500

566 m 5¢ Brown, Type II, #30A $150
Red Boston exchange postmark, fine to very fine, PF (2016)
cert. Scott $300 .............................................. Est. $150/170

567 m 5¢ Brown, Type II, #30A $80
Used, oval cancel, deep shade, fine to very fine, PSAG
(2016) cert. Scott $300 ................................... Est. $100/120

568 H 10¢ Green, Type V, #35 $250
O.g., very fine to extremely fine Grade 85, PF (2016) cert.
Scott Stamp Values $325 ................................ Est. $250/260

569 H 10¢ Green, Type V, #35 $200
O.g., nice impression and well centered, extremely fine
Grade 90, PSE (2004), PF (2001) certs. Scott Stamp Values
$600 .............................................................. Est. $300/400

570 H 24¢ Gray Lilac, #37 $350
“Dist. o.g.”, sound, fine, PSAG (2016) cert. Scott $1,500
....................................................................... Est. $450/550

571 m 30¢ Orange, #38 $140
Scarce magenta cancel, attractive, Grade 80 very fine, PSAG
(2016) cert. Scott $425 ................................... Est. $200/250

572 (H) 90¢ Blue, #39 $750
Unused, fresh color, very fine to extremely fine Grade 85J,
PF (2015) cert. Scott Stamp Values $1,325 .... Est. $750/800

573 H 90¢ Blue, #39 $300
Part o.g., “minor perf staining from hinge removal”, still fine, 
PSAG (2015) cert. Scott $3,000 .................... Est. $500/650

1875 Reprints of the 1857 Issue

574 (H) 1¢ Bright Blue, #40 $200
Ungummed, fine. Scott $575 , 3846 issued ...... Est. $250/300

575 (H) 1¢ Bright Blue, #40 $80
Ungummed, just fine. Scott $575 , 3846 issued ... Est. $130/160

576 (H) 5¢ Orange Brown, #42 $300
Ungummed, couple nibbed perfs at lower left, fine, PSAG
(2016) cert. Scott $1,200 , 878 issued ............... Est. $400/500
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577 (H) 10¢ Blue Green, #43 $600
Ungummed, fine to very fine Grade 75, PSAG (2016) cert.
Scott Stamp Values $3,000 , 516 issued ......... Est. $800/1,000

578 (H) 12¢ Greenish Black, #44 $800
Ungummed, couple nibbed perfs at right, fine, PF (1971)
cert. Scott $3,000 , 489 issued .................... Est. $1,000/1,200

579 (H) 24¢ Blackish Violet, #45 $1,000
Ungummed, well centered for issue, couple nibbed perfs at
top, otherwise very fine, PF (1971) cert. Scott $3,250 , 479
issued ........................................................ Est. $1,500/2,000

580 (H) 30¢ Yellow Orange, #46 $700
Ungummed, fine, PF (1971) cert. Scott $3,250 , 480 issued 
................................................................. Est. $1,100/1,300

581 (H) 90¢ Deep Blue, #47 $800
Ungummed, couple of nibbed perfs on right, “small soiling
at bottom”, otherwise fine to very fine, PF (1971) cert. Scott
$4,000 , 454 issued .................................... Est. $1,400/1,800

1861-1866 Issue

582 m 3¢ With Lincoln Fancy Cancel,
Skinner-Eno #LC-NP15 $100
“Perf faults”, excellent strike, a very fine cancel, PSE (2015)
for pair, this is top copy. Scott #65 ................. Est. $150/200

583 ) 1861 Collinvsville “Axe Head” Cancel 
on Cover, Skinner-Eno #PO-Wt6 $150
3¢ with nice strike on Collinville Ct Oct 14 to Salem Mass.,
fine to very fine. Scott #65 ............................. Est. $200/250

584 ) 186? Attractive All-Over Design
Patriotic Cover, #65 $140
3¢ tied by Cairo, IL to very attractive “Martha Washington”
red, white, and blue design, excellent condition for this scarce 
design, a very fine cover ................................. Est. $200/250

585 ) 1860? “Loyal States” Patriotic Cover, 
#65 Web $100
3¢ usage from Washington DC to Pennsylvania, with
all-over showing “New York”, nice condition for this, very
fine for this ..................................................... Est. $150/200
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586 ) 1862 “7th N.H. Regiment” Patriotic
Cover, #65 Web $100
3¢ tied by attractive JUL 2? Port Royal cds to Hollis, n.h.,
docketed “Port Royal VA July 20th 1862", very clean, fresh
and very fine .................................................. Est. $150/200

587 ) 186? 97th Regiment N.Y.V. Patriotic
Cover, #65 Web $70
3¢ tied by circle of wedges Washington, DC cancel to
Fulton, NY, showing scarce “Col. C. Wheelock” regiment
and Lady Liberty, slight soiling, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

588 ) 1861 Louisville and Cincinnati Mail
Line Cover, #65 Web $100
3¢ with nice postmark strike of Feb 23 “Lville and Cinn.
Mail Line” from Louisville Ky. to Carrolton Ky., trimmed at 
left, otherwise very fine ................................... Est. $150/200

589 ) 1863 Account of Capture of “Grey
Ghost” General Edwin Stoughton $1,000
Written in pencil on 4 page folded letter with 3¢ cover by foot
soldier (E.E. Fisher) dated Mar 10, 1863 at “Camp at
Fairfax Station”, with detailed account of every movement in
the capture by the soldier present at the time, who was writing 
this account to his brother with names of the people involved,
transcribed, Stoughton was captured March 8, 1863 while asleep 
at his headquarters by Confederate partisan ranger John Mosby
65, an important piece of Civil War history .... Est. $1,500/2,000

590 m 5¢ Buff, #67 $150
Black grid cancel, tiny perf tear still very nice centering, nice
color, very fine appearance, PSE (2009) cert. Scott $850 
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

591 (H) 10¢ Yellow Green, #68 $100
Unused, sharp color, very fine, PSE (2016) cert. Scott $375 
....................................................................... Est. $130/160

592 H 24¢ Brown Lilac, #70a $400
“Dist o.g.”, centered right, sound, fresh and fine, PSE
(2016) cert. Scott $3,250 ................................ Est. $600/800

593 m 30¢ Orange, #71 $150
Blue segmented cork cancel, fine to very fine, PF (2015) cert. 
Scott $205 ...................................................... Est. $150/160

594 m 1863, 2¢ With Boston Shield Fancy
Cancel, #73 $100
Centered strike, a very fine cancel, PSE (2015) certs. 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

595 m 1863, 5¢ Brown, #76 $270
Black target and red cancels, extremely fine Graded 90XQ,
PF (2015) cert. Scott Stamp Values $375 ....... Est. $270/280

596 ) 1863, 5¢ Black Brown Pair on Cover
to Canada, #76a Web $150
Pair tied from Warsaw Rhode Island, Dec. 11 1865, to
Dunnville, very fine, ex Seybold . Scott $800 (off cover) 
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

597 H 1863, 24¢ Grayish Lilac, #78a $450
“Dist. o.g., reperfed at right”, centered, fine to very fine, PSE 
(2016) cert. Scott $2,900 ................................ Est. $600/800
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1867 Grills

598 m 3¢ Rose, C. Grill, #83 $750
Well centered with light cancel, extremely fine Grade 90,
PSAG (2016) cert. Scott Stamp Values $2,750
 ................................................................ Est. $1,100/1,300

599 m 3¢ Rose, C. Grill, #83 $200
Used, decent centering, fine, PF (1990) cert. Scott $1,100
 ...................................................................... Est. $300/400

600 m 3¢ Rose, D. Grill, #85 $250
Light target cancel, fine to very fine, PF (2016) cert. Scott
$1,050 ........................................................... Est. $250/280

601 H 2¢ Black, Z. Grill, #85B $1,500
Full o.g. (h.r.), fine, PSAG (2014) cert. photocopy for pair.
Scott $17,500 ........................................... Est. $1,700/1,800

602 (H) 2¢ Black, Z. Grill, #85B $500
Unused, usual centering, fresh, PF (1983) cert. Scott $6,750 
....................................................................... Est. $700/900

603 m 1¢ Blue, E. Grill, #86 $550
Very fine to extremely fine Grade 85, PF (2016) cert. Scott
Stamp Values $800 ........................................ Est. $550/600

604 m 12¢ Black, E. Grill, #90 Web $90
Used, well centered, Grade 80 very fine, PSAG (2016), PF
(1988) certs. Scott $400 ................................. Est. $150/180

605 H 1¢ Dark Blue, F. Grill, #92 $1,500
O.g., fine to very fine, PSAG (2015) cert. Scott $3,000 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/1,700

606 (H) 1¢ Blue, F. Grill, #92 $200
Regummed, “thin paper variety”, reperfed at top, well
centered, PSE (2016) cert. Scott $1,000+ ..... Est. $250/300

607 (H) 5¢ Brown, F. Grill, #95 $220
Unused, “reperfed at top”, fresh, lovely very fine appearance, 
PSE (2016) cert. Scott $1,300 ........................ Est. $300/400

608 m 5¢, 24¢, 30¢, F. Grill, #95, 99-100 Web $100
Used, 5¢ “few minor perf faults”, 24¢ “two small thins, small
corner crease”, 30¢ “small faults”, v.g., PSAG (2015) certs.
Scott $3,450 ................................................... Est. $200/300

609 m 12¢, F. Grill, Very Thin Paper, #97 var. $300
Black cork and bright red cancels, fine to very fine, PF
(2014) cert. Scott $340 ................................... Est. $300/325

610 (H) 24¢ Gray Lilac, F. Grill, #99 Web $300
Regummed with vertical crease, fine. Scott $3,250 
....................................................................... Est. $450/500

611 m 90¢ Blue, F. Grill, #101 $250
Used, horizontal crease at bottom and couple minor perf
flaws, nice appearing, generally fine to very fine, APS (2012)
cert. Scott $2,250 ........................................... Est. $350/400

612 m 90¢ Blue, F. Grill, #101 $130
Used, “two tiny perf faults”, v.g., PSAG (2015) cert. Scott
$2,250 ........................................................... Est. $200/300
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613 (H) 1875, 1¢ Blue, Re-Issue, #102 $200
Unused, excellent color, Grade 90 extremely fine, PSE
(2016) cert. Scott Stamp Values $600 , 3195 issued 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

614 H 1875, 90¢ Blue, Re-Issue, #111 $2,000
O.g., nice fresh color and well centered, fine to very fine, PF
(1971) cert. Scott $6,750 , 317 issued ......... Est. $3,000/3,500

1869 Pictorial Issue

615 H 2¢ Brown, Without Grill, #113b $2,500
Part o.g., fine, PF (1968) cert. Scott $14,000 
................................................................. Est. $3,000/4,000

616 H 12¢ Green, #117 $300
“Dist. o.g., reperfed at bottom”, nice centering, lovely very
fine appearance, PSE (2016) cert. Scott $1,900 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

617 (H) 15¢ Brown & Blue, Type I, #118 $700
Unused and bright, well centered, fine to very fine, PSE
(2004) cert. Scott $3,250 ............................. Est. $900/1,000

618 m 15¢ Brown & Blue, Type I, #118 $375
Unusual 3 color combination of black cancel, red and blue
transits, very fine, PF (2016) cert. Scott $985 . Est. $375/425

619 m 15¢ Brown & Blue, Type I, #118 $100
Very nicely centered with 4 large margins, small thin at
bottom center, very fine, PSAG (2016) cert. Scott $850 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

620 m 24¢ Green & Violet, Center 
Inverted, #120b $4,500
Circle of eight wedges cancel, thin spot, top margin has been
restored, fine to very fine appearance, Siegel census
#120b-CAN-SE16, Fox 1961, Siegel Auction 1966 . Scott
$37,500 , opportunity to buy a rarity at a reduced price 
................................................................. Est. $5,000/6,000

90 recorded mint and used

621 (H) 30¢ Ultramarine & Carmine, #121 $200
Regummed and reperfed at bottom, fine, APS (2012) cert.
Scott $1,650 ................................................... Est. $250/350

622 (H) 90¢ Carmine & Black, #122 $800
Unused, nice color, fine to very fine, PF (1982) cert. Scott
$4,000 ..................................................... Est. $1,200/1,300
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623 m 90¢ Carmine & Black, #122 $950
Black cork cancel, fine to very fine, PSAG (2013) cert. Scott
$1,900 ........................................................ Est. $950/1,000

1875 Re-issue of the 1869 Pictorial Issue

624 H 2¢ Brown, #124 $150
O.g., fresh, fine to very fine. Scott $650 , 4755 issued
 ...................................................................... Est. $200/300

625 H 3¢ Blue, #125 $1,000
O.g., fine, PF (1971) cert. Scott $5,000 , 1406 issued
 ................................................................ Est. $1,500/2,000

626 H 6¢ Blue, #126 $250
O.g., fresh color and nicely center for issue, fine to very fine,
PF (1971) cert. Scott $1,750 , 2226 issued ....... Est. $400/500

627 H 10¢ Yellow, #127 $200
O.g., fine to very fine, PF (1971) cert. Scott $1,650 , 1947
issued .............................................................. Est. $300/400

628 m 10¢ Yellow, #127 $300
Used, “reperfed at right”, fine and scarce, PSAG (2016), PF 
(1988) certs. Scott $1,650 , 1947 issued ........... Est. $500/700

629 H 12¢ Green, #128 $500
O.g., good color, fine, PF (1971) cert. Scott $2,250 , 1584
issued ........................................................... Est. $800/1,000

630 H 15¢ Brown & Blue, Type III, #129 $400
O.g., nice color and well centered, very fine, PF (1971) cert.
Scott $1,350 , 1981 issued ............................... Est. $600/800

631 H 24¢ Green & Violet, #130 $350
O.g., fine, PF (2013) cert. Scott $2,100 , 2091 issued
 ...................................................................... Est. $550/600

632 H 30¢ Ultramarine & Carmine, #131 $800
O.g., Grade 80 very fine, PSAG (2016) cert., PF (1971)
cert. Scott $2,500 , 1535 issued .................. Est. $1,200/1,300

633 H 90¢ Carmine & Black, #132 $800
O.g., fresh and bright, fine to very fine, PF (1971) cert. Scott
$3,750 , 1358 issued .................................. Est. $1,200/1,400

634 m 90¢ Carmine & Black, #132 $300
Used, “light creases”, offcenter, scarce, PSAG (2015) cert.
Scott $6,500 , 1356 issued ............................... Est. $500/700

635 H 1880, 1¢ Buff, Re-Issue, #133 $100
O.g., fine to very fine, PF (1971) cert. Scott $325 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200
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636 ) 1870s American Peace Society
Advertising Cover Web $150
3¢ on cover from Sigairney Iowa to Corry Pennsylvania,
small amount of toning on right lower cover, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $200/300

637 H 1870, 6¢ Carmine, H. Grill, #137 $1,100
“Glazed dist. o.g.”, fine to very fine, PSAG (2016) cert. Scott 
$5,000 ..................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

638 m 1871, 7¢ Vermilion, H. Grill, #138 $200
Used with #A4 New York Foreign Mail Star cancel, very
fine. Scott $500+ .......................................... Est. $300/350

639 (H) 1870, 15¢ Orange, H. Grill, #141 $500
Unused, sound and fresh, just fine, PSAG (2016) cert. Scott
$2,500 ........................................................... Est. $750/850

640 m 1870, 10¢ Brown, I. Grill, #139A $750
Lightly canc’d., “two small tears, light corner crease”, PSAG 
(2014) cert. Scott $7,000 .......................... Est. $1,000/1,400

1870-1871 National Bank Note Without Grill

641 P r 2¢, Plate Proof on India, 
Block of 16, #146P3 Web $300
Ungummed, bottom pl. #46, light soil spot top left margin,
otherwise fresh and very fine. Scott $840+ scarce 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

642 H 6¢ Carmine, #148 $200
O.g., very slightly disturbed gum, nice centering, very fine,
PF (2008) cert. Scott $1,000 .......................... Est. $300/400

643 H 12¢ Dull Violet, #151 $450
“Dist. o.g., reperfed two sides”, nicely centered, handsome
very fine appearance, PSE (2016) cert. Scott $3,000 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

644 m 12¢ Dull Violet, #151 $300
Black and red cancels, excellent copy, Grade 90 choice
extremely fine, PF (2015) cert. Scott Stamp Values $450
 ...................................................................... Est. $300/350

645 H 24¢ Purple, #153 $400
“Mount glazed dist. o.g….gum soaked perfs”, well
centered, overall very fine, PSAG (2016) cert. Scott $1,800 
....................................................................... Est. $600/750

646 H 24¢ Purple, #153 $200
Slightly disturbed o.g. with pencil mark on back, otherwise
fine to very fine, APS (2012) cert. Scott $1,800
 ...................................................................... Est. $350/400

647 m 90¢ Carmine, #155 Web $70
Used, fine, PSAG (2015) cert. Scott $350 ..... Est. $100/140

1873 Continental Bank Note

648 H 2¢ Brown, #157 $150
“Dist. o.g.”, nicely centered, Grade 85 very fine to extremely
fine, PSE (2016) cert. Scott Stamp Values $525
 ...................................................................... Est. $250/300

649 H 7¢ Orange Vermilion, #160 $200
O.g., reperfed at top, centered, fine. Scott $1,150 
....................................................................... Est. $200/250
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650 H 12¢ Blackish Violet, #162 $1,100
Full o.g., rich color, fine, PSAG (2016) cert. Scott $2,400
 ................................................................ Est. $1,100/1,300

651 m 30¢ Gray Black, #165 $150
Used, large copy, Grade 90 an extremely fine usage, PF
(2016) cert. Scott Stamp Values $310 ............. Est. $150/180

652 H 90¢ Rose Carmine, #166 $600
O.g., well centered within balanced margins, bright color,
fresh, very fine, PSE (2004) cert., PF (1992) cert. Scott
$2,250 ........................................................ Est. $800/1,000

653 H 90¢ Rose Carmine, #166 $150
O.g. (h.r.) with crease, nice appearing, fine to very fine, APS
(2012) cert. Scott $2,250 ................................ Est. $250/300

1879 American Bank Note

654 H
H r 2¢ Vermilion, Block of 25, #183 Web $800

N.h. except for 4 o.g., pos 21 “light vert. crease…perf seps.
between rows 2 and 3", usual centering, rich color, fine and
attractive, PSE (2016) cert. Scott $8,100+ 
................................................................. Est. $1,200/1,500

655 H 5¢ Blue, #185 $375
“Dist. o.g.”, excellent centering, Grade 90J an extremely fine
jumbo, PSE (2016) cert. Scott Stamp Values $800+ 
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

656 H 10¢ Brown, Without Secret 
Mark, #187 $450
“Dist. o.g., reperfed two sides”, excellent centering,
attractive very fine appearance, PSE (2016) cert. Scott
$3,250 ........................................................... Est. $600/800

657 H 15¢ Red Orange, #189 $140
“Dist. o.g.,”, excellent centering, Grade 90 extremely fine
and attractive, PSE (2016) cert. Scott Stamp Values $400 
....................................................................... Est. $180/220

658 H 30¢ Full Black, #190 $200
O.g. sheet margin copy with some over inking, pos. 71, fine
to very fine. Scott $900 ................................... Est. $300/400

659 H 1883, 2¢ Pale Red Brown, Special
Printing, #211B $100
Very l.h., signed on back, fine to very fine, PF (1971) cert.
Scott $375 ...................................................... Est. $150/200

1881-1888 American Bank Note Issue

660 H
HH r 1¢, Block of 4, #212 Web $140

Marginal, n.h. (2), l.h. (2) from reinforcing, fresh and fine.
Scott $760+ .................................................. Est. $200/250

661 P 2¢ Green, Imperf Proof on Stamp
Paper, Pair, #213P5 $500
Horiz., margins all round, used with grid cancels, “right
stamp with small tear at top, tiny thins, Vert. pair on piece
realized $4000 in 2014 auction PF (2016) cert., Used examples
of the Bank Note imperforates on stamp paper are extremely scarce 
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000

662 H
H 3¢ Vermilion, #214 Web $200

N.h., 8 copies all fresh, generally fine to very fine. Scott
$1,440 ........................................................... Est. $300/350
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663 H
HH r 3¢ Vermilion, Block of 6, #214 $150

N.h., top center h.r., fresh and clean with couple small specs
on gum side in center row, fine to very fine. Scott $840 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

664 H
H 4¢ Carmine, #215 $100

N.h., fresh, very fine. Scott $550 .................... Est. $150/200

665 H 90¢ Purple, #218 $250
Full o.g., very fresh, very fine, PF (2009) cert. Scott $900
 ...................................................................... Est. $300/400

666 H 90¢ Purple, #218 $200
Very l.h., very nicely centered, very fine, PSAG (2016) cert.
Scott $900 ...................................................... Est. $300/350

667 H r 90¢ Purple, Block of 4, #218 $500
O.g., nice color, left lower is n.h., fine, PSAG (2016) cert.
Scott $4,750+ ............................................... Est. $700/900

668 m 1890, 2¢ Lake, #219D $350
Used, huge copy, Grade 98J extremely fine to superb, PSAG 
(2016) cert. Scott Stamp Values $650+ 2 known, non higher 
....................................................................... Est. $350/400

669 H
H r 1890, 6¢, Block of 4, #224 $250

N.h., top margin, “light diagonal crease top pair”, very well
centered, still very fine, PSAG (2014) cert. Scott $800+
 ...................................................................... Est. $250/300

670 H
H 1890, 90¢ Orange, #229 $600

N.h., marginal copy, overall very fine, PSE (2014) cert. Scott 
$1,450 ........................................................... Est. $600/700

1893 Columbian Issue

671 P Set Complete, Small Die Proofs,
#230P2-245P2 $1,700
O.g. or without gum as issued, complete set, each on original
gray card backing from Roosevelt album, deep rich colors
and fresh, very fine. Scott $5,850 it is believed only 85 sets were
produced for the Roosevelt presentation albums 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500
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672 H
HH 1¢-50¢ Mint Collection, #230-240 Web $1,700

Mounted on hingeless pages with multiples of each incl. but
not limited to #230 (20) and pl. block of 10 n.h., 231 (12) n.h 
and pl. block of 8 n.h., 232 pl. block of 6 and 12 singles, 233
(37) most n.h. and pl. block of 10 with problems, 234 (14)
most n.h., 235 (18) most n.h., 235 (16) most n.h., 237 (6),
238 (4) n.h., 239 (6) most n.h., and 240 (14) all appear n.h.,
could be some regummed in here also, many better to pick
from blocks, must inspect, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $3,500/4,500

673 H 1¢-15¢, #230-238 Web $80
O.g., nice looking set o.g. to l.h., 238 has gum crease, very
fine. Scott $608 .............................................. Est. $120/140

674 ) 1¢ Plate Block of 8 on Cover, #230 $300
Top #166 (large top) on 4¢ postal envelope with additional
6¢ adhesive dated March 27 1907 with #305 and registered
from Chicago IL. to New York N.Y., left two stamps have
crease, some soiling on envelope, otherwise fine to very fine,
Only one pl. block on cover known at this time ....... Est. $400/600

675 H
HH r 4¢ Ultramarine, Block of 4, #233 Web $100

N.h. (2), l.h. (2), centered, very fine. Scott $430+ 
....................................................................... Est. $150/180

676 H
H 5¢ Chocolate, #234 $300

N.h., Grade 90 extremely fine, PF (2016) cert. Scott Stamp
Values $475 ................................................... Est. $300/350

677 H 6¢ Purple, #235 $150
L.h., Grade 95 extremely fine to superb, PSAG (2016) cert.
Scott Stamp Values $240 ................................ Est. $150/170

678 H
H r 6¢ Purple, Block of 4, #235 Web $130

N.h., one missed perf, fresh, centered, excellent gum, very
fine. Scott $640+ .......................................... Est. $200/250

679 H
H 8¢ Magenta, #236 $650

N.h., Grade 95 extremely fine and choice, PSAG (2016)
cert. Scott Stamp Values $1,200 ..................... Est. $650/750

680 H
H 8¢ Magenta, #236 Web $80

N.h. pair, very fine. Scott $320 ....................... Est. $120/130

681 H
HH r 10¢, Block of 4, #237 Web $140

N.h. (2), l.h. (2). Scott $770+ ....................... Est. $200/250

682 H r 15¢, Block of 4, #238 Web $150
O.g. (h.r.), fine to very fine. Scott $900 ........... Est. $200/300

683 H 30¢ Orange Brown, #239 $150
“Gum brushed”, imprint copy, Grade 85 very fine to
extremely fine, PF (2016) cert. Scott Stamp Values $300+
 ...................................................................... Est. $150/180

684 H
HH r 30¢, Block of 4, #239 $350

N.h. (left pair), l.h. (right pair), fresh, fine. Scott $1,930+
 ...................................................................... Est. $500/700
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685 H
HH r 50¢, Block of 4, #240 $400

N.h. (1-top left), l.h. to o.g. (3), “right stamps each with very
tiny thin spot”, fine overall, PSE (2016) cert. Scott $2,950 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

686 (H) $1 Salmon, #241 $350
Unused, well centered, Grade 95 choice extremely fine,
PSAG (2016) cert. Scott Stamp Values $1,050 
....................................................................... Est. $500/700

687 H $1 Salmon, #241 $100
O.g., thinned at top, fine to very fine appearance. Scott
$1,100 ........................................................... Est. $150/200

688 H
HH r $1, Block of 4, #241 $2,000

N.h. (3), top right o.g., bottom copies with “light horizontal
crease” (severe in our opinion), fresh, fine overall, PSE
(2016) cert. Scott $12,350 ........................ Est. $2,500/3,000

689 m $1 Salmon, #241 $200
NY double oval registry, well centered, very fine overall.
Scott $575 ...................................................... Est. $250/300

690 m $1 Salmon, #241 $100
Central thin and small scrape, well centered, fine appearing.
Scott $575 ...................................................... Est. $130/160

691 ) $1 Used With Various Adhesives 
on Cover, #241 $450
Used with other Columbian values and pair #E3 to
Germany Jan 16, 1894 from NY, overall very fine, probably
philatelic?! . Scott $1,900+ ............................. Est. $600/800

692 H $2 Brown Red, #242 $300
O.g., nice color and centered well, very fine, PSAG (2016)
cert. Scott $1,150 ........................................... Est. $500/600

693 H $2 Brown Red, #242 $200
O.g. (h.r.),  tiny thin, fine. Scott $1,150 .......... Est. $300/400

694 (H) $2 Brown Red, #242 $150
Regummed, very nice centering, very fine, PSAG (2016)
cert. Scott $525 .............................................. Est. $200/300
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695 (H) $2 Brown Red, #242 Web $70
Unused, small faults, v.g.-fine. Scott $525 ..... Est. $100/130

696 (H) $2 Brown Red, #242 Web $70
Regummed, minor faults, fine to very fine appearance. Scott
$525 .............................................................. Est. $100/140

697 H r $2, Block of 4, #242 $650
L.h. to o.g., “top right with small faults…top left with tiny
thin spot, fresh, fine overall, PSE (2016) cert. Scott $4,600
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,300

698 m $2 Red Brown, #242 $140
Light registry cancel, “ironed out creasing”, well centered
large copy, lovely very fine appearance, PF (1988) cert. Scott
$575 .............................................................. Est. $200/250

699 m $2 Red Brown, #242 $120
Neat cancels, “blind perf at top left”, fine to very fine, PSAG
(2016) cert. Scott $575 ................................... Est. $200/250

700 m $2 Brown Red, #242 $100
Used, small tear in left lower corner, fine to very fine
appearance. Scott $575 .................................. Est. $150/200

701 m $2 Red Brown, #242 Web $100
Used, reperfed at left, otherwise fine to very fine. Scott $575 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

702 H $3 Yellow Green, #243 $400
O.g., fresh color well centered, very fine. Scott $1,500 
....................................................................... Est. $600/700

703 H $3 Yellow Green, #243 $400
Very l.h. and nice color, fine to very fine, PSE (1995) cert.
Scott $1,500 ................................................... Est. $600/700

704 H $3 Yellow Green, #243 $350
O.g., fresh color, fine to very fine, PSAG (2016) cert. Scott
$1,500 ........................................................... Est. $500/600

705 H $3 Yellow Green, #243 $250
O.g., o.g., couple small thins at top, very well centered, very
fine. Scott $1,500 ........................................... Est. $400/600

706 H r $3, Block of 4, #243 $1,300
L.h. to o.g., central small h.r., fresh and fine to very fine, PSE 
(2016) cert. Scott $8,250 .......................... Est. $2,000/2,500

707 m $3 Yellow Green, #243 $250
Target cancel, fine and attractive, PF (1986) cert. Scott $800 
....................................................................... Est. $350/450
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708 (H) $4 Crimson Lake, #244 $300
Regummed, nice color, fine to very fine. Scott $1,000 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

709 (H) $4 Crimson Lake, #244 $200
Unused. Scott $1,000 .................................... Est. $300/350

710 m $4 Crimson Lake, #244 $250
S.O.N. Reg. cancel, fine to very fine. Scott $1,050 
....................................................................... Est. $400/450

711 m $4 Crimson Lake, #244 $150
NY registry cancel, thinning and small tear, fine to very fine
appearing. Scott $1,050 ................................. Est. $250/300

712 m $4 Crimson Lake, #244 $130
“P” oval cancel, “two light diagonal wrinkles”, fresh, fine,
PSAG (2015) cert. Scott $1,050 .................... Est. $200/250

713 H $5 Black, #245 $1,000
O.g. (h.r.), excellent freshness and centering, Grade 85 very
fine to extremely fine, PSE (2016) cert. Scott Stamp Values
$3,000 ..................................................... Est. $1,500/1,800

714 H $5 Black, #245 $650
O.g., fresh color, very fine, PSE (2004) cert. Scott $2,400 
....................................................................... Est. $800/900

715 H $5 Black, #245 $600
O.g., well centered, small nibbed perf on right, otherwise
very fine. Scott $2,400 ................................. Est. $800/1,000

716 H $5 Black, #245 $400
O.g. with nibbled perf at right, fine, PSAG (2016) cert. Scott 
$2,400 ........................................................... Est. $600/800

717 (H) $5 Black, #245 $375
Unused, very fine , PSAG (2016) cert. Scott $1,200  Est. $500/650

718 H $5 Black, #245 $300
O.g., tiny corner crease, small reinforced tear with hinge,
otherwise fine, APS (2012) cert. Scott $2,400  Est. $400/500

719 (H) $5 Black, #245 $200
Unused, “Small filled thin…and tiny natural inclusion
dropout”, fresh, still fine, PSAG (2015) cert. Scott $1,200
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

720 m $5 Black, #245 $450
Centered Washington, DC APR 16 cds, sound and very
fresh, Grade 75 fine to very fine and attractive, PSAG (2016) 
cert. Scott $1,200 ........................................... Est. $600/800

721 m $5 Black, #245 $300
Reg. cancel, very fine, PSAG (2016) cert. Scott $1,200
 ...................................................................... Est. $500/600

722 m $5 Black, #245 $240
Brooklyn cds, fine to very fine, PSAG (2016) cert. Scott
$1,200 ........................................................... Est. $400/500
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723 m $5 Black, #245 $210
Used, slight paper aging on reverse not mentioned in cert.,
fine, PSAG (2016) cert. Scott $1,200 ............. Est. $350/450

724 m $5 Black, #245 $200
Used, small thin at left, vertical crease at left, still nice
looking, fine to very fine appearance. Scott $1,200 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1894 Bureau Issue

725 H 2¢ Carmine, Type II, #251 Web $70
O.g., rich color, fine to very fine. Scott $375 ... Est. $100/140

726 H
H 50¢ Orange, #260 $280

N.h., light gum crease, well centered, lovely very fine
appearance. Scott $1,500 ............................... Est. $400/600

727 H $1 Black, Type I, #261 $350
“Mount glazed dist. o.g.”, very well centered, immaculate
and very fine, PSAG (2016) cert. Scott $1,000 
....................................................................... Est. $450/550

728 H $1 Black, Type II, #261A $550
“Mount glazed dist. o.g.”, well centered, excellent color,
choice very fine, PSAG (2016) cert. Scott $2,100
....................................................................... Est. $750/900

729 H $1 Black, Type II, #261A $425
O.g., fine to very fine and attractive, PF (1999) cert. Scott
$2,100 ........................................................... Est. $600/800

730 m $1 Black, Type II, #261A Web $70
Used, “diagonal crease”, still fine, PSAG (2015) cert. Scott
$825 .............................................................. Est. $100/140

731 H $2 Bright Blue, #262 $250
O.g. (h.r.) reperfed at left, v.g.-fine, APEX (2006) cert.
Scott $2,750 ................................................... Est. $350/450

732 H $5 Dark Green, #263 $700
O.g., big stamp with full o.g., excellent color, minor perf fault 
and gum wrinkles, otherwise very fine. Scott $4,250 
.................................................................... Est. $900/1,000

733 m $5 Dark Green, #263 $300
Lightly canc’d, just fine, PSAG (2015) cert. Scott $2,750 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

734 m $5 Dark Green, #263 $210
Neatly canc’d., small thin and creases, fresh, fine appearance. 
Scott $2,750 ................................................... Est. $350/450

1895 Watermark Issue

735 H
H r 2¢ Carmine, Types II & III, 

Block of 4, #266-267 $200
N.h., type III at right, excellent color, fine to very fine, PF
(2016) cert. Scott $1,000 ................................ Est. $250/300

736 m 8¢ Violet Brown, Watermarked
USIR, #272a $150
Very clear watermark, small filled thin, nice looking copy of
this rare stamp, otherwise very fine. Scott $950 . Est. $200/300
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737 H
H 50¢ Orange, #275 $250

N.h., marginal, excellent color, overall very fine, ex Liberman
PF (1975) cert. Scott $775+ ......................... Est. $350/400

738 m r $1 Black, Type I, Block of 4, #276 $150
Used, few weak or separated perfs, couple short perfs, well
centered, overall very fine. Scott $750 ............. Est. $250/300

739 m $1 Black, Type II, #276A $350
Used, Grade 95 an extremely fine usage, PF (1999, 2016)
certs. Scott Stamp Values $475 ....................... Est. $350/400

740 H $2 Bright Blue, #277 $300
O.g., beautiful rich color, very fine, PSE (2004) cert. Scott
$900 .............................................................. Est. $400/500

741 H $2 Bright Blue, #277 $250
O.g., centered, Grade 80 very fine, PSAG (2016) cert. Scott
$900 .............................................................. Est. $350/450

742 H $2 Bright Blue, #277 $180
“Dist. o.g., reperfed at left”, excellent centering, very fine
appearance, PSE (2016) cert. Scott $900 ....... Est. $250/300

743 H $5 Dark Green, #278 $600
L.h., very fine, PF (1986) cert. Scott $2,000 .. Est. $700/800

744 H $5 Dark Green, #278 $375
“Dist. o.g., reperfed 2 sides”, excellent centering, very fine or
better appearance, PSE (2016) cert. Scott $2,000 
....................................................................... Est. $500/700

745 (H) $5 Dark Green, #278 $130
Regummed, “over a couple small thins and reperfed at
bottom”, nice color, handsome very fine appearance, PSAG
(2016) cert. Scott $625 ................................... Est. $170/200

746 m $5 Dark Green, #278 $150
Used, fine to very fine. Scott $625 .................. Est. $200/250

1898 Trans-Mississippi Issue

747 H 1¢-10¢ Values, #285-290 Web $70
O.g., nice color, fine to very fine. Scott $560 ... Est. $100/120

748 H
HH r 1¢, Sheet of 50, #285 Web $400

N.h. except for tiny hinge reinforcing on some edges, from
left half of pl. no. 591, some perf seps., very fine. Scott $2,975
 .......................................................................Est. $600/700

749 H
H 2¢ Copper Red, #286 $150

N.h., Grade 95 extremely fine overall, PSE (2016) cert. Scott 
Stamp Values $225 ........................................ Est. $150/180

750 H
H r 2¢ Copper Red, #286 Web $550

N.h., pane of 50 from the left half of plate no. 727, intense
shade, fresh color, reinforced in one area of selvage but not
affecting stamps or plate blocks, fine to very fine. Scott
$4,065 ........................................................ Est. $800/1,000

751 H
H 4¢ Orange, #287 $180

N.h., wrinkle not mentioned in cert., luminous color,
centered, Grade 85 very fine to extremely fine, PF (2013)
cert. Scott $300 .............................................. Est. $250/300
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752 H
HH r 4¢, Block of 4, #287 $170

O.g. (2), n.h. (2), imprint #, wrinkles, excellent color, fine to 
very fine. Scott $800+ ................................... Est. $250/300

753 H
H 5¢ Dull Blue, #288 $140

N.h., Grade 85 very fine to extremely fine. Scott Stamp
Values $425 ................................................... Est. $200/250

754 H
H r 5¢, Block of 4, #288 $220

N.h., sharp color, fine and attractive, PSE (2016) cert. Scott
$1,100+ ........................................................ Est. $300/400

755 H
H r 8¢, Block of 4, #289 $350

N.h., usual centering, excellent color, fine, PSE (2016) cert.
Scott $1,700+ ............................................... Est. $450/550

756 H
H 10¢ Gray Violet, #290 $250

N.h., Grade 80 very fine, PSE (2016) cert. Scott $425 
....................................................................... Est. $250/300

757 H 10¢ Gray Violet, #290 $100
Very l.h., Grade 90 extremely fine and attractive, PSE (2013) 
cert. Scott Stamp Values $280 ........................ Est. $140/180

758 H
H r 10¢, Block of 4, #290 $300

N.h., usual centering, excellent color, fine, PSE (2016) cert.
Scott $1,700+ ............................................... Est. $400/550

759 H 50¢ Sage Green, #291 $400
O.g., Grade 90 extremely fine and attractive, PSE (2015)
cert. Scott Stamp Values $1,000 ..................... Est. $550/700

760 H 50¢ Sage Green, #291 $140
O.g. (h.r.), nice centering, overall very fine, PSE (2016) cert. 
Scott $600 ...................................................... Est. $200/250

761 H
H 50¢, Imprint Pair, #291 $500

N.h., pl. #603, fine. Scott $3,600 ................... Est. $700/800
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762 H r 50¢, Arrow Block of 4, #291 $650
L.h., some perf seps., fresh, fine to very fine and attractive,
PSE (2016) cert. Scott $3,000 .................. Est. $1,000/1,200

763 H $1 Cattle-In-Storm, #292 $700
O.g., Grade 90 extremely fine, PSE (2016) cert. Scott Stamp 
Values $2,350 .......................................... Est. $1,000/1,400

764 H $1 Cattle-In-Storm, #292 $500
Fresh very sharp color, l.h., very fine, PSE (2006) cert. Scott
$1,400 ........................................................... Est. $700/800

765 H $1 Cattle-In-Storm, #292 $400
O.g., fresh, immaculate and very fine. Scott $1,400 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

766 H $1 Cattle-In-Storm, #292 $400
O.g., nice centering, sharp color, very fine, PSAG (2016)
cert. Scott $1,400 ........................................... Est. $600/700

767 H $1 Cattle-In-Storm, #292 $300
O.g. (h.r.), nice centering and color, very fine appearance.
Scott $1,400 ................................................... Est. $400/500

768 H $1 Cattle-In-Storm, #292 $250
O.g., fresh and fine, PSE (2016) cert. Scott $1,400 
....................................................................... Est. $350/450

769 H $1 Cattle-In-Storm, #292 $230
Large part o.g. (h.r.), fresh and fine. Scott $1,400
 ...................................................................... Est. $300/400

770 H r $1, Block of 4, #292 $700
L.h. to o.g., PSE (2016) cert. Scott $5,600 + (singles) 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,300

771 m $1 Cattle-In-Storm, #292 $250
Used, very nice centering, very fine. Scott $725 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

772 m $1 Cattle-In-Storm, #292 $200
Light cancel, fine to very fine and attractive. Scott $725
 ...................................................................... Est. $250/300
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773 m $1 Cattle-In-Storm, #292 $150
Used, “small corner bend”, fine to very fine, PSAG (2016)
cert. Scott $725 .............................................. Est. $250/300

774 m $1 Cattle-In-Storm, #292 $130
Used, fine, PSAG (2015) cert. Scott $725 ..... Est. $200/250

775 m $1 Cattle-In-Storm, #292 Web $90
Used, thins, fine appearing. Scott $725 .......... Est. $130/160

776 H
H $2 Orange Brown, #293 $850

N.h., imprint single (detached), fine, PSAG (2016) cert.
Scott $6,000 ............................................. Est. $1,200/1,500

777 H $2 Orange Brown, #293 $500
O.g. (large h.r.), nicely centered, immaculate and very fine,
PSE (2016) cert. Scott $1,900 ........................ Est. $700/900

778 H $2 Orange Brown, #293 $250
O.g. (large h.r.), fine, PSE (2016) cert. Scott $1,900 
....................................................................... Est. $350/400

779 H $2 Orange Brown, #293 $200
O.g., fresh corner margin copy, slightly redistributed gum,
v.g.-fine. Scott $1,900+ ................................ Est. $300/400

780 H r $2 Orange Brown, Block of 4, #293 $1,300
L.h., usual centering, fine to very fine, PSE (2016) cert.
Scott $8,000 ............................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

781 m $2 Orange Brown, #293 $300
Used, very nice centering, small tone spot on upper right
corner, very fine. Scott $1,100 ........................ Est. $400/500

782 m $2 Orange Brown, #293 $140
Used, oxidized, otherwise sound, fine. Scott $1,100 
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

783 H
H 1901, 4¢ Pan-American, #296 $200

N.h., Grade 90 extremely fine and choice, PSAG (2016)
cert. Scott Stamp Values $350 ........................ Est. $200/250

784 H
H r 1901, 5¢ Pan-American, 

Block of 4, #297 $150
N.h., fresh well center, very fine. Scott $720 ... Est. $200/250
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785 H
H 1901, 8¢ Pan-American, #298 $180

N.h., Grade 85 very fine to extremely fine, PF (2015) cert.
Scott Stamp Values $300 ................................ Est. $180/200

1902-1908 Regular Issues

786 H
HH r 3¢, Block of 4, #302 Web $90

N.h. (2), o.g. (2), nicely centered, overall very fine. Scott
$360+ ........................................................... Est. $130/160

787 H
H r 13¢, Imprint Plate Block of 6, #308 $200

N.h., #3835, bottom, some small gum skips on bottom
three, nice color, very fine. Scott $1,150 .......... Est. $300/400

788 H $1 Black, #311 $140
Very l.h., centered, fine to very fine, PF (1986) cert. Scott
$600 .............................................................. Est. $200/250

789 H $2 Dark Blue, #312 $250
O.g., very well centered and fresh, pen mark on gum side,
very fine. Scott $825 ....................................... Est. $350/400

790 H $2 Dark Blue, #312 $200
L.h., fresh and very fine. Scott $825 ............... Est. $300/400

791 H $2 Dark Blue, #312 $150
O.g., fresh, fine to very fine. Scott $825 .......... Est. $250/300

792 H $5 Dark Green, #313 $400
Dist. o.g., light corner crease, well centered, fine to very fine
appearing. Scott $2,150 ................................. Est. $600/800

793 m $5 Dark Green, #313 $100
Used, small thin and vertical crease at top, centered,
attractive very fine appearance. Scott $700 ..... Est. $150/180

794 m $5 Dark Green, #313 $80
Lightly canc’d., fresh, fine overall, PSAG (2015) cert. Scott
$700 .............................................................. Est. $150/200

795 H
H 1908, 5¢ Blue, Imperf, #315 $100

N.h., light pencil number on gum, otherwise fresh, very fine.
Scott $600 ...................................................... Est. $150/200

796 H 1909, $1 Violet Brown, #342 $150
“Dist. o.g.”, excellent centering, Grade 80 very fine, PSE
(2016) cert. Scott $475 ................................... Est. $200/250

797 H 1909, 4¢ Coil, Line Pair, #354 $800
O.g., centered, very fine, PSE (2006), PF (2016) certs. Scott 
$1,400 ........................................................ Est. $800/1,000

798 H 1909, 10¢ Yellow Coil, #356 $600
O.g. (large h.r.), fresh, fine to very fine, PSAG (2015) cert.
Scott $3,250 ................................................ Est. $900/1,100

799 H 1909, 10¢ Yellow Coil, #356 $550
L.h., rich color, fine and attractive, PF (1999) cert. Scott
$3,250 ........................................................ Est. $800/1,000
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1909 Bluish Paper Issue

800 H 3¢ Deep Violet, #359 $400
“Mount glazed dist. o.g. and punched out blind perf at top”,
good centering for the value, fine to very fine for the issue,
PSAG (2016) cert. Scott $1,800 .................... Est. $600/800

801 H 3¢ Deep Violet, #359 $300
O.g., fine to very fine, PF (1971) cert. Scott $1,800 
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

802 H 6¢ Red Orange, #362 $300
O.g.,  very well centered, very fine, PF (1971) cert. Scott
$1,250 ........................................................... Est. $500/600

803 H 10¢ Yellow, #364 $250
O.g., fine, PF (1971) cert. Scott $1,600 ......... Est. $400/500

804 H 13¢ Blue Green, #365 $1,500
O.g., beautiful copy, grade 95 extremely fine to superb, PSE
(2016) cert., PF (1957) cert. Scott Stamp Values $5,250 6
same grade, none higher ............................... Est. $2,000/2,500

805 H 15¢ Pale Ultramarine, #366 $400
O.g., nice color well centered, very fine, PF (1971) cert.
Scott $1,250 ................................................... Est. $600/700

806 H 15¢ Pale Ultramarine, #366 $375
“Mount glazed dist. o.g.”, excellent centering, overall very
fine, PSAG (2016) cert. Scott $1,250 ............. Est. $500/600

807 ) 1909, 2¢ Lincoln FDC, #367 Web $70
Dated Feb 12 1909 from Atwood Kans. to Chicago Ill. on
Good Luck Mercantile Co. envelope, stamp is a straight
edge copy, envelope torn at bottom at seam, fine to very fine
appearance. Scott $450 , only 508 known ......... Est. $100/150

808 H r 1911, 6¢, Pl. # Imprint 
Block of 6, #379 Web $100
L.h., large top #5215. top row and bottom left n.h., fine to
very fine. Scott $440 ....................................... Est. $150/200

809 ) 1910, 2¢ Coil on Commercial 
Cover, #388 $1,400
Very fine copy, tied by Lakeville, NY AUG 5 1911 cds on
printed env. to Buffalo, slight vert crease at right not affecting 
2¢, very fine, ex Fox auction - March 1958, paid $10! PSAG
(2016) cert. Scott $3,000 , rarely seen ........ Est. $2,000/2,500

810 m 1910, 2¢ Coil, Line Pair, #391 $200
Used, pencil notation on back, lower has tiny corner crease
and tear, very fine centering, APS (2012) cert. Scott $1,500 
....................................................................... Est. $300/350

1910-13 Perforate 8½ Issue

811 H
H 1¢ Coil, Line Pair, #392 $130

N.h., very fine, PSE (2016) cert. Scott $400 ... Est. $200/250

Lot Description Start Bid Lot Description Start Bid
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812 H
H 3¢ Coil, Pair, #394 $400

N.h., very fresh, Grade 95 extremely fine to superb, PSAG
(2011) cert., PF (1989) cert. Scott Stamp Values $1,350 ,
only 3 graded higher .......................................... Est. $600/700

813 H 3¢ Coil, Line Pair, #394 $250
L.h., very fine, PF (2016) cert. Scott $425 ..... Est. $250/300

814 H 3¢ Coil, Line Pair, #394 $90
O.g. (small h.r.), fine, PSE (2016) cert. Scott $425 
....................................................................... Est. $130/160

815 H
H 5¢ Coil, Pair, #396 $700

N.h., bright color, Grade 98 superb, PSAG (2011) cert., PF
(1992) cert. Scott Stamp Values $2,250 , only 3 rated this high
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,200

816 H
H 5¢ Coil, Line Pair, #396 $150

N.h., missed perf at bottom right, APS (2006) cert. Scott
$975 .............................................................. Est. $250/300

817 H
H 1915, 5¢ Panama-Pacific, Perf 10, #403 $150

N.h., fine, PF (2016) cert. Scott $390 ............ Est. $150/180

818 H r 1915, 5¢ Panama-Pacific, Perf 10,
Block of 4, #403 $140
O.g. (h.r.), reinforced at bottom, very well centered, very fine 
to extremely fine. Scott $700 .......................... Est. $200/250

819 H
H r 1915, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, Perf 10,

Block of 4, #404 $900
N.h., “top stamps each with short perf”, fresh, PSE (2016)
cert. Scott $6,800+ .................................. Est. $1,200/1,500

820 H r 1915, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, Perf 10,
Block of 4, #404 $550
L.h. (1), o.g. (3 h.r.), gum bend, top right copy tiny oil spot,
fresh, fine to very fine. Scott $3,250 ............. Est. $800/1,000

821 H 1914, 50¢ Violet, #421 $200
L.h., Grade 85 very fine to extremely fine, PF (2016) cert.
Scott Stamp Values $450 ................................ Est. $200/250

Lot Description Start Bid Lot Description Start Bid
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822 s 1912, $1 Used on Tag From Alaska
Territory, #423 $2,000
Tied with other values dated “8 28 1915" from Bethel Alaska
to San Francisco addressed to Kuskokwin Com. Co., tag has
couple of creases, still very rare item, otherwise fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $2,500/3,500

823 H
H r 1914, 3¢ Deep Violet Sheet, #426 Web $450

N.h., complete sheet of 100 “Pink Back”, two stamps on
straight edge side are reinforced with hinge and a couple of
minor perf seps., rest are n.h., not seldom seen as sheet, fine to 
very fine. Scott $3,595 .................................... Est. $600/800

824 H
H 1916, 3¢ Violet, Rotary Coil, 

Pair, #456 $200
N.h., “couple small adhesion specs”, very fine, ex Orton April
1958 auction PSAG (2016) cert. Scott $1,130 . Est. $300/400

1916-1919 Issue

825 H
H r 5¢, Double Error In 

Block of 12, #467 $650
N.h., centered to the right but fresh and bright, fine. Scott
$2,900 ..................................................... Est. $1,000/1,200

826 H r 5¢, Double Error In Block of 12,
#467 $350
Both errors n.h. in l.h. block, fine to very fine. Scott $1,800 
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

827 H
H 15¢ Gray, #475 $1,000

N.h., difficult stamp, Grade 95 extremely fine to superb,
PSAG (2016) cert. Scott Stamp Values $2,150 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,300

828 H 50¢ Light Violet, #477 $200
O.g. (h.r.), nicely centered, very fine. Scott $900 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

829 H $1 Violet Black, #478 $200
“Mount glazed dist. o.g.”, attractive centering for this,
PSAG (2016) cert. Scott $625 ....................... Est. $250/300

830 H $2 Dark Blue, #479 $70
L.h., very well centered, very fine to extremely fine, PF
(1979) cert. Scott $210 ................................... Est. $100/130

Lot Description Start Bid Lot Description Start Bid
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831 H
H $5 Light Green, #480 $270

N.h., Grade 85 very fine to extremely fine, PF (2016) cert.
Scott Stamp Values $600 ................................ Est. $270/300

832 H
H $5 Light Green, #480 $140

N.h., rich color, fine to very fine. Scott $375 ... Est. $180/200

833 H
H 1919, 5¢ Coil Line Pair, #496 $200

N.h., nice copy, Grade 98 superb, PSE (2010) cert. Scott
Stamp Values $600 only 12 graded this high, only one higher 
....................................................................... Est. $300/350

1917-1919 Perforate 11 Issue

834 m 2¢ Deep Rose, Type Ia, #500 $100
Used, very well centered copy, very fine, PF (1981) cert.
copy for block of 4. Scott $240 ........................ Est. $150/200

835 H
H 5¢ Error, #505 $150

N.h., in horiz. strip of 3 with tiny gum spot on error, fine to
very fine. Scott $625 ....................................... Est. $250/320

836 H
H r 5¢ Error, #505 Web $140

N.h., in block of 6, fine to very fine, ex Liberman . Scott $625 
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

837 H
H r 5¢ Error In Sheet, #505 Web $300

N.h., small amount of toning on edges, very fine. Scott
$1,068 ........................................................... Est. $350/500

838 H
H 5¢, Double Error, In Strip of 4, #505 $300

N.h., fresh, fine. Scott $1,250 ......................... Est. $400/500

839 H
H r 5¢ Double Error, In 

Block of 12, #505 $600
N.h., fresh and nicely centered, very fine. Scott $2,000
 ...................................................................... Est. $800/900

840 H r 5¢, Double Error, In 
Block of 12, #505 $350
O.g. (errors n.h.), fresh, fine to very fine. Scott $1,300 
....................................................................... Est. $500/600
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841 H r 5¢, Double Error, In 
Block of 12, #505 $280
Dist. o.g., decent centering, fine to very fine. Scott $1,300 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

842 H
H $1 Violet Brown, #518 $270

N.h., Grade 95 extremely fine, PSAG (2016) cert. Scott
Stamp Values $550 ........................................ Est. $270/300

843 H r 1917, 2¢, DL Watermark, 
Block of 4, #519 $400
L.h. to o.g., pencil notation on reverse, well centered, very
fine, ex Kelleher auction May 1956 PSAG (2016) cert. Scott
$1,800 ........................................................... Est. $600/800

1918  Bi-Colors

844 H
H $2 Orange Red & Black, #523 $475

N.h., fine to very fine, PSAG (2016) cert. Scott $1,150 
....................................................................... Est. $475/550

845 H $2 Orange Red & Black, #523 $150
O.g., small (h.r.) nice color, and well centered, very fine.
Scott $525 ...................................................... Est. $200/250

846 H $2 Orange Red & Black, #523 $140
O.g. (h.r.), fresh and fine to very fine. Scott $525
 ...................................................................... Est. $200/250

847 H
H $2, Arrow Pair, #523 $650

N.h., top copy light inclusion, nice centering, very fine. Scott
$2,300+ .................................................. Est. $1,000/1,300

848 H r $2, Block of 4, #523 $550
Centerline, l.h., well centered, very fine. Scott $2,500 
....................................................................... Est. $750/900

Lot Description Start Bid Lot Description Start Bid
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849 H
H $5 Deep Green & Black, #524 $230

N.h., very fine, PF (2016) cert. Scott $360 ..... Est. $230/260

850 H
H r $5, Block of 4, #524 $350

N.h., centerline, perfect gum and well centered, very fine to
extremely fine. Scott $1,440 (n.h. singles) ...... Est. $500/700

851 H
H r 1920, 2¢ Offset, Type IV, #526 Web $150

N.h., block of 15, a couple of very nice copies, very fine. Scott
$862 .............................................................. Est. $250/300

852 H
H 1918, 2¢ Offset Imperf, Type V,

Pair, #533 $100
N.h., Grade 90 extremely fine, PSAG (2011) cert. Scott
Stamp Values $420 ........................................ Est. $150/200

853 H r 1918, 2¢ Offset Imperf, Type V, 
Plate Block of 6, #533 $250
Bottom #11260, o.g., nice margins all round, very fine, ex
Kelleher auction - May 1956 . Scott $1,100 ....... Est. $350/450

854 H r 1918, 2¢ Offset Imperf, Type VI,
Blocks of 4, #534A Web $140
All 4 arrow positions, o.g. (h.r.), one with gum crease, overall
very fine, ex Gerber auction - January 1957 . Scott $680 
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

855 H r 1921, 1¢, Rotary Coil Waste Block of
25 With Ink Smear, #543 Web $100
O.g. (h.r.) with a vertical gum crease on second row, great
major smear, otherwise very fine .................... Est. $150/200

856 H
HH r 1920, $2, Arrow Block of 4, #547 $270

L.h. (2), n.h. (2), corner wrinkle, well centered, very fine.
Scott $790 + (as singles) ............................... Est. $400/500

857 H
H r 1920, Pilgrim Sheets, #548-550 Web $2,000

N.h., fresh and clean, very rarely offered, fine to very fine.
Scott $5,575 ............................................. Est. $3,000/4,000

858 ) 1923, 3¢ FDC, #555 Web $100
Rare in Official city “Navy Dept. Sta. Washington D.C.”
cancel with block of 4 and plate number, slightly toned and
trimmed at left, otherwise fine to very fine ....... Est. $150/200

1922-1925 Regular Issue

859 H
H 12¢ Brown Violet, #564 $150

N.h., Grade 98 a superb gem, PSAG (2016) cert. Scott
Stamp Values $275 ........................................ Est. $150/180

Lot Description Start Bid Lot Description Start Bid
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860 H 25¢ Yellow Green, #568 $100
Very l.h., Grade 100 a superb gem, PSAG (2015) cert., only
one, not mentioned in census, highest grade 98 ....... Est. $150/200

861 H
H r 50¢, Plate Block of 6, #570 $200

N.h., bottom pl. #17482, very fine. Scott $800 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

862 H
H r $1, Plate Block of 8, #571 Web $100

N.h., bottom #18642, fine to very fine. Scott $685 
....................................................................... Est. $150/180

863 H
H $2 Deep Blue, #572 $160

N.h., Grade 95 extremely fine to superb, PSE (2016) cert.
Scott Stamp Values $300 ................................ Est. $160/200

864 H
H r $2, Plate Block of 6, #572 $250

N.h., bottom pl. #14306, fresh and well centered, very fine.
Scott $1,100 ................................................... Est. $400/450

865 H
H r $5, Block of 4, #573 $200

N.h., center line, very nicely center and fresh, very fine. Scott
$850 .............................................................. Est. $300/400

866 H
H r $5, Block of 4, #573 $200

N.h., arrow, gum skips, fine to very fine. Scott $850+ 
....................................................................... Est. $250/300

867 H
H r $5, Plate Block of 8, #573 $700

N.h., Large top #14325, 14327, fresh and very well
centered, very fine. Scott $2,650 ............... Est. $1,000/1,200

868 m r $5, Plate Block of 12, #573 $350
Used, large top #14326, 14327, large selvage, rich color,
two diagonal creases in upper right selvage, small thin spot in
selvage above left pl #, some perf separations, fine and scarce 
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

Lot Description Start Bid Lot Description Start Bid
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869 H r 1923, 2¢, Rotary Coil Waste, 
Block of 4, #595 $200
L.h., usual centering, rich color, fine to very fine. Scott
$1,050 ........................................................... Est. $250/300

1923-29 Rotary Press Coils

870 H
H 2¢ Coil, Type II, and Type 1 

Strip of 4, #599A, 599 $200
N.h., strip with 2 #599A at left and 2 #599 at right with
partial pl. number, nice item, fine to very fine. Scott $1,550
 ...................................................................... Est. $300/400

871 H 2¢ Coil, Type II, and Type 1 
Strip of 4, #599A, 599 Web $100
Strip of 4, left pair type I, right pair type II, l.h. in middle,
fine, PF (2001) cert. Scott $850+ .................. Est. $150/200

872 H
H 2¢, Coil, Type II, Pair, #599A $100

N.h., fine to very fine. Scott $425 ................... Est. $150/200

873 H
H 2¢, Coil, Type II, Line Pair, #599A $250

N.h., centered, very fine, ex Van Mozian auction - February
1957 . Scott $1,150 ........................................ Est. $350/400

874 H
H 2¢, Coil, Type II, Line Pair, #599A Web $150

N.h., fine. Scott $1,150 .................................. Est. $200/300

875 ) 1923, 2¢ Harding 1st Linn FDC,
Planty #610-1 Web $140
Fine to very fine. Scott #610. Planty $800 ..... Est. $200/300

876 H
H r 1923, 2¢ Harding Rotary 

Sheet, #612 Web $900
N.h., pane of 100 with pl. #14901 at upper left, intense
shade, fresh, fine to very fine. Scott $3,620  Est. $1,200/1,300

877 H
H r 1924, Huguenot-Walloon Sheets,

#614-616 Web $550
N.h., complete panes of 50, fresh with nice color and well
centered, choice set, very fine. Brookman #614-16 $3,400 
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000

878 H
H r 1925, Lexington-Concord Sheets,

#617-619 Web $600
N.h., panes of 50, each from the top right pane of the sheet
with pl. nos. at top and right and natural s.e. with part arrows
at bottom right and top left, radiant colors, fresh, fine to very
fine. Brookman #617-619 $3,000 .............. Est. $900/1,000

879 H
H r 1925, Norse-American Sheets,

#620-621 Web $550
N.h., panes of 100, fresh and well centered, very fine.
Brookman #620-621 $4,075 ...................... Est. $800/1,000

880 H
H r 1925, 13¢ Green, 17¢ Black Sheets,

#622-623 Web $600
N.h., panes of 100, fresh colors, 17¢ v.f., fine to very fine.
Brookman #622-623 $5,150 ...................... Est. $800/1,000

881 H
H r 1926, White Plains Souvenir Sheet,

#630 Web $150
N.h., very well centered, very fine. Scott $600  Est. $200/250

882 H
H r 1926, White Plains Souvenir Sheet,

#630 Web $140
N.h., well centered, very fine. Scott $600 ........ Est. $200/250

883 H
H r 1926, White Plains Souvenir Sheet,

#630 Web $120
N.h., small adherence on 1 copy, well centered, very fine.
Scott $600 ...................................................... Est. $150/200

884 H
H 1928, 2¢ Carmine, Type II, #634A $150

N.h., very fine. Scott $650 .............................. Est. $200/300

885 H
H r 1928, 2¢-5¢ Hawaii Sheets,

#647-648 Web $350
N.h., panes of 100, fresh with rich color, fine to very fine.
Brookman #647-648 $3,525 ......................... Est. $500/600

1929 Kansas-Nebraska Issue

886 ) Kansas-Nebraska Complete 
on FDC’s, #658-679 Web $400
Each on individual FD’s in blocks of 4 with “Pennsylvania
Railroad” corner cards, all Washington D.C., usual
centering, overall very fine. Scott $2,500 ........ Est. $600/800

Lot Description Start Bid Lot Description Start Bid
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887 H
H 5¢ Kansas, #663 Web $60

N.h., Grade 95 extremely fine to superb, PSAG (2014) cert.
Scott Stamp Values $200 .................................. Est. $90/110

888 H
H 6¢ Kansas, #664 $300

N.h., very nice copy, Grade 98 a superb gem, PSAG (2013)
cert. Scott Stamp Values $1,000 only one rated higher 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

889 H
H r Nebraska Complete, Blocks of 4,

#669-679 $350
N.h., unusually well centered, overall very fine. Scott
$2,120+ ........................................................ Est. $500/700

890 H
H r Nebraska Complete, Blocks of 4,

#669-679 $300
N.h., fresh, fine to very fine. Scott $2,120+ ... Est. $400/500

891 H
H r 3¢ Nebraska, Widely Spaced

Overprint, #672 Web $200
N.h., 2 pairs in part vert. sheet of 20, bottom 3 rows normal,
next row up wide spacing with the remaining rows showing
overprinted at top of each copy, unusual, fine to very fine.
Scott $974+ .................................................. Est. $300/400

892 H
H 4¢ Nebraska, #673 $70

N.h., Grade 95 extremely fine to superb, PSE (2013) cert.
Scott Stamp Values $225 ................................ Est. $100/120

893 ) 1929, Maine to Rome “Pathfinder”
Pioneer Flight, AAMC #1092 Web $150
Carried unfranked from U.S. and franked on arrival in
Rome and postmarked Roma Aeroporto Littorio Posta Area
10.7.29, signed by both Williams and Yancey. Scott #202,
C3. AAMC $500 , 19 carried, only 1 signed by both pilots 
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

894 H
H r 1931, Rotary Definitives Sheets,

#692-701 Web $3,000
N.h., complete set of sheets of 100, bright colors, fine to very
fine. Scott $13,901+ ............................... Est. $5,000/6,000

895 H
H r 1932, Washington Bicentennial

Sheets, #704-715 Web $600
N.h., complete panes of 100, fresh and vivid color, small
amount of perf seps. as normal, overall very nice set, fine to
very fine. Brookman $5,000 ........................ Est. $800/1,200

1938 Presidential Issue

896 H
H r $1-$5 Presidentials, Plate 

Blocks of 4, #832-834 Web $300
2 sets n.h., one set with arrows the other without, fine to very
fine. Scott $970 .............................................. Est. $350/400

897 H
H r $1 Presidential Sheet, #832 Web $350

N.h., complete sheet of 100, very fine. Brookman $1,200
 ...................................................................... Est. $500/600

898 H
H r $1 Presidential, Dry Printing 

Sheet, #832c Web $300
N.h., complete sheet of 100, fresh and clean, fine to very fine.
Brookman #832c $1,075 .............................. Est. $400/500

899 H
H r $2 Presidential Sheet, #833 Web $400

N.h., complete sheet of 100 with pl. numbers
F23479/22122F, nicely centered, gum is toned, very fine.
Brookman #833 $2,250 ................................ Est. $600/800
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900 H
H r $5 Presidential Sheet, #834 $7,000

N.h., sheet of 100 with pl. number 22166/22168F, fresh and
well centered, couple of very minor perf seps. in selvage, very
fine. Scott $9,000 + (as pl. blocks, etc.)  Est. $10,000/12,000

901 H
H 1939, 1¢, 2¢, 3¢ Vertical Coil Rolls,

#848, 850-851 $200
N.h., unopened rolls of 500, fine to very fine. Scott $3,000+ 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

902 H
H r 1940, Famous Americans Complete

Sheets, #859-893 Web $400
N.h., slight separations on a few, #889 portion of selvage
gone at bottom. Brookman $2,800 ................. Est. $500/700

903 H r 1942, 5¢ Chinese Resistance 
Sheet, #906 $100
N.h., very fine ................................................ Est. $150/200

904 H
H r 1942, 5¢ Chinese Resistance 

Sheets, #906 $400
N.h., 5 copies, fine to very fine ........................ Est. $600/800

905 H
H 1954, 2¢ Jefferson, Experimental

Silkote Paper, #1033a $80
N.h., pos. 9 marginal copy, very fine. Scott $350 
....................................................................... Est. $120/140

906 H
H r 1956, $5 Hamilton, Plate Blocks 

of 4, #1053 $200
5 copies, incl. matched set, 3 with black fingerprints on
reverse. Scott $1,150 ...................................... Est. $300/400

907 H
H r 1956, $5 Hamilton Sheet, #1053 Web $700

N.h. pane of 100, fresh and clean with couple of ink marks in
selvage, fine to very fine. Scott $5,030+ ... Est. $1,000/1,200

908 H
H r 1956, $5 Hamilton Sheet, #1053 Web $600

N.h., pane of 100, nice and fresh with couple of minor perf
separations, and hole punch at upper left in margin,
otherwise very fine. Scott $5,030+ ........... Est. $1,000/1,200

909 BH
H 1962, 5¢ Washington Booklet Pane of

5 and Label Study, #1213a $300
N.h., 1151 copies, all with partial pl. numbers, all slogans
represented, incl. type 2 (146), from just a trace to 75%+ of
the pl. number showing, valued as most common numbers,
inventory incl., great specialist lot, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

910 H
H 1968, 6¢ Disney, Blue Omitted,

#1355f $300
N.h., rare and not seldom seen, very fine. Scott $1,750 only 35 
issued .............................................................. Est. $400/500

911 H
H 1969, 6¢ Baseball, Black Omitted,

Strip of 3, #1381a $150
N.h., nice strip of 3 transition piece, very fine. Scott $600+ ,
only 150-200 issued ......................................... Est. $200/300

912 H
H 1974, 10¢ Kentucky Settlement, 

Dull Black Omitted, #1542a Web $70
N.h., fresh, very fine. Scott $500 , only 100-150 issued 
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

913 H
H r 1975, 10¢ Pioneer-Jupiter Sheet 

With Fold over, #1556 Web $100
N.h., foldover at bottom left, nice item and possibly unique,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $150/200

914 H
H r 1978, 15¢ Fort McHenry Flag, 

Imperf Sheet, #1597e Web $200
Sheet of 100, n.h. and small tone mark on back at selvage,
very fine. Scott $750+ ................................... Est. $300/400
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915 H
H 1980, 15¢ De Galvez, Engraved

Colors Omitted, #1826a $90
N.h., nice margin copy, very fine. Scott $550 , only 50 issued 
....................................................................... Est. $120/150

916 H
H 1981, 20¢ Flag Over Supreme Court

Coil, Imperf, #1895d $70
N.h., complete coil roll of 100 with some soiling on the first
couple of stamps, fine to very fine. Scott $400 . Est. $120/150

917 H
H r 1983, 20¢ Medal of Honor, Red

Omitted Plate Block, #2045a $200
N.h., rare as pl. block of 4 #2122, very fine. Scott $700+ ,
only 320-400 issued ......................................... Est. $300/400

918 H
H 1984, 20¢ Hispanic Americans, Imperf

Horizontally, Vertical Pair, #2103a $200
N.h., post office fresh, very fine. Scott $1,500 , only 25-50
pairs issued ...................................................... Est. $300/400

919 H
H 1987, 22¢ C.P.A., Black (Engraved)

Omitted, #2361a $90
N.h.,  very fine. Scott $550 , only 300-400 issued ... Est. $120/150

920 H
H 1998 (33¢) Uncle Sam’s Hat Coil

Errors, Pairs, #3265b, 3265d Web $150
N.h., one imperf with black missing and perf var. missing
red, fine to very fine. Scott $1,175 ................... Est. $250/300

921 H
H 1998 (33¢) Uncle Sam’s Hat Coil,

Black Omitted, Imperf, Pair, #3265d $100
N.h., nice large margins, very fine, PF (2000) cert. Scott
$675 .............................................................. Est. $150/200

922 H
H 1998 (33¢) Uncle Sam’s Hat Coil,

Red Omitted, Imperf, Pair, #3265e $90
N.h., fresh and clean, very fine, APEX (2008) cert. Scott
$500 .............................................................. Est. $120/150

923 H
H 1998 (33¢) Uncle Sam’s Hat Coil,

Red Omitted, Imperf, #3265e Web $350
N.h., strip of eight, very fine. Scott $2,000 ...... Est. $500/600

924 H
H 1998, H Rate Hat Unissued, #3269v $400

N.h., fresh and clean, see footnote in Scott, very fine. Scott
$3,000 ........................................................... Est. $600/700

925 m 1998, H Rate Hat Unissued, #3269v $300
Used with very light cancel, see footnote in Scott, very fine,
PSE (2005) cert. Scott $2,250 ........................ Est. $400/500
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926 H
H r 2006, 39¢ Flag & Statue of Liberty,

Unslit Between, Vertical 
Blocks of 5, #3982a $350
N.h., “it is a genuine block of five vertical pairs, from two
separate coil rolls, with an imperforate horizontal gutter
between the middle pair each having pl. No. S1111 so that
each strip is like a pl. no. strip of five”, very fine, PSE (2007)
cert. photocopy. Scott $2,500 ++ possibly unique 
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

927 H
H 2007 (41¢) Flag, Die Cutting

Omitted, Pair, #4133a $200
N.h., very fine. Scott $1,250 ........................... Est. $300/400

928 H
H 2007, 26¢ Florida Panther, Die

Cutting Omitted, Pair, #4141a $90
N.h., large margins, very fine. Scott $500 ....... Est. $120/150

929 H
H 2007, 26¢ Florida Panther, Die

Cutting Omitted Plate Strip, #4141a $300
N.h., pl. # S1111 strip of 5, rare item, very fine. Scott $1,250 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

Airpost

See lots 502-504

930 (H
H 1918-23, First and Second Issues

Complete, #C1-C6 Web $200
N.h., fresh set, small gum skip on C2, and small offset on C4,
otherwise fine to very fine. Scott $700 ............. Est. $300/350

931 (H
H r 1918, 6¢, Plate Block of 6, #C1 Web $200

N.h., top pl. #9155, fine. Scott $1,000 ........... Est. $250/300

932 (H
H r 1918, 6¢ Full Sheet, #C1 $3,000

N.h., sheet of 100 with arrow selvage at left and arrow and pl.
no. 9155 at top, vibrant color, fine to very fine. Scott
$12,280+ ................................................ Est. $5,000/6,000

933 () 1918, 6¢, First Flight Cover, #C1 $250
Vertical crease in stamp at right, from Scott Stamp and Coin
Co., Dec. 16, 1918, fine to very fine. Scott $2,000 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400
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934 (H
H r 1918, 24¢, Plate Block of 12, #C3 $300

N.h., top #8493, 8492, high plane, few gum skips, fine.
Scott $1,850 ................................................... Est. $400/500

935 () 1918, 16¢, 24¢ on First 
Flight Covers, #C2-3 $300
Both fine, C2 tied on July 15th to NY with “Fee Claimed By
Office” hs., fine; C3 tied on May 15th First Trip to NY with
red “Via Aeroplane Post”, opened at bottom, cover wrinkled,
fine. Scott $1,550 ........................................... Est. $400/500

1923 Issue

936 () Set Complete on FDCs, #C4-C6 $280
Adhesives fine to very fine, tied by appropriate dates, C4
Worden cover (slight soiling on face), others hand addressed
and fine to very fine. Scott $1,750 ................... Est. $400/600

937 () Set Complete on FDCs, #C4-C6 Web $400
C4 dated Aug 15 1923 Washington D.C., C5 dated Aug 17
1923 and small stain on front, and C6 dated Aug 21 1923 to
Wm. Sever with staple holes on left side, otherwise fine to
very fine. Scott $1,750 .................................... Est. $600/700

938 (H
H r 8¢ Dark Green, #C4 Web $100

N.h., side pl. block of 20 (# trimmed), few gum skips, well
centered, fine to very fine. Scott $890 as plate block and
single ............................................................. Est. $150/200

939 (H
H r 8¢, Block of 16, #C4 Web $100

N.h., fresh and very well centered, couple should grade well,
very fine to extremely fine. Scott $640 ............. Est. $150/200

940 (H
H r 16¢, Plate Block of 6, #C5 $400

N.h., large left side #14828. Scott $2,150 ...... Est. $600/700

941 (H
H r 24¢, Block of 4, #C6 $110

N.h., perfect gum, very well centered, very fine. Scott $560 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

942 (H
H r 24¢, Plate Block of 6, #C6 $500

N.h., large bottom number 14840, fine to very fine. Scott
$2,750 ........................................................... Est. $700/800
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943 (H
H r 24¢, Plate Block of 20, #C6 $700

N.h., irregular block, large side #14841, couple of gum
skips not affecting pl. block, fresh, fine to very fine. Scott
$4,710+ .................................................. Est. $1,000/1,300

944 (H
H r 1926-27, Map & Planes Sheets, #C7-9 Web $100

N.h., some minor gum skips as normal, fresh and vivid color,
very fine. Brookman #C7-C9 $1,375 ............ Est. $150/200

945 (BH
H 1928, 61¢ Lindbergh Booklet, #BKC1 $100

2, very fine. Scott $460 ................................... Est. $150/200

946 (BH
H 1928, 61¢ Lindbergh Booklet, #BKC1 $100

3, fine to very fine. Scott $690 ......................... Est. $150/200

947 () 1928, 10¢ Booklet Pane 
on FDC, #C10a $150
Nice margins all round, tied by green cacheted May 26 1928
Cleveland OH cancel, to Toledo with attractive “Air Mail”
cachet at left, fine. Scott $800 ......................... Est. $250/300

948 () 1928, 10¢ Booklet Pane 
on FDC, #C10a $150
On cacheted May 26 1928 Cleveland OH cancel to
Germantown PA., envelope has been folded not affecting
stamps, otherwise fine to very fine. Scott $800  Est. $200/300

1930 Graf Zeppelin Issue

949 (H
H Set Complete, #C13-C15 $1,000

N.h., corner copies, few gum skips, a very fine set. Scott
$1,900+ .................................................. Est. $1,400/1,600

950 (H
H Set Complete, #C13-C15 $700

N.h., a fine set, PSE (2008) certs. Scott $1,900 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,200

951 (H
H Set Complete, #C13-C15 $700

N.h., probably gradable, small gum skip on C15, very fine.
Scott $1,900 ................................................ Est. $900/1,000

952 (H Set Complete, #C13-C15 $525
L.h. to o.g. well centered set, very fine, PSE (2005) certs. for
each. Scott $1,155 .......................................... Est. $600/800
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953 (H Set Complete, #C13-C15 $500
O.g., C14 small filled thin, fine to very fine. Scott $1,155 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

954 (H Set Complete, #C13-C15 $500
O.g., 65¢ small stain on reverse, fine to very fine($2.60).
Scott $1,155 ................................................... Est. $600/800

955 (H r Set Complete, Blocks of 4, #C13-C15 $2,500
3 (n.h.), 1 (l.h.), C15 l.h. tiny thin. Scott $6,855 
................................................................. Est. $3,000/4,000

956 (m Set Complete, #C13-C15 $450
Pl. # singles, used, fine and attractive. Scott $1,140+ 
....................................................................... Est. $600/750

957 (m Set Complete, #C13-C15 $400
Used, #C14 light crease, fine to very fine. Scott $1,140 
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

958 (m 65¢ Green, #C13 $70
Used, well centered, very fine. Scott $165 ...... Est. $100/120

959 (m r 65¢, Block of 4, #C13 $220
NY duplex cancels and small part red and lilac flight cachets,
upper left copy 2 creases, well centered, handsome very fine
appearance. Scott $775 .................................. Est. $300/400

960 () 65¢ on Flight Cover to Peru, #C13 Web $140
Very fine copy tied on 2¢ entire by blind double oval cancel on 
reg. env. from Mass. to Piura, Peru via Boston, Miami and
Canal Zone, ms. “First Flight Air Mail Miami-Piura” at
bottom, numerous backstamps, minor soiling, unusual 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

961 () 65¢ on Flight Cover 
to Uruguay, #C13 Web $140
Very fine copy tied with additional 2¢ by blind oval cancels
reg. from Mass. to Montevideo, Uruguay via Boston,
Miami, and Canal Zone, with ms. “First Flight Air Mail
Miami-Montevideo”, numerous backstamps on reverse,
scarce usage ................................................... Est. $200/300
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962 () 65¢, Two on Zeppelin 
Postcard, #C13 $140
Fine to very fine copies with additional 2¢ (#649), tied on
#UX27 South America flight by NY Varick St. APR 28
1930 duplex cancels, card with some light creasing not
affecting adhesives, unusual, a fine cover. Scott $330 +
(used singles) ................................................. Est. $200/250

963 () 65¢, Block of 4 on FD Zeppelin
Flight, #C13 $250
Very fine, tied by Washington DC APR 19 on South
America flight from Lakehurst May 31, a very fine cover.
Scott $775 + (used block) ............................. Est. $350/450

964 () 65¢ (2), $1.30 on Zeppelin Flight,
#C13-C14 $250
Fine to very fine, tied by May 1 Hudson Terminal cds’ on
South America Flight to Lakehurst, overall very fine. Scott
$705 + (used singles) .................................... Est. $350/450

965 (m $1.30 Brown, #C14 $110
Used, fine to very fine. Scott $375 .................. Est. $150/200

966 (m $1.30 Brown, #C14 $100
Used, nicely centered, very fine. Scott $375 .... Est. $150/200

967 () $1.30 on Zeppelin Flight, #C14 Web $140
Fine, tied by May 7 1930 cancel from scarcer
Friedrichshafen to Seville flight with violet shipping firm
cachet on reverse, with printed Roessler cachet, attractive,
fine to very fine. Scott $400 ............................ Est. $200/250

968 () $1.30 on Zeppelin Flight, #C14 Web $140
Very fine, tied by May 6 1930 cancel on 2¢ reply card
(#UY9) on South America flight from Friedrichshafen to
Lakehurst, attractive, very fine. Scott $400 .... Est. $200/250

969 () $1.30, $2.60 on South America
Flight, #C14-C15 $400
Copies fine to very fine, corner card of St. Luke’s Hospital,
tied by APR 29 1930 Varick cds by steamer to Germany (per
docketing) then by Zepp. flight to NY and additional 5¢
Globe added and sent to Cuba, with violet hs. “Article made
the complete roundtrip” cachet, unusual, signed Roumet 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

970 () $1.30, $2.60 on South America
Flight, #C14-C15 $300
Very fine copies, tied by 4/25/30 NY Hudson Terminal
duplex on Chase National Bank corner card, paying the
$3.90 roundtrip rate, also violet “This article made the
complete roundtrip”, vert. fold on airmail cover, fine to very
fine. Sieger #64CH. Michel #68GC. Scott $1,140 (used
singles) .......................................................... Est. $400/500
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971 (m $2.60 Blue, #C15 $150
Pl. # single, used, pulled perf at top, fine. Scott $600+ 
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

972 () $2.60 on Zeppelin Cover, #C15 $200
Very fine, tied on Roessler cover by Varick St. APR 29
cancels, with “First Europe Pan-American Round Trip”
cachet, from Friedrichshafen to Lakehurst, a very fine cover.
Scott $600 ...................................................... Est. $300/350

973 () $2.60 on Zeppelin Cover, #C15 Web $140
Pl. # single, fault at top, tied by Varick St. May 1 cancel,
from Friedrichshafen to Lakehurst, fine. Scott $600 
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

1933 Century Of Progress Issue

974 (H r 50¢, Block of 4, #C18 Web $100
O.g. bottom pair n.h., pl. 21177, fine to very fine. Scott $280
....................................................................... Est. $120/150

975 (H
H r 50¢, Plate Block of 6, #C18 Web $200

N.h., bottom #21172, fine to very fine. Scott $725 
....................................................................... Est. $300/350

976 (H
H r 50¢, Plate Block of 6, #C18 Web $200

N.h., top #21178, clean gum, couple of bends only, well
centered, fine to very fine. Scott $725 ............. Est. $300/350

977 (H
H r 50¢, Plate Block of 6, #C18 Web $200

N.h., bottom #21178, gum creases and gum skip one copy,
well centered, fine to very fine. Scott $725 ...... Est. $250/300

978 (H
H r 50¢, Plate Block of 6, #C18 Web $150

N.h., top pl. #21172, fine to very fine. Scott $725 
....................................................................... Est. $250/300

979 (H
H r 50¢, Sheet of 50, #C18 Web $2,000

N.h., pl. #21172 at bottom with selvage at left, some very
minor gum skips at bottom as normal for this, very fine. Scott
$4,710 ..................................................... Est. $3,000/4,000

980 (H 1938, 6¢ Eagle, Imperf Horizontally,
Vertical Pair, #C23a $200
L.h. marginal copy, very fine to extremely fine, PF (2004)
cert. Scott $300 .............................................. Est. $200/250

981 (H
H 1938, 6¢ Eagle, Imperf Horizontally,

Vertical Pair, #C23a $100
N.h., usual centering, fine. Scott $300 (hinged)  Est. $130/160

982 (H
H r 1938, 6¢ Eagle, Imperf Horizontally,

Guideline Block of 4, #C23a $130
N.h., marginal, weak vert. perfs, ex Gerber auction - December
1959 (front cover) . Scott $600 ......................... Est. $200/250

983 (H
H 1941, 15¢ Transport, #C28 $250

N.h., gem, superb, PSE (2007) cert. Scott Stamp Values
$150 for 98 only 8 graded this high ..................... Est. $350/400
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984 (H
H 1960, 7¢ Coil Roll, #C61 $180

N.h., unopened roll of 500, fine to very fine. Scott
approximately $2,650+ ................................. Est. $250/300

985 (H
H 1991, 50¢ Quimby, Imperf

Horizontally, Vertical Pair, #C128a $150
N.h., nice margins, very fine. Scott $1,000 ..... Est. $200/300

Special Delivery

See Lots 1196-1197

986 H 1885-1902, 10¢, Small Die Proofs,
#E1P2-E4P2, E6P2 $500
On full 276 x 174mm gray card page from a Roosevelt
presentation album, label below the 1888 Issue is missing as
many are, the proofs and card are fresh and very fine. Scott
$1,300 , only 85 sets prepared ............................ Est. $700/900

987 H 1885, 10¢ Blue, #E1 $100
L.h., very fine. Scott $550 .............................. Est. $150/200

988 P 1888, 10¢ Blue, Small Die Proof
(“Panama-Pacific”), #E2P2a $1,100
Excellent margins all round, nice color, sound in every
respect, very fine, similar copy with “tiny thin speck ” brought
$2300 hammer in the recent NY World Stamp Show . Scott
$2,500 , only 3-5 are believed to have been made 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

989 H 1888, 10¢ Blue, #E2 $100
L.h., fine to very fine. Scott $500 .................... Est. $150/200

990 P 1893, 10¢ Orange, Small Die Proof
(“Panama-Pacific”), #E3P2a $2,000
Excellent margins all round, nice color, very fine, similar copy
with “slight hinge thin” brought $3500 hammer in the recent NY
World Stamp Show . Scott $2,500 , only 3-5 are believed to have
been made, probably the finest copy known ...... Est. $2,500/3,000

991 H
HH 1893, 10¢ Orange, Top Strip of 4,

#552, #E3 $700
N.h. (2), l.h. (2), excellent gum, hinged in selvage, rich color, 
fine to very fine. Scott $4,250 .................... Est. $1,000/1,300
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992 H r 1893, 10¢, Plate Block of 8, #E3 $1,400
Bottom #552, reinforced and some thinning in selvage area,
“small covered hole in selvage”, very well centered, nice color
overall, attractive very fine appearance, PSE (2016) cert.
Scott $13,000 , rarely seen, probably the best centered plate block
extant ....................................................... Est. $2,000/2,500

993 P 1894, 10¢ Blue, Unwatermarked,
Small Die Proof (“Panama-Pacific”),
#E4P2a $1,500
Excellent margins all round, extremely fine, similar copy
brought $2600 hammer in the recent NY World Stamp Show .
Scott $2,500 , exceedingly rare small die proof issued for the 1915
Panama-Pacific Exposition, only 3-5 are believed to have been
made ........................................................ Est. $2,000/2,600

994 H 1894, 10¢ Blue, Unwatermarked,
Plate # Imprint Block of 6, #E4 $2,800
L.h., top #77, “selvage slightly trimmed and right stamps
with a crease”, hs. on reverse, rich color, showing printer’s
initials, otherwise very fine, better copy than the one recently sold
in auction during the NY World Stamp Show PSE (2016) cert.
Scott $22,500 , an exceptionally rare plate number block 
................................................................. Est. $4,000/6,000

995 H
HH 1894, 10¢, Unwatermarked, Plate #

Imprint Strip of 3, #E4 $1,100
Bottom #77, left and right copy o.g., middle n.h.,
immaculate and very fine. Scott $5,500 .... Est. $1,500/1,800

996 P 1895, 10¢ Blue, Imperf Proof on
Stamp Paper, #E5P5 $350
Marginal o.g. single, “light diagonal crease”, large margins
all round, lovely extremely fine appearance, PF (1988) cert.
Scott $4,500 (for pair) One imperforate pane of 50 imperforates
was originally traded to Gilbert E. Jones for work done at the
Bureau of Engraving and Printing ..................... Est. $500/700

997 H 1895, 10¢, Plate # Imprint 
Block of 6, #E5 $700
Bottom imprint #257, l.h. from reinforcing, trace of tone
spots on gum only, deep rich color, fine to very fine
appearance. Scott $5,000 ......................... Est. $1,000/1,300

998 H
H 1895, 10¢ Pl. # Imprint Strip of 3, #E5 $300

N.h., top #381, hinged selvage only above imprint, rich
color, fine to very fine. Scott $1,500 (n.h. singles) 
....................................................................... Est. $400/600
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999 P 1902, 10¢ Ultramarine, Small Die
Proof (“Panama-Pacific”), #E6P2a $1,100
Nice balanced margins all round, very fine, similar copy
brought $2200 hammer in the recent NY World Stamp Show .
Scott $1,250 , only 3-5 are believed to have been made 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1000 H
H 1902, 10¢, Plate # Imprint 

Block of 6, #E6 $700
N.h., bottom #1482, rich color, fine. Scott $4,750 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,200

1001 H 1902, 10¢, Plate # Imprint 
Block of 6, #E6 $650
Large top #1774, l.h. in selvage mostly ungummed area at
top, decent centering, rich color. Scott $3,250 
.................................................................... Est. $900/1,100

1002 H
H 1908, 10¢ Green, #E7 $400

N.h., jumbo copy, Grade 95 extremely fine to superb, PSAG
(2016) cert. Scott Stamp Values $500+ ......... Est. $400/500

1003 H
H 1908, 10¢ Green, #E7 $150

N.h., marginal pl. # copy, Grade 90 extremely fine and
choice, PSE (2016) cert. Scott Stamp Values $235 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1004 H
H 1908, 10¢, Plate # Imprint 

Block of 6, #E7 $400
N.h., large side #4917, excellent gum, choice extremely fine. 
Scott $1,400 ................................................... Est. $600/800

1005 H
HH 1911 10¢ Violet Blue, Top Frame

Line Missing, Plate # Imprint 
Block of 6, #E8a $350
Bottom #5514, “n.h. except top left stamp an top right
stamps hinged, all stamps with top frame line mostly
missing”, fine and attractive, PF (1995) cert. Scott $2,100+ 
....................................................................... Est. $450/550
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1006 H
HH 1911, 10¢ Ultramarine, Top Frame

Line Missing, Plate # Imprint 
Block of 6, #E8 var. $350
Bottom #5539, very l.h. from reinforcing, well centered, fine 
and attractive, PF (1995) cert. Scott $1,850 ... Est. $450/550

1007 H
H 1914, 10¢ Ultramarine, #E9 $100

N.h., fine to very fine. Scott $425 ................... Est. $150/170

1008 H r 1914, 10¢, Plate Block of 6, #E9 $700
Bottom #5857, l.h., very well centered, very fine. Scott
$3,000 ..................................................... Est. $1,000/1,300

1009 H
H 1916, 10¢ Pale Ultramarine, #E10 $100

N.h., fresh copy, fine to very fine. Scott $700 .. Est. $150/200

1010 H
H 1916, 10¢, Plate # Imprint 

Block of 6, #E10 $1,400
N.h., top #5520, large top, excellent gum, fine to very fine.
Scott $7,750 ............................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

1011 P 1925, 15¢ Deep Orange, Large 
Die Proof on India, #E13P1 Web $300
Die sunk on card reduced, 101x88mm, control number on
back, clean, very fine. Scott $2,000 ................. Est. $400/500

1012 H
H 1925, 15¢ Deep Orange, #E13 $180

N.h., Grade 98 extremely fine to superb, PSAG (2016) cert.
Scott Stamp Values $375 ................................ Est. $180/220

1013 H
H r 1925, 15¢, Plate Block of 6, #E13 Web $150

N.h., side plate#16833, slight toning and small gum skip,
fine to very fine. Scott $700 ............................ Est. $250/300

1014 H
H r 1925, 15¢, Sheet of 50, #E13 Web $600

#16833, n.h., very slight aging, centered, fine to very fine.
Scott $4,250 ................................................ Est. $800/1,000

1015 P 1925, 20¢ Black, Large Die Proof on
India, #E14P1 $700
Die sunk on full size 202x152mm card, typed “Approved:
April 10, 1925, Postmaster General” and signed “Harry S.
New”, Bureau blue “1326125" handstamp on reverse, very
Fine in every respect. Scott $2,000 an exceptionally rare
approved large die proof of the 1925 20¢ Special Delivery issue
signed by the Postmaster General .................. Est. $1,000/1,200
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1016 H
H Registry: 1911, 10¢, #F1 $170

N.h., Grade 90 extremely fine, PSAG (2016) cert. Scott
Stamp Values $275 ........................................ Est. $170/200

1017 H
H Registry: 1911, 10¢, Plate # Imprint

Block of 6, #F1 $200
#5723, n.h. but gum skips in selvage affecting adhesive,
fine. Scott $1,800 (priced hinged) .................. Est. $300/400

1018 P Postage Due: 1879, Set Complete,
Small Die Proofs, #J1P2-J7P2 $350
Reduced as normally seen, fine to very fine. Scott $700 
....................................................................... Est. $350/400

1019 (H) Postage Due: 1884, 10¢, #J19 $200
Unused, well centered, very fine appearance, PF (2005) cert. 
Scott $2,750 as o.g. ........................................ Est. $300/350

1020 m Postage Due: 1914, 50¢ Carmine
Lake, #J58 $120
Used, “horizontal crease”, fine appearing, PSAG (2015)
cert. Scott $1,600 ........................................... Est. $200/250

1021 H Offices In China: 1919, $1 on 50¢,
#K15 $150
O.g., small (h.r.), nice, very fine. Scott $575 ... Est. $200/250

Officials

1022 H Agriculture Dept., 1873, 
12¢ Yellow, #O6 $200
O.g. (h.r.), rich color, fine to very fine, PF (2016) cert. Scott
$450 .............................................................. Est. $200/250

1023 H Agriculture Dept., 1873, 
30¢ Yellow Pair, #O9 $150
O.g., good color, fine. Scott $1,100 ................ Est. $250/300

1024 H Treasury Dept., 1873, Set Complete,
#O72-O82 $250
O.g. (h.r.) 30¢ unused, generally fine. Scott $2,600 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500
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1025 H War Dept., 1873, Set Complete,
#O83-O93 Web $300
O.g. (h.r.) 6¢ and 10¢ unused, generally fine. Scott $1,975
 ...................................................................... Est. $400/450

1026 H
H r War Dept., 1873, 1¢, 

Block of 4, #O83 $200
N.h., right pair vert. crease, fresh, fine to very fine appearing.
Scott $2,100+ ............................................... Est. $300/400

1027 H
H r War Dept., 1873, 1¢, Imprint 

Block of 8, #O83 $350
N.h., bottom, right upper has small corner missing, fine.
Scott $4,200 ................................................... Est. $500/700

1028 H
HH r War Dept., 1873, 2¢, 

Block of 4, #O84 $350
N.h. (2), l.h. (2), well centered, very fine and choice. Scott
$1,530+ ........................................................ Est. $500/750

1029 H
H War Dept., 1873, 15¢, Plate #

Imprint Block of 10, #O90 $350
N.h., bottom pl. #87, fine to very fine, PSAG (2012) cert.
for block of 20. Scott $1,900 ........................... Est. $500/550

1030 H Interior Dept., 1879, 24¢ 
Vermilion, #O103 $550
L.h. “reperfed at top”, fresh, fine or better, PSAG (2016)
cert. Scott $4,500 ........................................... Est. $700/900

1031 (H) Newspaper: 1880 Reprint, 5¢ Dark
Blue, #PR8 $160
Unused, shallow thin, fresh, almost very fine appearance.
Scott $650 ...................................................... Est. $160/200

1032 H Newspaper: 1875, 24¢ Rose, #PR17 $350
Full o.g., fine to very fine and attractive, PF (2016) cert.
Scott $850 ...................................................... Est. $350/400
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1033 H Newspaper: 1879 American Bank
Note Group of Specimens,
#PR57S//PR79S Web $200
21 on stock sheet, o.g. to unused and some small faults,
generally fine. Scott $1,500+ (Owner’s) ........ Est. $300/400

Full Original Gum Unlisted Copy

1034 H Newspaper: 1894, 60¢ Pink, #PR98 $10,000
Full o.g., “vertical crease at left and tiny shallow thin top
right”, usual centering, decent color, valued in the grade of fine
PSE (2016-updated) cert. Scott $40,000 17 unused and 4 used 
per Siegel census, only two potentially sound, this copy is not in the
census so 18th copy (?) ............................. Est. $12,000/14,000

Parcel Post Postage Due

According to philatelic lore, John Darrah was the U.S. postal agent in
China, and in 1913 in collusion with some stamp collectors, he over- printed
one sheet each of the stamps in stock at the agency (we doubt this applies to the
printed varieties). As this was unauthorized to do so, he was ordered by
Washington not to sell them. He complied with the order. However, some
had already gotten into the hands of the collectors.

1035 H Set Complete, Darrah Ty. I “S’hai.
China” Handstamp Ovpt., 
#JQ1-JQ5 var. $300
In black, o.g., 25¢ se. at top, fine to very fine, rare set 
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1036 H Set Complete, Darrah Ty. III
“Shanghai China” Handstamp 
Ovpt., #JQ1-JQ5 var. $300
In black, o.g., fine to very fine, very rare in complete set 
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1037 H r Set Complete, Darrah Ty. III
“Shanghai China” Handstamp 
Ovpt., Blocks of 4, #JQ1-JQ5 $1,200
In red, toned dist. o.g., rarely seen in complete set . Est. $1,500/2,000

1038 H r 1¢, Darrah Ty. III “Shanghai China”
Handstamp Ovpt., Block of 4, 
#JQ1 var. $350
In red, spotty o.g., rarely seen in blocks .............. Est. $500/750

1039 m Set Complete, US Postal Agency
Cancels, #JQ1-JQ5 $140
JUN 1 1916 cds on each, fine to very fine ....... Est. $200/300

1040 m Set Complete, US Postal Agency
Cancels, #JQ1-JQ5 $140
MAY 20 1916 cds on each, fine to very fine .... Est. $200/300

1041 m 1¢, 2¢, 10¢, 25¢ US Postal Agency
Cancels, #JQ1-2, 4-5 Web $100
Various date cds on each, fine to very fine ....... Est. $150/200

1042 m r 1¢ to 25¢, Blocks of 4, #JQ1-3, JQ5 Web $50
Used, some slight reinforcing, 25¢ marginal, fine to very
fine. Scott $250+ ............................................ Est. $80/100

1043 ) 1913, 1¢, 2¢ Tied on Cover, #JQ1-2 Web $60
Both tied over 1c Franklin adhesive which is tied to cover
with contemporary 1916 cds tying both to cover, to
Bridgewater, Conn. from Lereon, NM, slight flap faults,
otherwise fine. Scott $225+ , unusual ............. Est. $100/150
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1044 ) 1913, 1¢, 2¢ Tied on Individual
Covers, #JQ1-2 Web $50
Each tied along 1c Franklin adhesive by contemporary 1916
cds’, both to Bridgewater, Conn, 2¢ missing backflap, 1¢
miniature cover, otherwise fine. Scott $385 , unusual 
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

1045 m r 1913, 10¢ Dark Green, 
Block of 15, #JQ4 Web $140
Used, reinforced and centered bottom, fine and rare, one of
the largest multiples known . Scott $1,065+ ....... Est. $200/250

1046 (H) r Special Handling: 1928, 20¢,
Perforation Freak, #QE3 var. $350
Unused, bottom pl. block of 10 from the pane, the pane was
originally in two pieces and neither horizontal nor vertical perfs, a
pane of “Win the War” scrap fully gummed and perfed normally,
originally struck so weakly which produced a kissed impression
which was used to rejoin the misperfed original pieces, as a result
the two panes (this being the bottom two rows) were placed back
together with the gummed side stuck down, it was then perforated
11 vertically, full article of the pane is the 1947 Mekeels’s Weekly
article attached unique piece, important item for the Special
Handling exhibitor .......................................... Est. $500/750

1047 (H) r Special Handling" 1928, 20¢,
Perforation Freak, #QE3 var. $350
Unused, side pl. block row of 20 from the pane, from same
sheet, see previous lot explanation unique piece, important item for
the Special Handling exhibitor ........................... Est. $500/750

Earliest Example of a GOVERNMENT
Issued Stamp Dispensed by a 

Vending Machine

1048 ) Private Vending Coil: Parkhurst 
Company; 1906, 1¢ Blue
Green, Vertical Coil on 
Unique Cover, #314V $10,000
Per certificate, “Parkhurst coil single,
Indianapolis in 1908 (”SEP 3 6 PM STA. A")
Duplex Cancel on Picture Post Card. …It is a
Genuine Usage, With Four Tiny Indentations At 
The bottom Of The Stamp Made By The ‘Pin
Perforations’ Of The Parkhurst Vending
Machine.", it is also docketed in pencil at left
“Sept 3-08 4:00 P.M.”, noting “Still a
Democrat,” addressed to Noblesville, Ind. The
vending perforation holes can be distinctly seen
both at top and bottom, Layton Parkhurst invented
the Parkhurst Stamp-Vending Machine in early 1908 
in Indianapolis. Parkhurst entered the 1907 Post
Office Department (POD) competition to
manufacture a practical stamp vending machine to sell
postage stamps at post offices after regular business
hours. His application was accepted. PF (2015) cert. 
Est. $12,000/15,000

In February 1908 the POD instructed the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing to manufacture and ship
vertically coiled, perforated 1¢, 2¢, and 5¢ stamps to
the Parkhurst Company, which was done. Those rare
government coils were dispensed and properly used, but 
the pasted joins were so irregular that they caused his
vending machine mechanism to jam. Only one or two
covers mailed at Indianapolis in 1908 have survived. 
To solve that problem, Parkhurst built and patented
his own stripping machine, with which he
manufactured his own coils, both perforated and
imperforate, from imperforate sheets supplied by the
POD. The stamp on this card is a rare imperforate 1¢
coil stamp dispensed by a Parkhurst vending machine
and a unique usage of the Scott #314V. There are a
few subsequent Washington-Franklin coils on cover
with Parkhurst vending machine marks.
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1049 H Private Vending Coil: Covel Company; 
1913-1920 2¢, Perf Vert. 
Strip of 4, #320 $400
N.h. (2), middle pair l.h., weak perfs, fresh, fine to very fine,
APS (1994) cert. Scott $1,600 scarce ............... Est. $600/800

1050 ) Local: Boyd’s City Express, 1845, 2¢
Black on Green on Cover Front, 
Tied, With 1847 5¢ #1, #20L4, 1 $300
Both tied by red New York and Philadelphia R.R. cancel,
local with additional black grid, 5¢ with additional red grid,
addressed to Secretary of the Navy, “5¢ stamp with small
tears at upper left and bottom right and a vertical crease at
right”, a fine cover, PF (2009) cert. Scott $5,000 
....................................................................... Est. $350/450

1051 ) Postal Stationery: 1884, 2¢ Red,
Round “2" Envelope, #U247 Web $100
On white, corner advert., vert. fold away from 2¢, from
Leroy, NY to Rochester, NY, slight corner fault on reverse,
fine. Scott $1,100 ........................................... Est. $150/200

1052 H Airmail Envelopes: 1933, 5¢,
Bicolored Border Omitted, Die on
Watermark Paper, #UC1 var. $300
Mint, “variety but printed on normal watermarked
paper….and with red border omitted and traces of blue
lozenges visible”, Ex Schiller . UPSS #AM1 . Est. $500/700

1053 H) Airmail Envelopes: 1946, 5¢ Carmine, 
Die 1, Border Omitted Entire,
#UC14 $350
Mint. very slight aging. Scott $2,500 ............. Est. $500/700

Revenues

1054 m Wines: 1934, $50 Yellow Green,
#RE107C $350
Used with usual staple holes, other half not attached, scarce
item, otherwise fine to very fine. Scott $5,000 . Est. $500/600

Federal Duck Hunting Permit

1055 H
H 1942, $1 Baldpates, #RW9 $160

N.h., Grade 90 extremely fine, PF (2016) cert. Scott Stamp
Values $350 ................................................... Est. $160/200

1056 H
H r 1946, $1 Redhead Ducks, Plate 

Block of 6, #RW13 Web $70
N.h., gum skips in selvage as usual, gum bends. Scott $350 
....................................................................... Est. $100/130
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1057 H
H r 1947, $1 Snow Geese, Plate Block of

6, #RW14 Web $70
N.h., gum bends, very fine. Scott $375 ........... Est. $100/140

1058 H
H r 1956, $2 American Merganser, Plate

Block of 6, #RW23 Web $100
N.h., slight offset on reverse, very fine. Scott $575 
....................................................................... Est. $140/180

1059 H
H r 1957, $2 American Eider, Plate 

Block of 6, #RW24 Web $90
N.h., very fine. Scott $575 .............................. Est. $140/180

1060 H
H r 1958, $2 Canada Geese, Plate 

Block of 6, #RW25 Web $100
N.h., very fine. Scott $575 .............................. Est. $140/180

1061 H
H r 1959, $3 Labrador Retriever, Plate

Block of 4, #RW26 Web $100
N.h., very fine. Scott $575 .............................. Est. $140/180

1062 H
H r 1963, $3 Brants, Plate Block 

of 4, #RW30 Web $80
N.h., very fine. Scott $500 .............................. Est. $120/140

1063 H
H r 1964, $3 Nene Geese, Plate 

Block of 6, #RW31 Web $300
N.h., 2 staple holes in selvage, otherwise very fine. Scott
$1,950 ........................................................... Est. $400/500

1064 H
H r 1965, $3 Canvasback Drakes, 

Plate Block of 4, #RW32 Web $90
N.h., very fine. Scott $500 .............................. Est. $120/140

1065 H
H r 1966, $3 Whistling Swans, Plate 

Block of 4, #RW33 Web $90
N.h., very fine. Scott $500 .............................. Est. $120/140

1066 H
H r 1967, $3 Old Squaw Ducks, 

Plate Block of 4, #RW34 Web $100
N.h., very fine. Scott $550 .............................. Est. $130/160

1067 H State Duck: California; 1972
Cinnamon Teal, #CA2 $250
On original backing paper, very fine. Scott $1,100 
....................................................................... Est. $350/450

1068 ) Confederacy: 1862, 10¢ Rose on
August 1862 Cover, #5 Web $150
Touching frame to just in on 3 sides, wide left margin, from
Stauton VA to Columbia VA, stain at top right 
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

1069 ) Confederacy: 1863, 10¢ Blue, “Frame 
Lines” on Cover, #10 $1,000
Showing very close to 4 sides, tied by Richmond Aug 6, 1863
cds to Trevilliams Depot, VA, top right corner of cover
repaired and missing piece of back, a fine cover. Scott $3,000
................................................................. Est. $1,200/1,500

1070 H
H r Confederacy: 1863, 10¢ Blue, 

Block of 12, #11 Web $80
N.h., nice and very fresh for this issue, couple of small toning
spots, very fine. Scott $192 ++ ..................... Est. $100/150

1071 ) Confederacy: 1863, 20¢ Green 
on Cover, #13 $300
Erratic to large margins all round, tied by Richmond cds to
Drakes Branch, VA, slightly dirty, otherwise very fine, CSA
(1996) cert. Scott $1,250 ................................ Est. $400/500

U.S. Possessions

1072 H Canal Zone: 1904, 10c Yellow, #3 $100
O.g. with normal tropical gum, very fine, PSE (2010) cert.
Scott $400 ...................................................... Est. $150/200

1073 H Canal Zone: 1904, 8¢ on 50c, #15 $600
O.g. (h.r.), well centered copy, fine to very fine, PF (1980)
cert. Scott $2,000 , 435 issued ....................... Est. $800/1,000
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1074 H
H Canal Zone: 1912, 2c Inverted

Center, Overprint Reading 
Down, #39e $80
N.h., rich color, fine, PSAG (2015) cert. Scott $650 +
(hinged) ........................................................ Est. $130/150

1075 H r Canal Zone: 1926, 2¢, 
Sharp “A”, #84 Web $100
O.g. block of 9, “center copy with normal 11 spacing, other 8
with 9mm variety and thin in center stamp”, unusual, fine to
very fine, PSAG (2015) cert. CZSG #84.1a .. Est. $150/200

1076 S Guam: 1900, 2¢, Paris Exposition
Special Printing, #2SE var. Web $100
Tropical o.g., “small thin spot and closed tear”, “special
printing hs on reverse, Fine appearance, PF (1992) cert.
Scott $1,000 , 100 sets exist .............................. Est. $150/200

1077 H Guam: 1899, 3¢, Plate #, Imprint
Strip of 3, #3 Web $70
O.g. (h.r.), fine to very fine. Scott $575 ........... Est. $100/140

1078 S Guam: 1900, 8¢, Paris Exposition
Special Printing, #7SE var. Web $100
L.h., “tiny thin”, excellent color, Fine to very Fine overall,
signed Bartels, etc., PF (2008) cert. Scott $1,000 , 100 sets
exist ................................................................ Est. $150/200

1079 S Guam: 1900, $1 Paris Exposition
Special Printing, #12SE var. $150
Dist. o.g., minor faults, Fine to very Fine appearing, signed,
PF (2008) cert. Scott $2,000 , 100 sets exist ..... Est. $250/350

1080 H Guam: Special Delivery; 1899, 10¢
Plate Imprint Strip, #E1 $200
O.g., couple of (h.r.) to attach perf throughout, very fresh
and nice centering, very fine. Scott $900 ......... Est. $300/350

1081 H
H Hawaii: 1868, 5¢ Blue, Re-Issue, #10 $400

N.h., marginal copy, as nice as it gets, great color, Grade 100
a superb gem, PF (2016) cert. ........................ Est. $400/500

1082 (H) Hawaii: 1893, 12¢ Double Red
Overprint, #62f Web $60
Unused, one overprint heavy, second light, unlisted at this
point, fine to very fine, PSAG (2016) cert. ...... Est. $100/140

1083 (H Philippines: 1926, Madrid-Manila
Flight, #C1-C6, C9-C14 $300
Disturbed o.g., generally fine. Scott $2,105 .... Est. $400/500

1084 H Ryukyus: 1952, 10y on 50s, All
Printings, #16a, 16A, 16B Web $200
On pages and loose, assortment of positions some blocks and
block of #16A with Higa Chop, nice group, generally fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1085 H
H Ryukyus: 1952, 100y on 2y, #17 $600

N.h., margin single with chop, very fine. Scott $2,250 
.................................................................... Est. $850/1,000

1086 H
H Ryukyus: 1952, 100y on 2y, #17 $600

N.h., very fine, PF (1997) cert. Scott $2,250 . Est. $800/1,000

1087 H
H Ryukyus: 1969, 3¢ 70th Anniversary

of Ryukyu-Hawaii Emigration,
Wide-Spaced Bars, #192b $150
N.h., corner single with small amount of toning on selvage,
not often seen, fine to very fine, Bush (1973) cert. Scott $700 
....................................................................... Est. $250/300

End of Second Session
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Saturday, August 6th, 2016
6 p.m., Lots 1088-1758

U.S. Collections & Various

1088 H Mint Premium Collection Web $20,000
Mounted in four Scott albums running from 1847 to 2014,
stamps were picked for centering and appearance many with
certs and many classics unused or o.g. to latter being n.h. only 
used stamp is #1, just some of the highlights; #36-39,
68-72, 76-78, 112-117, 119-121, 150-155, 156-163, 165,
219-229, 230-242, 244, 246-261, 262, 264-276, 285-291,
293, 313, 315, 333-342, 374-382, 397-404, 442-443,
478-480, 523, almost complete from there to 2014, complete
Airmails and Special Deliveries, Parcel Post, huge cat. value
and huge face value, and the centering is very nice, please
inspect, very fine appearance ................ Est. $25,000/30,000

1089 H Collection In Hingeless Album Web $15,000
Hundreds running from 1847 to 1936, incl. used #1-2, most 
of 1857s to 30¢, 1861s to 90¢, grills to 90¢, 1869 Pictorials to
90¢, Bank Notes to 90¢, Columbians mint to $2 ($1 used),
#264-278 mint or used, Trans-Miss complete to $2 mint,
300-313 mint or used, good showing of
Washington-Franklins mint or used, and appears complete
to 1940 mint, Airmails complete mint incl. C13-C15, Special 
Delivery complete mint or used, some Shanghais, and Scott
album with Revenues and Newspapers, many certs
throughout and many better items for retail sales, mixed
condition ............................................. Est. $17,000/20,000

1090 Hm Stock In Sales Binder Web $12,000
About 70 items worked up on sales sheets mixed mint and
used running from #1//664 with a few Airmails and other
BOB, incl. #1 (6), 2 (3), 3, 40 mint, 115 mint, 120 mint, 121
(2), 241 (7) mint and used, 242, 243 (2), 244 (2), 245 mint,
292, 523 mint and C13-15 mint, please inspect, mixed
condition. Scott $77,000 (Owner’s) ..... Est. $13,000/14,000

1091 Hm Stock on Sales Cards Web $12,000
File box mixed mint and used all identified and worked up on 
#102 cards, running into the 1940s incl. BOB, fresh looking 
with nice centering throughout, vast majority of value in $50
and up, overall good identification, please inspect, mixed
condition. Scott $95,000 (Owner’s) ..... Est. $13,000/14,000

1092 Hm Strong Collection on Hingeless Pages Web $7,500
Running from 1847 to 1945 and well filled incl. multiples
and varieties, many times there is a mint and a used, nice
selection of 1851-57 imperforate issues incl. pos. items, 1857
to 1866 issues only missing a few unused or used, grills to
90¢, 1869 Pictorials less 122, large Bank Notes complete
mint or unused and used, pl. strip of 6 of 214, mint 219-229,
Columbians mint thru 50¢ n.h. and 244 mint (2), 246-261
mint and 262 mint, 264-276 mint, 277 (2) mint, Trans-Miss
compl. thru $2 mint, Pan-Ams complete mint with blocks to
8¢, 300-313 mint less 311, 323-327 blocks of 4 plus singles,
397-404 mint, Washington- Franklins almost complete mint 
except for the rarest items, then appears complete to 1945
incl. 523, 524 (4), 547 (5), many Farley signed items and
Shanghai complete mint less K16, huge cat. value, many nice
items to be to be found, some mixed condition in early but
overall better than normal with many duplicated items, must
inspect, otherwise fine to very fine ........ Est. $10,000/15,000

1093 m Oldtime Collector’s Collection/Stock $6,000
Many hundreds mostly used identified on priced sheets or
still in original dealer/auction lot sheets in small binders,
starting #9X1 and #1 (6 copies), #2 (2), better 1851-57
imperfs, 23 with cert., Grills, dupl. throughout, incl. 1869 set 
to 90¢, plus dupl. to 90¢, extensive Bank Notes to 90¢,
Columbians to $4 in dupl., Trans-Miss. to $1, C13-15 two
used sets, later 1930s and later mint in glassines, also some
precancels, very high cat., 19th Century mixed condition,
20th Century mostly fine to very fine .... Est. $10,000/15,000

1094 H Collector’s Main Collection of
Washington-Franklins $6,000
Couple hundred items mostly n.h. to o.g., better items only
incl. short run sets, better singles, coils, occasional cert.,
owner was selective with his centering and freshness, incl.
#341 (2), 342, 343-347 pl. blocks, 351 line pair, 352-355
singles, 354, 374-382, 378 pl. block, 421, 423, 424-438,
439-440, 443-447 singles, 444 line pair with cert., 445, 446
(2 pairs), 456 line pair, 460, 477 (priced as hinged), 478
(cert), 498-518 (no 505), 523, few n.h. are possible
regummed along with a few questionable coils, a few minor
faults noted, some probably gradable, excellent colors
throughout, close inspection needed, generally fine to very
fine. 2010 Scott $27,000+ (Owner’s) ...... Est. $7,000/9,000

1095 Hm Collection In Hingeless Album Web $6,000
Running from 1845 to 1935, mixed mint and used, incl. #1,
2, 1869 Pictorials complete, Columbians to the $2 mint or
used, Trans-Mississippi complete mint or used, showing of
Washington-Franklins, 630, Kansas-Nebr. set mint, incl.
Airmail and BOB issues, please inspect, mixed condition.
Scott $57,000 (Owner’s) .......................... Est. $6,500/7,000

1096 H Dealers Inventory on Sales Cards $5,750
Thousands on #102 and #104 sales cards mint and used
running from 1853 to 2009 in 13 file boxes with marked retail 
in excess of $60,000, incl. some Possessions and Trust
Territories, please inspect, mixed condition 
................................................................. Est. $6,000/7,000

1097 H r Extensive Collector’s Balance $5,500
N.h. to o.g., incl. blocks of 4 Columbians on, much
commemorative related, nothing low end, some dupl. of
better singles and blocks starting with the Columbians,
singles up through the Washington-Franklins, excellent lot
to break down for retail, fresh throughout, also collection
1902 to 1926 mint on pages, few coils doubtful, also Canal
Zone #84-94, needs close inspection, mostly fine to very
fine, mostly bought from auction houses in the 1950s and later 
............................................................... Est. $8,000/10,000

1098 Hm Collection In Hingeless Album Web $5,000
As received by collector, three well filled Lighthouse albums
from 1847 to 1995, mixed mint and used until about 1925
then appears to be all mint complete to 1995, highlights incl.
#10X2, 1, 2, 14, 15, 17, 38 and 39 unused, 68-72, good
representation of grilled issues, 1869 Pictorials complete,
145-166, Columbians thru $2 all mint, many small Bureaus
mint or used, Trans Miss. mint to 292 (used 291), 300-313
mint or used, 323-330, 367-373 all mint, many mint
Washington-Franklins, mint 551-573, 630,
Kansas-Nebraska, C1-C6, C13-15 mint, good Special
Deliveries, Parcel Post, Shanghais complete, mixed
condition in the early period and better quality in the 20th
Century, many nice items to be found, fine to very fine
appearance .............................................. Est. $7,000/8,000
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1099 H
H Wonderful Sheet Collection $5,000

N.h., 5 Scott binders running from #372 to #921, hundreds 
of better sheets to numerous to list all but incl. #372, 529-30,
543, 552, 575-576, 611, 628, 632-642, 643-646, 649-50,
654-655, 688-90, 718-19, 740-49, 756-76 (sheets of 50),
785-794 (4), 803-831, 859-893, 906, 909-921 incl.
“KORPA” sheet, all of the purples with dupl., C7-C9, C10,
C12 (2), C16-C17, and C19-31, great stock and overall in
very good shape with huge cat. value, please inspect,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $6,000/8,000

1100 Hm Stock In Red Stockbook Web $4,500
About 100 items mixed mint and used in stockbook
identified and priced running from classics to about 1940,
incl. #9X1, 39 pair, 122, 292, and many mint Columbians,
most items $50 or greater, worth a look, mixed condition.
Scott $33,293 (Owner’s) .......................... Est. $5,000/5,500

1101 H
HH r Large Plate Block Collection Web $4,000

In album with many better items, better centering than most
running from 1909 to 1950s, incl. many better most n.h. incl.
#367-368, 370-374, 537, 548-50, 551-569, 571, 610-612,
614-619, 620-621, all the 2¢ reds, 692-701, 803-834, 1053,
C2 (hinged), C4, C7-12, C21-24, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $6,000/7,000

1102 Hm Mint and Used Collection $4,000
Arranged on stocksheets with computer printed labels for
date and Scott number. The collection is fairly
comprehensive in the $200 to $1,000 cat. range, highlights
incl. a complete set of 1869 Pictorials used, Trans- Miss (less 
#292) complete mint, complete mint Airs (less C13-15) and
complete mint Special Delivery (less #E4), collection ends
with a strong showing of Newspapers incl. some mint pl. #
strips of three. Scott $35,000 .................... Est. $5,000/6,000

1103 H Stock In Sales Binders $4,000
8 medium overstuffed sales binders running from
#344//#4501 and incl. pl. blocks, souvenir sheets, strips and 
BOB, CSA, and Possessions, marked retail total $29,425,
please inspect, fine to very fine .................. Est. $4,500/5,000

1104 Hm Accumulation In a Box Web $3,500
Large box filled with better items from the remainder of the
estate, incl. mint #241-245, 285-293, 294-299, 323-327,
Washington-Franklins, 505, 571-573, many used classics
incl. #1, C1 pl. block, 831-834 pl. block, Canal Zone mint
48 with cert., 58-59, 85-94, Philippines mint 212, Guam 12
mint with cert. and much more, incl. a few covers, high cat.
value and very useful, please inspect, generally fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $5,000/6,000

1105 Hm Disorganized Intact Collection $3,500
On pages in 2 albums, 1st incl. earlier booklets, #630, pl.
blocks incl. #620-621, Airs, Washington-Franklins incl.
coils, Shanghais complete mostly mint, better panes, few
covers, scattered classics used, Dues mostly complete used;
2nd back of the book incl. Revenues with R17, R21, 19th
Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $4,000/5,000

1106 H
HH r Oldtime Mint Commemorative Block

of 4 Collection Web $2,000
O.g., hinged or never hinged, In Progressive album to 1940,
n.h. to o.g. (earlier blocks) starting with Columbians through 
8¢, and 15¢, Trans-Miss. 8¢, 1901 Pan-Am set on complete
except #400, 403-404 (separate lots), Airs complete except
Zepps, scattered Special Delivery, etc., also incl. scattered
1903 and later definitives Washington-Franklins, 581-591,
Farley pl. blocks, very fresh collection, much fine to very fine, 
much of the material bought in the 1950’s and later 
................................................................. Est. $3,000/4,000

1107 H
HH Collection In Minuteman Album Web $2,000

N.h. to o.g. in two well filled albums with mostly mint and a
few early used, noted #1 used, mint incl. 230-240 less 238,
242, 244, 245, 285-291, 294-299, 300-309, 323-330,
399-400a, a few Washington-Franklins, 551-573, 630, and
from late 1920s to 1995 appears complete only missing a
couple, nice collection to expand upon and some pleasant
surprises, some mixed condition on early, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $2,500/3,000

1108 Hm Substantial Collection In Old Scott
American Album $1,800
Some used early classics, a few with fancy cancels, partial
1869 issue incl. average 90¢ Lincoln, 145-55 (no 153),
156//65, 182-92 and onward, 220-29, 230-40, 247-59,
285-91, 294-312, 323-27, and a strong run of mostly used
Washington-Franklins plus 367-69, 397-404, 523-24, used
551-73, then basically all mint F-VF, much n.h. with 578-79, 
581-91, scattered Kansas-Nebraska used, then mint 692-701 
and onward incl. 803-34, 1030-53, Airmails mint complete
C1-85, incl. C13-15 (C14 with cert.), mint/used Postage
Dues, decent BOB incl. Q1-12, QE1-4, JQ1-5, RW1-2,
and 4 mint, rest used to RW39. occasional faults in some of
earliest, overall condition is quite good, 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine
 ................................................................ Est. $2,300/2,600

1109 H
HH Plate Block Collection Web $1,500

Three well filled Liberty albums with better items o.g. to
n.h., huge amount of face value, the better incl. #323 (pl. of
4) n.h., 426, 478 used, 5437, 611, 617-18, 620-21, 628,
647-48, most 2¢ reds, 692-701, Parks perf and imperf.,
704-15, 803-34 incl. 2 each of 832 and 833, Famous
Americans complete, mostly complete to 1994 with dupl.,
Airs incl. C7-9, C10-12, C21-22 and C24, nice collection for
breakup or to expand upon, fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

1110 Hm Remainder Estate Lot $1,500
4 bankers boxes with many thousands of stamps in binders on 
stockpages and loose, noticed many better items, early
classics, mint Dues, some mint Postal Stationery and cut
squares, fancy cancels, Precancel collections, items on sales
cards, Washington-Franklins, Recalled Legends (2),
Shanghais and Confederates, must inspect, mixed condition 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/3,000

1111 H
HH Washington-Franklin Mint Collection

1908 to 1921 $1,500
Attractive assortment of mint issues on Scott hingeless album 
pages, features #341-42, 358, 388, 438, 461, 524, 547 and
others, o.g. and n.h., worth inspection, generally fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $2,000/2,500
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1112 H Mostly Mint Collection $1,500
Few hundred on stockpages, few 19th Century used,
Columbians are mostly o.g. with few n.h., also C1-6, few
other back of the book incl. Official Specimens, Cat. $70 to
$700 range, mostly sound, generally fine to very fine. Scott
$16,000+ ................................................ Est. $2,000/2,500

1113 H
H 1922 to 1971 Singles and Blocks Mint 

Collection $1,400
N.h., in 2 oldtime Scott albums, 1st in mounts, probably
mostly n.h., virtually complete for singles, blocks reasonably
complete from 1920 on, Kansas-Nebraska scattered, Airs
from 1918, with C1, C4 blocks, Special Delivery with E1, E3 
singles, etc., fresh throughout, mostly fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

1114 H
H 20th Century Mint Collection $1,300

N.h., couple hundred on stockpages, commems. with
Columbians, Trans-Miss., Pan-Am complete, also few back
of the book incl. Parcel Post to 10¢, cat. $100 to $150 range,
mixed centering, fine overall. Scott $9,250 
................................................................. Est. $1,800/2,500

1115 Hm Classic Issue Group 1857 to 1908 $1,200
Neat mostly o.g. collection on Scott hingeless album pages,
incl. Scott 14, 32 with cert., 35, 102 with cert., 148, 154,
156-58, 183-84, 189-90, 206-07, 209-10, 300-10, 312-17,
314-15, 319-20 etc., high cat. value, condition varies, review
recommended, generally fine to very fine .. Est. $1,500/2,000

1116 m New York Foreign Mail Cancel
Collection Web $1,200
36 different all identified and displayed on pages with 12¢ to
30¢ 1870s issues, nice lot, fine to very fine. Scott $7,850
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $1,500/2,000

1117 H
HH Mint Collection In Album Web $1,000

Mostly n.h. in 6 Mystic albums running from 1894 to 2014,
somewhat sparse thru the Washington-Franklins but
complete from 1922 to 2014, some better items incl. #315
with Mystic cert., 328-30, 369, 400, 400a, 498-504,
506-518, 523, 524, 547, 551-573, 630, most are n.h.,
Airmails incl. C1-C6 and C18, incl. one album with the no
die cuts imperfs, huge face value, please inspect, generally
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $2,000/3,000

1118 m Collection Mounted In Album Web $1,000
Most of the value is in First to Third Issues but all areas
represented, incl. #R1a pair, R36a pair, R53a, R65a, R86a,
R100¢, R101c, R102¢, and some value in part perfs, some
Match & Medicine and Wines, high cat. value, please
inspect, fine to very fine appearance .......... Est. $1,500/2,000

1119 H Mostly Mint Collector’s Group $1,000
Identified on priced sheets, in two small binders, strength in
coil pairs incl. cert. #385, 391 (strip of 4), 447 (line), some
19th Century dupl. incl. Dues, J1-3 mint and other Dues
with certs, also C13-14 n.h. ...................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1120 H Mint 20th Century Collection Web $1,000
In Scott album to 1962 and loose, incl. #571 n.h. pl. block,
423, 524, 341, C4, C18 pl. blocks n.h., few classics with 93
o.g., coils, sparse to 1925, mostly complete after that, Airs
complete .................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1121 m Large Accumulation $1,000
In two bankers boxes; one collection in 5 Mystic albums used 
from 1847 to 2013 with many better items throughout and
several thousand housed in stockbooks 19th Century to 2000
with multiples of most items all uncheck for types and
cancels, noticed several $100 items, huge cat., please inspect,
mixed condition ....................................... Est. $1,500/1,700

1122 Hm Interesting Booklet Collection Web $900
8 volume collection of mint and used booklets, put together
as an exhibit, running from 1899 to 2011, owner has a
booklet of mint and reconstructed booklet pane used by
position, missing early items but appears complete from
about Prexies on, just the face value alone of the mint items is
$2300 and that incl. better items like, #279Bjs specimen
pane, BK55, BK56, and, 2 C10s, great collection to expand,
must inspect, generally fine to very fine ..... Est. $1,200/1,400

1123 m 19th & 20th Century Collection $800
Mostly used classics with large and small Bank Notes,
incl.#285/90, 294/99, 323/330, scattered
Washington-Franklins 397-403, mint 617-21, various 2¢
reds, 803-34, 1053 and onward to 20¢ values, C1-6, C13-15
mint n.h. (C14 l.h.) then mint complete to C98 and some
BOB incl. decent run of mint and used Ducks, 19th Century
mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,200

1124 H
H Better Group of Errors Web $700

N.h., great lot for the specialist or dealer for breakdown, incl., 
#1055d, 1355a, 1381a, 1414b, 1610a, 1830b, 1926a, 1934b, 
1938b, 2026b, 2062b (2) 2146a, 2425c, 2511b, 2889a, 3265e 
(2), 3910m, and many others, please inspect, fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,200/1,500

1125 Hm Collection In Scott Album Web $700
Mint and used from 1847 to 1973, somewhat sparse in the
classics, but pockets of better items incl. #630 n.h., C1-6
used, and hinged set of C13-15, mint or used RW1-RW39,
and some other BOB items, please inspect, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,000/1,400

1126 Hm Collection and Estate Remainders $700
Three bankers boxes filled with material, the best being 2
Scott albums running to 1995 with. a smattering of used early 
classics, some better items incl., #467 mint strip of 3, mint
set of Kansas-Nebraska, from 1940s to 1995 appears to be
complete mint, lots of face value, box of Postal Stationery,
and the last box filled with BOB collection with Revenues,
stockbook of mint, album with joint issues, and a group of
errors, please inspect, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1127 H Plate # Coils Specialized Collection $700
Highly specialized collection on collector-made pages in
three large volumes (plus a stockbook of dupl.), mostly mint
n.h. strips of 5 incl. #1891 (18¢ Flag and Lighthouse) plates
1-7, rare pl. 6 with PSE cert. $2100, also pl. 6 single $500,
scarce pl. 1 $110 and pl. 3 $425, #1895 (20¢ Flag Over
Court) plates 1-6 and 8-14 plus pl. 14 pre-cancel $461,
#2915A (32¢ Flag and Porch) plates 88898, 88899 and
13211A, also used singles, 88898 single on cover $870,
#3633B (37¢ Flag) pl. 1111, #3829 (37¢ Egret) pl. V3221
$350, pl. strips of 9 incl. #3407 (33¢ Berries) x 5 $225,
#3481A (1st Class 34¢ Flowers) x 9 $135, hundreds plus
used singles and some covers, should delight the PNC
enthusiast, fine to very fine. 2106 Scott approximately
$7,500+ (Owner’s) ................................. Est. $1,000/1,500
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1128 Hm Collectors Collection In Box $700
Incl. an award winning collection of mint EFOs, about 70
different items, collection with hundreds of pre-cancels
sorted by state, nice collection of cancel on written-up pages
from 1851 to 1870, nothing scarce but some nice items, and
two well filled Minuteman albums with BOB incl. Revenues
and more running from 1847 to 1981, some nice items to be
picked, starts with used #1, also a sparsely filled Scandinavia
collection, please inspect, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1129 H
H Better Mint Selection $650

N.h., mostly 20th Century incl. #C10a booklets (2), 294-99
n.h. imprint set, C13 used, 30a used (cert), PR124 n.h. pair,
$5 Hamilton pl. blocks (2), better pl. blocks. 595, 256, 273,
282 imprint strips of 3, 382, fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1130 m Oldtime Collector’s Back Up Used
Accumulation $600
Thousands with much dupl. starting in classics in old binders 
and glassines, used, earlies somewhat sorted in glassines by
Scott # ranges, incl. some better numbers, later neatly
organized on the pages, used Washington-Franklins incl.
coils, Kansas-Nebraska in dupl. through high values,
Farleys, back of the book with Airs, Dues, cut squares, etc.,
19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1131 m Collector’s Classic Used Singles $600
Few hundred on stockcards in binder, starting #1 to #579,
most value in classics with minor dupl., also incl. #67 (2),
1869’s to 30¢, Bank Notes to 90¢, $2 Columbian, also
Special Delivery, Airs #C1-6, etc., 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine, high cat.
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1132 H Mint Collection 1922 to 1967 $600
Fresh assortment of material on hingeless pages in a Scott
Specialty album, incl. #551-73, Kansas-Nebraska complete, 
1938 Prexi set, Farley souvenir sheets, gutter pairs and
blocks, 1954 Liberty set incl. 1053 n.h., E1 n.h., much more
n.h., clean and worthwhile, generally fine to very fine 
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1133 Hm Run of Mint and Used $600
Classics, large and small Bank Notes, Columbians to 15¢,
285//91, 300-311, then virtually all mint, 294-99, 323-26,
328-30, 367//73, 397-404 (no 400A), then most are all n.h.
556-573, 614-19, Kansas-Nebraska complete (less 673, 74,
78), 692-700, all Farley souvenir sheets, 803-34, C4, C6-12,
C18, etc., 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century
mostly fine to very fine .................................... Est. $700/900

1134 Hm Collector’s Mint and Used
Accumulation $500
In banker box, value in mint incl. stock with #1053 pl.
blocks, 834 block of 4, earlier booklet panes, Legends sheet,
mint and used Officials, Kansas-Nebraska, Farleys, few
vending coils, etc., generally fine to very fine  Est. $750/1,000

1135 Hm Dealer Accumulation Mint and Used $450
Everything from classics to Revenues filling four banker
boxes incl. Scott National, Minuteman, 14 Harris Liberty
and Minkus albums as well as stockbooks, envelopes,
binders, and glassines, noted are substantial number of 2¢
reds, wide range of Farleys, singles and plates of Prexies to
833, Famous Americans, Overrun countries, binders of
common plates from the 1920s to 1940s incl. n.h. C9 (cat.
$105) plus Winged Globes, Clippers and large planes set and 
binder with hundreds of state hunting, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $700/900

1136 BH Booklet Collection and Accumulation $400
Bankers box filled with panes and booklets, most in 29¢ to
33¢ period with dupl., lots of face value and a collection on
pages with #300b, C10a and some other usable items, please
inspect, generally fine to very fine ................... Est. $600/800

1137 P Collection of Proofs Web $400
Ungummed, nice group of over 80 items incl.,
#63P4-72P4, 112P4-122P4, most of the 1873 issues, and
quite a few P3s, nice lot for breakdown or to expand upon,
please inspect, fine to very fine ........................ Est. $600/700

1138 H Mint Commemorative Group 1893 
to 1924 $400
Fresh and clean mint collection on Scott hingeless album
pages, incl. 1¢, 3¢ n.h., 6¢ and 8¢ Columbians, 4¢ and 10¢
Trans-Miss, Pan-Am, Louisiana Purchase, Jamestown,
#369, Alaska-Yukon, Hudson-Fulton, Pilgrim,
Huguenot-Walloon all complete, also Panama-Pacific perf
12 complete and perf 10 to 5¢, some very attractive stamps,
worth inspection, generally fine to very fine .... Est. $500/750

1139 Hm 3 Like New Scott Hingeless Platinum
Series Albums $400
With dust covers, incl. used 68-71, 112//17, scattering of
large and small Bank Notes, then all mint 230//36, 285//89,
294-99, 300//08, 323-30 (no 326), 369-73, 397, 399, 407,
430, 434, 547, 578-79, 614-20, most Farleys incl. positions,
some Prexies, virtually complete to 1259, most Airmails and
some BOB, generally fine to very fine ............. Est. $500/700

1140 H
HH r Large Harris 20th Century 

Plate Block Album $400
Incl. n.h. plates of 623, 740-49, 859-93, 909-21, virtually all
commemoratives to the 5¢ rate plus 1030-52, Airmail plates
incl. C7-12, 16-17, 19, 20-30 and scattered throughout are
plain blocks of four, starting with 655, 718-19, 803-32,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $500/700

1141 Hm Five Volume Collection $400
In Davo albums with slip cases, few 19th Century used incl.
294-99 (no 5c), mint and used Washington-Franklins,
397-400, 551-73 (no 4c), mint 614-21, many 2¢ reds, l.h.
#630, mint Prexies to $1, then substantially complete n.h. to
2010, plus C7-11, C20-22 and onward, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $500/700
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1142 Hm All-American Stamp and Scott Albums $350
All-American with scattering of used large and small Bank
Notes, #230-38, 285-90 (no 4¢), 294-99, 300-09, 323-30,
397-400A, some Washington-Franklins, 551-73, 581-91,
631//42, 692-701, mint Farley souvenir sheets, Parks etc.,
used 803-34 then mostly mint to 1970s, used C1-10, mint
C18, C20-22 plus $245 face in various ducks, Scott National
with a few used classics and large Bank Notes then virtually
all mint incl. 323-30, 397-400, 548-50, 632//42, most
Kansas-Nebraska, 639-701 (no 699), 704-15, 730-31,
803-34, 859-93, 1030-53, 1278-85 etc., remainder face to
15¢, generally fine to very fine ........................ Est. $500/750

1143 Hm Accumulation In 3 Ring Binder $350
Substantial number of classics through large and small Bank
Notes, mint and used Columbians, Pan-American,
Pan-Pacific through 4th Bureau incl. to 572, scattering of
later Airmails from C5 (2 fine to very fine n.h. copies),
Revenues, Parcel Post, Postage Due and good showing of
Airmail plates, incl. C7-12, Winged Globe, multiple
Clippers, large planes etc., inspect, 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/700

1144 H
HH Two Volume Mint Harris Liberty

Stamp Albums $325
N.h. to o.g. incl. n.h. #630, also a few 4th Bureau, 617-19,
704-15, majority of Farley souvenir sheets, sets and position
pieces, 803-33 (no 832), then virtually all n.h. to 25¢, misc.
booklet panes, mint C2-3 and C7-9, C20-22, C25-31 and
scattered onward, fine to very fine .................. Est. $400/600

1145 H
HH r 20th Century Plate Blocks $325

O.g. to n.h. incl. #374, 408-9, 481, 530, 551, 627, 637-42,
649-50, 751 (2), other 2¢ reds, 692-93, 696-701, 704-06,
709-15, 718-19, 724-29, most Farley issues souvenir sheets,
plates perf and imperf etc, Army-Navy, most Prexie plates
thru 832, throughout there are many coil line pairs, booklet
panes and blocks of 4, fine to very fine ............. Est. $400/600

1146 m Used Collector’s Inventory $300
In two small boxes identified in glassines, starting #9, 11
(many), 17 (2), 33 (3), 36 (3), 67, Grills, 1869’s to 30¢, Bank
Notes, etc., 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century
mostly fine to very fine .................................... Est. $500/750

1147 Hm) Interesting Accumulation $300
Two bankers boxes fill with collections, incl. Stationery
collection with a few better items, Revenue stockbook with
cancels, Revenues on documents, U.N. collection, and misc.
Foreign, fine to very fine ................................ Est. $500/700

1148 H Mint Collection 1920s-1950s $300
Well filled collection in mounts on Scott pages, few earlies
but solid run from mid-1920s incl. #630, Farley material,
1938 Prexis to $5, Famous Americans, #C7-12, C16-31,
50¢ Zepp, worth inspection, fine to very fine ... Est. $400/500

1149 Hm Mint and Used Collection $300
Earlier incl. used #230-36 (no 6¢), 290, mint 294//97,
367//73, 614-19, many 2¢ reds, 704-15, all Farley souvenir
sheet and Park sets, Famous Americans, definitives incl.
earlier used, large and small Bank Notes, incl. 276, mint
470-80, 508-18, 514, 547, 551-73, 803-34, 1030-53, C3-12,
C18 plus BOB, occasional fault, inspect ......... Est. $400/600

1150 H
H Washington-Franklin N.H. Group $300

N.h., group of 90 singles, clean, fine to very fine. 2010 Scott
$1,770 ........................................................... Est. $400/500

1151 H Washington-Franklin Mint Group $280
Group of 95 singles, all l.h. to o.g. except one used, clean, fine 
to very fine. 2010 Scott $1,675 ........................ Est. $350/450

1152 Hm Remainder Collections $250
Banker box with collections and some singles, best is Scott
album running from 1857 to 1980 mixed with mint and used, 
old collection in red Gibbons album running from 1851 to
1940, collection on White Ace pages commemoratives from
1893 to 1965, and stocksheet with some pl. proofs and City
Dispatch cover and more, worth a look, mixed condition 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

1153 m Vintage Stockbook $250
19th & 20th Century used accumulation in an old European
stockbook, incl. early classics with 1869s, small and large
Bank Notes, Columbians to 50¢, Bureau issues,
commemoratives etc., nice “PAID 3" cancel on 7¢ Bank
Note, please inspect, generally fine ................. Est. $300/400

1154 Hm Collections and Miscellaneous $250
19th & 20th Century mint and used in a couple early Scott
albums and American album incl. classics, Columbians to
50¢, BOB, Revenues, #Q1-12 used, C1-6 used, E7 mint
etc., condition varies, generally fine ................ Est. $300/400

1155 Hm Small Group $200
Few classics used incl. #28, mint PR5-7 offcenter, small
mint and used collection on pages, 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1156 Hm Collection on Album Pages $200
19th & 20th Century mint and used on album pages in a
folder, incl. a variety of 19th Century issues, Columbians to
50¢, Trans-Mississippi to 10¢, Pan-American complete,
Presidential complete to $5, C1-6, C18, E7, Confederate
etc., careful inspection recommended, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

1157 Hm Transportation Plate # Coil Collection $200
Highly specialized collection on collector-made pages in one
volume, mostly mint n.h. strips of 5 incl. #1900 (5.2¢) pl. 5
$125, #1903 (9.3¢) pl. 5 $125, #1903a (9.3¢ pre-cancel) pl.
8 $200, #1904a (10.9¢ pre-cancel) plates 3 and 4 $200/each,
#1907 (18¢) plates 1, 3, 4 $160, #1908 (20¢) plates 7 and 8
$175/each, #2466b (32¢ Bronx Blue color error) pl. 5 $90,
also some used pl. number singles, inspection recommended, 
fine to very fine. 2016 Scott approximately $2,500 ++
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $300/400

1158 Hm Comprehensive Plate # Coil Collection $200
Mint and used specialized collection in three Scott albums,
mostly n.h. pl. strips of 3 or 5, plus many used pl. number
singles, better pl. strips of 5 incl. #1895 (20¢ Flag Over
Court) pl. 6 $110, $1901a (5.9¢ pre-cancel) plates 5 and 6
$90/each, #1903 (9.3¢) plates 5 and 6 $125/each, $1904a
(10.9¢ pre-cancel) pl. 4 $200, better pl. strips of 3 incl.
#1891 (18¢ Flag and Lighthouse) pl. 6 $525, #1904a
(10.9¢ pre-cancel) plates 3 and 4 $50/each, pl. 4 used single
$55, inspection recommended, fine to very fine. 2016 Scott
approximately $2,500+ (Owner’s) ................ Est. $300/400
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1159 m Large Precancel Accumulation $150
Thousands of Bureau and locals sorted by State or Scott
number in small glassines or unsorted in envelopes and
binders, plus a couple of collections, worth a look, fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1160 Hm Old Glory Freaks and Errors
Collection Web $150
About 100 mint and used items on pages with shifts,
misperfs, and imperfs on flags, some very interesting items to
be found in this, good lot to break down, generally fine to very 
fine ................................................................ Est. $200/300

1161 H Mostly 19th Century Accumulation $100
Around 100 items, on #102 cards and on stockcard, incl.
#30 mint (regummed), other misidentified items, couple of
early booklets, mixed condition ...................... Est. $200/300

1162 Hm Collector’s Remainders $100
Mint and used, pretty disorganized, mostly 1930 to 1950’s
pl. blocks with dupl., used, few Revenues, etc., fine overall
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1163 Hm Estate Remainder $100
Bankers box filled with mint blocks, strips and booklets, mint 
collection from the 1940s and stockbook filled with used,
must inspect, generally fine to very fine .......... Est. $150/200

1164 m PNC Used Accumulation $100
Thousands all identified and sorted on stockpages from
#1891 to 2249, great for retail sales or ebay, fine to very fine
appearance .................................................... Est. $150/200

1165 m) Remainder of Estate $100
Three bankers boxes, incl. used collection of modern to 2015, 
FDCs and event covers, and couple of large envelopes with
used modern and some mint, please inspect, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $150/200

1166 m Precancel Accumulation $100
Approximately 1000 on stockpages, back of the book,
varieties, experimental, plus U.N. #2 on and off cover,
please inspect, fine to very fine ........................ Est. $150/200

1167 H Washington-Franklin Mint and Used
Group $100
Lot of 71, some minor faults, generally fine. 2010 Scott
$1,175 ........................................................... Est. $150/200

Postage & Modern Collections

1168 H
H r Sheet Collection From 1961 to 1985 $4,500

N.h., two bankers boxes with 5¢ to $5, #1240 to 2186 from a
sheet collection with almost a complete run for the period, did 
notice 3 sheets of #1295 and one of #1518, huge face value,
please inspect, generally fine to very fine ... Est. $6,000/7,000

1169 H
H r Sheet Collection With High Values $4,000

N.h., running from 32¢ to $11.75, from collection and is
complete from the period with dupl. incl. multiples of high
values, estimate about 100 #4075, multiples of the Space
#3409-3418, period is mostly complete, thousands in face
value, must inspect, fine to very fine .......... Est. $6,000/7,000

1170 H
H r High Values Sheets $4,000

N.h., Huge amount of $1 to $18.50 sheets, one sealed pack of 
100 #2066 souvenir sheets and many other better items, face
value over $6800, fine to very fine ............. Est. $4,500/5,000

1171 H r Plate Block Inventory $4,000
Worked up on #104 sales cards and running from #1022 to
2008 in six file boxes, clean inventory with retail over
$32,000, fine to very fine .......................... Est. $4,500/5,500

1172 H
H r Imperf Press Sheets $2,800

N.h., large hoard of imperf sheets, total face $6424, mostly
from 2014 and 2015, incl. Jimi Hendrix, Batman, Circus,
Global Priority, Medal of Honor, Harvey Milk, Janis
Joplin, $1 and $2 Patriotic Waves, and others, please inspect, 
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $3,500/4,000

1173 H r Plate Blocks and Sheets $2,000
8 volumes running from 1950s to 2014 and appears complete 
for the period, incl. sheets starting about the 1980s instead of
blocks, huge face value and many better items incl. Express
Mail, clean .............................................. Est. $3,000/4,000

1174 H
H r Modern Sheet Hoard $2,000

N.h., Two bankers boxes filled with sheets and some
booklets from mostly 29¢ to 33¢, incl. sealed packs of sheets
and souvenir sheets, thousands in face value with many better 
items to be found, did notice a couple of Recalled Legends
sheets, great lot for retail or ebay, must inspect, very fine
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,000

1175 H
H r Collection of Sheets From 1989 

to 1997 $1,800
N.h., bankers box fill with mostly 25¢- 32¢, #2434-3140
sheets and booklet and a few Airmail, this is from a collection
so there is nothing picked and is mostly complete for the
period with dupl., did notice some better sheets, C98a,
C128b, and C132, thousands in face value, nice lot, please
inspect, fine to very fine ............................ Est. $2,500/3,000

1176 H r Sheet and Block Accumulation $1,500
5 banker boxes filled with mostly sheets, the vast majority is
from 29¢ to 33¢ period, some pl. blocks and singles and strips 
and booklets, thousands in face value, give yourself some
time on this one, please inspect, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/3,000

1177 H r Mint Accumulation $1,500
2 bankers boxes filled with sheets, booklets, year sets, and
singles, most value in 32¢ to forever stamps, lots of face value
bring you calculator, fine to very fine ........ Est. $2,000/2,500

1178 H r Modern Accumulation $1,500
5 books filled with sheets and singles from 1940s to 2014,
album with booklets almost complete from 1985 to 2014,
book of more recent sheets a mint singles stockbook with
dupl., many better items to be found ......... Est. $2,000/2,500

1179 H r Plate # Coil Strips of Five $1,500
Very nice collection is Scott hingeless albums, very high level
of completeness, incl. strips with cat. over $200, incl.
hundreds of unmounted strips, very high total cat., high face
value, all appears very fine, clean .............. Est. $2,000/3,000
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1180 H
H r Postage Hoard $1,300

N.h., sheets, booklets and scrap, mostly in the 25c to forever
stamps, small amount from 8¢ to 22¢, mostly n.h., total face
$3716, fine to very fine ............................. Est. $1,800/1,900

1181 H r Press Sheets $1,300
Group from in 32¢ and 33¢ era, noticed 3409-3413 sheet,
total face value is over $2400, fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/1,600

1182 H
H r Hoard In Box $1,200

Sheets, pl. blocks, singles and booklets from 3¢ to 44 ¢ total
face value $3750, fine to very fine ............. Est. $1,800/1,900

1183 H
H r Massive Better Sheet Hoard $1,200

N.h., hundreds of sheets running from #922-1052, many
better items and dupl. of most items, some better of note,
#1030-52, C46, CE1-CE2, E14-19, huge face value and
most in the better 3¢ period, a few faulty but overall nice,
please inspect, generally fine to very fine ... Est. $1,500/1,800

1184 H
H r Mint Never Hinged Accumulation $750

1960 to 2000s group of mostly commemorative and special
issues with souvenir sheets, Airmail, and other BOB, there
are 6 sheet files filled with full panes, pl. strips and blocks
mostly 15¢ to 34¢, also noted a collection of from 1990-1999
in USPS stamps club binders, total owners face value is
$2070, only slight dupl., fine to very fine ... Est. $1,000/1,200

1185 H
H r Massive Accumulation $700

7 bankers boxes filled with singles, pl. blocks and much
more, thousands in face value, should be fun to go thru with
finds to be had did notice values up to $$9.95 but majority is
3¢ to 33¢ bring calculator and make time on this one, fine to
very fine appearance ................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1186 H
H r Modern Mint Collection to 2001 $650

From 1941 in 4 hingeless albums, incl. few early Dues used,
apparently complete per Lighthouse, also coil triplets, Airs,
etc., fine to very fine .................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1187 H
H r Dealer Mint Modern Inventory $350

Five Elbe stockbooks running from #627 to 3339, a few
holes here and there but overall a good stock, noticed #834,
1053, 1019, 2122 and many $5 and up items, some dupl., all
the work is done for you, please inspect, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

1188 H
H r Collector’s Accumulation $350

Scrap with pl. blocks, early and modern sheets, singles incl.
#1053 and earlier, etc., clean ......................... Est. $500/750

1189 H
H r Modern Mint Collection $350

N.h., In 7 White Ace albums to 2000, starting 1924,
apparently complete except #630, incl. Airs complete for
time period except C13-15, fine to very fine .... Est. $500/750

1190 H
H r Booklet Hoard $300

Large accumulation of booklets incl. some better items,
running from 1940s to 1990, huge face value, worth close
inspection, fine to very fine ............................. Est. $400/500

1191 H
H r Collector’s Accumulation $250

From estate, up to $ values, incl. scrap and sheets, early 3¢ pl.
blocks, etc., clean ........................................... Est. $400/600

1192 H
H r Full Sheet Collection 1940s to 1950s $200

Group of fresh sheets in an oldtime sheet binder, nice run of
3¢ sheets in Post Office fresh condition, very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

1193 H
H r Small Accumulation $130

Scrap, pl. blocks, modern sheetlets, etc. .......... Est. $200/300

1194 H
H r 1930s to 1960s Sheets $100

N.h., consists of 3¢ purples (18) incl. #796, Army-Navy, 3¢
(15) and 4¢ (8), please inspect, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $120/150

1195 H
H r Small Postage Accumulation $60

N.h., scrap and mostly 10¢ to 15¢ sheets ......... Est. $100/150

Back-of-the-Book Collections

1196 Hm Special Delivery Exhibit Adhesive
Collection Web $3,500
Couple hundred on homemade pages, incorporating all
aspects of the various issues incl. mint singles, pl. blocks, few
full sheets on later issues, precancels, few freaks, gutters,
cracked plates, better items throughout starting with #E1
with proofs, E3 Hybrid large die proof, Specimens, mint
strips and multiples, E11 corner block of 4 with preprinting
fold, #E1 top imprint strip of 4, E2 top block of 6, E6 (2
imprint blocks of 6), E8 and E9 imprint pl. blocks of 6,
inspect carefully, excellent collection to expand upon, much
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $5,000/7,500

1197 P 1885 to 1908 Balance of Special
Delivery Proofs, #E1-E7 Web $1,100
From exhibit collection, 18 items, incl. #P2-4 examples with 
multiples, #E3P1 hybrid, E4P1, E7-E4 var. with PF cert.,
etc., virtually all sound, fine to very fine .... Est. $1,500/2,000

1198 H Collection on Hingeless Pages Web $1,000
Airmails complete mint o.g. to n.h. thru 1991, incl. # C1-6,
C13-15 with C14 pl. single, Special Delivery complete mint
or used, few Dues, nice group of mostly used Officials, few
Ducks and Newspapers, worth a close look, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1199 H Mint Air Collection $550
C1-6, C13-15 l.h. to o.g. ($2.60 l.h.), C18, fine to very fine.
Scott $1,555 ................................................... Est. $700/900

1200 H Mostly Mint Postal Card Collection $500
Hundreds in 16 cover binders, mostly mint from UX1 mint
on, some early dupl. mint and used, also #UX17 Specimen
(UPSS sheet S21), very extensive later, also incl. varieties
incl. inverted watermarks, miscuts, few Possessions incl.
Hawaii, also few FD’s incl. Foreign, fine to very fine overall 
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1201 H Official Mint and Used Collection $400
On Lighthouse pages, incl. #O4 mint block of 4
(sound-cert), few Specimens, etc., generally fine. Scott
$5,000+ ........................................................ Est. $700/900

1202 Hm Collection on Pages Web $400
Well filled pages with Special Delivery complete mint or
used, Parcel Post complete used, Postage Dues, Shanghai
complete mint or used, Officials well represented, group of
Official Specimens, and a few Newspapers, please inspect,
fine to very fine appearance ............................ Est. $600/700
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1203 Hm Collection on Pages Web $350
Mint and used from 1879 to 1985 mounted on hingeless
pages, Postage Dues incl. J1-7, nice selection of Officials
incl. #O3-O5 used, O15-O24 mint or unused complete,
O29-30 mint, O31 and O33 unused, Navy mostly complete
used, O57-O61 mint or unused, O63 and O64 mint
O72-O93 complete mostly used, few Revenues and
Newspapers, nice items to be found, must inspect, fine to
very fine appearance ....................................... Est. $500/700

1204 H) Post Office Intact Seal Collection Web $300
Adhesives and covers mounted on homemade pages, starting 
with Registry #OXF-1 on cover, and incl. mint and used,
then Post Office Seals #OX1 on mint or used with
occasional covers, also LOX11 mint and used, LOX17
mint, also dupl. later common in glassines, fine to very fine lot 
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1205 Hm Postal Card Collection In Album $300
Hundreds in three Scott albums mixed mint and used
running to about 2000, incl. Airmail and Reply Cards, Please 
inspect, N, generally fine to very fine .............. Est. $400/500

1206 H Oldtime Newspaper Collection Web $250
Mint incl. “P4s”, #PR90-92, 94, 57-62, 102-106, also small 
group of O57-67P4, couple used, fine overall  Est. $400/600

1207 Hm Back of Book, Revenue and 
Duck Group $250
19th & 20th Century mint and used collection on stock and
homemade pages in two binders and an envelope, incl. 1st
issues, Tax Paid, Documentaries, Wines, Motor Vehicle,
1860s California and Nevada State Revenues, Puerto Rico,
Cut and Dry Tobacco wrapper with 1.25 oz Indian Revenue, 
Oakland, CA Improvement Bond, Interest coupons with
attractive vignettes, APS and other labels, retail dealer in
opium and coca leaves Special Tax stamp, Duck and Fish
licenses with stamps and other interesting items, condition
varies, review recommended, fine overall ....... Est. $300/400

1208 H Poster Stamps Labels and Ephemera $200
Thousands of items in two banker boxes, run from early 20th
Century to modern, notices many better items incl. a book of
Airline labels, cigarette cards, advertising poster stamps, and
much more, worth a look, fine to very fine appearance 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1209 H Postal Card and Reply Card Collection $200
Almost complete collection in albums to 2014 and only
missing the most expensive, high cat. and face and the
albums are very nice, great for expansion, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1210 H Airpost 1949 6¢, 1958 7¢, Coil Rolls,
#C41, C52 $200
Unopened rolls of 500, fine to very fine. Scott approximately
$3,000 ........................................................... Est. $300/400

1211 H Historical Ephemera Lot $150
65 items most from the 1800s and early 1900s incl. 1815 End
of the War or 1812 Newspaper, 1882 Santa Newspaper,
1901 McKinley Memorial book with vignette card, and
several 1860 Revenue documents, generally fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1212 H Western Union Mint Collection $140
On homemade pages, incl. singles, panes, booklets, proofs,
starting #16T1 to 17T3, reasonably complete, mostly fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $200/300

1213 H Ephemera Accumulation $100
Hundreds of items in bankers box, noticed Cigar label
collection, Airline baggage labels, photos, Cinderellas and so
much more, worth a look, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

Revenue Collections

1214 s Small Hoard of Scarce Montana State 
Hunting and Fishing Licenses $3,000
Found in the bottom of a box of philatelic rubble, there are a
total of 41 licenses, all in mint condition, quite a few cat. $700
each in Scott, there are Resident and Non-Resident,
Resident Youth, Non-Resident Seasonal Bird licenses, also
similar titles for fishing licenses, Bow and Arrow Hunting
licenses (one each for the years 1970 to 1974), some unlisted
one-day and six-day licenses plus an illustrated license
designated as a “Special Area Permit to Hunt Elk,” all
licenses imprinted “Montana Fish and Game Commission”
and one lone Michigan 1948 Trout Fishing stamp, fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $4,000/6,000

1215 m) Extensive Battleship Cancel Collection Web $1,000
Revenue and Proprietary collection used (Railroad cancels
separate lot) on exhibit style pages, over 1000 in binder on
homemade pages sorted by company and subsort by value
and date, few items removed for “exhibit”, few Provisionals
and handstamps, very thorough and very difficult to dupl.,
much fine to very fine ............................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1216 m Collection In Scott Album Web $600
Hundreds on pages filled with many better first, second and
third issues and some better reds and greens, incl. just to
mention a few #R82a, R84a, R85a, R91a, R94a, R98a,
R93c-R96c, R100¢, R102¢, R126, R128, R129, R131, reds
and greens most with cut cancels, please inspect 
....................................................................... Est. $800/900

1217 Hm Collection With Ducks Web $500
In Scott album with many useful items, #R66c-R87c,
R93c-R97c, R100¢-101c, R138-R149, useful reds and
greens, Wines, Silver Tax and Ducks RW1- RW39 mint or
used, please inspect, generally fine to very fine  Est. $700/900

1218 Hm Massive Revenues Hoard $400
3 banker boxes filled with collections, accumulations, dealer
stock, on document, incl. Wines, Tobacco and Snuff, reds,
greens, Ducks, State Ducks, Match and Medicine, and
everything else you can think of, you will find cancels and
better items, spend some time going thru this one, generally
fine ................................................................ Est. $600/700

1219 H Duck Better and Face Lot $350
Incl. #RW22, RW41 and later pl. blocks, few State, RW1
and later o.g. and dupl. used, RW2-3 licenses, RW73 full
sheet, etc., much fine to very fine .................... Est. $500/750
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1220 H Early Railroad Stock Certificate
Collection $350
Collection of over 35 attractive early Railroad Stock
certificates and ephemera in a portfolio, features 1853 and
1864 Dayton, Xenia and Belpre, 1855 Steubenville and
Indiana, 1858 Michigan Southern and Northern Indiana,
1864 Columbus and Indianapolis with 25¢ Protest Revenue
stamp, 1867 Little Miami with 25¢ Power of Attorney
Revenue stamp, 1878 and 1887 Saint Paul and Duluth, 1884 
Old Colon, 1889 Atchison, Topeka and Sante Fe, 1916
California Street Cable Railroad Co. (San Francisco) and
others, also National Bank Company die proof “Western
Express,” beautiful vignettes throughout incl. trains,
Indians, allegorical figures, ships etc.
\, fine to very fine ............................................ Est. $500/750

1221 m) Extensive Battleship Collection $300
Revenue and Proprietary collection used and on documents
featuring Railroad cancels, mostly on exhibit style pages, few
hundred in 4 binders on homemade pages, very thorough
and difficult to dupl., much fine to very fine .... Est. $500/750

1222 H Complete Collection of Hunting,
#RW1-47 $250
RW1 postal cancel, RW2 l.h., then all mint to RW47, in
section where there is no price for hinged, stamps figured at
half the n.h. listed value, fine to very fine. Scott $2,791
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $300/400

1223 m Collection on Pages Web $200
Two lots bought and never broken down, one group is 29
Beer Stamps #REA34//185, and small but useful lot on
three stockpages with mostly 1st issues, please inspect,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $300/400

1224 Hm Battleship Collection $200
Revenue and Proprietary collection mint and used mostly on
exhibit style pages (some removed), also few IR Provisionals
and Documentaries, cancels sorted by companies, etc., much
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $300/400

1225 Hm Revenue Accumulation $200
In 3 stockbooks, incl. Battleships sorted by company, few 1st
issue documents and 1st through 3rd issue with dupl.,
#R17a, Puerto Rico #R1-4 mint blocks of 4, 3rd with
hundreds of NY State mint and used with dupl., much fine to 
very fine ......................................................... Est. $300/400

1226 Hm Tobacco Collection In Albums $200
Hundreds in two Scott albums most identified and written
up on pages with dupl., many better items to be found,
generally fine ................................................. Est. $300/400

1227 Hm Attractive Revenue Collection $140
Couple hundred mint and used mostly 1st to 3rd issues perf
with few imperf on old pages, incl. 1st issue to $20, 2nd issue
to $3, 3rd issue to $5, also battleships, #RB32//43, Wines,
etc. ................................................................. Est. $200/300

1228 m Nevada State Revenue Collection Web $100
Couple hundred mounted on pages, showing the various
shades, papers, 1865 Die miscut of 2¢, recuts, year and
company cancels, occasional mint, all identified, #D22 full
sheet, few Revenue stamped paper (RNs), interesting lot 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

Possessions Collections

1229 Hm Collections and Accumulations Web $2,500
Bankers box filled with many different collections and
accumulations, much better than normal, Canal Zone has
mint and used collections with dupl. and better items,
Philippines with many better mint and used, lots of Japanese
Occupation O.B. overprints and Airmails incl. C1-C12,
Postage Dues and Revenues, DWI on stockpages, Hawaii
and Cuba, many better items to be found, great lot for dealer
or to break down into ebay lots, huge cat., generally fine 
................................................................. Est. $4,000/5,000

1230 Hm Possessions Collections Web $2,000
Several well filled collections incl., Scott album with Canal
Zone well filled mostly mint collection from 1904 to 1978
incl. BOB and Ryukyu mint collection from 1948 to 1972
only missing 1a-7a and #17, collection of Cuba and Guam
on pages with Guam having mint #1-12 with extra 12 and
M3-M4, M3 on cover, some Hawaii, Puerto Rico,
Philippines collection with mint #226-223, 241-272,
276-284, 290-302, collection on pages with Philippines
#381a, and others, many better items to be found, huge cat.
value, please inspect, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $3,000/3,500

1231 H Mostly Mint Collection $1,200
On stockpages mostly o.g., incl. Canal Zone to $1, Hawaii,
incl. Official set complete mint, Guam to 50¢ mint, generally
fine to very fine. Scott $8,860 .................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1232 Hm) Possessions Collection $400
Few hundred covers in bankers box from Philippines,
Ryukyus, DWI, Canal Zone, Hawaii, and Cuba, mixed mint 
and used with FDCs, and flight covers, better commercial
mail mostly from Philippines, Canal Zone and DWI, worth a 
look, generally fine ......................................... Est. $500/600

1233 H U.N. and Trust Territory Collection $150
2 U.N. one in hingeless album to 2004 and stockbook to
2000, Marshall Island, Micronesia and Palau in separate
Scott albums running to 1998 and then scattered after that,
please inspect, fine to very fine ........................ Est. $250/400

Possessions Country Collections

1234 Hm Mostly Mint Canal Zone Collection Web $200
Mounted on Scott pages mostly complete only missing a few, 
incl. #1 unused, 3 used, 6-7 mint, 9-20 less 15 mint or used,
21-59 less 57 mostly mint, 70-104 mint, most of the Airmail
and Postage Dues mint or used, noticed a couple slightly
stuck to page but seem to pop up o.k., nice to expand upon,
otherwise fine to very fine ............................... Est. $300/400

1235 Hm Cuba In Stockbook Web $200
Couple hundred in stockbook mostly from the Spanish
period, they appear to have been selected for the cancels or
multiples, some errors and a small amount of modern, please
inspect, fine to very fine appearance ................ Est. $300/400

1236 m Hawaii Used Collection $700
On Palo pages, few early but incl. #8, 13, and 16 with certs,
1864 on reasonably complete incl. #O1-6 ... Est. $800/1,200
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1237 H Mint Hawaii Collection Web $200
O.g. collection on pages incl. #30-39, 44-48, 53-57, 65-67,
70-73, 74-80. and a few dupl., generally fine to very fine
 ...................................................................... Est. $300/400

1238 Hm) Useful Hawaii on Pages Web $150
Mixed mint and used from 1864 to 1899, most value mint
postal cards and Stationery with some dupl. incl. #U1-5,
U10-13, UX1-9 and 3 postally cards and some cut squares,
please inspect, fine to very fine appearance ..... Est. $250/350

1239 m Hawaii Used Collection $100
On stockpage #30a//69, couple hundred used on stockcards
of cheaper values with various cancels, 5 mint stationery, #28
used, 49 with target cancel, mixed condition .... Est. $150/200

1240 H
H Marshall Islands Collection $100

In two albums from 1984-2011 complete n.h., nice collection 
to expand upon, huge face value, very fine ...... Est. $150/250

1241 Hm Philippines Collection In Album Web $200
Mint and used from 1854 to 1973, hundreds in Scott albums
from Spanish period, most value is in Occupation and
Airmails with C1//17 with some dupl. and E1, please inspect, 
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $300/400

1242 Hm Philippines Collection Balance $200
Couple hundred mixed mint and used mounted on pages
running from 1854 to 1939, better items to be found, please
inspect, mixed condition ................................ Est. $300/400

1243 Hm Large Ryukyus Accumulation $1,000
3 bankers boxes filled with thousands of stamps incl. are mint
sheets, collections on Bush pages, used in quantity in
glassines, better items abound, noticed Revenues #R1-R8,
many different from the 1959-1969 series, Airmails from C1
on, varieties, many currency varieties and Christmas Seals,
huge cat. and lots of face value, instant business or break
down for ebay sales, please inspect, qua, generally fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1244 H Ryukyu Provisionals Web $200
On Bush pages, 39 total, mostly Miyako District with some
dupl. and some Revenues, typical condition for the issues,
generally fine ................................................. Est. $300/400

1245 ) FDCs and Postal Stationery Lot $200
Hundreds in two bankers boxes mostly FDCs and Postal
Stationery with some better items, also two books with artist
signature on postal cards and some stamps, fine to very fine
appearance .................................................... Est. $300/400

United Nations

1246 H
H Collection In Albums $400

N.h., three bankers boxes with to complete collection and
new issues to 2011 incl. Vienna and Geneva, one collection is
housed in White Ace albums and the other in 5 very nice Safe
hingeless albums, owner spent over $2500 on new issue items 
not mounted in albums, nice collection, please inspect, fine to 
very fine ......................................................... Est. $600/800

1247 H Complete to 2012 $300
4 albums filled with U.N. going to 2012 and complete incl.
sheets and booklets, huge face value, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

1248 H Collection In Four Albums $250
Mounted on White Ace pages and running to 1996 all
appear to be n.h. and incl. #38 and Geneva and Vienna along 
with Stationery and FDCs, please inspect, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $300/400

1249 H
H Collection to 2014 $200

N.h., in two bankers boxes, 5 Davo hingeless albums which
appear to be complete n.h. to 2007 and new issues not
mounted to 2014, high face value, please inspect, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

1250 H
H Collection In Albums $100

Two well filled albums with n.h. stamps and Postal
Stationery, stamps are from the 1980s and 1990s incl. lots of
flag sheets, Postal Stationery is from the 1950s to 1990s,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $150/200

U.S. Postal History Collections

1251 ) Special Delivery Intact Exhibit 
Cover Collection $4,500
In 10 binders, approx. 1500 to 2000 of mostly commercial
and some FD’s (mostly diff. starting from E12), incl. “Pre
Special Delivery”, auxiliary markings, overseas usages, some
in combination with other regular or back of book issues, few
incoming, some used on stationery, few early with labels, later 
flights incl. crash, Zepp, E9 on Rome Alaska territorial,
condition mixed but many years developing this collection,
the largest grouping we have seen ............. Est. $6,000/8,000

1252 ) 48 Better In Stockbook Web $4,000
Incl. 15 local post covers, Foreign destinations, a few
advertising and one Confederate, nice lot, please inspect, fine 
................................................................. Est. $5,000/5,500

1253 ) Excellent Collection of Classic Covers Web $2,000
#10, 11 and 26 usages, approximately 160 documented on
pages by collector, starts with #26, 36 to London; 10 and 7
pair to Nova Scotia; 11 Dead Letter usage, trans-continental, 
ms. Maxwells creek, Wells Fargo Western Waterway;
territorial incl. Atchison Kansas, Minnesota, Nebraska, New 
Mexico, Oregon, also St. Louis and Overland, Express incl.
Bloods, Express, mourning, valentine, 16 Patriotics, 53
advertising, etc., few covers with faults, inspect, fine or better 
................................................................. Est. $3,000/4,000

1254 ) 1851 and 1857 Colors Group Web $1,000
About 105 documented by color on pages, about 16 #10 or
10A, balance 11, 25-26, virtually all single frankings, no
territorials, incl. per owner scarcer shades incl. “salmon”,
brown shades, deep orange brown, claret, etc., covers overall
sound, very interesting exhibit ................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1255 ) Extensive 1851 and 1857 3¢ 
Cover Collection Web $650
Around 150 in binder, all documented, incl. extensive
“Fancy” cancels incl. Shields, Paids, Numerals, Dues,
Railroads, Way, Packets incl. Potomac Steamer, colors incl.
blue, greens, few with Chase comments, incl. few #10s, 11,
11A, 26, etc., needs close inspection, fine to very fine lot 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500
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1256 ) Airmail Crash Cover Lot $600
Excellent lot of approximately 53 mostly 1930s U.S. crash
covers with all manner of appropriate auxiliary markings,
some with explanation letters from postmaster, a number of
“ambulance”, etc., all listed in AAMC Interrupted Mail
section, good high dollar resale potential, generally fine to
very fine ...................................................... Est. $800/1,000

1257 ) Bargain Box Material $400
Thousands, consists of 6 banker boxes of late 1800s to 2010
mostly commercial mail (very unsorted) with some items to
be pulled as better, FDCs, censored, and much more, great
for the $1 boxes, generally fine ........................ Est. $600/700

1258 ) Minnesota Group of About 2500 $300
Mainly 1900 to 1950 with a wide range of markings incl.
doanes, D.P.O., flags and more, mostly fine ... Est. $400/600

1259 ) 1922 to 1976 Annotated Collection $250
On pages in nine 3-ring binders, many hundreds incl. FD’s
with various cachets (3 baseball), commercial, mostly
complete for period with scattered better, virtually complete
from 1930 on, inspect, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $350/450

1260 ) Hundreds of Prexies $250
Box with many hundred Prexies, all values ½¢ to $5,
domestic and overseas usages, registered, Airmail Special
Delivery and more, a real treasure trove, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $350/500

1261 ) 19th Century Stampless 
Cover Collection $200
Album filled with 68 stampless cover, many with original
contents, incl. cross border, transatlantic, turn cover,
telegraph, manuscripts, nice mix of cities and towns,
generally fine ................................................. Est. $350/400

1262 ) About 170, #803/857 $200
Incl. commercial up to $1, many FD’s, oversized, auxiliary
markings, reg., Postage Dues, APO, etc., virtually all U.S.
destinations ................................................... Est. $300/400

1263 ) 19th Century Lot $200
About 200 with wide variety and number of useful items incl.
1850s Horatio Ring free frank, soldiers due 6, 1860s turn
cover, a few documents and some ephemera, worth a look,
generally fine ................................................. Est. $300/400

1264 ) 1851 and 1857 3¢ State Collection Web $200
Over 100 documented on pages, sorted by State (not all
represented, with #11s, 26s, etc., also various shades of #11, 
incl. NY, North Carolina, apparently all statehood period,
mostly clean group ......................................... Est. $300/400

1265 ) Balance of 1851 and 1857 Covers Web $200
44 diff. of #10A, 11, 25, 26, 26A, all on APS submission
forms, all documented by shade, date, etc., clean group
overall ............................................................ Est. $300/400

1266 ) Michigan Group of About 500 $200
Mainly 1900 to 1950 with a wide range of marking incl.
advertising, doanes, D.P.O., flags and more, mostly fine 
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

1267 ) 20th Century Group $150
Eclectic and wide variety with many interesting item, noted
Special Delivery on WWII cover, Dove of Peace sketched
on 1926 envelope to Michigan, and some ephemera items,
worth a look, generally fine ............................. Est. $200/300

1268 ) Foreign Destinations and Wells Fargo Web $150
25 with at least 5 Wells Fargo, advertising and patriotic also
noted, nice lot, worth a look, fine to very fine appearance 
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

1269 ) U.S. Postal Agency Shanghai
Correspondence $150
Unusual correspondence consisting of 18 multi page letters
dating from 1905-1913 with matching cover all postmarked
U.S. Postal Agency Shanghai, China from Katherine Bassett 
to her cousin J.J. Clifford, New Bedford MA., content incl.
reference to local new, travel within China, opening of
railway from Peking to Hankow, transpacific mails, typhoid
fever epidemic, Titanic disaster, riots, etc, generally fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

1270 ) Collection In Album $150
About 200 running from stampless to mostly the 1940s and a
few modern interesting, incl. 12 associated with the Corning
family 1850 to 1860 some with content, 1858 National lottery 
ticket and 20 mostly Civil War era, some with content all
associated with the Graham family, some interesting items to
be found, generally fine .................................. Est. $200/300

1271 ) Missouri Group of About 500 $150
Mainly 1900 to 1950 with a wide range of marking incl.
doanes, D.P.O., flags and more, mostly fine ... Est. $200/300

1272 ) 1851 Plate 3 and 1857 3¢ Platings $130
39 diff. plated and documented on pages, all single copy
usages, incl. various shades, sorted by Scott # order, with
#26 damaged transfer repairs, double transfers, pl. flaws,
few covers with condition issues, inspect, still fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1273 ) 1851 and 1857 3¢ “Super-Balloons”
Cancels Group Web $130
36 diff. documented on pages, with #11, 26, with blues, also
various shades of the #11, various State usages, mostly clean
group, “E.S. Zevely” inspired cancels ................ Est. $200/300

1274 ) 1851 and 1857 Transfer Rolls Group Web $130
25 diff. and plated on documented pages, for mostly #11,
11A, few #25, incl. #11 “strong gash”, incl. better shades,
also preprint crease, covers mostly clean ......... Est. $200/300

1275 ) 1925 Airship Los Angeles Fight Group Web $100
Four different flights, one from New Jersey to Hamilton
Bermuda Apr 15 1925, New York to Warwick Bermuda
date Apr 15 1925 with Home of the Postage Stamp Covers
(2), and on cacheted cover from New York to Mayaguez,
Porto Rico, nice lot, generally fine to very fine  Est. $200/300

1276 ) Group of 1851 and 1857 Issues $100
100+, mostly single 3¢ adhesive usages, #11 with green
cancel, etc., mixed condition .......................... Est. $200/300
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1277 ) Western Union Covers and Enclosures $100
Few with U.S. adhesives incl. 1881, 1882 usages, few stand
alone telegraphs mostly 1890s to 1930s, most with entires,
incl. few with U.S. perfins, couple Canadian, typical
condition ....................................................... Est. $150/200

1278 ) WW II U.S. Military Overseas Lot $100
Nice selection of 190, from 1941-1945, incl. APO, U.S.
Navy Postmarks, Shore station, Army, Army Air Corps,
Marine Corps and American Red Cross facilities, excellent
mix, generally fine .......................................... Est. $150/200

1279 ) Pre War Naval Covers $100
Excellent assortment of 240, about half with cachets
commemorating USS Macon crash, ship launchings,
submarines, souvenir sheet Arizona, ports of call and much
more, fine or better ......................................... Est. $150/200

1280 ) Collection In Box $100
Couple hundred covers incl. Special Delivery, some checks,
government postal cards and envelopes with various usages,
worth a look, otherwise fine ............................ Est. $150/200

First Day and Cachet Makers

1281 ) Early FDCs, Flights, and Ship Cover
Collection $400
Great old time collection in three large loose leaf binders and
one smaller binder, features a run of FDCs from the
1920s-30s with better cachets, also better than usual flight
covers incl. signed items, Roessler covers, Foreign mixed
franking, HPO and nice group of Official Ship cachet
covers, highlights incl. 1938 Presidential complete to $5,
1939 Cooperstown Baseball with multi-colored cachet, 1940
Famous Americans complete, 1925 Lakehurst to Los
Angeles Airmail service, First Helicopter flight signed
covers and others, careful review recommended, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $500/750

1282 ) Over 6,400 FDC’s $200
In five banker boxes, incl. a wide array of FDCs, starting
with the 2¢ reds and onward to the 1980s, six large Fleetwood 
binders of cacheted unaddressed covers with a variety of
cachet makers, there is a wide array of commercial covers
from a couple of nice classic to modern, covers relating to
special events, space, first flights, HPOs, wrecks, hijacking,
airport dedications, plus postcards and a bit of Postal
Stationery, clean ............................................ Est. $300/400

1283 ) FDC Accumulation $100
1000 to 1200 mostly unaddressed and uncacheted, mostly
from the last 10 years, some dupl., generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $150/180

Postcards

1284 ) Halloween Collection Web $1,600
89 total cards sleeved, condition overall is quite good, quite a
few Winch, Clapsaddle and many other artist signed, many
retailing over $100++ each, appear to be all different, nice
collection, very good to excellent, better than most we have seen
................................................................. Est. $2,200/3,000

1285 ) Vintage Santa and Christmas
Collection Web $800
171 all sleeved and much better than normal, most are Santas
incl. blue, brown, green, purple and one black suit Santas,
many artist signed cards and many retailing over $100
throughout, nice collection ....................... Est. $1,200/1,600

1286 ) Vintage Holiday Collection $400
Over 225 vintage cards all sleeved and in better condition
than most collection, incl. 48 Valentine, 45 New Year, 44 July 
4th, the rest being Easter, Thanksgiving and Birthday, many 
artist signed and in overall nice condition ....... Est. $700/900

British Country Collections

Great Britain

1287 H Mint and Used Collection 
1840 to 1969 Web $13,000
Very comprehensive mint and used collection in 2 albums
replete with high values with most items in much better
condition than usually seen, starts with 1p and 2p Mulready
envelopes unused sound quality, #’s 1-2 fine used with large
margins, then nice range of 1841-58 fine used incl. some
better items (noted SG#5i L2500, SG 27, 36a, etc.),
embossed issues with nice cut squares, some surface
printings are mint (few regummed), 1878 10/- and £1 are
fine used, then mostly mint o.g. from 1880 onward usually
with nice fresh colors, incl. #’s 78-87 (some n.h.), 88-89,
94-96, 98-107 (4p washed color), 108 (109-10 used),
111-22, 124 unused, 127-42 mostly l.h., Seahorses complete
with all of the different printings except for De La Rue 10/-,
then a nice run to QEII period (incl. fine used copy of 1929
£1 UPU), plus 1914-69 Postage Dues complete, a valuable
collection with substantial cat. value, Extensive scans on our site 
............................................................. Est. $15,000/18,000

1288 Hm High Value Collection on Hingeless
Pages Web $5,000
Running from 1840 to 1988 and comprehensive with better
items in dupl., starts with 2 Mulreadys, #1s (10) plated, 2, 3
and 4 in different shades, Ivory Heads, 5-7, 33 pl. study, 75
(2), numerous mint or unused thru 1884, #96, 108 and 109
mint, numerous #96, 108 and 109 with various cancels,
111-122 (2) mint with extras of many, 127-142 mint and
used with varieties and printings, 143-174 mint with
multiple copies of 173 and 174, then mostly complete to 1954 
with varieties and booklets mint incl. 209, then skips to 1971
to 1988 and appears complete mint, huge cat. and many
better items to be found, must inspect, generally fine to very
fine ........................................................ Est. $8,000/10,000

1289 Hm) Stock In Sales Binders Web $2,000
Couple hundred on sales sheets in three binders, incl. #1 (3), 
93 marked at $650, covers, one book of prestige booklets,
marked retails $16,000+, please inspect, mixed condition 
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,000
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1290 H Mostly Mint Collection Web $1,000
In 3 Lighthouse albums and binder to 1996, starting
scattered early mostly used incl. 1854-67 1d perf plating,
SG#48-49 plated except #9, Seahorse £1 used, 1887 on
mostly mint and spotty to 1934, mostly complete incl.
Seahorses mint to 10/- after that, incl. some watermark
varieties, Machins, mostly n.h. but some scattered toning,
Dues 1954 on complete mint, scattered 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1291 H Offices In Morocco Mint Collection
1898-1957 Web $950
Very extensive mint collection in album nearly complete o.g.
to l.h. (few n.h.) loaded with complete sets incl. different
printings of the Seahorse issues, 1907 De La Rue and
Somerset printings of 12p on 10/- Edward VII, plus better
items throughout, a nice clean lot fine to very fine, please
inspect, Scanned in its entirety through George VI on our site 
................................................................. Est. $1,100/1,300

1292 H
HH Offices In China Mint Collection

1917-1927 Web $900
Fresh mint complete collection mostly l.h. (some n.h.) with
1917 $5-$10 l.h., 1922-27 $2 with some adhesions on the
back, fine to very fine, Scanned in its entirety on our site 
................................................................. Est. $1,100/1,300

1293 H Offices In Turkey Mint Collection
1885-1921 Web $375
O.g. to l.h. nearly complete collection on 5 album pages,
missing only 1906 1pi on 2p Edward VII (#25) and 1893
40pa on ½p Victoria (#6) is used, generally fine to very fine,
550, Scanned in its entirety on our site ................. Est. $450/550

1294 Hm Large Hoard of Machins $350
Thousands, dupl. mint and used in binders, up to £5,
multiples, coil strips, some identified, incl. Islands, very
much a project, inspect, fine to very fine .......... Est. $600/800

1295 H
H r GV to Early QE II Stock $350

N.h., collector’s accumulation of dupl. mint and some earlies
used, incl. early pl. # strips, better mint panes incl. Scott
#143a, 151a, 152a, SG#BB25, SG#M2s, M5u, extensive
GVI low values with cylinder numbers (some dupl.), QEII
stock identified per Gibbons mint and used panes inspect,
overall very fine .............................................. Est. $500/750

1296 ) 23 19th Century Covers Web $270
1850s to 1890’s all except 1 to external destinations incl.
U.S., Poland, Jamaica, stampless trans-atlantics, 1869
advertising, 1889 with U.S. Postage Dues, typical condition 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

1297 ) Cover Collection In Albums $250
150+ in three album stampless to GV, incl. Foreign
destinations, registered, censored, trans-atlantic, wrappers,
and maiden voyage of the Queen Mary etc., generally fine 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

1298 H Collection In Scott Album Web $200
Hundreds mixed mint and used with a few better scattered
throughout, incl. #1 (2), 2, 5 and 6 cut to shape, 107, some
Officials and Offices, some finds to be had, must inspect,
mixed condition ............................................. Est. $300/350

1299 H Modern Booklets, New Issues $200
In stockbooks incl. Channel Islands, sheetlets, pre and post
decimal period, also document signed by Eleanor Roosevelt,
clean .............................................................. Est. $300/400

1300 H
H Jersey, Guernsey and Isle of Man

Collections $200
N.h., in White Ace albums and incl. Jersey 1969-2006,
Guernsey 1990-1996 and 2007, Isle of Man 1973-1995 and
2002 to 2004 and appear to be mostly complete for that
period, generally fine to very fine .................... Est. $300/400

1301 H Offices In Africa Mint Collection
1942-1950 Web $200
M.E.F., Eritrea, Somalia, Tripolitania, etc. on 13 album
pages complete mint for the period incl. Postage Dues,
generally l.h. fine to very fine, Scanned in its entirety through
George VI on our site ......................................... Est. $250/300

1302 H
H Year Books and More $150

N.h., 25 year books, 6 from G.B., 9 from Guernsey, 5 from
Isle of Man and 5 from Guernsey, running between 1984 to
2005, incl. 2 1994 Channel Tunnel Services books, collection 
of about 70 PHQ cards, some are FD running between Scott 
#810 to 1440 and some Smile sheets with about $347 in cat.
value, fine to very fine ..................................... Est. $250/300

1303 H Mint Officials Web $150
Group of 9, all with certs. and very small faults, incl. S.G.
#O61, O67, O91, O103 and O106, the other 4 are forged
overprints, otherwise fine to very fine. SG £1,950 
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

1304 Hm Remainder Collections $150
5 hingeless albums somewhat sparse with a few better items,
classics album has #1 (3) used and many other classics used,
the others have some face value and Machins, worth a look,
fine to very fine appearance ............................ Est. $200/300

1305 H
H Machin Mint Stock $100

N.h., few hundred sorted and identified by SG# with dupl.,
up to £5 values, all predecimal, clean mostly, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1306 H
H Small Machin Mint Group $80

N.h., 208 diff. up to £5 value, very fine. 2012 Scott
approximately $400 ....................................... Est. $100/140

1307 H
HH Aden & States Intact Mint 

Collection 1937-1965 Web $450
N.h. to o.g. on 15 album pages missing only the omnibus
issues starting with 1937 Dhow set (l.h.) to 1953-65 QEII
incl. perf varieties (n.h.) plus Kathiri and Quaiti States,
generally fine to very, Scanned in its entirety through George VI
on our site ........................................................ Est. $550/650

1308 H Antigua Complete Collection Web $1,300
Intact collection from 1862-1977 except for a few early
classics all are mint occasional condition issues on early
issues, better items throughout as nothing removed, some
items bought at auction, great collection, otherwise fine to
very fine, Scanned in its entirety through George VI on our site .
Scott $5,150+ (Owner’s) ........................ Est. $1,700/1,800
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1309 H Antigua Intact Mint Collection
1862-1962 Web $1,100
Strong collection on 11 album pages starting with 1862 6p
and 1867 1p Victoria unused, others are o.g. and solid from
1882 to the end loaded with complete sets mostly l.h., fine to
very fine nice condition throughout, please inspect, Scanned
in its entirety through George VI on our site ..... Est. $1,300/1,500

1310 H
HH Ascension Intact Mint Collection

1922-1956 Web $400
Complete country for the period (less omnibus issues)
generally fine to very fine l.h., but 1924-33 3/- and 1956
QEII are n.h., fine to very fine, Scanned in its entirety through
George VI on our site ......................................... Est. $500/600

1311 H Intact Ascension Collection Web $400
Complete mint collection from 1922 to 1965, condition
overall is good, better items throughout as nothing removed,
great collection, generally fine to very fine, Scanned in its
entirety through George VI on our site .................. Est. $450/500

1312 Hm Australia Dealer Stock $1,000
Hundreds mixed mint and used all identified and price on
#102 sales cards running to about the 1970s, incl. States,
slight dupl. generally 1-3 each, generally fine to very fine.
Scott $12,225 (Owner’s) .......................... Est. $1,300/1,500

1313 H Australia Mostly Mint Collection $500
In 2 hingeless albums to 2001, scattered early used to 1937,
virtually complete after that to 2001, also AAT complete,
clean ........................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1314 H Australia Collection In 3 Deluxe
Lighthouse Hingeless Albums $200
With slip covers, virtually all mint, starting with 111-12,
150-51, 159-61, 177-79 (Cat. $115), 184-87, scattered mint
to 1960s, then substantially mostly mint, incl. 394//417, with
good representation to 2010, hundreds of dollars face in later
material ......................................................... Est. $300/400

1315 Hm Australia Collection In Scott
Specialized Album $160
Modest early material, 108-09, 128 overprinted “Specimen”, 
scattered mint and used to late 1970s then basically solid n.h.
1979-91, nice run of Christmas Island to 1994 and some
Cocos, generally fine to very fine .................... Est. $200/250

1316 H Bahamas Complete Collection Web $3,000
Intact collection from 1859-1976 except for a few early
classics all are mint, occasional condition issues on early
issues, better items throughout as nothing removed incl.
#17, 25, both with cert. mint, some items bought at auction,
some with certs., great collection, otherwise fine to very fine,
Scanned in its entirety through George VI on our site . Scott
$11,000+ ................................................ Est. $3,500/4,500

1317 H Bahamas Intact Mint Collection
1884-1965 Web $900
Solid collection for the period on 15 album pages filled with
complete sets mostly l.h. starting with 1884-90 Victoria
complete incl. color varieties, then all KEVII, KGV, KGVI
and QEII sets and War Tax, a nice clean lot generally fine to
very fine, worth close inspection, mostly fine to very fine,
Scanned in its entirety through George VI on our site 
................................................................. Est. $1,100/1,300

1318 H
HH Bahrain Intact Mint Collection

1933-1960 Web $550
Country complete for the period (less omnibus issues) on 11
album pages incl. 1933 set o.g., 1934-37 l.h. incl 2a small die,
1938-41 and 1942-44 l.h. then other KGVI sets are n.h. incl.
most of QEII sets, fine to very fine, Scanned in its entirety
through George VI on our site ............................. Est. $650/750

1319 H Intact Barbados Collection Web $2,200
Almost complete collection from 1852 to 1977 missing only a 
few classics and few used, everything else appears to be mint
occasional condition issues on early issues, better items
throughout as nothing removed, some items bought at
auction with notations, great collection, fine to very fine,
Scanned in its entirety through George VI on our site . Scott
$8,000+ .................................................. Est. $2,500/3,000

1320 H Barbados Intact Mint Collection
1882-1959 Web $1,000
Nearly complete on 17 album pages generally o.g. to l.h.
strong in complete sets starting with 1882-85 Victoria incl.
color vars., 1892-1903 set, 1897 Badge of Colony white
paper complete (only low values on bluish paper), then a nice
run to the end, a clean lot, fine to very fine, Scanned in its
entirety through George VI on our site ............ Est. $1,200/1,500

1321 H Bechuanaland Protectorate Intact
Mint Collection 1885-1958 Web $1,500
Fresh valuable mint collection on 11 album pages generally
o.g. starting with 1885-87 issues complete, 1887 1/- to 5/-,
1888 1/- on 1/- black surcharge, 1888 ½p on 3p, 1888-90
“Protectorate” (8 diff), then solid run incl. different printings 
of the Seahorses, 1932 KGV Pictorials, etc. to the end plus
Postage Dues, overall nice condition throughout, Scanned in
its entirety through George VI on our site ........ Est. $1,800/2,000

1322 Hm Intact Bermuda Collection Web $3,000
Almost complete collection from 1848 to 1977 missing only a 
few classics, a few classic are used everything else appears to
be mint, occasional condition issues on early issues, better
items throughout as nothing removed incl. #10 used with
cert., some items bought at auction with notations, great
collection, Scanned in its entirety through George VI on our site .
Scott $11,000+ ....................................... Est. $3,500/4,500

1323 H Bermuda Intact Mint Collection
1865-1965 Web $1,200
Strong collection on 15 album pages starting with 1865-74
1p and 2p (maybe regummed), then a nice solid run from
1880 onward replete with complete sets incl. 1883-1904
Victoria with color shades, 1902-03 dry docks, 1910-24 and
1922-34 KGV sets, KGVI key plates etc. to the end generally
o.g. to l.h. throughout, please inspect, fine to very fine,
Scanned in its entirety through George VI on our site 
................................................................. Est. $1,400/1,600

1324 H British Central Africa Intact Mint
Collection 1891-1903 Web $1,200
Strong collection on 5 album pages filled with better items
mostly o.g. such as 1891-95 to 10/-, 1892 3/- surcharge
unused, 1895 to 5/- (less 3/-), 1896 to 3/-, 1897-1901 to £1
and KEVII to 10/- (latter part o.g.), nice fresh group with
vivid colors, fine to very fine, Scanned in its entirety on our site 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/1,800
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1325 Hm British East Africa Intact Mint and
Used Collection 1890-1903 Web $1,250
Mostly mint collection on 5 album pages starting with (all
o.g.) 1890-94 complete incl. color shades, 1895 ovpts.
complete, 1896-1901 Victoria complete (4r-5r used), 1897
ovpts. and surcharges complete less one stamp and 1898
1r-3r Victoria, a fresh lot generally fine to very fine, Scanned in 
its entirety on our site ................................... Est. $1,500/1,700

1326 Hm Intact British Guiana Collection Web $3,000
Mostly complete collection from 1850 to 1964 missing only a 
few classics, a few classic used, almost everything else is mint
occasional condition issues on early issues, better items
throughout as nothing removed, some items bought at
auction with notations, great collection, fine to very fine,
Scanned in its entirety through George VI on our site . Scott
$10,000+ (Owner’s) ............................... Est. $3,500/4,000

1327 H British Guiana Intact Mint Collection
1882-1954 Web $750
Nice clean collection on 11 album pages starting with 1882
1c type I and II pair o.g. and 2c type I and II unused, 1889
surcharges to 40c, nice range of 1889-1903 ships to 96c, then
solid run of complete sets from 1898 to the end incl. 1899
period omitted set of 3, generally o.g. to l.h. fine to very fine,
Scanned in its entirety through George VI on our site 
.................................................................... Est. $900/1,100

1328 Hm British Guiana on Album Pages Web $150
Collection running from 1860 to 1965, early are used with
some value incl. mint #152-159, most value from 1913 on all 
mint incl. #178-189, 191-201, 205-209, 210-222, and
appears complete mint thru 1965, please inspect, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $200/300

1329 H Intact British Honduras Collection Web $2,300
Mostly complete collection from 1865 to 1972 missing only
one for completion, a few classic are used, everything else is
mint occasional condition issues on early issues, better items
throughout as nothing removed, some items bought at
auction with notations, great collection, otherwise fine to very 
fine, Scanned in its entirety through George VI on our site . Scott
$8,321 (Owner’s) .................................... Est. $3,000/4,000

1330 H British Honduras Intact Mint
Collection 1866-1962 Web $2,000
Valuable intact collection on 13 album pages with nice range
of 1865-87 Victoria issues (some unused), then solid run
from 1888 onward replete with complete sets, generally o.g.
to l.h. incl. 1891-98 set, 1899 “Revenue” set, 1899-1901 set
to $5 and all KGV and KGVI sets, etc., nice lot seldom seen
intact, fine to very fine, Scanned in its entirety through George VI
on our site .................................................. Est. $2,200/2,500

1331 H Intact British Virgin Islands Collection Web $850
Complete mint collection from 1890 to 1976, condition
overall is good with a couple of toned early items, better items
throughout as nothing removed, some items bought at
auction, great collection, otherwise fine to very fine, Scanned
in its entirety through George VI on our site ........ Est. $950/1,000

1332 H British Virgin Islands Intact Mint
Collection 1878-1964 Web $350
Start with early issues incl 1888 4p on 1/-, then a nice run of
complete sets from 1899 St Ursula to 1964 QEII missing
only the omnibus issues, fine to very fine mostly l.h. on 10
album pages., Scanned in it’s entirety through George VI 
....................................................................... Est. $450/550

1333 H Brunei Mint Intact Collection
1895-1952 Web $950
Complete country on 11 album pages starting with 1895
“Star” set of 10, then 1906 ovpts., 1907-21 set to $25, 1922
Exhibition set, etc. to the end, generally o.g. (some gum
disturbance on few early stamps), a nice lot rarely offered
intact, fine to very fine, Scanned in its entirety through George VI
on our site .................................................. Est. $1,200/1,400

Canada & Provinces

1334 Hm Powerful Intact Collection In 2
Albums 1851-1969 Web $10,000
Neatly mounted mint and used with very high degree of
completeness for the period with much better overall
condition than normally seen in this type of collection (many
with certs) without major or significant faults, especially on
the early issues starting with #’s 1-2, 6-7 and 9 used with nice 
margins, 8 unused, 11 mint, 12 used, 14-19 sound mint (less
16) and 20 unused, nice range of large Queens mostly mint
with many o.g. plus color varieties, then all mint o.g. to l.h.
from small Queens onward, Ottawa ptg. issue complete,
Jubilee issue complete with some very well centered stamps
incl. $3 and $5 (both with certs), followed with complete run
of 1897-98 and 1898-1902 Victoria, 1903-08 Edward VII,
1908 Quebec Tercentenary issue complete n.h. with certs,
then virtually complete to the end l.h. or n.h. incl. coils,
booklet panes, etc. plus complete back-of-the-book; Special
Deliveries, Postage Dues, Officials, War Tax (with die
varieties) and Registration with color varieties (one F2
regummed, one F3 unused), an extensive clean collection
with substantial cat. value, please inspect, generally fine to
very fine, Extensive scans on our site ........ Est. $12,000/15,000

1335 H Extensive Provinces Intact Collection Web $6,250
Much better collection than normally seen from this area
mounted in 1 album mostly mint o.g. or part o.g. on earlier
issues (few regummed as expected) practically all sound with
fresh colors starting with British Columbia and Vancouver
Is. #’s 2, 5-13 and 16 (all mint), New Brunswick #1-2 used
with 4-margins (the latter repaired), 6-11 o.g.,
Newfoundland starts with #1, 3, and 5 unused with ample
margins, 8, 11 and 11A o.g. with large margins, 12 and 13
used (#12 with cert), then mint mostly o.g. onward from
15A-23 (less 16), 24-31 (25-26 unused), 32-40, and to the
end incl 75-77 with all 3 overprint varieties in a block of 4,
nice range of Airmails with C2, C3a, C12, C18 etc., plus a
nice group of Nova Scotia with #’s 1 and 5 used with 4 large
margins with certs among others, overall a very clean
collection with well above average quality with high cat.
value, much fine to very fine, Extensive scans on our site 
................................................................. Est. $7,000/8,000

1336 Hm Extensive Collection on
Hingeless Pages Web $5,000
Mint and used (mostly mint) running from 1851 to 1960,
very high degree of completion with multiples of many items,
varieties and cancels also noticed, early mostly used with
some mint and unused incl. used #1 (4), 4 (5), 8, 9, 16 (2),
17, 18; mint 17, 19, large and small Queens are mostly mint
or unused and appear complete with varieties, 50-65
complete mint with much dupl. incl. 3 extra mint $1 values,
66-73 complete mint with multiples, then complete mint with 
booklets and coils, some pl. blocks, many varieties and early
FDCs, Airmails also complete for the period, huge cat. value
and great lot for the specialist or to break up for stock, must
inspect, generally fine to very fine ........... Est. $8,000/10,000
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1337 Hm Collection Accumulation $1,500
In two banker boxes a number of collections with some useful 
material incl. collection in Scott album running to 1991 with
BOB and some Provinces, several thousand sorted in a
stockbook with quantities in the 1-10 range with some items
up to $100, mixed mint and used on stock sheet with a good
variety, Lighthouse stockbook with mint and used with some 
nice item, and a collection in 5 White Ace albums incl.
Provinces, thousands in cat. value and plenty of items to be
found, inspection recommended, mixed condition 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

1338 H
H Collection In Albums Web $1,000

N.h., from 1868 to 2006 in 9 albums, three different
collections that should be made into one with a small amount
of dupl., best in Scott album with a few small Queens, then all 
n.h. #50-66, 66-68, 70-71., 74-78, 80-81, 96-103, from
around 1930 to 1990s appear to be complete n.h., set of Davo
hingeless albums very sparse to mount collection in, and
some stockbooks with modern face value, great collection for
expansion, please inspect, fine to very fine  Est. $1,500/2,000

1339 H
H Award Winning Exhibit Officials

Collection Web $1,000
Mostly n.h. in three binders, incl. pl. blocks, O.H.M.S.
perfins and overprints, nice well put together collection, few
used items. Scott $10,218 (Owner’s) ........ Est. $1,500/2,000

1340 H Collection In 3 Deluxe Lighthouse
Hingeless Albums $650
With dust covers plus large stockbook, better items incl. 119
n.h. (Cat. $250), 149-59 mint complete ($755), mint l.h.
217-27, 231-36, 241-45, 249-62, 268-73 and onward to
Millennium set, good showing to year 2010, plus large
stockbook of mostly very modern mint plus Newfoundland
and related material, fine to very fine ........... Est. $800/1,000

1341 Hm) Collection and Accumulation Web $600
In a bankers box, best is 2 volume well filled collection with
mint Jubilees to $1, F3 (2) used, Semi-Official Airmails and
covers, OX1, Newfoundland, modern to 2002, Revenues,
Bluenose n.h. margin copy and collection on pages mint and
used with Provinces, please inspect, fine to very fine
appearance ................................................. Est. $800/1,000

1342 Hm Canada and Newfoundland 
Collection on Pages $600
Mint and used collection with a nice assortment of early
issues, incl. 1851-93 issues, large and small Queens, Jubilees
to 50¢, also Newfoundland and other Provinces, some very
nice items to be found, generally fine to very fine. 2016 Scott
$9,000 (Owner’s) ....................................... Est. $750/1,000

1343 Hm Accumulation on Stockcard $400
23 items mixed mint and used, incl. #14 (2), 15, 17, 17b, 19,
and 22-23, please inspect, mixed condition. Scott $5,087
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $500/550

1344 H
H 1920s-1930s Part Perf, Imperf Pairs

and Blocks $350
N.h., consisting of #145c pair, 144a pair, 145a pair, 141a
pair (slight gum dist.), 142a pair, 143a pair, 142c block of 4,
143c block of 4, 144c block of 4 (slight gum dist.), 145a pair,
E3a pair, E3c block of 4 (one pair soiled), some with slight
gum dist., fine to very fine. Scott $3,290 ......... Est. $500/750

1345 BH Booklet Face Lot $140
$1243 in fairly modern dupl. booklets or inscription blocks of 
4, small amount in ducks and Dues ................ Est. $200/300

1346 Hm Cape of Good Hope Intact Collection
1853-1904 Web $1,400
Well above average collection from this area with practically
all of the triangles having ample margins and good colors
with most mint with o.g., #1-2 used (with extra #2), #3-5
mint, #5c, 6 and 6a used, #12-15 mint (#12 and 14
unused), good collection of this area must be seen to be
appreciated, fine to very fine, Scanned in its entirety on our site 
................................................................. Est. $1,800/2,200

1347 H Intact Cayman Islands Collection Web $2,400
Complete mint collection from 1900-1972, overall condition
is good, better items throughout as nothing removed incl.
#20 with cert., some items bought at auction with notations,
great collection, generally fine to very fine, Scanned in its
entirety through George VI on our site . Scott $6,135 (Owner’s) 
................................................................. Est. $3,000/3,500

1348 H Cayman Intact Mint Collection
1900-1960 Web $1,400
Virtually complete mostly l.h. collection (some n.h.) on 13
album pages missing only 1908 2½p on 4p, but incl. 1907 ½p 
on 5/- and 1p on 5/- (BPA cert) and all KEVII to KGVI sets
plus the scarce 1917 1½p on 2½17p War Tax (n.h. with
Behr cert), a nice clean lot rarely offered intact, fine to very
fine, Scanned in its entirety through George VI on our site 
................................................................. Est. $1,700/2,000

1349 H Cook Islands Intact Mint Collection
1919-1949 Web $650
Very clean o.g. to l.h. collection on 7 album pages complete
for the period except for omnibus issues incl. 1921, 1931,
1932-36 and 1943-50 Postal Fiscals, generally fine to very
fine, Scanned in its entirety through George VI on our site 
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000

1350 H
H Cook Islands 2010-2014 

Wholesale Lot $500
N.h., 32 different compl. sets and souvenir sheets incl. the
popular flower definitive issue #1305-1322, 10 dupl.
collections which can be marketed by country or by sets
online, stamp shows, mail auctions, retail and wholesale,
average Scott cat. value is in excess of $36 per set loaded with
popular topicals incl. Royal Wedding, Olympics, Year of the
Snake, Christmas, insects and more, fill in your missing sets
at a fraction of retail, actual face value in excess of $6,400,
very fine. Scott $11,800 (Owner’s) ........... Est. $1,000/1,200

1351 H Intact Dominica Collection Web $900
Mostly complete collection from 1874 to 1977 missing only
one for completion, a few classic are used, almost everything
else is mint occasional condition issues on early issues, better
items throughout as nothing removed, some items bought at
auction with notations, great collection, fine to very fine,
Scanned in its entirety through George VI on our site . Scott $3,010 
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $1,100/1,500
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1352 H Dominica Intact Mint Collection
1874-1954 Web $800
Strong o.g. to l.h. collection on 14 album pages starting with
1874 1p and 1/- (part o.g.), 1882 bisected surcharges (3),
1883-89 Victoria (plus few stamps with “Revenue” ovpts.),
then complete run of KEVII to QEII sets, generally fine to
very fine, Scanned in its entirety through George VI on our site 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,200

1353 H East Africa & Uganda Intact Mint
Collection 1903-1919 Web $1,300
Valuable collection on 6 album pages o.g. to l.h. incl. 1903 set
to 20R (l.h. with Brandon cert), 1904-07 to 20R and 1912-18 
KGV to 20R red and 20R blue (n.h.), a nice fresh lot with
vibrant colors, overall very fine, Scanned in its entirety on our
site ........................................................... Est. $1,600/1,800

1354 H Intact Falkland Islands Collection Web $5,300
Highly complete collection from 1878 to 1976 missing only
one for completion, #2 is used everything else is mint,
occasional condition issues on early issues, better items
throughout as nothing removed incl. #65-76 complete,
some items bought at auction with notations, great collection, 
generally fine to very fine, Scanned in its entirety through George
VI on our site . Scott $13,264 (Owner’s) ..... Est. $5,500/6,500

1355 H Falklands Intact Mint Collection
1878-1957 Web $4,500
Powerful one vol. mint collection starting with range of
Victoria issues incl. 1878 1p (corner perf skillfully repaired),
4p and 6p part o.g., plus others generally better than
normally seen, then virtually complete run from 1891
onward o.g. to l.h. incl 1898 2/6, 5/- Victoria, all KEVII and
KGV sets, 1928 2½p on 2p surcharge (cert), 1933
Tercentenary set, KGVI sets to the end plus Dependencies
issues, a nice clean collection fine to very fine, rarely offered
intact, Scanned in its entirety through George VI on our site 
................................................................. Est. $5,500/6,500

1356 H
HH Falklands Collection Web $1,500

Hundreds in a stockbook mostly mint running from 1878 to
2000 with some dupl., incl. mint #20-21, 22-29, 54-64,
65-73, 84-96, and appear complete to 2000 with many n.h.,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $2,000/3,000

1357 H Fiji Intact Mint Collection 1903-1963 Web $750
Virtually complete collection for the period on 11 album
pages with nice range of complete sets from KEVII to QEII
(less omnibus issues) plus Postage Dues, mostly l.h. incl.
1912-23 KGV both dies to £1 values, an exceptional lot
seldom offered intact, fine to very fine, Scanned in its entirety
through George VI on our site .......................... Est. $900/1,100

1358 H Gambia Intact Mint Collection
1869-1961 Web $700
Nice collection on 11 album pages starting with 1869 4p pale
brown imperf (4 margins o.g.), then virtually complete run
from 1886 Victoria to the end incl. all sets of KEVII, KGV,
KGVI, etc., a clean lot generally fine to very fine, Scanned in its 
entirety through George VI on our site ............... Est. $900/1,100

1359 H Gibraltar Intact Mint Collection
1886-1953 Web $2,800
Powerful complete country collection on 13 album pages
(except for omnibus issues), mostly l.h. starting with 1886
ovpt. set, then all of the Victoria, KEVII, KGV etc. incl. high
values (1921 £5 with very mild crease mainly visible from the
back), overall a high quality collection seldom offered intact,
please inspect, fine to very fine, Scanned in its entirety through
George VI on our site ................................... Est. $3,000/4,000

1360 H Gibraltar Mint Collection Web $1,400
Complete mint to 1st QEII set, mostly o.g. (occasional gum
toning) on hingeless pages except £5 (separate lot), incl. extra 
“a” varieties and shades, GVI with better perfs, fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $2,000/2,500

1361 H
H Gibraltar From 1999-2012 $200

N.h., hundreds mounted on stockpages, face $650, very fine
....................................................................... Est. $250/300

1362 H Gilbert & Ellice Intact Mint
Collection 1911-1965 Web $400
Complete country collection for the period (less omnibus
issues) mostly l.h. incl. 1924 £1 value, a nice fresh lot, 600,
fine to very fine, Scanned in its entirety through George VI on our
site ................................................................. Est. $500/600

1363 H Intact Grenada Collection Web $1,500
Mostly complete collection from 1861 to 1974 missing only
one for completion, a few classic are used almost everything
else is mint, occasional condition issues on early issues, better
items throughout as nothing removed, some items bought at
auction with notations, great collection, otherwise fine to very 
fine, Scanned in its entirety through George VI on our site . Scott
$5,236 (Owner’s) .................................... Est. $1,600/1,800

1364 H Grenada Mostly Mint Collection Web $800
On hingeless pages to GVI, missing only a few classics (few
used), SG29a (possibly mint), Victoria issue on virtually
complete incl. “a” numbers, 19th Century mixed condition,
20th Century mostly fine to very fine ........ Est. $1,200/1,500

1365 H Grenada Intact Mint Collection
1895-1959 Web $800
Nice collection on 11 album pages starting with 1895
Victoria set, then complete run to the end mostly l.h. incl.
KEVII and KGV with color varieties, plus a nice range of
Postage Dues (missing the 2 expensive surcharges), very
useful lot, generally fine to very fine, Scanned in its entirety
through George VI on our site .......................... Est. $900/1,100

1366 H
HH Hong Kong Intact Mint Collection

1903-1962 Web $3,750
Powerful collection all mint except for 1903 $10 used, on 11
album pages generally o.g. to n.h. loaded with all mint
complete sets with high values (1904 $10 part o.g.), a fresh
solid collection rarely offered intact with nice condition
throughout, please inspect, fine to very fine lot, Scanned in its
entirety through George VI on our site ............ Est. $4,500/5,500

1367 Hm Hong Kong Balance Accumulations $150
Couple hundred mint and used on pages in glassines and
loose, most time periods incl., please inspect, fine to very fine
appearance .................................................... Est. $200/300
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1368 H India Feudatory States Intact
Collection 1870’s-1940’s Web $500
Hundreds on stockpages in a binder with many States
represented, few better items incl. Bijawar #1-10, 1a-5a,
Jaipur 24//33, Charkhari 21A used, etc., most are mint and
used and partial sets normal for this area, reprints present as
usual, but Feudatory States collections are seldom offered,
usual condition fine or better, Scanned in its entirety through
George VI on our site ......................................... Est. $600/800

1369 H Jamaica Intact Mint Collection
1860-1956 Web $1,100
Mint mostly o.g. collection starting with 1-6 (#6 dist gum),
7-12 (some unused, #10 used), then nice run of clean fresh
complete sets from #14-15 and 16-23 to the end, generally
fine to very fine, please inspect, Scanned in its entirety through
George VI on our site ................................... Est. $1,400/1,600

1370 H Intact Jamaica Collection Web $550
Complete collection from 1860-1977, a few classic are used
almost everything else is mint occasional condition issues on
early issues, better items throughout as nothing removed,
some items bought at auction with notations, great collection, 
generally fine to very fine, Scanned in its entirety through George
VI on our site . Scott $1,881 ++ (Owner’s) ..... Est. $600/700

1371 H Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika Intact
Mint Collection 1921-1958 Web $950
Nearly complete on 9 album pages generally o.g. (QEII
n.h.) incl. 1921-22 to 10r, 1922-27 to £2 (signed), KGVI
complete, Postage Dues, etc. fine to very fine and fresh,
Scanned in its entirety through George VI on our site 
................................................................. Est. $1,200/1,400

1372 H Kuwait Intact Mint Collection
1923-1961 Web $1,250
Virtually complete on 14 album pages mostly l.h. incl. KGV
and KGVI sets complete (less 1937 15r), Officials complete,
Airs, etc. all nice with fresh colors, fine to very fine, Scanned in
its entirety through George VI on our site ........ Est. $1,500/1,800

1373 H Labuan Intact Mint Collection
1892-1903 Web $950
Strong collection on 8 album pages with nice range of mint
issues (except for 3 used Postage Dues), mostly complete sets 
o.g. to l.h. incl. 33-39 (with color shades listed in S.G.), 40,
42-48, 49-52, 65, 66-71, 87-95, 96-99, 99A-109, 110-18 and 
Postage Dues, all with bright fresh colors and condition
better than normally seen for this area, please inspect, fine to
very fine lot, Scanned in its entirety on our site 
................................................................. Est. $1,200/1,400

1374 H Lagos Country Complete Mint Web $1,400
Unused on earlies to o.g. 1884-86 issue 2/6, 5/-, 10/-
Specimen overprint set (cat. £425), mostly fresh, fine to very
fine overall. 2013 Scott $4,690 ................. Est. $1,700/2,000

1375 H Lagos Intact Mint Collection
1876-1905 Web $850
QV to KEVII nearly complete on 3 album pages missing
only 3 stamps (1886 2/6 to 10/-), 1876 4p with Rendon cert.,
6p and 1/- with gum disturbance, 1882-87 2p gray and 4p
rose unused, but others are nice and fresh o.g. to l.h., fine to
very fine, Scanned in its entirety on our site .... Est. $1,000/1,200

1376 H Leeward Islands Intact Mint
Collection 1890-1954 Web $800
Nearly complete on 8 album pages o.g. to l.h. missing only
1897 5/- Jubilee (1/- with cert) and omnibus issues, but incl.
die varieties and color shades (1928 10/- KGV and 1951 £1
KGVI are n.h.), fresh clean lot, Scanned in its entirety through
George VI on our site ................................... Est. $1,000/1,200

1377 H Intact Leeward Islands Collection $800
Complete collection from 1890 to 1954, condition overall is
good, better items throughout as nothing removed, some
items bought at auction, great collection, generally fine to
very fine, Scanned in its entirety through George VI on our site .
Scott $2,687 (Owner’s) ............................... Est. $900/1,000

Malaya & States

See Lot 1433

1378 H States Balance Collection Web $350
Very clean nearly complete group in album containing
Malacca, Penang, Perlis, Selangor, Sabah, etc. mostly o.g. to
l.h. (few n.h.), fine to very fine, Scanned in its entirety through
George VI on our site ......................................... Est. $400/500

1379 Hm States Balance Collection $200
Hundreds mount on pages incl. Kedah, Kelantan and
Malacca balance incl. specialized showing of
Malaya-Borneo Exhibition overprint varieties, generally fine 
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $300/400

Malayan States

1380 H Federation Intact Mint Collection
1900-1934 Web $1,500
Strong mint collection on 9 album pages nearly complete
generally o.g. starting with 1-10, 11-12, 14-16 (part o.g.),
then nice run to the end with extensive color shades study and 
complete Postage Dues, a beautiful lot with fresh colors, fine
to very fine, Scanned in its entirety on our site  Est. $1,800/2,000

1381 H
HH Johore Intact Mint Collection

1891-1960 Web $1,200
Extensive collection on 10 album pages o.g. to n.h. with high
degree of completeness starting with 1891 surcharges (2
stamps used), then 18-24, 30-36, 30a-36a, 37-51 n.h., 59-73, 
76-85, 87-99, 101-22 (122 n.h.), J1-5, etc., fine to very fine
lot, Scanned in its entirety through George VI on our site 
................................................................. Est. $1,400/1,600

1382 H Kedah Intact Mint Collection
1912-1955 Web $500
Virtually complete o.g. to l.h. on 7 album pages incl. 1-20,
21-22, 23-45, 30a-33a, 46-54, etc., a nice clean and fresh lot,
Scanned in its entirety through George VI on our site 
....................................................................... Est. $600/700

1383 H Kelantan Intact Mint Collection
1911-1962 Web $650
Nearly complete collection on 7 album pages o.g. to l.h. incl.
better items such as 1-13, 3a-23a ($5 unused), 29-43, etc.,
generally fine to very fine, Scanned in its entirety through George
VI on our site .................................................... Est. $750/900
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1384 H Negri Sembilan Intact Mint Collection 
1891-1963 Web $300
Nice range of mint o.g. on 4 album pages incl. 5-14, 20,
21-35, 38-58, a nice quality lot, fine to very fine, Scanned in its
entirety through George VI on our site .................. Est. $350/450

1385 H Pahang Intact Mint Collection
1892-1961 Web $500
Extensive mint o.g. on 4 album pages with 16-18A (4) and
19, etc., a nice clean lot, fine to very fine, Scanned in its entirety
through George VI on our site ............................. Est. $650/750

1386 H Perak Intact Mint Collection
1880-1961 Web $1,200
Strong mint o.g. to l.h. collection on 9 album pages with
extensive 1891 surcharges incl. “Bar” omitted Scott 28a and
32a both n.h. (S.G. 53 and 55 cat. £650 for hinged), 62-68,
69-83, 84-98, etc. plus O3-9 complete, a nice fresh lot with
fresh colors fine to very fine, Scanned in its entirety through
George VI on our site ................................... Est. $1,400/1,600

1387 H Trengganu Intact Mint Collection
1910-1963 Web $800
Extensive mint o.g. to l.h. collection on 7 album pages with
1910-19 to $5, 1921-38 to $5, 1922 Exhibition complete,
1921 $1-$5 multi CA wmk., etc. incl Postage Due set, a fine
to very fine group with bright colors, Scanned in its entirety
through George VI on our site .......................... Est. $900/1,100

1388 H Malta Extensive Mint Collection Web $800
Earlies no gum to o.g., later o.g., on hingeless pages, starting
SG#4 (some misidentified), key pl. shades, #65 probable
Revenue cancel, 20th Century probably complete to 1960,
fresh throughout, fine to very fine ............. Est. $1,200/1,500

1389 H Mauritius Intact Mint Collection
1878-1954 Web $1,500
Fresh mint o.g. to l.h. on 13 album pages starting with 50-59, 
77-79, 83-84, then virtually complete from 1893 to the end
incl. 1921-22 and 1922-34 KGV die varieties, 1924 50r high
value (with cert), etc., a nice clean collection from this area
seldom seen this nice, fresh colors, fine to very fine, Scanned in 
its entirety through George VI on our site ........ Est. $1,800/2,000

1390 H Montserrat Intact Mint Collection
1876-1958 Web $900
Extensive collection on 11 album pages with #3 unused and
#9 used, but the rest are o.g. to l.h. with fresh colors with nice 
solid run of complete sets from 1903 KEVII to the end, fine
to very fine, Scanned in its entirety through George VI on our site 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,200

1391 H Intact Montserrat Collection Web $700
Complete collection from 1876 to 1970, used #1 and 9,
everything else is mint, condition overall is good, better items
throughout as nothing removed, some items bought at
auction, great collection, generally fine to very fine, Scanned in 
its entirety through George VI on our site . Scott $2,304
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $800/900

1392 H Natal Intact Mint Collection
1882-1909 Web $1,600
Strong o.g. to l.h. collection on 4 album pages with 1882-89
Victoria complete, then 1902-09 KEVII issues complete to
both £1/10 plus Officials, fine to very fine with fresh vivid
colors, Scanned in its entirety on our site ........ Est. $1,800/2,000

1393 H Nauru Intact Mint Collection
1916-1954 Web $400
Complete country o.g. to l.h. incl. Seahorses and 1924-1948
freighters in both grayish and white papers, fine to very fine,
Scanned in its entirety through George VI on our site 
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

1394 H Intact Nevis Collection Web $1,100
Mostly complete collection from 1861 to 1890 missing only
three for completion, couple are used, almost everything else
is mint, occasional condition issues but overall nice, better
items throughout as nothing removed, some items bought at
auction with notations, some are signed and cert. for #8
mint, great collection, otherwise fine to very fine, Scanned in
its entirety through George VI on our site . Scott $5,057
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $1,500/1,600

1395 H
H Nevis Collection In Albums $200

N.h., 7 albums with n.h. and FDCs from 1984-1997 and
appear to be complete, fine to very fine ............ Est. $300/400

1396 H New Guinea Intact Mint Collection
1925-1939 Web $1,500
Powerful complete country collection on 11 album pages,
first set is unused, rest are o.g. to l.h. with occasional n.h.,
very clean lot with fresh colors incl. few color varieties, 1935
£5 Airmail (APS cert.), signed “Buhler”, fine to very fine,
Scanned in its entirety on our site ................... Est. $1,800/2,000

1397 H New Hebrides Intact Mint Collection
1908-1957 Web $450
Complete country on 10 album pages mostly o.g. to l.h. with
few n.h. incl. 1921 2p on 40c RF watermark, and 1925
Postage Dues, a very clean lot with fresh colors, generally fine 
to very fine, Scanned in its entirety through George VI on our site 
....................................................................... Est. $550/650

1398 H
HH Mint New Zealand Collection Web $200

Collectors collection running from 1913 to 1995 o.g. to n.h.
mounted on stocksheets all identified, better items noticed
incl. #130e-137e, 186b, 288-301, 333-352, nice collection
for expansion or to break down for retail sales, please inspect,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $250/350

1399 H Niger Coast Protectorate Intact Mint
Collection 1892-1898 Web $250
Mint collection on 3 album pages with Pictorials issues
complete with color shades, o.g., no surcharges, generally
fine to very fine with good colors., fine to very fine, Scanned in
its entirety on our site ......................................... Est. $300/400

1400 H Nigeria Intact Mint Collection
1914-1959 Web $400
Virtually complete on 7 album pages lacking only the
omnibus issues starting with 1914 KGV with color shades,
1921-33 both die I and II complete, 1936 Pictorials, etc.,
mostly o.g. to l.h., very clean lot, very fine lot, Scanned in its
entirety through George VI on our site .................. Est. $500/600

1401 H Niue Intact Mint Collection
1911-1950 Web $450
Complete for the period on 7 album pages with early issues
o.g. then mostly l.h. incl. 1918-23 and 1931/45 Postal Fiscals 
complete (couple values are n.h.), generally fine to very fine,
65, Scanned in its entirety through George VI on our site 
....................................................................... Est. $550/650
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1402 H North Borneo Intact Mint Collection
1883-1961 Web $5,000
Very extensive and powerful mostly mint collection in album
mainly o.g. (some early issues part o.g., few unused) starting
with 1883-84 issues incl. 8c on 2c vertical ovpt. used (S.G. 2,
unlisted in Scott), 1887-92 complete to $10 incl. group of 7
imperf pairs, 1890-92 range of surcharges, then virtually
complete run from 1894 Pictorials onward loaded with
complete sets (1911 $5 and $10 are n.h.), 1916-18
semi-postal sets complete less 1916 25c, plus nice range of
Postage Dues incl. varieties, a comprehensive collection from 
this area rarely seen this nice with much better overall
condition than normally seen, please inspect, Scanned in its
entirety through George VI on our site ............ Est. $6,000/7,000

1403 H North Borneo Intact Mint Collection Web $800
Mostly o.g. on hingeless pages identified by SG#s, scattered 
early period, incl. SG#48, 85, 1899 set complete,
SG#202-213 plus 204a, 214-233, few dupl., fresh
throughout, mostly fine to very fine .......... Est. $1,200/1,500

1404 H Northern Nigeria Intact Mint
Collection 1902-1912 Web $220
Mint collection on 3 album pages with KEVII to KGV
complete except for 1904 £25, o.g. to l.h. fine to very fine,
Scanned in its entirety on our site ......................... Est. $250/350

1405 H Northern Rhodesia Intact Mint
Collection 1925-1953 Web $300
Nice collection on 5 album pages o.g. to l.h with all definitive
sets incl. KGV and KGVI issues complete, generally fine to
very fine, Scanned in its entirety through George VI on our site 
....................................................................... Est. $350/450

1406 H Nyasaland Protectorate Intact Mint
Collection 1913-1963 Web $350
Fresh clean virtually complete for the period on 10 album
pages incl KGV and KGVI complete plus color varieties and
1950 Postage Dues, fine to very fine, Scanned in its entirety on
our site ............................................................ Est. $450/550

1407 H Palestine Intact Mint Collection
1918-1942 Web $220
Nice range of complete sets on 7 album pages generally o.g.
starting with 1918 1pi ultra (no deep blue) to Postage Dues,
please inspect, fine to very fine lot, Scanned in its entirety
through George VI on our site ............................. Est. $250/300

1408 ) Palestine Cover Collection In Album $150
About 75 written up on pages in an album running from
1917 to 1947, many censor and interesting items, generally
fine ................................................................ Est. $200/300

1409 H Papua Intact Mint Collection
1901-1961 Web $1,500
Extensive collection on 18 album pages o.g. to l.h. virtually
complete for the period for the basic stamps, organized in the
collection by watermark and perf varieties, a nice fresh lot
with good colors, close inspection suggested, Scanned in its
entirety through George VI on our site ............ Est. $1,800/2,000

1410 H
H Pitcairn Collection In Album $150

Complete running from 1940-1990 and n.h., fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1411 H Rhodesia Intact Mint Collection
1890-1924 Web $5,500
Strong mint collection in an album generally o.g. to l.h.
except for 1897 and 1909 £2 which are used, with nice range
of early issues incl. color varieties, then extensive group of
mint “Double Heads” showing color shades and perf
varieties (2/- perf 18 is used with cert.) with numerous better
items identified by S.G.#’s, Admiral issues filled with color
shades along with die and paper varieties all the way to £1
values, a really well put together collection seldom offered
intact, fine to very fine or better, Scanned in its entirety on our
site ........................................................... Est. $7,000/8,000

1412 H Rhodesia Extensive Mostly Mint
Collection Web $3,000
On hingeless pages, incl. 1st issue to £10, Arms issues
complete to 10/- and £1, 1898-1908 to £10 (£5 no gum),
extensive “Double Heads” and Admirals to £1, occasional
dupl. or SG listed shade, occasional no gum, fiscal or
questionable gum, high cat., needs careful inspection as there 
is considerable value, fine to very fine overall 
................................................................. Est. $4,000/6,000

1413 H St. Helena Mostly Mint Collection Web $1,600
On hingeless pages, starting SG#1-2 used, mostly mint after 
that, mostly complete per Gibbons, early issues mixed gum,
unused, few dupl., 1922-37 issue complete except 15/-
(separate lot) with various SG varieties up to £275 cat., later
issues virtually complete to 1959, very fresh throughout, fine
to very fine overall .................................... Est. $2,000/2,500

1414 H St. Helena Intact Mint Collection
1884-1953 Web $1,200
Complete country collection for the period on 10 album
pages o.g. to l.h. starting with nice fresh group of 1884-94
surcharged Victoria with various color shades, then solid run
to the end incl. 1922-27 complete to 15/- and £1 high values
and 1934 Centenary issue, a high quality lot seldom seen
offered intact, generally fine to very fine, Scanned in its entirety
through George VI on our site ....................... Est. $1,400/1,600

1415 H St. Kitts-Nevis Intact Mint Collection
1903-1961 Web $750
Complete country for the period o.g. to l.h., a nice and fresh
clean lot, please inspect, Scanned in its entirety through George
VI on our site ................................................. Est. $900/1,000

1416 H Intact St. Kitts-Nevis Collection Web $600
Complete mint collection from 1903-1977, better items
throughout as nothing removed, some items bought at
auction with notations, great collection, fine to very fine,
Scanned in its entirety through George VI on our site . Scott $2,106 
(Owner’s) ................................................... Est. $800/1,000

1417 H Intact St. Lucia Collection Web $2,000
Complete collection from 1860-1977, some classics are used,
few with condition issues but overall is good, better items
throughout as nothing removed, some items bought at
auction with notations, some signed, great collection,
otherwise fine to very fine, Scanned in its entirety through George 
VI on our site . Scott $8,000+ (Owner’s) ... Est. $2,500/3,000
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1418 H St. Lucia Intact Mint Collection
1860-1960 Web $1,000
Nice collection on 14 album pages starting with fresh group
of early Victoria, mainly o.g. unless otherwise noted, with
1860 4p blue (part o.g.), 1863 1p lake and 6p green (4p slate
green unused), 1864 and 1881-84 issues complete, 1883-98
complete (high values unused) plus die varieties, 1892
surcharges incl. overprint varieties, etc., then KEVII to the
end mostly l.h. (also Postage Dues), a nice clean lot with high
cat. value, fine to very fine, Scanned in its entirety through
George VI on our site ................................... Est. $1,200/1,500

1419 H Intact St. Vincent Collection Web $4,000
Mostly complete collection from 1861 to 1977 missing only
two for completion, a few classic are used almost everything
else is mint occasional condition issues on early issues, better
items throughout as nothing removed, some items bought at
auction with notations many certs., great collection,
otherwise fine to very fine, Scanned in its entirety through George 
VI on our site . Scott $14,724 (Owner’s) ..... Est. $5,000/6,000

1420 H St. Vincent Mostly Mint Collection Web $800
On hingeless pages to 1963, starting SG#1 and incl. #2 full
o.g., 6 no gum, 7 (o.g.), 20 used, 35 part o.g., 41a used, few
dupl., earlies unused to o.g., fresh throughout, above average 
condition and freshness, fine to very fine for this 
................................................................. Est. $1,200/1,400

1421 H St. Vincent Intact Mint Collection
1881-1958 Web $750
Collection on 13 album pages starting with (all o.g.) 1880-81
½p and 1p, 1881 1p on 6p (unused), 1883-84 ½p, 6p and 1/-, 
1883-97 nice range of color varieties, 1898 set, and solid run
from KEVII to the end (mostly l.h.), good lot with fresh
colors even on the earlies, fine to very fine, Scanned in its
entirety through George VI on our site ............... Est. $900/1,000

1422 H Samoa Intact Mint Collection
1914-1958 Web $1,200
Nearly complete collection for the period o.g. to l.h. on 9
album pages incl. all of the Postal Fiscals issues except for
1932 £5 (Scott #161), very useful good quality collection,
fine to very fine, Scanned in its entirety through George VI on our
site ........................................................... Est. $1,400/1,600

1423 H Sarawak Intact Mint Collection
1869-1957 Web $1,200
High quality complete country collection on 14 album pages
(less omnibus issues), rarely seen offered intact o.g. to l.h.
(some n.h.) or ungummed as issued (Scott #24 unused),
then filled with all of the high value complete sets to the end,
generally fine to very fine or better, a good opportunity to
acquire this area which is seldom offered intact, please
inspect, fine to very fine, Scanned in its entirety through George
VI on our site .............................................. Est. $1,400/1,600

1424 H Seychelles Intact Mint Collection
1890-1961 Web $750
Virtually complete collection generally o.g. to l.h. for the
period on 13 album pages starting with 1890-1900 Victoria
dies I and II and then loaded with complete sets to the end
missing only one stamp (Scott #24), a beautiful fresh unit,
overall very fine, Scanned in its entirety through George VI on our
site .............................................................. Est. $900/1,000

1425 H Sierra Leone Intact Mint Collection
1876-1956 Web $1,300
Excellent collection on 13 album pages o.g. to l.h. beginning
with nice and fresh group of Victoria then solid run from
1896 to 1910 with all complete sets to £1 values, 1912-24
KGV to £1 with die I and II plus color shades, 1933
Wilberforce set, etc., overall a very clean high quality
collection from this area seldom offered intact, generally fine
to very fine or better, Scanned in its entirety through George VI on 
our site ...................................................... Est. $1,500/1,800

1426 H Solomon Islands Intact Mint
Collection 1907-1964 Web $500
Country complete for the period on 8 album pages (less
omnibus issues), o.g. to l.h. filled with all of the key items,
fresh and clean fine to very fine, Scanned in its entirety through
George VI on our site ......................................... Est. $600/700

1427 H Somaliland Protectorate Intact Mint
Collection 1907-1964 Web $750
Complete country collection on 12 album pages filled with all 
of the sets incl. Officials, all fresh o.g. to l.h. with bright vivid
colors, a truly quality collection seldom seen this nice, choice
very fine, Scanned in its entirety through George VI on our site 
.................................................................... Est. $900/1,000

1428 H Transvaal Intact Mint Collection Web $400
Nice and fresh mint o.g collection on 3 album pages with
1902-09 Edward VII both sets complete to £1 plus Postage
Dues, fine to very fine, Scanned in its entirety on our site 
....................................................................... Est. $450/550

1429 H South Africa Intact Mint Collection
1910-1960 Web $2,500
An album containing virtually complete and extensive mint
collection of this area o.g. to l.h. replete with complete sets,
incl. Officials and Postage Dues with all of the bilingual pairs 
appear to be present per Scott cat. (we note one Official pair
separated), a fresh and beautiful collection rarely seen intact,
please inspect, fine to very fine, Scanned in its entirety through
George VI on our site ................................... Est. $3,000/3,500

1430 H South West Africa Intact Mint
Collection 1923-1963 Web $2,700
Nearly complete high quality collection in an album loaded
with complete sets and high values (missing only #11, J10
and J21), o.g. to mostly l.h. along with several high values
present in n.h. condition such as #’s 12 (cert), 27 and O21
(cert), a beautiful collection fine to very fine or better with
fresh colors that needs to be inspected to be fully appreciated,
Scanned in its entirety through George VI on our site 
................................................................. Est. $3,000/3,500

1431 H Southern Nigeria Intact Mint
Collection 1901-1912 Complete Web $750
Complete country collection on 5 album pages o.g. to l.h.
incl. 1904-07 Edward VII with both ordinary and chalky
papers, a nice clean unit fine to very fine, fresh and very fine,
Scanned in its entirety on our site ...................... Est. $900/1,000

1432 H Southern Rhodesia Intact Mint
Collection 1924-1953 Web $200
Nearly complete country collection for the period less the
omnibus issues starting with complete sets of 1924-30 and
1931-37 GV, etc., generally fine to very fine l.h. collection,
overall very fine, Scanned in its entirety through George VI on our
site ................................................................. Est. $220/250
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1433 H Straits Settlements Intact Mint
Collection Web $1,900
Strong and valuable mint collection on 16 album pages
starting with group of Victoria CA wmk. issues then solid
from Edward VII with #93-104, 105-28, etc. onward with
nice run of GV issues, Malaya-Borneo Exhibition complete
($1 BPA cert) to the end, with few early high values with
fiscal cancellations, a very nice and clean offering from this
area with better condition than normally seen, please inspect,
fine to very fine overall, Scanned in its entirety through George VI 
on our site .................................................. Est. $2,200/2,500

1434 H
HH Swaziland Intact Mint Collection

1933-1961 Web $150
Mint collection o.g. to n.h. starting with GV set thru QEII
with all regular issues sets present, fine to very fine, Scanned in 
its entirety through George VI on our site .............. Est. $180/200

1435 H Tanganyika Intact Mint Collection
1916-1931 Web $425
Fresh mint collection on 4 album pages beginning with 1916
N.F. ovpt. set of 5, then 1921 2R-5R G.E.A. ovpt. (5R high
value n.h.), 1922 Giraffe set complete, and 1927-31 GV
complete, o.g. to l.h. fine to very fine, Scanned in its entirety on
our site ............................................................ Est. $550/650

1436 H Intact Tobago Collection Web $1,100
Almost complete collection from 1879 to 1896 missing only
one for completion, mostly mint and overall good condition,
better items throughout as nothing removed, some items
bought at auction with notations, great collection, otherwise
fine to very fine, Scanned in its entirety . Scott $3,629
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $1,200/1,300

1437 Hm Togo Mint and Used Selection Web $230
Incl. SG#H3 mint, H4-6 in used blocks of 4, Gold Coast
overprints, etc., clean, fine to very fine ............ Est. $300/400

1438 H Intact Trinidad Collection Web $3,250
Mostly complete collection from 1851 to 1910 incl. BOB
missing only a few for completion, a few classic are used
almost everything else is mint, occasional condition issues on
early issues, better items throughout as nothing removed,
some items bought at auction with notations, great collection, 
otherwise fine to very fine, Scanned in its entirety . Scott
$10,700 (Owner’s) .................................. Est. $3,500/3,750

1439 H Trinidad & Trinidad, Tobago Intact
Mint Collection Web $1,250
Trinidad starts from CA wmk. issues o.g. to mostly l.h.
68-73, 74-90 (#90 unused), 92-107, J1-17, O1-7 and
O8-10; Trinidad/Tobago 1913-56 incl. 1-11, 12-20 with
color shades, 21-33, B1-3, MR1-13, J1-8, J9-16 (both
papers), etc., a nice clean collection with fresh colors on 15
album pages, fine to very fine, Scanned in its entirety through
George VI on our site ................................... Est. $1,500/1,800

1440 H Turks & Caicos Intact Mint Collection 
1900-1960 Web $270
Virtually complete collection for the period o.g. to mostly l.h.
on 11 album pages filled with nice complete sets, fine to very
fine, Scanned in its entirety through George VI on our site 
....................................................................... Est. $325/375

1441 H Intact Turks, Turks & Caicos Collection Web $3,000
Mostly complete collection from 1867 to 1977 missing only a 
few for completion, a few classic are used, almost everything
else is mint, occasional condition issues on early issues, better
items throughout as nothing removed, some items bought at
auction with notations many certs., great collection, fine to
very fine, Scanned in its entirety through George VI on our site .
Scott $9,938 (Owner’s) ............................ Est. $3,500/4,500

1442 H Zanzibar Intact Mint Collection Web $3,250
1895-1966 powerful one volume collection of this area which is 
seldom seen in the marketplace, o.g. to l.h. starts with 1895-96
Victoria ovpt. set complete to 5R with color varieties, 1896
ovpt. set complete plus used varieties, then 1896-1904
Sultan/Monogram sets complete, 1908-09 Pictorials set to
10R, 1913 Pictorials to 200R (a scarce set, Scott #120-40 cat.
$4100, with 50R and 100R values being n.h.), then other
complete sets to the end, plus nice range of Postage Dues
(lacking 5 stamps), fresh colors, fine to very fine, Scanned in its
entirety through George VI on our site .............. Est. $4,000/5,000

1443 H Zululand Complete Country Collection Web $750
Less 1894 £5, generally o.g. incl. 1888-94 ½p with and
without period, and 1892 5/- Victoria with Behr cert., fresh
lovely lot, fine to very fine or better, Scanned in its entirety on
our site ......................................................... Est. $900/1,000

1444 Hm Zululand Mint and Used Collection Web $500
On hingeless page, complete except SG#29, few dupl. used,
fine to very fine ............................................ Est. $750/1,000

Commonwealth Collections

1445 Hm Extensive Classic Country Collections Web $10,000
On hingeless pages to 1st QEII set, countries incl. B.C.A.,
Nyasaland, St. Christopher with #1-22 basic #s complete, St.
Lucia per Scott virtually complete mint, St. Kitts-Nevis
complete per Gibbons to QEII, few GVI shades, Sarawak
complete per Gibbons to #74, 1945 BMA set complete, few
dups. and shades, Leewards complete mint per Scott with #16
signed Bloch, key pl. shades, Mauritius with scattered classics,
some later shades, Montserrat virtually complete mint with few
dupl., Natal with few classics mint or used, Edward VII to £20
(fiscal cancel), Nevis mostly complete per Scott mint to #30,
Nigeria with 4 £1 varieties, Northern Nigeria complete except 2
values, Northern Rhodesia mostly complete, Solomons
complete to SG#52 plus shades, few after, Somaliland complete 
plus varieties, dupl., Southern Nigeria complete, Southern
Rhodesia complete plus varieties, Swaziland mostly complete,
G.E.A. complete plus varieties incl. SG#106a, Tobago
complete mint except SG#6-7, but incl. #28a-29a, scattered
early Transvaal with 20th Century, classic Trinidad with Scott
#1, 1a, few used classics incl. 10-12, numerous shades,
Trinidad & Tobago mint, scattered surcharge Turks with 20th
Century incl. Scott #36, 38, Turks & Caicos complete, Virgin
Islands mint complete per Scott except #18, scattered Western
Australia mint incl. SG#3 mint, 15, 18 used, 75-80 mint,
Gilbert & Ellice virtually complete mint, Gold Coast complete
mint with shades, etc. except SG#3, 24, 69s, Jamaica virtually
complete mint with shades, GV with shades, B.E.A. with
SG#1-3 (couple signed), better Imperial Administration,
SG#92b, 93-97, 99, East Africa mostly complete, K.U.T. to £2 
and GV with various perfs, Uganda mint incl. SG#54-56,
59-61, scattered Labuan, and Lagos mint reasonably complete
to SG#63a with #28 used, scattered gum tonings, considerable 
value, generally fine to very fine ................ Est. $15,000/20,000
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1446 H
HH Clean 20th Century Collection $4,500

N.h. to o.g., formed by collector over many years in small
stockbooks, some complete sets, cat. from around $20 up to
$400+, all cat. and identified, mostly sound throughout, no
cheap sets, mostly GV to early QEII set, occasional short sets
or single values, strength in Canada with Admirals,
Tercentenary, Victoria sets complete, Falklands, clean
throughout, fine to very fine overall. 2012 Scott $37,000
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $7,000/9,000

1447 H British Asia In Sales Books $2,500
Couple hundred mint and used, identified and price in sales
books, owners retails $17,000, fine to very fine appearance
................................................................. Est. $3,000/3,500

1448 H
H Dealers Stock In Red Boxes $2,000

N.h., 7 with thousands running from 1953 to 2004, most of
the value is in complete sets, some dupl. up to 3, best is
Bahamas, Barbados, G.B. and Ireland, generally fine to very
fine. Scott $17,229 (Owner’s) .................. Est. $3,000/4,000

1449 Hm British Europe Stock $2,000
All identified and price in two sales books mixed mint and
used running 1920s to 1980s, marked retails $12,000 
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,000

1450 H Balance of Mint Collection Web $1,600
Nice range of better items from 20+ countries in 2 albums
l.h. to n.h. incl. Abu Dhabi 1-11, 15-25, Aitutaki 1-18,
19-27, Barbuda 1-11, Basutoland 1-10, Br. Antarctic 1-15,
24, 25-38, Iraq British Occupation set, nice range of
Maldives and Penrhyn, 1903-19 Orange Free State
complete, Singapore 1-20, 28-42, South Georgia 1-16,
Tonga 54-62, 63-69, Tristan 1-12, 14-27, 28-42 and many
others, a nice clean lot generally fine to very fine or better 
................................................................. Est. $1,800/2,200

1451 H
H Pacific 2010 to 2014 Wholesale Lot $1,500

N.h., loaded with topicals 112 different compl. sets along
with souvenir sheets from Cook Islands, Aitutaki, Penrhyn,
Samoa, Tonga and Niuafo’ou which average Scott cat. value
is nearly $33 per set, 10 dupl. collections which can be
marketed by country or by sets online, stamp shows, mail
auctions, retail and wholesale, popular topicals abound such
as Royal Wedding, Year of the Snake, Olympics, Christmas,
birds, butterflies, Pandas, peonies, ships, insects and much
more, a perfect lot for resale and priced low for a great profit
potential! actual face value in excess of $19,800, very fine.
Scott $37,250 (Owner’s) .......................... Est. $3,000/3,500

1452 Hm George VI Collection Web $1,500
Hundreds in a well filled Stanley Gibbons King GVI album,
mostly mint with many better sets and singles throughout,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $2,000/3,000

1453 Hm Hoard of Collections $1,500
5 bankers boxes with thousands mint and used in collections,
stockbooks from many different countries, nothing real high
in value but many useful items to pick or for breakdown into
individual retail lots, mini collections or would be great for
ebay, please inspect, generally fine ............ Est. $2,000/3,000

1454 H
H Never Hinged Accumulation of Sets,

Singles, Etc $1,400
G.B. and Colonies, virtually all is QEII forward, the major
emphasis is material from more difficult period of late 1980s
to 2010, very modest dupl., fine to very fine. Scott $13,316
(tape enclosed) ......................................... Est. $1,600/2,000

1455 H
H QEII Collections of British Pacific $1,200

N.h., 5 Minkus albums running to about 1987, no Australia
or New Zealand, all the early QEII sets are present incl.
Aitutaki, Fiji, Pitcairn, Samoa, Tokelau, Tonga, New
Hebrides, Niue, Nauru, Penrhyn, Cook and Gilbert
Islands, generally fine to very fine. Scott $10,214 (Owner’s) 
................................................................. Est. $1,800/2,500

1456 Hm Substantial Collector’s Accumulation $900
19th & 20th Century mint and used in many hundred #102
stockcards in eight long red boxes identified by country, cat.
# and outdated values, features early G.B. with 3 Penny
Blacks, as well as sets and singles from just about every
region, also one box dedicated to Australia and another to
Canada, careful examination will reveal better material
throughout incl. Leeward Islands #114 o.g., 115a $225,
Pakistan 19 - 3 (2 n.h., 1 o.g.) $87.50 each and others, dupl.,
but still very useful, inspection essential, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,200/1,600

1457 H Mint Well Filled Collections Web $700
Includes Trinidad & Tobago mint complete 1913-1972,
South Georgia complete 1963-1977, St Christopher
complete less #23 mint or used, Barbuda 1-11 mint, Belize
complete from 1973-1977, British Antarctic Territory
complete 1963-1973 and a few odds and ends, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $800/850

1458 H
H Tonga, and Niuafo’ou 2010 to 2014

Wholesale Lot $600
N.h., 44 different compl. sets and souvenir sheets from this
popular Pacific Island, average Scott cat. per set is in excess
of $33, 10 dupl. collections which can be marketed by
country or by sets online, stamp shows, mail auctions, retail
and wholesale, dozens of popular topicals incl., Christmas,
birds, Titanic, Olympics, Year of the Snake, Giant Panda
and much more, actual face value in excess of $8,000, very
fine. Scott $14,750 (Owner’s) .................. Est. $1,200/1,400

1459 H
H Commonwealth Miniature Sheets Stock $500

N.h., hundreds in sales binders worked up on sales pages
running from 1960 to 2009, small amount of dupl. up to 3,
best are Bahamas, G.B., and Ireland, generally fine to very
fine. Scott $5,000 (Owner’s) ....................... Est. $750/1,000

1460 Hm British Africa Collection Web $500
Thousands mint and used but mostly mint in two Scott
albums running from 1890 to 1980s, best is an almost
complete Seychelles from 1890 to 1970 mint, some better
throughout, nice collection, please inspect ... Est. $700/1,000

1461 H
H Aitutaki, Penrhyn and Samoa Islands

2010 to 2014 Wholesale Lot $400
N.h., 36 compl. sets and souvenir sheets averaging over
$29.70 Scott per set, 10 dupl. collections which can be
marketed by country or by sets online, stamp shows, mail
auctions, retail and wholesale, loaded with popular topicals,
incl. Year of the Snake, Pope, Royal Wedding, Peonies and
many more, Actual face value in excess of $5,400, very fine.
Scott $10,704 (Owner’s) ............................. Est. $800/1,000

1462 H
H 1948 Silver Wedding Complete $400

N.h., complete and fresh, very fine. SG £2,250 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800
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1463 m Collection of British Africa Revenues Web $400
Over 900 in stockbook with some identified and others
sorted by country, many different cancels mostly used with a
few are with some dupl., please inspect, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $500/600

1464 Hm G.B., Commonwealth, and India
Collection $300
19th & 20th Century mint and used in a Comprehensive
album, interesting group with a number of complete mint
n.h. sets to the 1£ value, features Penny Black, BAT #1-15,
Bahamas 158-73, Bechuanaland 180-93, Cayman Islands
153-67, Cyprus 183-95, Gibraltar 147-60, Singapore 22-42,
Malaya-Johore 158-61, 163, 166, 168 pl. blocks, Tristan
1-12 and neat India collection on homemade quad pages,
worth inspection, generally fine to very fine .... Est. $400/600

1465 H
H r New Zealand and Pacific Islands

Mostly Mint $280
Hundreds in 2 stockbooks, mostly 20th Century with blocks
of 4 to 1970s, also incl. 1906 Christchurch set mint, 132-139
mint, few used Chalon Heads; 2nd stockbook with AAT in
blocks of 4, BAT, Christmas Island, Norfolks, Cooks, later
N.Z. to 1980s, much fine to very fine .............. Est. $400/600

1466 H
H Large New Issue Accumulation $250

Large box filled with n.h. new issue singles, booklets,
souvenir sheets, covers, gutter pairs, souvenir items, etc.
from a variety of countries, a fair amount of G.B. postage as
well, overall very fine ...................................... Est. $300/400

1467 H
H Pacific 2010 to 2014 Collection $200

N.h., 107 different compl. sets along with souvenir sheets
from Cook Islands, Aitutaki, Penrhyn, Samoa, Tonga and
Niuafo’ou which average Scott cat. value is nearly $36 per
set, an array of popular topicals are present incl. but not
limited to JFK, Royal Wedding, Year of the Snake,
Olympics, Christmas, Entomology, Peony, Birds, Titanic,
Butterflies and much more, actual face value is in excess of
$1, 880, very fine. Scott $3,767 (Owner’s) ...... Est. $400/600

1468 H 1935 Silver Jubilees Complete Web $200
O.g., fine to very fine. SG £1,400 ................... Est. $300/400

1469 H Burma and Pakistan Collection $200
Burma running from 1937 to 1961 mint and incl. #1-15,
18A-31 and 33, Pakistan 1947 to 1972 all mint and mounted
on Scott pages, generally fine to very fine ........ Est. $300/400

1470 H
H 1948 Mint Silver Wedding Lot $150

N.h., incl. Cayman Islands #117 (10), British Solomon 83
(10), British Guiana 245 (35), Barbados 211 (10) and
Antigua 99 (10), all Post Office fresh, fine to very fine. Scott
$1,417 ........................................................... Est. $250/300

1471 H
H Modern Singapore and Hong Kong

Stock $150
N.h., 1990s to 2002 period, binder for each, Hong Kong just
oversized incl. booklets, min. sheets, etc., Singapore incl.
oversized, aerogrammes, few earlier incl. #86a-93a,
J13-33a, control blocks of 4, clean .................. Est. $250/350

1472 H
HH Mint Gilbert & Ellice and Tuvalu

Collection $100
Hundred in Scott album from 1911 to 1992, o.g. to n.h., nice
collection for expansion, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

Foreign Country Collections

1473 H
H Mint Andorra Collection $250

N.h., hundreds running from 1931 to 2011 n.h., missing a lot 
of early, noticed C1-8 and from 1967 on appears to be
complete to 2011, very fine ............................. Est. $300/400

Austria

1474 m Intact Collection In Albums Web $1,500
Mounted in two Scott albums running from 1850 to 2008,
wonderful used collection almost complete (only missing a
few) with BOB, Offices and Occupation, incl. many better
items incl. #128-144, 380, B87-92, B110, Airmails appear
complete and Offices in Crete, Offices in Turkey,
Lombardy-Venetia, and much more, better than most, worth 
a look. 2012 Scott $30,866 (Owner’s) ...... Est. $3,000/4,000

1475 H
H Mint Collection to 2014 Web $1,500

In 8 Safe hingeless albums complete from 1945 to 2014 incl.
BOB, all n.h. incl. #390-431 with certs, Renner sheets, and
C54-60, great collection and better than normal, nice for
collector or dealer break down, just the face value alone is
huge, please inspect, fine to very fine ........ Est. $2,000/3,000

1476 Hm Mint and Used Collection In Album Web $650
Thousands different mounted in Scott specialty album
running from 1850 to 1999, highlights incl. #1 used, 7a
mint, 8, 39-40, 167, 378-379 and B118-121, generally fine to 
very fine. Scott $8,319 (Owner’s) ................... Est. $800/900

1477 ) Mostly Empire Cover Accumulation $600
About 50 total, noticed some pneumatic and some 1940
FDCs, worth a look, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $650/700

1478 Hm 4 Volume Collection $500
Collection of used 19th Century and mostly mint 20th
Century with much n.h. in four Davo hingeless albums
(pages to 2005), highlights incl. #428-31, Hitler 16mm
overprints used, mint n.h. incl. 326-39, B100-05, B269-71,
C32-46, C54-60, bird Airmail set and others, fine to very
fine. 2016 Scott $6,000+ (Owner’s) .............. Est. $600/800

1479 m Town Cancels $450
Over 900 from #1 to 170 with readable cancels from various
parts of the Empire as it existed before 1918, each stamp
identified and priced at retail in glassines with an inventory
list of what is incl., all are handpicked for readable cancels,
owners retails are $4600, nice lot for the specialist, very fine
appearance .................................................... Est. $600/700

1480 ) Cover Group of 170 $150
Mostly 1940s period commercial with censored from Zones,
few 19th Century to U.S. incl. postcards, mostly to external
destinations, few commemorative cancels, few unaddressed,
fine overall ..................................................... Est. $250/350

1481 ) Large Group of Covers $150
Over 1000, 19th Century to modern, good range of covers,
mostly fine, fine overall .................................. Est. $250/350
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1482 Hm Better Items Web $0
Incl. #B87-92 used, B112-117 used, Michel #190 block of
4 n.h. and Michel 6 IIa Newspaper, nice lot, very fine.
Michel €1,230 (Owner’s) .............................. Est. $200/250

1483 m Belgium Mostly Used Collection $200
In Minkus album to 1969, earlies used incl. #39, 39a, later
complete sets incl. few mint, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1484 H
H Bhutan In Album Web $200

Well filled collection in two albums running from 1954 to
2001 mostly n.h. incl. better sets incl. record set and many 3D 
sets, great topical, please inspect, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1485 Hm Brazil In Album Web $250
Mounted in well filled Scott album mint and used running
from 1843 to 1990 incl. BOB, most classics are used and
modern is mint, notice some better items incl. #1-3 used and
mint Zepp. set, please inspect, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $350/400

1486 ) Cambodia Early FD Covers $100
Around 70+, 1951 to 1963, incl. many better unaddressed,
slight dupl., #90a (2), B1-4 (3), Airs, etc., occasional soiling, 
mostly fine to very fine .................................... Est. $150/200

China

1487 H
H Taiwan Mint Stock $12,000

Hundreds in 28 sets or single issues with quantities up to 100
in glassines n.h. or ungummed as issued incl., #1290-1307
(5), 1355-1358 (10), 1450-1451 (100), 1526-1531 (50),
1471-1474 (10), 1556-62 (25) and others, incl. inventory list, 
fine to very fine. Scott $40,000 .............. Est. $14,000/16,000

1488 H
H Taiwan Collection In 5 Albums

1949-1996 Web $9,000
Mostly mint collection (only Flying Geese used) virtually
complete for the period starts with Formosa 1949-50 “Stars”
ovpt. set incl. 5c violet ovpt, and 1950 Postage Dues, then
Taiwan with used range of Flying Geese; 1950 complete set,
1951 set missing $20 and 1952 $10 and $20 stamps, then
mint complete onward ungummed as issued on the earlier
issues and n.h. afterward to the end with all of the better sets
present, incl. 1950 surcharge set in imprint blocks of 4 except
20c on $500,000 just a regular block (#1025-36 cat. $1815),
Election souvenir sheet, 1952 Land Tax perf and imperf sets, 
1952-53 Chiang Kai-shek original and redrawn perf and
imperf sets, 1953 Chiang Kai-shek Birthday set plus booklet, 
Silo Highway Bridge souvenir sheet, plus the next 3 better
souvenir sheet all with the right perforated selvage, a
beautiful collection from this popular area, fine to very fine
lot, Extensive scans on our site .................. Est. $10,000/12,000

1489 H Extensive Imperial to 1949 Collection Web $4,500
Balance of collection starting with 1st issue complete with
mostly mint throughout, incl. slight dupl. or varieties,
#25-37 mint except #30 used, 44 mint, some later complete
sets or scattered mint or used, 1912 sets of 12 complete mint,
middle period with some minor varieties, Postage Dues
mostly complete mint or used, and Military, 19th Century
mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine, needs 
close inspection ........................................ Est. $6,000/8,000

1490 H Taiwan Collection Mostly Complete Web $2,500
1950 to 1967, first few issues mostly used incl. #1007-1010,
mint 1951 Election set perf, imperf, and souvenir sheet,
#1052-1056 imperf, 1077-1091 perf and imperf singles
from sheet, 1954 on complete mint with #1114a, 1117a,
mostly l.h. during early gum period, 1961 on n.h., Semis
complete, Airs complete mint except #C42, C1-5 on partial
flight cover, Dues from 1949 on (#J110-119), etc., clean
throughout, fine to very fine. Scott $12,000+ 
................................................................. Est. $3,500/4,000

1491 m Collector’s Small Better Stockbook Web $2,000
O.g. to unused or used, around 150 pieces with most value in
Imperial period starting with first issue complete, Dowagers
to 24c (2-used), surcharges with dupl., some better cancels,
few later pieces, mixed condition on most, high cat. 
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,000

1492 H
HH Extensive Japanese Occupation 

Mint Collection Web $1,600
N.h. to o.g. mounted on pages, starting with Kwangtung
issue and mostly complete, incl. few varieties incl. CCS
#NC12-13 unissued, 2N66a, 6N17a, minor dupl. or
shades, occasional used or dupl., Airs complete, mostly clean
with occasional tone spots. Scott approximately $8,500 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

1493 H Treaty Ports Intact Collection Web $1,000
Few hundred mounted on pages excluding Shanghais
(separate lot), mostly mint with few varieties, Dues, etc., very
clean, nothing expensive but good basis for a collection. Scott
$4,600+ .................................................. Est. $1,200/1,500

See Lots 1509-1510

1494 H Extensive Currency Lot $900
Collection of 196 all different notes spanning from 1914-80,
incl. private banks, Bank of China, Central Bank of China,
Central Reserve Bank of China, Farmer’s Bank, Bank of
Communications, Republic of China and PRC, also some
Manchukuo and Japanese Military Occupation notes,
condition varies, overall very fine .............. Est. $1,500/2,000

1495 Hm Northeast Provinces Intact Collection Web $800
Mostly o.g. mounted on pages, incl. Fukien, Szechwan
mostly used, Yunnan, Manchuria, and Sinkiang, occasional
n.h. set, fine to very fine. Scott approximately $3,500 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,200

1496 H
HH Mint China and PRC Collection Web $750

Two collections on stockpages, PRC being the best with
#542-559, 767-781 both hinged the rest appears n.h. incl.
1215-1217, 1228-1231, 1530-1539, 1547-1554, 1557-1572, 
1617, 1761, 1647a, 1433, 1540, 1573, 1761, 1844, Republic
seems to be same time period and mixed between o.g. and
n.h., must inspect, otherwise very fine ...... Est. $1,100/1,400

1497 Hm Huge Hoard In Box $700
Mint and used accumulation of several thousand arranged
on stockpages in six large three-ring binders, some earlier
issues incl. 1885-88 small dragons, 1900-1912 Waterlow
issues with some postmarks, later issues with Japanese
Occupation, Taiwan, People’s Republic, Revenues,
Manchukuo, Shanghai and Treaty Ports, Hong Kong, early
forgeries and currency, fine to very fine appearance 
................................................................. Est. $1,200/2,000
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1498 Hm Accumulation In Banker Box $700
Highly miscellaneous accumulation of mint and used incl.
Imperial, Republic, Taiwan and PRC with some Regionals,
worth a look, fine to very fine appearance .. Est. $1,000/1,500

1499 H
H Taiwan 1968-1989 Intact Collection $500

N.h., mounted in 2 albums, apparently incl. all souvenir
sheets, fine to very fine ................................. Est. $750/1,000

1500 H Mostly Wartime Issue Intact Collection Web $500
Oldtime collection mounted on pages in tissue mounts, incl.
pairs, blocks of 4, also incl. some early Republic, Japanese
Occupation, etc., some used or dupl. used, unchecked for
better towns, etc., carefully inspect, mostly fine to very fine
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1501 Hm Oldtime China and P.R.C.
Accumulation $400
19th & 20th Century mint and used accumulation collected
before China was popular, housed in glassines, envelopes,
approval books etc., with outdated cat. values, a spot check
reveals cat. values as high as 30 times today, incl. Coiling
Dragons, Junks, blocks, varieties etc., anything could be
here, careful inspection recommended, condition varies,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $500/750

1502 Hm Northeast China Collection $400
Mint or used attractive, interesting collection mounted on
quad pages, incl. many complete sets, also some Northwest
China, worth inspection, fine to very fine ........ Est. $500/750

1503 Hm Huge Accumulation In Bankers Box $300
1910-1997 miscellaneous accumulation of several hundred
mint and used stamps with a few better items such as Taiwan
#1414-1417, People’s Republic #939-942, 944-946, 948 in 
singles or pairs, also #1187-1189 set in singles and bottom
left corner imprint blocks and small plastic bin containing a
large unsorted group, fine to very fine appearance 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

1504 H Formosa 1945 to 1949 Mint Intact
Collection Web $250
Complete incl. few minor varieties on 1945 overprint issue,
fine to very fine. 2016 Scott $1,300+ ............. Est. $350/450

1505 Hm Republic Collection to 1970s $250
Mostly mint in mounts on Minkus pages, many o.g. sets incl. 
Ancient Chinese Art Treasures #1290-1307 ($233),
Emperors 1355-58 ($515) and more, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

1506 Hm Official Post Seals and Special Delivery Web $150
16 items mint or used incl. souvenir sheet listed items, 2
Manchukuo 1933, 1935 Seals in red, #E10, and E9-10
used single panes, fine overall ......................... Est. $200/300

1507 ) Collectors Cover Accumulation $150
In small box, more than 170 covers from China, Taiwan,
People’s Republic, and Hong Kong with few Macao,
generally fine ................................................. Est. $200/300

1508 Hm Accumulation of Early Items Web $70
Nice group of early incl. small group of used Dragons, used
#23 with thin, #78 used, #153a used, mint #159 (2), and
mint 115 (4), please inspect, fine to very fine appearance 
....................................................................... Est. $100/200

1509 H Shanghai Mint Dragon Group of 14 Web $700
Mostly good to large margins all round (one not counted),
most showing positional numbers, occasional minor
thinning, very fresh, fine to very fine ......... Est. $1,000/1,400

1510 H Shanghai 1866 to 1896 Mostly Mint
Collection Web $300
Mounted on pages, incl. complete sets, surcharges, Postage
Dues, occasional used, few varieties, no rarities but nice
group of over 100, mostly fine to very fine. Scott $1,600+
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

People’s Republic of China

1511 H Extensive Mint Collection to 1988 Web $7,000
In 3 albums mounted on pages, starting #1 on in mostly
complete sets, occasional used or dupl. used single,
occasional dupl. reprint set, perf vars., incl. a few souvenir
sheets, imperf sets, occasional tone spots, early gum period
n.h. to l.h., 1966 virtually all n.h. (few have gum
disturbance), 4th album Airs and back of the book, fine to
very fine overall. 2016 Scott approximately $52,000 
............................................................. Est. $10,000/13,000

1512 Hm Mostly Mint Collection $1,400
In mounts on Minkus pages, incl. 497-98, 684-95, 708-10,
716-31, 748-49, 810-17, 965-66, 991, 1011-15, 1047-52,
1076-79, 1080-83, 1084-89, 1090-94, 1255-70, also some
souvenir sheets etc., good value throughout, fine to very fine.
Scott $7,200+ (Owner’s) ........................ Est. $2,000/2,500

1513 H Liberated Areas Mint Collection Web $1,400
Mounted on pages, hundreds identified, some Yang listed
only, most areas represented incl. complete sets, occasional
soiling, mostly fine to very fine .................. Est. $1,800/2,200

1514 H
H Mint From 1981 to 1989 $1,000

New issues in the original envelopes incl. many better items,
also FDcs and misc, fine to very fine. Scott $5,100 (Owner’s)
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1515 H
H Binder of Never Hinged $200

N.h., incl. #1761, 1557-72, 1574-81, 1613-16, 1840-43 and 
many other sets in the 1979-85 period ............ Est. $250/350

1516 (H) 1970 Opera, 1973 Ballet Issues,
#1047-1052, 1126-1129 Web $100
Ungummed. Scott $375 ................................ Est. $150/200

1517 ) Colombia Scadta Flight Cover Group Web $300
23 to various destination with up to 60¢ value incl. “Dot ”
varieties, generally fine ................................... Est. $400/500

1518 H
H r Cuba Postage Due 1914, 1927-28

Hoard, #J5-J10 $400
N.h., hundreds all mint in blocks, pl. blocks and singles,
generally fine. 2012 Scott $8,836 (Owner’s) ... Est. $600/800

1519 Hm Denmark Railway Revenue Collection Web $550
Interesting and organized collection in 8 stockbooks and
arranged by Denmarks Jernbanefrimaeker Catalog, many
hundreds mint and used, incl. cat., must inspect, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $800/900
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Egypt

1520 Hm Intact Collection to 1967 Web $5,000
Virtually complete except few expensive items in Scott
album, incl. hundreds to 1875 with early cancel study along
with perf vars. and by the types, numerous later dups.,
multiples, dupl. mint and used pages, few early proofs, 1953
issue with bar overprint vars., Airs virtually complete with
dupl., better Dues, Officials, Palestine, etc., very extensive
and requires close examination, fine to very fine overall. Scott
$45,000 + (for basic items) .................... Est. $7,500/10,000

1521 P Royal Printings Group Web $1,300
Few hundred imperfs and ex Farouk (hs. on reverse), incl.
Farouk design to £1, Airmails, rarely seen, very fine lot.
Chalhoub $8,500 +, low printing numbers on the Royal
Printings ................................................... Est. $2,000/2,500

1522 Hm Collector’s Backup Mint Collection $1,000
In Scott album in mounts 1866 to 1952, many complete sets,
few dupl. from 1st issues, 1926 on with some dupl. used
pages, also back of the book, Palestine, etc., clean collection.
Scott $9,700 ............................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1523 ) Collector’s Group of Covers $450
500 covers and 79 postcards, late 1800s to 1960’s mostly
commercial, incl. stationery and postal card usages and mint,
censored, some picture postcards, Airpost, scattered FD’s,
UAR, also 340 Parcel Post pieces, usual condition 
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1524 H Ephemera Items $250
Consists of 225 Interpostal Seals, 46 cigarette tax stamps incl. 
6 blocks of 4, Revenue and Official salt copies, Officially
Sealed labels, used dupl., and Stolow produced 1926
Navigation fantasies, interesting lot ............... Est. $400/600

1525 Hm Collection In Album Web $150
Well filled album with mint and used from 1867 to 1982 incl.
BOB, many cancels to be found, the best is the last 7 pages
with French Offices in Egypt Alexandria mint and used, and
Port Said mint and used with cancels, please inspect, fine to
very fine appearance ....................................... Est. $200/300

1526 H Eritrea Collection 1892-1936 Web $5,000
Valuable mostly mint collection nearly complete for the
period starting with 1892 set to 5L (couple values used), then 
a nice run of complete sets incl. 1903 Postage Dues (few
used), 1920-16 Postage Dues (less J9a), 1908-28 set to 10L,
1916-24 Parcel Post complete sets, nice range of 1927-37
Postage Dues, 1924 Manzoni set, 1926 75c-2.50L King set
n.h., etc., to the end - a comprehensive clean fine to very fine
lot, please inspect, Extensive scans on our site 
................................................................. Est. $6,000/8,000

1527 Hm Outstanding Finland Collection Web $4,000
Thousands in 3 albums and stockbook, running from 1856
to 2005 and Aland Islands, high degree of completion with
classics mostly used the rest mint, great lot for breakdown,
many better items throughout, fine to very fine. Scott
$50,000 (Owner’s) .................................. Est. $5,000/6,000

1528 ) Finland Covers on Pages Web $100
7 different on pages of better items with the best being
Zeppelin cover, generally fine to very fine ....... Est. $150/200

1529 Hm Finland Labels and Seals Collection Web $100
Over 150 in pages some are identified with some very
interesting items incl. Shipping Co. Stamps, and registration
labels, generally fine to very fine ..................... Est. $150/200

France & Colonies

1530 Hm Wonderful Colonies Collection Web $8,000
Extensive collection mount in 8 albums mostly mint, incl.
Afars & Issas complete mint to 2006, Alaouites complete
mint, Algeria complete to 1958, French Andorra complete
mint to 2006 (only #20 used), Anjouan, Benin mint and
used, Cambodia to 1972, Cameroun 1915-1952 complete,
Castellorizo, Chad complete to 1960, Cilicia, Dahomey
complete to 1944, Diego Suarez many better items, French
Colonies General issues, French Congo, French Equatorial
Africa complete mint, French Guinea, French India all with
many better items, French Morocco complete mint, Gabon
with many better, Guadeloupe many better, Indochina
complete, Ivory Coast complete to 1944, Lebanon complete
for period, Malagasy with many better, Mauritania complete 
to 1939, Mayotte complete to 2006, French New Hebrides
complete mint, Niger complete to 1941, Nossi-Be with many 
better, Obock many better, Reunion almost complete,
Senegal, Somali Coast, St. Pierre et Miquelon almost
complete to 2006, Syria most all, Wallis & Futuna is
complete to 2006 mint, huge cat. value and many signed
items throughout, please inspect, generally fine to very fine
............................................................. Est. $12,000/18,000

1531 Hm Extensive France & Offices Collection Web $7,500
Mounted in three albums running from 1849 to 2006 incl.
BOB and Airmail with huge cat. value and many better
items, Offices have a high degree of completion, many early
Ceres issues mint and used, Napoleon issues mint and used,
some proofs and essays noted throughout, some better mint
noted in France #109-132, 138-154, 156-196, 198-201,
258-262, B1-B5, B12-B18, B20-B23 from 1938 to 2006
appears complete mint, Offices in China 1-12A, 14-17 mint
or used, appears to be complete from 18a on many signed,
Offices in Canton, Hoi Hao, Kwangchowan, Mongtseu,
Pakhoi, Tchongking, Yunnan Fou, Office in Crete all
appear complete mint or used with many signed, Offices in
Egypt Alexandria, Port Said missing only a few, Offices in
Turkey mostly complete mint or used, and Offices in
Zanzibar missing only the most valuable, many signed items
in collection, great for expansion or for breakdown into retail
sales, well worth a look, fine to very fine appearance 
............................................................. Est. $10,000/15,000

1532 Hm Collection In Stockbooks Web $6,000
Four stockbooks with mint and used from 1900 to 2000,
many better items throughout mint incl. #197, 254, 246,
241, B1-27, B34, B38, used 326, C8-15, and so much more
incl. a few covers, great for specialist or dealer, huge cat.
value, please inspect, fine to very fine, partner to previous lot
................................................................. Est. $7,000/8,000

1533 m) 1852 to 1860 Napoleon Issue Exhibit Web $6,000
Written up on pages cancels and usages on covers about 100
items, nice lot for the specialist or dealer, very fine appearance 
................................................................. Est. $7,000/8,000

1534 H High Value Classics Web $5,000
140 to 150 mint classics and a couple of Dues on stockpages,
generally fine. Maury €100,000 ............... Est. $6,000/7,000
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1535 Hm Collection In 4 Albums Web $3,500
Running from 1853 to 2014 incl. BOB and well filled,
classics mixed mint or used and then mostly mint from early
1920s to 2014, only missing a few for the period, couple mint
of note #329, Semi complete from 1936 on, C15, C18-21
and mostly complete from there on, huge cat. value nice
collection for expansion, please inspect, fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $4,000/5,000

1536 Hm 2 Volume With Colonies Web $3,500
Two well filled on Scott pages mint and used with dupl. from
1849 to 2000, nice pockets of better stamps incl. some Offices 
and Colonies, please inspect, generally fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $4,000/5,000

1537 ) Cover Collection In Album Web $3,500
50 running from 1853 to 1880 with attractive usages and
written up on pages, great for the specialist or dealer for
breakdown, please inspect, fine ................ Est. $4,000/5,000

1538 H
H Colonies N.H. Collection $2,500

N.h., 1960s to circa 2000, slightly dupl. incl. Airs for St.
Pierre, FSAT, Polynesia, occasional 1940s set. 2012 Scott
$17,000 (Owner’s) .................................. Est. $3,500/4,500

1539 m) Star of Paris Cover Cancellation
Collection Web $2,500
Two volumes filled with hundreds of mostly covers but also
stamps with cancels all identified and written up on pages,
work is done, nice collection for the specialist or dealer,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $3,000/4,000

1540 Hm Better Estate Remainders Web $2,000
Bankers box filled with many better items and dupl. from a
collector with Colonies incl., to many items to list but noticed
a stockbook full of Colonies items mint and used, stockbook
filled with France in dupl., #329 mint, some partial sheets
and full sheets, booklets and booklet panes, many proofs,
collection of Lebanon, collection of Reunion Revenues,
collection of Airmail from Alaouites, Alexandretta, Latakia,
Lebanon and Syria, book of Fournier Forgeries and contents 
from the bank vault collector pulled as better, some being
Faux, many signed and with certs, mixed condition, many
finds to be had and huge cat. value, must inspect, generally
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $3,000/4,000

1541 m) Siege of Paris Specialized Cover
Collection Web $2,000
About 23 covers and quite a few cancels all written up in
album, with varieties, advertising, retouched stamps, nice
collection for the specialist, please inspect, generally fine 
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,000

1542 ) “Type Sage” Cover Accumulation $1,200
Few hundred covers and some mint Postal Stationery in a
small box, many different destinations and cancels, please
inspect ..................................................... Est. $1,500/1,800

1543 H Mint Collection 1849-1965 $800
Mostly mint o.g. collection in mounts in an early Davo
album, 19th Century used incl. well-centered classics, nearly
all mint thereafter featuring #246 n.h., 329 (l.h. in margins
only), 329a-d n.h., C16-17, C19-41, solid run of mint from
mid 1930s to 1960s, better than average collection. Scott
$12,000+ (Owner’s) ............................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1544 m Classic Used Collection $700
Couple hundred Napoleon and Ceres handpicked by
collector, imperf virtually all with margins all round incl. #9,
dupl. of cheaper values with various cancels, mint for Peace
and Commerce issues incl. #99, 101, 108, better than
normally seen for this period, fine to very fine overall. 2012
Scott $14,855 (Owner’s) .......................... Est. $1,000/1,300

1545 Hm Colonies Exhibitions Sets and More Web $300
O.g. to n.h.1931 Exhibition set complete except souvenir
sheets, 1937 complete with souvenir sheets, 1939 Worlds
Fair complete, 1949 U.P.U. complete, and then a collection
of French Oceania #1-20, 21-54, 72-75, 80-116, 160-178,
couple other sets, great for break down for retail or internet
sales, generally fine to very fine ....................... Est. $400/500

1546 H Proof Cards $70
60 Gravures des-timbres-poste, mostly 1999-2000 and
housed in Official La Poste album ................. Est. $100/120

1547 H Mint French Polynesia Web $700
O.g., complete from 1892-2006 mounted in Elbe album,
incl. all better items and many varieties incl. #1-20, 126-135, 
and all BOB with Airmails, Postage Dues and Officials,
noticed imperf. issues and a few proofs, nice collection, please 
inspect, fine to very fine ............................ Est. $1,000/1,300

1548 H Mint F.S.A.T. Collection and More Web $300
O.g., complete collection from 1955-2006 incl. BOB
mounted in Elbe album, incl. French Sudan complete except 
for #1 and 2, and French West Africa complete, great for
collector or breakdown into retail sales, please inspect,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $400/500

Germany & Colonies

1549 H Offices & Colonies Mint Collection Web $3,500
On pages, 400+ on pages, incl. strong Morocco, Kiauchau,
many complete sets, fresh, occasional gum issue, fine to very
fine overall. 2013 Scott $14,800 ............... Est. $4,000/5,000

1550 m Germany and Areas Used Collection Web $2,000
Collection in albums and stockbooks running from 1951 to
2009, best is in two Kabe albums with German States, from
1920 on appears to be complete less better souvenir sheets, all
three Zeppelin sets are incl., Berlin used and appears to be
complete, Saar from 1948 with many better used,
Occupation used some with certs, nice collection, great for
expansion or breakdown into retail sales, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $3,000/4,000

1551 ) Cover Stock $2,000
Couple hundred all written up and sleeved in a box incl. all
eras incl. Colonies, pneumatic, Empire, postwar and
Plebiscites, well worth a look, retails $15,433, generally fine
to very fine ............................................... Est. $2,500/3,000

1552 H
HH Plebiscites Mint Collection Web $2,000

O.g. to n.h. in Scott album, incl. Occupation, virtually all in
complete sets, also souvenir sheets, #B76 genuine but
creasing, Marienwerder with cert., etc., very clean
throughout, fine to very fine ..................... Est. $2,200/2,500

1553 m States Stock Web $1,200
81 mostly different and mostly used worked up on #102
sales cards, each is identified and priced, mixed condition
................................................................. Est. $1,500/1,600
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1554 ) Colonies and Occupations Covers Web $1,000
61 total cover all from different Colonies incl. China, Turkey
and Belgium, worth a look, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,200/1,500

1555 m Sudetenland WW II 3rd Reich
Souvenir Sheets Web $1,000
48, all diff. either with German or Czechoslovakia
commemorative cancels in red, blue or purple, mostly clean
group, fine to very fine and attractive, rarely seen 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,400

1556 Hm Nice Collection 1871 to 1945 $800
Mostly mint o.g. collection in mounts in early Davo album,
19th Century used to 1902, nearly all mint thereafter incl.
n.h., features used #11 $400, 25 $410, 28 $450, mint
B33a-d n.h. singles from Iposta souvenir sheet $340, B58a-d
$360, B91-2 Olympic souvenir sheet $220, B106 Hitler
Nuremberg souvenir sheet n.h. $260, C20-6 n.h. $1130,
excellent run of mint sets, singles and souvenir sheets from
1919-45, quality material throughout, review recommended, 
fine to very fine. 2016 Scott $9,000+ (Owner’s) 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1557 H
HH Mint Collection to 1990 Web $600

O.g. to n.h. in two hingeless albums running from 1933 to
1990, and only missing a few for the period, incl. #B49-B57
hinged, 415-451 n.h., 585A-633 some signed by Schlegel,
634-661, 634a-666a, from 1948 on appear to be complete
and mostly n.h., nice collection to expand upon, fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,000/1,200

1558 H
HH Mint In Binder Web $500

O.g., hinged or never hinged, couple hundred mint o.g. to
n.h. in album incl. 65A, 65C-74, 75, 79, 340-365, 366-505,
B33, B49-57, complete to B293, and Michel MH34
Booklet, lots of better items, take a look, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $800/900

1559 H Stockbook of Se-Tenant Web $500
Couple hundred most are identified by Michel from 1900 to
mid 1930s, lots of better items, generally fine to very fine
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000

1560 ) Dealer’s Cover Stock $500
Several hundred, incl. few East Germany, groups of pre
1918, Postwar, Airmail, Airs, 1923-1932, 3rd Reich, few
States, nothing cheap, retail $9429, fine overall 
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000

1561 H) Sudetenland Collection and More Web $400
Over 20 sets, singles or covers, most are signed and many
better items, most are Sudetenland but also some Ukraine
and Lithuania, seldom seen, incl. Lithuania Mi #4a-9, 8a,
4a, 6a, 7a, Sudetenland #1-18, 37, 39, 55-63, and many
others with a couple of covers ......................... Est. $700/800

1562 H
H Berlin Collection to 1988 Web $400

Complete collection to 1988 all appear n.h., #9N21-9N34
and 9NB3a both signed by Schlegel, better than normal with
many margin singles, must inspect, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $600/700

1563 H
H Mint Saar Collection Web $400

N.h., collection in Lindner hingeless album running from
1947 to 1959 incl. #CB1, also incl. Occupation complete for
French Zone, Baden, Rhine Palatinate and Württemberg all
n.h., nice collection better than normal, please inspect, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $600/800

1564 Hm) Soviet Zone/Locals Collection Web $400
Scott album with hundreds both mint and used and a few
covers with very high degree of completion, incl. Berlin and
Brandenburg Michel #1B-7B used with cert.,
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, Ost Sachsen, Thüringen, and
much more, please inspect, fine to very fine .... Est. $600/800

1565 ) Danzig and Plebiscites Cover Group Web $400
Interesting group of 17 mostly from Danzig but also some
Saar and Slesvig-Schleswig, nice group great for retail sales
or ebay, please inspect .................................... Est. $500/600

1566 H
H Mint on Stockcards Web $300

Worked up on sales cards, all the work is done, clean n.h.
stock with some dupl. incl., in multiples of 3 or 4, 446-47,
B310-313, 9N35-41 and 9NB1-6, nice for retail stock or
ebay, fine to very fine. Scott $3,347 (Owner’s)  Est. $400/500

1567 H
H DDR Collection In Album Web $300

N.h., virtually complete collection to 1968 in Scott album, all
appear to be n.h. only thing missing is the Marx sheets, very
fine ................................................................ Est. $400/500

1568 H
HHm Collection In Seven Albums $300

Three Lighthouse hingeless albums house earliest mint and
used scattered to about 1980, then nice representation of
mint n.h. to the year 2010, third album carries scattered mint
and used to 1980, then close to complete n.h. to 1990, and a
fourth partially stripped Scott album to 1940 incl. mint
B69-78 l.h. (Cat. $34), B79-81 n.h. ($55), B107-15 ($89),
B177-85 ($32) and many others, and three Lighthouse
Hingeless albums contain DDR virtually complete n.h.
1958-70 and 1980-90, plus stockbook of mint and used
Germany and DDR, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1569 H
HH Mint DDR Collection Web $250

Complete to 1990 in 3 Lighthouse hingeless albums, some
early issues o.g., otherwise n.h., incl. most souvenir sheets,
clean lot, fine to very fine ................................ Est. $400/500

1570 ) Concentration Camps Covers Web $250
4 different incl. Auschwitz, Dachau, and Theresienstadt 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1571 ) Zeppelin Covers and More Web $200
Nice group of 7 with best being Polar flights and two #Z127
flights, fine ..................................................... Est. $300/400

1572 Hm Mostly 20th Century Collection $200
In Scott album, to 1970s, incl. back of the book, Occupation,
few dupl., DDR, etc., 19th Century mixed condition, 20th
Century mostly fine to very fine. Scott $13,883 (Owner’s)
 ...................................................................... Est. $300/400

1573 Hm 1930’s Se-Tenant Lot Web $200
Group with used and mint incl. Michel #427, S41, S68,
S54, W32, S90 and more, please inspect, generally fine to
very fine. Michel €2,300 ................................ Est. $250/300
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1574 s 14 Mostly Third Reich Telegrams Web $140
Incl. 2 with env., some showing Swastika, mostly clean
group, fine to very fine ................................... Est. $200/300

1575 H
HH Mint Greece Collection Web $500

In two stockbooks hundreds mostly mint o.g. to n.h. running
from 1913 to 1996, nice run of better issues incl. #427-436,
C38-C47, most early are o.g., nice collector collection with
room to expand and many better items, must inspect,
generally fine to very fine ............................. Est. $750/1,000

1576 ) Greenland Group of Covers $150
Few hundred incl. a mounted town cancel collection, mostly
modern but colorful and unusual, fine overall . Est. $250/350

1577 Hm Massive Hungary Collection Web $1,500
Two bankers boxes with 3 different collections, three
Minkus albums stuffed full from 1871 to 1985 only missing a 
handful for completion, some better incl. #1-12 mixed mint
and used, 13-46 incl. varieties, mostly complete mint thru
1985, BOB incl. B1-34 mint C1-C25, most of the
Occupation stamps are there but not signed, three Scott
albums from 1871 to 1989 missing only a few for completion
for the period incl. mixed mint and used with better items
throughout incl. the Occupation #11N1-1N35 with many
signed, 10N1-10N41 and many others, third book is
Lighthouse hingeless from 1871-1930s and mostly complete
for the period, great lot for the specialist or to expand,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $2,000/3,000

1578 ) Indochina Cover Group of 200+ $250
Mostly 1920’s to 1950s commercial, popular area, fine
overall ............................................................ Est. $400/600

1579 H Iran Collection on Pages Web $500
Hundreds mostly mint running from 1881 to 1975 mounted
on pages, with many $50 to $250 sets, nice lot for expansion
or breakdown for retail sales, #94//783 not counted in cat.
and could be real plus, generally fine to very fine. Scott
$4,750 (Owner’s) .......................................... Est. $700/900

1580 H Iran Mostly Mint Collection $200
On black pages, several hundred, starting 1880 period
mostly used to 1939, majority mint after that hinged to 1971,
n.h. after that to 1981, also Airs, Officials, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $300/400

1581 Hm Iran Collection on Pages $100
Couple hundred mint and used mounted on album pages
from 1926 to 1952, please inspect, generally fine to very fine.
Scott $2,249 (Owner’s) .................................. Est. $200/300

1582 H
H Israel Collection In White Ace Albums $1,000

Thousands in 8 albums to 2006 and complete with tabs
except for #7-9, and J1-5 (separate lots), all n.h. with many
better items, also new issues from 2007 to 2011 with specialty
items that customer paid over $2000, nice collection to
complete or break down for retail, huge cat. value and face
value, must inspect, fine to very fine .......... Est. $1,500/2,000

1583 ) Israel Postal History $150
Incl. a nice group of forerunners plus first days, special
events, commercial, registered, censored, propaganda,
Postage Due usages and a set of 10-14 with full tabs, and
similar covers plus a substantial run of first day openings of
pioneer Israeli post Offices, incl. a FDC of Nazareth, with a
certificate by Martin Marco, stating the cover is “in perfect
condition in every respect.”, fine to very fine ... Est. $250/350

Italy & Colonies

1584 H Occupation Mint Collection
1918-1943 Web $4,750
Extensive and valuable one volume collection of Occupation
areas starting with 1918 Udine 5c tete-beche pair (unlisted in 
Scott, cat. €1600), 1918 Trentino-Alto Adige incl. N46
(Diena cert), N48 (signed Raybaudi), etc., 1918 Venezia
Giulia issues incl Postage Dues, 1919 Trento e Trieste issues
with Postage Dues, Moreno, 1919-23 Dalmatia, 1939-43
Albania, 1941 Ljubljana issues incl. several Scott unlisted
sets (€1250), “Occupazione Militare Italiana” ovpts on
Greece issues, plus 1941 Montenegro issues incl. Scott
unlisted items (€1000+), etc., a nice clean collection from
this area seldom seen with this high degree of completeness
(high cat. value), fine to very fine, Extensive scans on our site 
................................................................. Est. $6,000/7,000

1585 H Roman States and Vatican Collection Web $2,800
In 2 Lighthouse hingeless albums, nice clean collection starts 
with Roman States complete mint (few used) with couple of
better items with certs., this group appears to be fresh and
better than normally seen, then Vatican complete mint
1929-2013 with l.h on the earlier issues and n.h. on the later
items, generally fine to very fine collection or better, Extensive 
scans on our site .......................................... Est. $3,500/4,000

1586 H Occupation and Related Areas
1944-1954 Web $1,800
Croatia, Poland, etc., mint collection in an album containing
seldom seen high value items which are mostly unlisted in
Scott cat., incl. 1944 Croatian Occupation “U” ovpt.
complete n.h. set of 17 stamps with Raybaudi cert. (€2400),
North Epirus, Corfu, 1945 Yugoslavian Occupation Istria
l.h. (€350), 1946 Istria and Slovenia unissued tete-beche
imperf pairs n.h. (€300), 1946 Corpo Polacco group
(€1700+) plus many other better Polish materials
(additional €3000+ cat.), please take a closer look, fine to
very fine, Extensive scans on our site ............ Est. $2,500/3,000

1587 Hm Italy and Colonies Stock $1,800
2 sales books of mint and used all identified and priced
running from late 1800s to 1986 (mostly older) with marked
retails $18,000, mixed condition .............. Est. $2,000/2,500

1588 Hm Exceptional Roman States & Vatican
Collection 1852-1998 $1,600
Mint and used collection splendidly laid out on quad pages in 
eight old Elbe albums, starts with an outstanding group of
Roman States incl. 1852 Papal Arms, 1867-68 glazed paper
issues, the balance of Vatican issues are mostly complete with
many blocks of four, highlights incl. 1934 Surcharged Set
complete, hinged, signed Diena accompanied by 1991
certificate, also 1948 Air Post Archangel Raphael and UPU
complete n.h., inspection will prove rewarding, fine to very
fine overall ............................................... Est. $2,000/3,000

1589 m Italian States Mostly Used Web $400
About 40 on a stock sheet, highlights incl. Roman State 7-8,
11, Sardinia 15 (fake cancel), Tuscany 10, 12 (2), 13-15, 22,
Two Sicilies 1, 4 (3), 5, 8 (3), 19 and 20, others not counted,
please inspect, mixed condition ...................... Est. $500/600
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1590 m) Interesting Cover Group $400
Worthwhile group of over 20 incl. covers and cards, features
Ionian Islands Occupation, registered censored items, also
five Rhodes items incl. #7 on censored cover to Portland,
OR and various other covers and postcards, good lot for the
specialist, generally fine to very fine ................ Est. $400/600

1591 ) Italian POW Cover Exhibit Web $300
83 WWII covers all on pages and written up on pages, nice
item, generally fine to very fine ....................... Est. $400/600

1592 H
HH Italy Better Mint Group Web $300

N.h. to o.g., several mint sets incl., #495-506, 488 n.h.,
C79-83 n.h., C48-C49 n.h, on Vatican set and Socialist set,
some toning on back, worth a look, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $350/400

1593 H
H Italy on Stockcards Web $200

N.h., all worked up and price and ready for resale, with some
better items incl. #510-13, 535-36, 549-67, B1-4 and
C127-128, worth a look, generally fine to very fine. Scott
$2,372 (Owner’s) .......................................... Est. $300/350

1594 H
H Better Mint Italy Group Web $150

Incl. #359-366, 367-376 and C89-94, very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $250/300

1595 H
HH Mint Italy Collection Web $150

Nice collectors mint collection o.g. to n.h. mounted and
identified on stockpages running from 1916 to 1993, incl.
better items #400-409, 477, C48-49 n.h. and C62-65, great
collection to add to or break down for retail sales, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $200/300

A.M.G. & Trieste Zone A

1596 H
H A.M.G. and Trieste Zone A and B

Collection 1943-1954 Web $1,700
Complete mint collection of these areas mostly n.h. (some
l.h.), a nice clean lot with many better items throughout,
please take a look, fine to very fine lot, Extensive scans on our
site ........................................................... Est. $2,000/2,500

1597 H Trieste Collection In Album Web $700
O.g., mounted on Bush pages and appear to be complete
incl. BOB, also has many specialty items, gutter pairs, errors,
and varieties, high cat. value and nice collection, please
inspect, fine to very fine ............................ Est. $1,000/1,200

1598 H
H Trieste Stock on Cards Web $400

Stock of n.h. on cards, small amount of dupl., solid run incl.,
#1-14, 15-17, E1-4, 58-69, and C20-26, great for
breakdown or ebay sales as the work is done. Scott $5,279
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $600/700

1599 H) A.M.G. Stamps and Cover Collection Web $300
4 albums all on Bush pages, three albums are of covers mostly 
FDCs, few commercial and mint Postal Stationery, album
with stamps has the Military Travel Stamps and Revenues
mint and used, nice assortment, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

1600 H
H AMG Collection In Album $100

Well filled Bush album all appear to be n.h., incl. AMG
France, AMG Germany, Trieste and varieties, great for
expansion, please inspect, generally fine to very fine. Scott
$1,139 (Owner’s) .......................................... Est. $150/200

Italian Offices & Colonies

1601 H Offices In Turkey 1902-1922 Web $4,000
Comprehensive and valuable collection mostly mint o.g.
consisting of all areas starting with General Issues 1-9,
13-18, then from #20 onward complete mint except for
Constantinople J1-6 which is used with normal cancellation,
plus all of the following areas are present and complete;
Albania, Durazzo, Janina, Jerusalem, Salonika, Seutari,
Smyrna and Valona - overall a very useful unit seldom seen
intact with high cat. value, fine to very fine, Extensive scans on
our site ...................................................... Est. $5,000/6,000

1602 H Mint Offices Abroad Aegeans - Rhodes 
1912-1945 Web $3,250
Seldom seen one volume complete mint collection of these
Offices from Aegean Is., Calchi, Calino, etc. all the way to
Rhodes, Stampalia - a total of 14 different areas mostly l.h.
with all of the better sets incl. 1930 Ferrucci and 1932
Garibaldi issues, 1932 Rhodes 25L (cert), etc., a fresh clean
unit with high cat. value, overall very fine, Extensive scans on
our site ...................................................... Est. $4,000/5,000

1603 H Offices In China Mint Collection Web $3,000
Powerful collection mostly o.g. with nice range of 1917-18
Peking issues with #’s 1, 3, 5 (cert), 12-21, 22-32, E1-2,
J1-4 and J6-8 and Tientsin issues complete less J5, a nice run
of this highly desirable area seldom seen offered intact,
Extensive scans on our site ........................... Est. $3,500/4,000

1604 H Offices Abroad Group of 3 Areas Web $1,250
Useful lot containing nice range of 1874-81 General Issues
1-17 complete o.g. (few used), plus complete mint from
Offices in Crete (1900-10) and Africa (1901-15), generally
o.g. to l.h. fine to very fine, Extensive scans on our site 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/1,700

1605 H Mint Colonies Group of 5 Colonies Web $1,100
In an album virtually complete for the period starting with
1932-34 General Issues, 1938-41 Italian E. Africa unissued
set of 17, 1922-32 Castellorizo, 1923-50 Cyrenaica incl.
Money Order stamps set of 6 (€220), and 1936 Ethiopia set,
a fresh clean collection generally fine to very fine, Extensive
scans on our site .......................................... Est. $1,300/1,500

1606 Hm Japan Collection In Album Web $600
Hundreds in 2 Scott album mint and used mostly mint
running from 1876 to 1964, better items throughout incl.
mint park issues and better souvenir sheets throughout,
generally fine to very fine ............................. Est. $800/1,000

1607 H) Japan Collection of Mounted 
Butterfly Wings on Postcards Web $200
From the Nawa Entomological Factory, 41 different on mint 
postcards, each env. has a handwritten number and the word
“Real Butterfly”, the cards each have a printed species name,
on the verso is the printer’s address and an artistic butterfly
and plant logo". also 3 envelopes of samples of butterflies for
sale, the specimens are in great condition, mounted over 100
years ago, Nawa Factory published a booklet in 1909 entitled
“Pressed Specimens of Butterflies and Moths”, very rare 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1608 ) Japan Cover Accumulation In Box $150
Running from 1908-1975 more than 200 covers incl. early
commercial usages, some FDCs, etc., generally fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300
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1609 Hm Korea (South) Collection In Album Web $300
Hundreds mounted in well filled album and mostly mint
running from 1884 to 1991, mixed mint and used to 1959
and then appear to be all mint and most n.h. to 1991, incl.
#132-173, please inspect, fine to very fine ...... Est. $400/500

1610 H Korea (North and South) Collection $300
In 3 Scott albums, South running from 1946 to 2004 and
strong mint about 1960 to 1986 and then hit and miss, real
good souvenir sheets are not here but most are, North from
1961 to 2001 and somewhat sparse except for mint sets in
1990s, please inspect, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

1611 H Korea (South) In Presentation Albums $200
Two mint albums one 1951-1956 complete in “Ministry of
Communications Republic of Korea” album, and 1956-1958 
in same type album, nice item, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/350

1612 H Korea (South) 1948 Issues on Pages $70
Complete o.g. in oldtime “1946-48 New Korea Postage
Stamps” booklet, some toning, fine overall. Scott $807 
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

1613 H
H r Laos 1964 to 1970s New Issues $200

N.h., incl. 1960s-70s imperf sets in blocks of 4 (about 18
sets), approx. 24 sets of deluxe proofs, incl. Airs, clean and
unusual ......................................................... Est. $300/400

1614 H Libya Collection 1912-1952 Web $2,500
Virtually complete mint l.h. collection (few used) filled with
all of the better sets incl. 1912-22 issue complete to 10L,
1915-24 and 1927-38 Parcel Post sets, 1921-23 Victory set,
1924-40 Colony issue both perfs, 1932-34 Pictorials incl.
Airmails, etc., overall a beautiful high quality collection,
generally fine to very fine, Extensive scans on our site 
................................................................. Est. $3,000/3,500

1615 H
HH Mint Liechtenstein Collection Web $750

In hingeless Schaubek album nearly complete mint from
1912 to 1998, incl. #54-59, 74-80 n.h., 82-89, 94-107 n.h.,
108-110, 116-131 n.h., 171 sheet 215-217 sheets all n.h.,
Semi’s, Airmail and Officials complete, great collection to
expand upon, please inspect, fine to very fine. Scott $8,000+
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $1,000/1,200

1616 m Intact Liechtenstein Collection 
In Album Web $500
Almost complete used incl. #54-69, 82-89, 94-107, 115 and
C1-23, nice collection for breakdown for retail sales,
generally fine to very fine. 2012 Scott $9,006 (Owner’s) 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,300

1617 Hm Liechtenstein Collection In Album $200
Thousands mixed mint and used mounted in Scott album
from 1912 to 2012 incl. BOB, mostly different with some
FDCs, mixed condition on the early the rest pretty clean,
notice items in the $10 to $25 range, please inspect, otherwise
fine to very fine. Scott $2,590 (Owner’s) ........ Est. $300/350

1618 Hm Mexico In Album $250
Hundreds in Scott album with the classics mostly used and
then both mint and used running into the 1980s with some
useful items, must inspect, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $350/450

1619 m Intact Memel Collection on Pages Web $250
Almost complete used collection running from 1920 to 1923
incl. Occupation, only missing a handful to be complete,
generally fine to very fine. 2012 Scott $5,326 (Owner’s)
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1620 H Middle Congo Collection Web $250
Hundreds mounted in album, running from 1900s to 1976,
fine to very fine. Scott $1,860 (Owner’s) ........ Est. $400/450

1621 H Mint Monaco Collection Web $650
Mounted in 3 albums from 1885 to 2006 missing only a
handful of stamps, incl. #11-29 (20 used), 110-130, B1-B7,
B9-B50, and almost complete BOB incl. Airmail, it appears
to be complete from 1921 to 2006, nice collection to expand
upon or break down for retail sales, please inspect, fine to very 
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,000/2,000

1622 H Mongolia 1924 to 1959 Mint
Collection Web $500
Some used incl. 1931 issue handstamp issue, mounted on
pages, in complete sets, mint and used dupl. copies, 1926
issue with black overprints, study of bogus circular date
copies, identified forgeries, incl. extra #6 used, #7b with
cert., 1932 on mostly complete, clean and attractive
collection. Scott $2,634 .................................. Est. $700/900

1623 m Nepal Used Collection $70
Mounted in “Stamps of the Kingdom” album by Bhandary,
to 1974, basically complete, fine or better. Scott $862
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

1624 Hm Netherlands Attractive Collection
1852 to 1965 $750
Mostly mint o.g. collection in mounts in an early Davo
album, 19th Century used, 20th Century nearly all mint 1913 
onward, mint features #90-101 Centenary set $1264,
164a-193a syncopated perfs $298, 1978-81 Wilhelmina high 
values $200, 319-22 Juliana high values $400, B144a-45a
Netherlands Legion souvenir sheets n.h. $165, plus a good
run of mint complete sets 1920-45, well worth inspection,
fine to very fine. 2016 Scott $8,000 (Owner’s) 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1625 Hm New Caledonia Mint Collection Web $400
Mounted in Elbe album mostly mint from 1859 to 2006
almost complete and only missing a few, classics mixed mint
and used incl. #1 mint signed, 11, 11a, 9, 9a, 13, 13a, many
signed, 23-33 mint or unused, 40-58 mint, 66-80 mint, and
appears complete from there on to 2006 (missing 180-181)
incl. BOB, great for expansion, please inspect, generally fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $600/800

1626 H
HH New Caledonia In Hingeless Album $250

N.h. to o.g. hundreds mostly mint running from 1962 to
2011, somewhat sparse with a few better sets untill 2000 then
appear to be complete n.h. to 2011, please inspect, very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1627 ) New Caledonia and French 
Polynesia FDC’s $100
New Caledonia about 250 from 1986 to 1992 in 2 binders,
Polynesia 1962 to 1987 group of around 120, clean with
slight dupl., all unaddressed, very fine ............ Est. $150/250
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1628 m Norway Collection In Album Web $200
Almost complete used collection running from 1855 to 2004
incl. BOB mounted in a Scott album, missing only a few for
completion many better sets throughout, please inspect, fine
to very fine. 2012 Scott $5,961 (Owner’s) ....... Est. $600/700

1629 H Oltre Giuba Collection 1925-1926 Web $550
Complete country mint collection generally o.g. to l.h. on 6
album pages plus 1925 money order stamps set (unlisted in
Scott, cat. €400), a nice lot, fine to very fine, Extensive scans on
our site ............................................................ Est. $700/850

1630 Hm Philippines Accumulation and Stock $500
6 banker boxes mostly from the Republic period and running 
to 1998, did notice some Japanese Occupation and U.S.
Possessions period and some earlier, Revenues, collections,
stockbooks, items worked up on sales cards, and many mint
n.h. mini sheets and souvenir sheet, huge cat. and great for
break up into retail stock or sales on ebay, who knows what
you will find, generally fine .......................... Est. $700/1,000

1631 ) Philippines FDC Collection $100
Hundreds in a banker box running from 1946 to 2001, many
are cacheted and topical, fine to very fine appearance 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1632 H
H Portugal Souvenir Sheets $50

N.h., #602a, 649a (5), very fine ......................... Est. $80/90

1633 H
H Russia Mint Collection Web $400

7 Mystic albums filled with n.h. running from 1944 to 2008,
the first book is missing most of the high value sets but there
are many $25-$50 items, appear to be complete from 1960 to
2008, high cat. value and nice collection to expand upon,
please inspect, generally fine to very fine ......... Est. $700/800

1634 Hm Russia Airmail Collection Web $100
Nice collection mount on pages to 1955 with many better
items incl. used #C1, C2-5 mint, C10-11 mint, C12a-C13a
mint, C58-67 used, C69-75 mint and much more, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $150/200

1635 H
H St Pierre & Miquelon Collection 

In Hingeless Album $400
Hundreds of n.h. from 1942 to 2011, some better early incl.
#412-414, C44-46, from about 1974 to 2011 appears to be
complete, did notice some early proofs and deluxe proofs,
nice collection for expansion, very fine ............ Est. $500/600

1636 H San Marino Mint Collection
1877-2013 Web $5,500
In 3 Lighthouse hingeless albums, nearly complete collection 
mostly o.g. on the earlier issues starting with the first issue
complete for the basic set plus extensive range of color
varieties (few with certs), then virtually complete l.h. to n.h.
to the end incl. nice back-of-the-book materials (lacking the
expensive minisheets), a beautiful clean collection with high
cat. value, fine to very fine lot, Extensive scans on our site 
................................................................. Est. $6,000/7,000

1637 H Saseno and Tripolitania Collection Web $600
1923-34 virtually complete mint o.g. to l.h. collection with
Saseno starting with 1923 set complete and Tripolitania with
1924 Manzoni set plus other sets of semi-postals, Airmails,
etc., fine to very fine, Extensive scans on our site 
....................................................................... Est. $750/850

1638 H Saudi Arabia 1957 Presentation
Album Web $300
For 14th Universal Postal Union Congress in Ottawa,
Canada containing mint examples of current and recent incl.
1942 100g, 200g Tughra definitives (#171-172), 1939
Official set (#O1-6), etc., very rare and seldom offered, fine
to very fine. Scott $1,300+ (Owner’s) ........... Est. $400/500

1639 Hm Saudi Arabia Collection on Pages Web $300
Mint and used running from 1950 to 1980 mounted on
pages, many better sets throughout, fine to very fine. Scott
$2,575 (Owner’s) .......................................... Est. $400/500

1640 H Somalia Collection 1903-1951 Web $7,000
An exceptionally nice collection mostly mint o.g. starting
with 1903 first issue then nice virtually complete run to the
end incl. Postage Dues complete, Parcel Post complete (less
Q43A), 1924 Manzoni, 1932 Pictorials perf 12 set complete, 
and perf 14 complete with the 2 high value used, CO1 mint
with toned gum, plus 1924-26 Money Order set of 12 and
1936 unissued set of 2 values, overall a fresh and clean
comprehensive collection from this area with high cat. value
rarely offered intact, Extensive scans on our site 
............................................................... Est. $8,000/10,000

1641 H Spain Collection In 3 Albums
1850-1955 Web $16,500
Very strong mint and used starting with a nice range of used 4 
margin classics (many with certs), incl. #’s 1-11 (less #8),
12-30 (less #14), 24-30, 28c, 32-33, 36-43 with color
shades, 44-54 (49 and 53 mint), 55-66 mint, 67-80
used/mint (less #68), then a nice run with 159-73 mint
except 170-71, followed by range of mint better items
176-89, 191-99, 201-11 (209-10 used), 212-21A (219 used), 
222-30, 232-41, 242-54 (252 used), 255-70, MR10-18,
MR19-27 (less 21), then l.h. to n.h. 20th Century items incl.
better items throughout such as 501-13, CB6 souvenir sheet,
1938 submarine perf and imperf sets plus perf souvenir
sheet, complete Airmails, etc., overall a nice clean collection
without any major faults on the early issues, certainly much
better than normally seen, there is a tremendous amount of
cat. value here, please inspect, fine to very fine overall,
Extensive scans on our site ....................... Est. $18,000/20,000

1642 H Spain Revolution Period Collection
1936-1939 Web $2,500
Seldom seen extensive collection in 3 albums o.g. to l.h.
(some unused) from the different areas, strong in complete
sets plus many souvenir sheet from Antequera to Zaragoza
with many elusive issues, fine to very fine lot, Extensive scans
on our site .................................................. Est. $3,000/3,500
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1643 Hm Spain 20th Century Collection $150
Mostly mint n.h. complete sets from 1940s-60s in a Philos
album, some 19th and early 20th Century mint and used as
well, fresh and worth review, fine to very fine. Scott $1,500
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $200/300

1644 Hm Sweden Collection to 1992 Web $600
Hundreds in Scott specialty album, classics mostly used,
mint from 1924 incl. #197-212 and 213-228, modern n.h.
incl. booklets, Semi-postals compl. o.g., Dues, Officials, nice 
collection to expand, generally fine to very fine. Scott
$10,000+ (Owner’s) .................................. Est. $800/1,100

1645 m Intact Switzerland Collection In
Album Web $1,500
Almost complete used collection running from 1854 to 2004
incl. BOB, incl. #66 with cert., 226, 293-305, B105,
complete Airs, complete Postage Dues, and many better
Officials, please inspect, fine to very fine. 2012 Scott $30,866
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $3,200/4,000

1646 Hm Switzerland Semi Postal Collection Web $1,500
Hundreds of mint and used mounted in hingeless
Lighthouse album running from 1912 to 2006, generally fine 
to very fine. Scott $13,650 (Owner’s) ....... Est. $2,000/2,100

1647 m Switzerland Official Collection Web $500
Group of better items on stockcards mostly used sets and
singles most are $50 and up, incl. #7Ø1-7Ø20, 1Ø7, 1Ø1,
1Ø6-1Ø8, and 3Ø1-3Ø26, please inspect, generally fine to
very fine. Scott $5,950 (Owner’s) ................... Est. $700/800

1648 ) Switzerland Covers In Album Web $400
Over 160 mostly from 1930s to 1940s many sleeved and
priced incl. better flight covers incl. C2, great for retail or
internet sales, well work a look, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1649 Hm Switzerland Mint Collection and
Accumulation $250
Two collections on pages mint and used with better souvenir
sheets, mint stockbook with 1930s and later mostly mint,
19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $400/600

1650 m Switzerland Better Items Web $150
Small envelope with used block of 15 Zumstein #112, used
block of 4 #130, used block of 105, used block 173c, and
couple other items, please inspect, generally fine to very fine.
Zumstein SFr 1,500 ...................................... Est. $250/300

1651 H
HH Thailand Collection In 2 Albums

1883-1985 Web $10,000
O.g., hinged or never hinged, Strong mostly mint collection
o.g. to l.h. to 1950, then mostly n.h. afterwards, starting with
(all mint unless otherwise noted) Rama V first issue set,
followed with nice range of Ticals ovpts and provisional
surcharges incl. better items such as #’s 22, 24, 51 and 57,
1899 1a-3a rejected die plus 3a used, 1899-1904 third issue
set complete, 1907 10T-40T Revenue surcharges used, then
virtually complete mint complete sets from 1905 onward incl. 
1908 Jubilee high values, 1912 Rama VI Vienna set, 1917
Rama VI London set, 1918 Red Cross ovpt. set missing 3B
and 20B, 1918 Victory set, 1926 Throne Room missing 10T
value, all Scout issues present, then complete to the end incl.
all better definitives, commemoratives, semi-postals,
Airmails, etc., a rare offering of this country seldom seen
intact, fine to very fine, Extensive scans on our site 
............................................................. Est. $12,000/13,000

1652 Hm Thailand on Pages $600
Mint and used collection on pages running from 1883 to
1970, many better items to be found, generally fine to very
fine. 2016 Scott $4,266 (Owner’s) ............ Est. $1,000/1,100

1653 Hm Turkey Collection to 1985 $600
Hundreds of mint and used in well filled Scott specialty
album, classics used, noted better 1930s and 1940s mint sets,
back of the book, inspect, generally fine to very fine. Scott
$9,700+ (Owner’s) ....................................... Est. $800/900

1654 H
HH Wallis & Futuna Collection $250

N.h. to o.g. in hingeless album from 1950s to 2011, starts to
be complete n.h. around 1990 to 2011, and 5 early proofs,
please inspect, fine to very fine ........................ Est. $300/400

1655 H Yugoslavia WW II Era Outstanding
Postal History Group $600
Esoteric group of war era Occupation and post-war material
in a Lindner binder, incl. covers, postcards and postal cards
from various areas incl. Croatia, 1941 Jelsa Provisionals with
cert., split issues cover (Michel 8-24 signed) etc., Regionals
for Dalmatia split issues, German Occupation of Slovenia
WWII, Istria (Pola) issue on registered cover and much
more, great lot for the specialist, inspection definitely
required, generally fine to very fine .............. Est. $800/1,200

Foreign General Collections

1656 H
HH Clean 20th Century Collection $4,000

N.h. to o.g., formed by collector over many years in small
stockbooks, mostly complete sets, cat. from around $20 up to
$400+ with a couple higher, all cat. and identified, mostly
sound throughout, incl. Western Europe with better Spain,
Belgium incl. Belgium cat. #374A-k, also Scott
#B131-143, occasional better used, couple of
Commonwealth sets, also souvenir sheets incl. France #323
used, Netherlands, no cheap sets, France with better Airs,
Spain #CB10 n.h., modern French Colonies, occasional
dupl. mostly in French Colonies, fine to very fine. 2012 Scott
$44,857 (Owner’s) .................................. Est. $6,000/8,000
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1657 Hm High Value Accumulation Web $3,500
Few hundred mint and used singles from about 10 different
countries incl. France, Luxembourg, Brazil, etc., huge cat.,
please inspect, mixed condition. Scott $85,000 (Owner’s)
................................................................. Est. $4,000/5,000

1658 Hm Middle East Collection and
Accumulation $2,000
2 bankers boxes with mint and used collections and singles
and dealer stock, large quantity of Saudi Arabia with items
Cat. over $100 each incl. a box of 1970s to 1980s n.h. sets and
singles in quantity, Bahrain, Lebanon Overprint and
surcharges, auction lot never worked up owner paid over
$1800 for, massive value and great for breakdown or retail
sales, FOR, generally fine to very fine ...... Est. $3,000/5,000

1659 Hm Scandinavia Stock $1,400
Three sales binders of mixed mint and used worked up on
sales page, marked retails $14, 700, mixed condition 
................................................................. Est. $1,600/1,800

1660 m Classic Europe Collection $900
Couple hundred hand selected by collector, mostly Belgium
imperfs, Luxembourg, and Netherlands 1st issue, mostly
used but incl. Belgium #9 mint, most imperfs with margins
all round, few Scandinavia, much above average condition
for this period, fresh throughout, also scattered items incl.
album, and few forgeries, fine to very fine overall. 2014 Scott
$10,000+ (Owner’s) ............................... Est. $1,300/1,600

1661 H
H Middle East New Issues $750

N.h., thousands in bankers box with new issues from mostly
Arab countries, Qatar, Kuwait, Lebanon, Bahrain, Iraq, and
more, runs 1970s to 2008 and many unopen envelopes from
Kent Research, did not see any Israel, many better items and
dupl., thousands in cat. value, very fine ..... Est. $1,000/1,500

1662 Hm Better Collections In Box $700
Mint and used mostly mint and incl. St. Pierre and
Miquelon to 1942, Reunion to 1947, Martinique to 1945,
Madagascar to 1962, and Guadeloupe to 1945, fine to very
fine appearance. Scott $5,707 (Owner’s) .. Est. $1,000/1,200

1663 Hm Asian Country Collections $500
Three well filled mint and used (most value is in mint)
collections, Viet Nam, Laos and Cambodia with all three
running into the 1990s, many better mint sets and loads of
topicals, please inspect, generally fine to very fine. Scott
$7,500 (Owner’s) .......................................... Est. $700/900

1664 m Peru and Uruguay Used Collections $280
In album on blank pages, occasional mint set, few classics,
Airpost for both, other back of the book, many complete sets,
Peru cats. $2515, Uruguay $2942, fine to very fine overall.
Scott $5,400 ................................................... Est. $400/600

1665 Hm Banker Box of Latin America
Collections $270
Incl. good representation of Haiti in a Scott Specialty album
mint and used from 1882 to 1970 plus a stockbook of
virtually all mint 1902 to 1960s, Ecuador mint and used
1954-1968, Nicaragua and Salvador have scattered early
plus decent mint later, lot also has two albums with nice mint
or used sets and singles of British Honduras, Canal Zone,
Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras, Brazil, Colombia and
Paraguay, fine to very fine .............................. Est. $350/450

1666 H Mongolia With Tannu Tuva Web $250
Mostly mint collection running to 1973 with some early
overprints and a block of #83, Tannu Tuva complete to
1936 incl. a cover with first Airmail set, please inspect, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $300/400

1667 Hm Scandinavia Collection From Better
Classic to Modern $240
In Scott specialty album holding Denmark, Finland,
Iceland, Norway and Sweden, Denmark incl. used 2-6, 8-9,
13-15 and much more early material, Finland used #8,
scattered mint and used to 1970, Iceland used 10-13, 15-18
and onward, mint and used to 1970, bit of Greenland, mostly
mint 1930s to 1960s, Sweden mostly used from classics to
1960s, virtually all stamps in album identified by Scott
number on album pages, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1668 Hm Germany and Eastern Europe 
Six Volumes $150
19th & 20th Century mint and used in six early Minkus
albums, incl. Germany, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Poland,
Romania and Austria, general run of material throughout,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $250/350

Worldwide Collections

1669 Hm Accumulation of Better In Box $10,000
Hundreds on #102 cards sales sheets and auction pages, a
few are questionable, owners cat. many or several years old,
many worthwhile items to be cultivated, please inspect,
mixed condition. Scott $100,000 ++ (Owner’s) 
............................................................. Est. $12,000/13,000

1670 Hm Collection In Scott Internationals Web $9,000
Three well filled albums from 1840 to 1940 with thousands
of mint and used stamps, many classics and better items
throughout, British Commonwealth and France and
Germany and the Colonies well represented, thousands in
cat., please inspect, generally fine ......... Est. $10,000/12,000

1671 H
H Outstanding Lot of N.H. Sets, Singles

and Souvenir Sheets $4,500
Every item is identified by Scott number and marked with
the current cat. price, housed in two banker boxes, while
some go back to pre-QEII, the majority is in the hard- to-
find period of the mid-1980s onward to about 2010, there is
overall modest dupl., while the emphasis is on Asia, Latin
America, Africa, and Europe there are stamps from
countries throughout the world, this would be a handsome
addition to any dealer’s stock, overall very fine. Scott $32,527 
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $6,000/8,000
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1672 H Dozen Bulging Extra Large Scott
International Albums $4,500
Predominantly mint with the majority of earlier material l.h.
and modern n.h., there are many sets Cat. $50 or more, with
some in the $100 to $200 range, countries with nice mint
representation incl. Aden (62-74 cat.$143) Ascension
(62-74 cat. $143), Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canal Zone,
Caymans, Danzig, Egypt (299-316 cat. $109), Ethiopia
(N1-9 cat. $125), Falklands (107-120 Cat.$209), Fiji,
Finland, France & Colonies, Germany/DDR, Gibraltar,
Gold Coast, Italy (331-41 $154, 280-89 $166, C62-65 $134) 
plus Colonies, Japan, Jamaica (159-74 $102), Yugoslavia
(461-8 $108), Malta (246-62 $125), Malaya-Malacca (3-17 
$115), Netherlands and Colonies, North Borneo (244-58
$127, 280-95 $168), Norway, Portugal, Reunion (178-222
$166) Sarawak (180-94 $133) Southwest Africa (C1-2,
$125), Swaziland (55-66 $110), Turks & Caicos (121-35
$113) plus decent run of Latin America, well worth
inspection, fine to very fine ....................... Est. $5,500/7,000

1673 Hm 9 Master Globals and More $3,500
Thousands of mint and used in 9 albums and 9 other binders, 
running from 1800s to 1986, no book C-F and incl. booklets, 
souvenir sheets and some stationery, lots of mint more
modern material, please inspect, generally fine to very fine.
Scott $100,000 (Owner’s) ........................ Est. $5,000/6,000

1674 Hm Massive Dealers Back Room $2,000
16 boxes filled with mint and used collections incl. China and
U.S., topicals, new issues, stockbooks and pages, sales cards
and more, who know what can be found, great for breakup or
for ebay sales, a little work and you will be rewarded, please
inspect, generally fine ............................... Est. $3,000/4,000

1675 H
H Massive New Issue Hoard $2,000

Five banker boxes full of n.h., from 1970s to 2000s on
stockpages, in stockbooks, in albums, and on sales cards,
massive amount of cat. value, dupl. to be expected, very fine 
................................................................. Est. $3,000/4,000

1676 H Two Binders of Better Sets $1,700
Items from $50 to more than $350, good run of better
countries incl. Australia, Bahrain, Germany, G.B., Iceland,
Iran, Italy & Colonies, Japan, Liechtenstein, Malaya, St.
Helena, and Vatican, fine to very fine. Scott $14,500 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,400

1677 Hm Dealers Stock on Sales Cards $1,500
5 drawers of mint and used worked up on #102 cards,
appears to run all time periods, and two boxes of cinderella
material not counted, generally fine to very fine. Scott
$34,000 (Owner’s) .................................. Est. $2,000/3,000

1678 Hm Huge Holding In Six Banker Boxes $1,400
The 50 year accumulation of a dealer who is cutting back as
he approaches retirement, everything imaginable is in this
lot, substantial amount of mint sets and singles - in albums,
stockbooks, glassines and envelopes, some sets cat. over
$100, especially Canada and Provinces, Australia, good
showing of G.B. & Colonies, France & Colonies (especially
French Polynesia), Netherlands & Colonies (especially
Netherlands Antilles), Scandinavia, Austria, Greater
Germany, Egypt, Vatican City, Omnibus issues, topical
collections, Europa, Rhodesia area to name just a few, also
dozens of retired APS circuit books with sets to $50, many
items shuffled together and the dealer admittedly didn’t
check everything, this is a potential gold mine for the person
who has the patience to examine the lot carefully, generally
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $1,700/2,000

1679 Hm Collection In Internationals $1,300
Thousands in 6 blue International albums of mint and used,
no A-C, G-L or V-Z they do have some pockets of better
material, one nicely filled with from and running into the
1940s, also a French Africa collection to 1960s mint and
used, Russia 1964-1974 with CTO and Latin America to
about 1960 mint and used, should be some good finds,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $2,000/3,000

1680 Hm 17 Volume Collection $1,200
Filling five banker boxes, some countries are very well
represented, others have very few stamps, highlight is a
mostly mint Iceland collection which is virtually complete
from mid 1930s to 2007, incl. some nicer Aden, Bhutan,
Hong Kong, Cooks, Croatia, Egypt, Jamaica, Fiji, Norway,
South Africa, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland, generally fine
to very fine ............................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1681 H
HH Mint Collections $1,000

N.h. to o.g. country collections all identified on stockpages
and cards, no dupl. noticed, countries incl. Austria from
#168 to 1666 incl. some back of the book with customers cat. 
$1031, Indonesia and Netherlands Indies #333 to 1242 incl. 
BOB $1860, Japan 293 to 1647 and BOB $1220, Jugoslavia
#53 to 1986 noticed couple of better sets $1144, Switzerland
#60 to 960 with better sets noted $1994, Maldive Islands,
Papua New Guinea, Samoa and Tonga all with cat. $1593
and U.N. with Geneva and Vienna $1306, get lot for retail or
internet sales, fine to very fine ................... Est. $1,200/1,500

1682 Hm Valuable Oldtime Collector Stockbooks $900
Six large European stockbooks and an album with 19th &
20th Century mint and used from an award-winning
collector, features a variety of regions incl. Asia, Europe,
G.B. and Commonwealth, Latin America, Portugal
Colonies, Scandinavia etc., a wealth of cancels, much value
throughout, careful inspection will prove rewarding,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1683 Hm Mint and Used Housed In a Dozen
Large Stock Books $900
Filling two banker boxes, much of mint is n.h., stock runs
from classic to 2007, good representation of British
Commonwealth, Middle East, South Pacific, Germany,
Italy, France etc., 19th Century mixed condition, 20th
Century mostly fine to very fine ................ Est. $1,000/1,300

1684 Hm Worldwide Back Room Sweepings $800
13 banker boxes stuffed with collections, loose, dealer
stockcards, everything can you think of, if you have the time
you will be rewarded, please inspect, fine appearance 
................................................................. Est. $1,300/1,500

1685 m Massive Accumulation $700
Tens of thousands in 16 bankers boxes filled with stockbooks 
and glassine packets full of sorted and unsorted mostly used,
on paper and off, there is one box with a lot mint U.N.,
generally fine .............................................. Est. $900/1,200

1686 H
H New Issue Stock $700

Thousand of new issues with some dupl. all sorted and
identified, all appear to be n.h., mostly from 1970s and
1980s, please inspect, generally fine to very fine. Scott $7,258
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $800/900
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1687 H
H Accumulation of Collections $600

Incl. a Scott album of Portugal & Colonies, Germany
(Berlin), stockbook and folder of newer mint Luxembourg,
small stock of mint Croatia, two volume mint mostly n.h.
Germany from 1949 to 1980, stockbook mostly mint East
Germany from 1949 to mid 1970s, binder of earlier
Czechoslovakia, two volumes of mint Vatican 1929-95, two
volumes of mostly mint Austria to 2010, album of
Netherlands Antilles mint mostly n.h. 1949-2000,
Lighthouse hingeless Canada album mint and used,
Liechtenstein album with mint sets, souvenir sheets, singles
1959-2001, Monaco album, mint n.h. 1989-98, binders of
Nepal, Israel and others, generally fine to very fine 
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000

1688 Hm Dealer’s Four Banker Boxes of Material $500
Cleanup of the back room of his office, incl. nice 2 volume all
mint Netherlands Antilles collection in Davo albums
1970-1999, strong Italy collection in Scott Specialty album
and two stockbooks, mostly mint from 1879 issue to 2001
incl. unused 52 (cat. $775), 67 full mint o.g. (cat. $500),
many better singles and sets onward to post WWII and
beyond, two volume G.B. 1911 up, scattered mint and used
plus Channel Islands, two volume Germany Third Reich to
post WWII, two volume Egypt incl. better early mint sets,
Vatican mint 1967 to Airmails, two volume U.N. mint
1951-70, album of Cyprus and Liechtenstein mint/used,
album of Austria, Belgium, Liechtenstein, two volume mint
East Germany 1949-1990, two volumes on Surinam
1975-98, binder of mostly mint Worldwide, incl.
Philippines, and some Thailand, Andorra and Turkey,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $700/900

1689 Hm Collector’s Dozens of Collections $500
Build up his major world collection but finally gave up and
decided to sell these collections relatively intact, incl. two
extensive Canada collections, classics to 1990s, Netherlands
binder mint and used to 1980s, Austria album, mint/used
classics to BOB, Vatican 1960s to 1980s, n.h. in hingeless
SAFE album, U.N. n.h. incl. many flag sheets, two volume
Germany post WWII and DDR collection mint and used,
French Colonies album mint and used, Switzerland album
mint and used, three Worldwide Scott Internationals and
three French “album Richard”, Canada mint and used
album plus stockbook, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $700/900

1690 Hm) Accumulation In 7 Boxes $500
Incl. U.S. with two boxes of postage with mostly blocks and
pl. blocks from 3¢ to 29¢, one box of mounts, covers and
FDCs, hundreds in 3 Master Global albums, and some
modern Israel and other countries, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $700/800

1691 Hm Dealers Stock on Cards $400
Bankers box with mint and used worked up on #102 cards
cat. a couple years ago at $5600, and 6 stock sheets with some
better items incl. PRC, Victoria, Labuan, Leeward Islands,
and some French Colonies, please inspect, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $600/800

1692 Hm Old Collector’s Stock $400
Seven small European stockbooks with 19th & 20th Century 
mint and used incl. Asia, British, Colombia, Europe,
Norway, Sweden and an exceptional Belgian Congo book,
careful inspection recommended, fine overall . Est. $600/800

1693 Hm Stuffed Scott International Junior Web $350
Thousands mint and used from 1850s to 1930s incl. U.S.,
China and British Commonwealth, many better items to find
throughout, huge cat. value, must inspect, mixed condition
....................................................................... Est. $500/700

1694 Hm Estate Remainders $350
Three bankers boxes, incl. used Austria to 2009, appears to
be complete DDR collection used, stockbook of mint DDR,
stockbook of Worldwide new issues, box of Russia, and 2
Kabe albums filled with hundreds from 1931, have fun, this
should produce some good finds, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/700

1695 Hm Collection Remainders $350
3 bankers boxes filled with album pages loose and albums,
noticed Vatican FDC collection in 3 albums, 2 volume Peru
with some useful, couple of stockbooks of mint and used sets
and souvenir sheets, box with Portuguese Colonies, and
much more to rummage through, generally fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1696 Hm Collections From Estate $300
Two banker boxes filled with collection incl. stockbook with
G.B. in quantity, Olympic collection with covers and stamps
and autograph of Olympian Sebastian Coe, stockbook of
modern in quantity from African countries mostly of single
stamps, couple of U.N. collection, one in Lighthouse album
running from 1987 to 2004, collection of sheets and a binder
with Kenya-Uganda-Tanzania, Lagos and Mauritius with
some value, please inspect .............................. Est. $500/700

1697 Hm Collection Housed In 20 Scott
International Albums $300
Covering the period 1840 thru 1922, the period 1840 to the
mid-1950s contains a substantial number of stamps, both
mint and used, with better Germany, France, Italy,
Liechtenstein and Sweden, the remaining volumes range
from skimpy to empty, the albums are in excellent condition
for the collector who wants to expand, 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $450/650

1698 Hm Better Estate Remainders Web $300
Small box with better items incl. Uruguay C27-60A mint,
New Hebrides 50-61 mint, Canada #87 mint block of 6,
Egypt J10-14 mint, Falkland 94 mint, Greenland 10-18
mint, group of Saudi Arabia proofs, 2 Canada Semi-Official
Airmail covers and other items, fine to very fine appearance 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

1699 H Accumulation In 6 Boxes $300
Thousands mostly used on stockpages by county, incl. one
box of Latin America and 2 boxes of Europe, great lot for
breakdown as retail lots or ebay lots as the work is already
done, need inspection, generally fine .............. Est. $400/500

1700 Hm) Collectors Accumulation In Box $300
Incl. collection of British Colonies to early 1900s sparsely
filled, Austria cancel collection with hundreds mostly one
issue from 1973, about 300 covers and postcards in albums
mostly 1940s to 1960s, and Saudi Arabia sheet with some
value, please inspect, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500
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1701 Hm 44 Albums of Collections $250
Mint and used with a decent range of collections, mainly
Worldwide, many thousands of stamps, good fun with useful 
items throughout ........................................... Est. $400/600

1702 H Remainder Lot $200
Box with album and stockbook with mostly mint items, incl. a 
good run of Israel tabs from 1955 to 1970 with some better
items, few better Spain sets, Italy and Colonies, and few
better British Commonwealth items, please inspect,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $300/400

1703 Hm Worldwide Approval Books $200
Thousands of mint and used with much useful British
Commonwealth incl. Dominica, Nevis, Tobago, also
Trinidad & Tobago (#34-42) in matched imprint singles,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $300/400

1704 Hm Mixed Bag Accumulation $200
Thousands of mint and used in glassines, on stockcards and
in approval books, with most regions represented, great
group for the patient sorter, generally fine ...... Est. $300/400

1705 Hm Early Scott Internationals $200
Group of five early Scott International albums from the
1930s era with 19th & 20th Century mint and used, incl.
U.S. and China, fun old lot, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1706 H Cinderella Material and Related $200
Incl. U.S. Locals and Carriers (real and suspect), 12 large
card proofs of various U.S. Newspaper stamps, shoebox of
U.S. meters, Foreign mint and used Revenues, private
fund-raising stamps and labels, Australia Stamp cards, 1925
Alaska Mercy flight triangles (7), photos of boxing and
sports legends incl. a 1930s picture of the NY “Black
Yankees” team, copy of 9/2/45 surrender document ending
WWII, page of U.S. Revenues, folder with 10 pages of
Mexican Revenues, unlisted stamps, baseball cards usable as 
postage, fishing licenses, pages of fantasy stamps, Louisiana
Expositions labels, WWII ration books, Disneyland ticket
books, precancels, sketches (some in color) for proposed
Egyptian stamps etc. and usual pile of Christmas, TB and
charity related, generally fine to very fine ........ Est. $250/350

1707 Hm 2 Boxes of Collections $150
Group of a dozen or so albums and stockbooks with a variety
of 19th & 20th Century mint and used, incl. Colombia
collection in a Scott album, Canada collection on pages, misc. 
China etc., condition varies, generally fine, generally fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1708 H Collector’s Mint Accumulation $150
In banker box, incl. 5 small binders of U.N. pl. blocks,
Vatican, Argentina, modern Sweden booklets, etc., fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $250/350

1709 Hm Mint and Used Collection $150
In four Scott International albums incl. better Austria,
Netherlands and Iran, also incl. is another family member’s
collection housed in a modern album, 350, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $250/350

1710 Hm Worldwide Revenues Collection $150
Hundreds on stockpages from all over, many interesting
items, please inspect, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

1711 Hm Small Disorganized Mess $150
Mint, used, few hundred pieces incl. German inflation
sheets, slightly better mint 1930’s Japan, German States,
Hungary C24-25, Russia C53-57 mint, etc. ... Est. $250/350

1712 Hm Estate Remainders $150
Bankers box with couple collections, the best being an old
album with South America countries and U.S. running into
the early 1900s, Ambassador well filled mostly common, and
a small cover album, please inspect, generally fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1713 H Worldwide Ducks $150
Hundreds of Ducks mostly mint and in sheet from,
hundreds and hundreds in face value, noticed United
Kingdom, Hungary, and Mexico etc., worth a look, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $200/300

1714 Hm Kiloware Lot $100
3 bankers boxes filled with loose kiloware, and in baggies and
glassines, please inspect, generally fine ........... Est. $200/300

Topical Collections

1715 Hm) Fencing Collection $700
Mint, used and covers, partially mounted comprehensive
advanced collection incl. proofs, deluxe sheets, imperfs, etc,
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $1,200/1,500

1716 H
H Collections Filling Two Banker Boxes $700

Virtually all mint and most are n.h., incl. 4 vol. Train
collection (cat. $1000+), birds on stamps album filled with
stamps honoring Audubon Bicentennial (cat. $709 tape
enclosed), Freedom from Hunger album (cat. $749 tape
enclosed), Disney album (cat. $170 tape enclosed), three
albums/folders of stamps on stamps (cat. $1, 840 tape
enclosed) plus small collections of PhilexAfrica ($34)
mushrooms ($376) and ships ($107), fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,400

1717 H
H Substantial Group of Europa Sets $500

N.h., covering 1970s-80s, wide range of countries from
Andorra to Yugoslavia, quantities of each issue averages
about 12, cat. value ranges from under a dollar to $90, fine to
very fine. Scott $5,027 (tape enclosed) ............ Est. $600/800

1718 H
H Birds and WWF Modern Mint Stock $350

N.h., in 7 binders (one oversized for larger items) for birds,
and one for WWF, mostly identified and priced, up to no
more than 2 of any sets, mostly 1970’s to circa 2009, clean,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $500/750

1719 H
H Space Collection $350

N.h. (vast majority) in four very large premium Minkus
albums, covers the world incl. many sets and singles recently
recognized by Scott, fine to very fine ............... Est. $500/700
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1720 H Album of Sets and Singles of
Butterflies $210
Vast majority are mint, incl. better sets from Brazil, Burundi,
China, Jamaica, Lebanon, Malaysia etc., plus some unlisted
not counted, fine to very fine. Scott $1,377 (tape enclosed)
 ...................................................................... Est. $250/300

1721 Hm) Art and Music Collection $200
Thousand of stamps, FDCs, and postcards in 5 bankers
boxes all related to the popular topics of art and music, about
50/50 between the two, must have taken a lot of time and
effort to build this, must inspect, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1722 H Labels, Cinderellas, Etc. $200
On stockpages in binders, incl. 1 binder of Russia 1960s-70s
period, many U.S. exhibitions 1930s and later, small group
of Danish labels ............................................. Est. $300/400

1723 Hm Europa Collection $200
In two hingeless albums from 1949 to 1952 not complete,
from 1956 to 1978 appear complete n.h. and used collection
in hingeless album running from 1982 to 1990 and appear to
be complete, generally fine to very fine ............ Est. $300/400

1724 H) Large Lions Club Collection Web $100
Hundreds in 3 albums running from 1940 to 1990s, one
album has mint with specialty items incl. proofs, errors and
multiples, many he paid a lot of money for, one book is event
and FDC’s, and the third book is a mish-mash of other items, 
nice lot for expansion, fine to very fine ............ Est. $150/200

Worldwide Covers

1725 ) Massive Worldwide Hoard $2,000
Tens of thousands of Worldwide mostly from 1940 to 1999
in 31 banker boxes, noticed Mexico, G.B., lots of Middle
East, Africa and Caribbean, earlier is mostly Europe and
Latin America, mostly commercial incoming to U.S. and
some FDCs, lots of $1 box material but should be some great
finds, generally fine to very fine ................ Est. $3,000/4,000

1726 ) Interesting Accumulation $1,900
Interesting accumulation of about 1200 belonging to an old
dealer’s stock, predominately older to pre-1960 commercial
covers with Airs, censored, stationery and other interesting
types and usages from all over the globe, incl. U.S.,
Germany, Europe, Latin America, Africa, British and Asia,
prices are generally between $10 and $40, but there are some
over $100, total retail prices amount to over $22,000,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $2,500/3,300

1727 ) Large Stock $1,900
About 1200 covers belonging to an old dealer’s stock,
predominately older to pre-1960 commercial covers with
Airs, censored, stationery and other interesting types and
usages from all over the globe, incl. U.S., Germany, Europe,
Latin America, Africa, British and Asia, prices are generally
between $10 and $40, but there are some over $100, total
retail prices amount to over $22,000, generally fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $2,500/3,300

1728 ) Intact Tin Can Mail Collection Web $1,300
Hundreds of covers, sorted by date order, starting 1930 with
U.S. Naval Eclipse Expedition, mostly 1934 and later with
scarcer usages, Quenelle letters, scarce postcards, better Fds, 
not Tonga adhesives, myriad of cachets, occasional
correspondence, difficult collection to dupl., also literature
incl. with “Tin Can Mail” by Ramsay, “Informal History of
Tin Can Mail” with picture postcards, articles, some
enclosures, needs careful inspection, fine to very fine lot,
formed over the past decade by collector, very popular area with
better early ................................................ Est. $2,000/3,000

1729 ) Pneumatic Mail Lot Web $700
Over 90 mostly from Austria, but also Germany and
incoming from around the world, interesting lot, please
inspect, generally fine to very fine ................... Est. $800/900

1730 ) Unpicked Group of 7600 $600
A cover lot with a history, recently a couple on an evening
walk saw a huge pile of trash in front of a deserted home,
amidst the trash were three huge plastic tubs with closed lids,
they pried open the lids and saw “colorful letters” sensing
some value, they took it to a collectibles dealer who knew
nothing much about covers but took a flyer on it, and
consigned it for auction, the lot contains more than 7600
covers, the vast majority of which are commercial and
personal letters dating from stampless to the mid 1980s, there 
are covers from every part of the world, strength in Latin
America, Western Europe and Asia plus Worldwide British
Empire, incl. censored, military mail, early flights,
paqueboat, first voyages and flights, a large number of
registered covers, a few first days and a wide range of post and 
postal cards, everything absolutely unpicked, allot some time
for this lot, it could have some hidden gems, generally fine to
very fine ...................................................... Est. $800/1,000

1731 ) 8 Box Accumulation $500
Thousands in banker boxes, incl. U.S. and U.N.,
commercial, FDCs, postal history and event covers, one box
is postcards, great for $1 boxes with some finds, please
inspect, generally fine .................................... Est. $800/900

1732 ) Extensive Concord Collection $500
1970’s-80s, few hundred unsorted, bought by collector, incl.
test, signed, various countries, many priced retail $10-$20
each, clean .................................................. Est. $800/1,000

1733 ) Retail Stock $500
Around 300 mostly from 1930 to 1950s all sleeved and price
in a box, great for retail or ebay sales, total marked retail
$3000+, inspect, generally fine to very fine .... Est. $700/900

1734 ) Zeppelin Collection Web $425
23 different items, most are flights but also some real photos
and postcard of Zeppelins, notice many different flights incl.
Hungary, Sweden, Austria and Spain, worth a close look,
fine to very fine appearance ............................ Est. $550/600

1735 ) Amazing Worldwide Lot $400
Diverse and most exceptional lot of hundreds of carefully
selected quality items, ranging from pre-stamp era to 40-50
years ago, representing a myriad of countries and categories,
values to $100 and more, lots of profit potential here for the
internet or bourse dealer, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $600/700
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1736 ) Hoard In Banker Box $300
Thousand or so containing amazingly diverse lot of hand
picked interesting Worldwide, incl. material from
pre-stamp, 19th Century, to items dating from 40 to 50 years
ago, no modern, saw stampless, Airmails, flights, maritime,
Navals, military, registered, better topics, multi stamp
frankings, better FDC and much more, great lot for the
internet or bourse dealer, many better items seen, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $500/700

1737 ) Over 3,500 Foreign $300
Filling two banker boxes, majority are commercial covers
and incl. registered and censored covers, as well as postal and
postcards, FDCs, metal engraved stamps from Japan and
Ryukyus, some registered oversized envelopes covered with
part sheets of surcharged Chinese stamps, well worth
inspecting, generally fine to very fine .............. Est. $400/500

1738 ) Accumulation In Box $200
About 300 with some pleasant surprises, noticed, stampless
G.B. to U.S., 1949 Shanghai Revenue document, few
WWII censored, and some stamps and ephemera, worth a
look, generally fine ......................................... Est. $300/400

1739 ) WW I and WW II $200
About 150 items mostly cover and some photos and
ephemera items all from the great wars, many useful items to
be found, please inspect, generally fine ........... Est. $300/400

1740 ) Useful Lot $200
Around 200 in box mostly different, most in 20th Century
incl. China, saw items that were over $100 retail, many finds
to be had, generally fine to very fine ................ Est. $300/400

1741 ) Accumulation In a Box $200
Over thousand in bankers box with more than half being
commercial, also some FDCs, noted India and some R.O.C.
modern, mostly $1, will be some finds, generally fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1742 ) Asia FDC Lot $140
Couple hundred from PRC, Hong Kong, and Japan, 1970s
to 2010 period, all unaddressed and clean, very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1743 ) Czech Legion Covers Web $140
16 total covers to and from various locations during WWII,
interesting lot, please inspect .......................... Est. $150/180

1744 ) Interesting Cover Lot $100
About 150 in two binders incl. some postcards and a couple
of China, please inspect, generally fine ........... Est. $150/200

1745 ) Couple Hundred Classic, Etc. $100
Incl. classic France, GB#1 (faulty) on cover, U.S. with
stationery, and 1930’s Vatican and Italy commercial, mixed
condition ....................................................... Est. $150/250

Literature

1746 L China: Two Different Books $120
The ‘Stamps of the Treaty Ports of China and of Formosa’ by 
Herbert Oldfield (1927) and ‘Local Post of China’ by
William Rosenberg (1941), all original editions, some worn
binding, fine .................................................. Est. $200/250

1747 L China: Pratt, Imperial China - History 
of the Posts to 1896’ and ‘Imperial
China - History of the Posts 1897 $100
(1994, 1998) complete two volume set, fine .... Est. $170/250

1748 L China: Paul K.S. Chang, History of
Postal Cancellation of China $100
Complete set of the original four volumes (1989), each
autographed by the author, fine ...................... Est. $150/200

1749 L China: Smith & Matrevers, Chinese
Banknotes $70
Published in 1970, fine .................................. Est. $120/150

1750 L Japan: H.A. Ramsden, Numismatic &
Philatelic Journal of Japan $100
(1913-1914) complete set of 3 volumes (complete set!) with
all manner of information incl. some on contemporaneous
early Chinese Republic stamps ....................... Est. $150/200

1751 L U.S. Possessions: Waldo Brown, The
Far East and the New America $300
(1901) complete set of six volumes, contemporaneous
glimpse into this era of gunboat diplomacy, seldom offered
complete, the perfect frivolous gift for the Possessions
collector who has everything .......................... Est. $400/500

1752 L U.S. Collector’s Classic Books $40
8 diff. hardbound incl. Towle “U.S. Route and Station
Agent”, Simpson “U.S. Postal Markings”, French
“Encyclopedia of Pl. Varieties”, Smithsonian 1851 3¢
Platings, etc. .................................................... Est. $80/100

1753 L Worldwide: Jacques Rogers, Rogers
Postal Booklet Catalogue $60
Published 1947, fine ...................................... Est. $100/130

1754 L Worldwide 5 Box Estate Lot $200
Includes, 15 volume GPS manual of German Forgeries by
Bohne, Higgins & Gage, box of misc. U.S., box of Middle
East, and box with Guatemala ........................ Est. $300/400

1755 Supplies: Nine Box Lot $500
Estate lot of supplies, incl. glassines, sheet folders, retail
cards, retail pages, album pages, mounts and about 30+
magnifiers retails up to $89 each, please inspect 
.................................................................... Est. $900/1,100

1756 Supplies: Six Volume Platinum
Collection $500
As new in blue binders with slip cases, to 1991, incl. back of
the book, incl. few n.h. Washington-Franklins, Farleys,
Airs, and some postage ................................... Est. $600/800

1757 Supplies: Supplies and Mounts $100
3 bankers boxes filled with mostly Scott and Showgard
mounts, did notice a few Hawid, must inspect  Est. $150/200

1758 Currency: United States; Small Group 
of 12 Items $50
Incl. $1 1923, 1928 silver certificates, 1860s Winchester
bills, 1861 Confederate $50, 1864 $10, Virginia 1862 $1,
etc., mixed condition, inspect ......................... Est. $100/200

End of Sale - Thank You
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